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Résumé de la thèse en français

Cette thèse porte sur les êtres artificiels qui génèrent de la nouveauté intéressante pour toujours.
Dans la communauté de machine learning et de calcul évolutionnaire, ce concept s’appelle l’open-
endedness (ouverture). Certains chercheurs (notamment en vie artificielle ou Alife) prennent comme
exemple de processus ouvert l’évolution naturelle et cherchent a en reproduire les caractéristiques,
mais nous sommes intéressés par l’ouverture au niveau du comportement d’agents individuels. Des
exemples motivants: un enfant joue et invente de nouvelles règles, de nouvelles aventures pour lui et
pour les autres ; un scientifique consacre sa vie à poser de nouvelles questions sur la nature et à trouver
la réponse avec des collègues du monde entier ; un peintre rêve d’une nouvelle scène et n’a de cesse
de travailler que cette scène n’ait pris vie sur la toile. Ce sont ces comportements qui nous inspirent :
comment construire des machines qui s’absorbent dans de telles activités ? Comment pourraient-elles
en inventer de nouvelles ? Nous nous situons dans une tradition de recherche qui cherche à répondre à
cette question par l’étude de la motivation intrinsèque: quels en sont les mécanismes chez les humains,
quels modèles computationnels peut-on en déduire, et comment implémenter ces modèles en utilisant
les techniques à l’état de l’art en machine learning aujourd’hui? La motivation intrinsèque a un rôle
particulier à jouer dans l’élaboration d’agents ouverts, parce qu’elle sous tend à la fois l’apprentissage
chez les enfants et l’innovation chez les adultes. Comme les membres de cette école de recherche,
nous nous rendons compte que les êtres artificiels ouverts doivent jouer: non seulement résoudre des
problèmes, mais aussi en inventer de nouveaux de manière créative. Dans le prolongement de ces
travaux antérieurs, nous étudions l’apprentissage dit autotélique. C’est un paradigme d’apprentissage
qui permet à un agent d’inventer ses propres objectifs, d’essayer de les atteindre et de tirer parti de
ses échecs et de ses réussites afin d’augmenter ses compétences, et de pouvoir se fixer des buts plus
ambitieux.

Cette thèse est centrée sur le langage comme moyen de construire des objectifs créatifs. Le
langage est un support parfait pour la créativité : des mots et concepts déjà connus se combinent dans
de nouvelles phrases, le langage fait abstraction des détails inutiles, et le langage peut même être le
siège de nouveaux concepts. Le langage définit également des espaces intéressants à explorer, comme
le savent bien les inventeurs de jeux basés sur le texte, les joueurs de jeux de rôle ou les créateurs
d’histoires. Nous adoptons donc la perspective du langage à la fois comme outil cognitif pour générer
des buts créatifs dans le cadre d’un apprentissage autotélique mais aussi comme manière de définir
un environnement ouvert et complexe. Cette thèse propose des contributions empiriques composées à
la fois d’analyses et de nouvelles méthodes permettant de comprendre comment construire des agents
linguistiques autotéliques ouverts.

Nous commencerons cette thèse par un chapitre introductif. L’auteur de ces lignes a suivi sa
curiosité et écrit une histoire de l’intelligence artificielle, en mettant l’accent sur la succession des
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différentes ères. Nous commençons par les origines, des premiers logiciens à l’établissement de
l’intelligence artificielle comme discipline scientifique en 1956. Nous discuterons des premiers succès
des systèmes logiques et des systèmes jouant au morpion et au dames. Nous passerons sur les espoirs
déçus et le premier hiver de l’IA dans les années 70 ou les financements se sont réduits massivement,
jusqu’au succès commercial des systèmes experts, le second hiver et la renaissance du connexionnisme
qui vit l’élaboration de réseaux de neurones plus complexes. Nous nous attardons ensuite sur les
différents moments de l’essor fulgurant de l’IA ces 15 dernières années, avec une emphase sur les
techniques que nous utiliserons dans cette thèse, et quelques expositions techniques (notamment
lorsque nous introduisons les différents paradigmes d’apprentissage). Le thème récurrent qui émerge
de cette histoire récente est que l’essor rapide du machine learning et son succès empirique tiennent
en premier lieu a la disponibilité de puissance de calcul et de données er ensuite à l’élaboration
d’algorithmes d’apprentissage relativement simples et très flexibles permettant de prendre avantage
de cette puissance de calcul et de ces données. Le début de l’ère du deep learning commence
avec la victoire écrasante du réseau convolutif AlexNet dans une compétition de reconnaissance
d’image en 2012, battant avec une grande marge tous les compétiteurs basés sur des approches de
machine learning plus traditionnelles. Nous continuerons avec le début de l’ère de l’apprentissage par
renforcement profond (deep RL, de 2015 à 2019) caractérisé par le développement rapide d’agents
dans un cadre de prise de décision séquentielle, un paradigme qui a permis de battre les champions
du monde de Go, d’échec, et de jeux compétitifs plus complexes encore comme Dota2 ou StarCraft2.
Nous finirons ensuite par l’ère la plus récente: celle des grands modèles de langage (LLM) et du
passage à grande échelle (scaling, de 2019 à aujourd’hui). La leçon principale de cette nouvelle ère
est que passer à l’échelle (pour une architecture similaire: plus de données et plus de paramètres)
donnent aux modèles des capacités émergentes qui n’existent pas aux échelles inférieures: nous
discuterons rapidement des lois d’échelles ayant été établies récemment caractérisant la performance
d’un modèle à son échelle. Nous offrirons ensuite une autre perspective: celle que les LLMs entraînés
de manière non-supervisée sur d’immenses corpus ne peuvent dans le meilleur des cas qu’imiter
la performance et le raisonnement des humains, mais non aller au delà et inventer leurs propres
problèmes comme le ferait un scientifique ou un enfant. Nous inscrivons par là même les travaux sur
la motivation intrinsèque et l’apprentissage autotélique dans la continuité des développements récents
en IA.

Nous continuons notre introduction par une exposition des phénomènes ouverts (open-ended) les
plus saillants dans le monde naturel: l’évolution génétique et culturelle. Après en avoir brièvement
exposé les principes, de variation, transmission et sélection, nous nous demandons ce qui peut
bien être à l’origine de la variation en évolution culturelle. Nous arrivons à la conclusion que ce
sont les mécanismes de la motivation intrinsèque qui sont responsables de cette variation. Nous
discutons ensuite de la recherche en psychologie développementale, qui décrit l’évolution des jeunes
enfants par une série de stades développementaux, et nous nous établissons ensuite une revue de
la recherche en motivation intrinsèque, d’abord chez les humains et ensuite nous regardons les
différents modèles computationnels qui ont été proposés. Les modèles computationnels de motivation
intrinsèques se divisent en trois catégories: les modèles basés sur la connaissance (ou une motivation
est générée en fonction de la relation entre un stimulus/une observation et les modèles internes
d’un agent), les modèles basés sur la compétence (ou une motivation est générée en fonction de la
compétence d’un agent sur un but donné), et les modèles basés sur la structure du flot sensorimoteur
(l’empowerment ou les récompenses liées à la régularité tombent dans ce cadre). Un des avantages
des motivations intrinsèques basées sur la compétence sont la relation de ces récompenses internes
avec le répertoire de compétence de l’agent. Nous développons ces intuitions en présentant ensuite le
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paradigme de l’apprentissage autotélique, ou un agent sélectionne ses propres buts et est récompensé
pour essayer de les accomplir. Nous discutons brièvement des travaux existants dans ce cadre
et des avantages de cette forme d’apprentissage intrinsèquement motivée pour la construction de
répertoires de compétence ouvert. Nous nous attardons sur les processus de sélections de buts, et
nous remarquons que sélectionner des buts en fonction de compétence intermédiaires (dans des
environnements déterministes) et le progrès d’apprentissage (plus généralement) permet de séquencer
des phases développementales selon une structure similaire à ce qui est observé chez les jeunes
enfants. Nous disons un mot de la sélection de buts appropriés comme une version d’apprentissage
par curriculum automatique (automated curriculum learning: ACL). Nous concluons ensuite sur la
présentation d’un travail séminal antérieur utilisant des buts linguistiques, et utilisant les propriétés de
productivité et de compositionnalité du langage comme mécanisme d’imagination de buts nouveaux.

Notre premier chapitre expérimental porte sur les agents autotéliques dans les jeux basés sur le
texte. Comme dans l’introduction, nous avons pris le temps de présenter un contexte général, cette
fois-ci sur les théories du langage en psychologie cognitive et en linguistique, en essayant de dégager
ce que nous savons sur ce qu’est un symbole, et sur le caractère ouvert (open-ended) du langage.
Nous nous arrêterons notamment sur certaines des théories linguistiques tentant de caractériser cette
nature ouverte. Nous passons ensuite à notre première contribution expérimentale où nous présentons
une étude d’un agent autotélique utilisant des objectifs linguistiques dans un environnement textuel
complexe, ScienceWorld. Un environnement textuel est un environnement d’apprentissage par
renforcement ou les observations et les actions sont du texte. L’environnement Scienceworld contient
des règles de physique et thermodynamique élémentaire. Nous nous basons sur ces propriétés
pour définir une hiérarchie d’objectifs linguistiques que l’agent peut maîtriser, et l’apprentissage de
l’association des objectifs et du comportement se fait grâce au feedback d’un partenaire social (selon
le principe du hindsight expérience relabelling, ou un comportement effectué est considéré comme
une démonstration du but effectivement accompli, et non du but originellement visé). Dans l’étude
par ablations menée, nous établissons que la sélection de buts basée sur la compétence intermédiaire
est déterminante dans l’apprentissage de la maîtrise de la hiérarchie de buts, tout comme l’est est
un retour d’information filtré du partenaire social. Ce dernier point est lié à la difficulté d’entraîner
un modèle massivement multitâche avec des modèles standard d’apprentissage par renforcement
profond, à partir de zéro. Nous passons ensuite à notre deuxième étude, qui présente une nouvelle
méthode intitulée LMA3 (Language Model Augmented Autotelic Agents), une méthode intégrant
de grands modèles de langage (LLM) dans l’architecture autotélique pour la génération d’objectifs
ouverts. Nous instantions notre agent dans un environnement textuel simple (CookingWorld), et nous
utilisons le fait que les trajectoires de l’agent se déroulent en langage pour implémenter le module de
sélection de buts, la fonction de récompense conditionnée par le but et le module de labellisation,
par des appels à des modèles de langage (ChatGPT dans nos expériences). La sélection de buts
peut donc générer des buts ouverts, la fonction de récompense calculer des achèvements de buts
pour des buts arbitraires, et la fonction de relabellisation, jouant dans ce travail le meme role que le
partenaire social du travail précédent, relabelliser des comportements arbitraires tout en émettant des
buts rétrospectifs pertinents. Nous démontrons que notre agent est capable de découvrir des milliers
de buts meme dans cet environnement relativement simple. Nous établissons par avance une batterie
de buts d’évaluation dont nous pouvons mesurer programmatiquement la complétion, et en évaluant
LMA3 sur ces buts de test nous démontrons qu’il a été capable de les découvrir au cours de son
exploration. Nous mesurons également le nombre et la diversité des buts atteints au fur et à mesure de
l’exploration pour différentes ablations de notre système. Cette analyse met en valeur l’importance de
formulation de la prompt (les instructions au LLM), notamment l’importance de conseils sur ce qui
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constitue un but important pour la génération de but et la relabellisation. Nous concluons ce chapitre
en soulignant les promesses des grands modèles pour l’apprentissage autotélique, en particulier dans
des environnements plus ouverts.

Notre deuxième chapitre expérimental fournit des éléments pour aborder le problème de l’ancrage
du langage (language grounding) dans les agents autotéliques. Quels pourraient être les bons principes
pour qu’un agent relie ses objectifs linguistiques à ses observations sensorimotrices ? Après une
introduction sur l’ancrage, les arguments pour se concentrer sur la fonction de récompense et les
architectures basées sur l’objet telles que les réseaux neuronaux graphiques (GNN), nous passons
à notre troisième contribution. Dans cette étude, nous présentons SpatialSim, un ensemble de
tâches d’identification et de comparaison de configurations spatiales d’objets. Nous testons plusieurs
architectures de réseaux neuronaux basées sur les GNN ainsi que de puissantes architectures de vision
par ordinateur et nous concluons que, sur une série de mesures, les architectures présentant le calcul
le plus relationnel sont les plus performantes. Dans notre troisième étude, nous nous demandons
quels principes de conception architecturale pourraient être nécessaires pour fonder un langage avec
une sémantique spatiale et temporelle. Nous définissons un langage artificiel capable de décrire des
relations spatiales, des relations temporelles et des prédicats à extension temporelle, et nous essayons
d’apprendre une correspondance (ou une fonction de récompense) prédisant si une trajectoire donnée
d’un agent correspond à une phrase donnée. Nous constatons que les architectures relationnelles
comportant le moins d’hypothèses préalables sont les plus performantes. Nous concluons ce chapitre
par une vue d’ensemble de ce qui pourrait être nécessaire pour fonder des objectifs linguistiques
réellement ouverts, comme ceux que nous visons à étudier dans cette thèse.

Dans notre dernier chapitre expérimental, nous développons une idée qui apporte des éléments
de réponse à la fois au sujet de la complexité des environnements soulevés dans le premier chapitre
expérimental et au sujet de l’ancrage du langage: implémenter des agents autotéliques dans des
environnements de programmation. Les possibilités de la programmation sont infinies et les buts
peuvent être exprimés pour les agents autotéliques sous forme de tests unitaires. L’exécution d’un
programme (avec ou sans erreur) fournit une vérité de base par rapport à laquelle l’agent peut
s’entraîner, ce qui nous permet de contourner le problème de l’ancrage par apprentissage de fonctions
de récompense. Sur la base de cette idée, nous proposons deux contributions. La première introduit
ACES (Autotelic Code Exploration with Semantic descriptors), une méthode pour générer une
diversité de puzzles de programmation. Cette méthode, proche d’une version autotélique d’un
algorithme de qualité-diversité, est basée sur la définition d’un espace formé par des descripteurs
sémantiques. Les méthodes de qualité-diversité (qui sont des algorithmes de population ou le but est
d’évoluer un ensemble d’individus à la fois divers et localement optimaux) comme map-elites ont
besoin d’un espace dans lequel caractériser la nouveauté d’un individu. Ces espaces sont souvent faits
main ou basés sur un plongement dans un espace latent appris par un modèle, mais ces solutions ont
des problèmes (respectivement le manque de flexibilité et la malédiction de la dimensionnalité). Pour
définir notre espace de caractérisation sémantique nous établissons une ontologie de 10 compétences
de programmation (mathématiques, récursivité, problèmes de graphes. . . ) et nous catégorisons les
puzzles de programmation générés par un LLM dans l’espace 10-dimensionnel composé des booléens
d’appartenance aux différentes compétences de programmation que ce puzzle requiert ou non. Cette
catégorisation est aussi effectuée par le même LLM. Nous montrons que l’utilisation de cet espace
sémantique combinatoire conduit à la génération d’une plus grande diversité de puzzles, sur une
variété de mesures. Nous passons à la deuxième contribution de ce chapitre, où nous présentons
l’apprentissage autotélique dans le domaine des puzzles de programmation comme un jeu entre deux
agents : un "Setter" générant des puzzles difficiles, mais encore résolubles, et un "Solver" apprenant à
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les résoudre. Nous appelons ce jeu Codeplay. Dans de premières expériences, nous montrons que le
Setter, un modèle de langage ajusté avec l’apprentissage par renforcement, parvient à générer des
puzzles qui sont difficiles, solubles, et relativement nouveaux. De plus, nous arrivons à contrôler
le degré de nouveauté ou la contrainte de difficulté des puzzles générés par le Setter en ajustant
deux composants de la fonction de récompense du Setter. Par ces expériences préliminaires, nous
démontrons ainsi une première étape pour l’implémentation de l’algorithme Codeplay final.
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Preamble

This is a thesis about artificial beings that endlessly generate interesting novelty for ever. A child
plays and invents new rules, new adventures for herself and for others; a scientist devotes her life to
asking new questions about Nature and finding the answer with colleagues from all over the world; a
painter dreams of a new scene and has no rest until it has come alive on the canvas. These are the kind
of behavior that inspire us: how could we build machines that absorb themselves in such activities?
How could they invent new ones? We walk in the footsteps of numerous others before us (to cite only
a few: Oudeyer & Kaplan (2007b); Baranes & Oudeyer (2013c); Schmidhuber (2013); Colas et al.
(2020b); Forestier et al. (2022b); Colas et al. (2022c)). As they did, we realize that artificial playful
beings need to not only solve problems but creatively invent new ones. After Csikszentmihalyi (1998),
Steels (2004) and Colas et al. (2022c), we investigate autotelic learning, whence an agent invents its
own goals, tries to achieve them and leans from its failures and successes.

This thesis is centered around language as a way to build creative goals. Language is a perfect
medium for creativity: old words combine in new phrases, words abstract away unnecessary details,
and language can even be the seat of novel concepts. Language also defines interesting spaces to
explore: as the inventors of text-based games, the players of role-playing games, or the builders of
stories know well. We believe that language holds the key to open-ended learning: learning new
things forever without converging.

Introduction We will begin (Chapter 1) by an introductory chapter. The author of these lines has
followed their curiosity and written a history of artificial intelligence (AI: Section 1.1), emphasizing
the different eras, from the early days of logic to connexionism, to the beginning of deep learning, to
deep reinforcement learning and to the current era of scaling and language models. Some sections
(such as 1.1.3 or 1.1.5) delve into technicalities and can serve as background for some of the
techniques used in our experimental contributions, but are not striclty necessary to understand the
main results of this work. We continue the Introduction with an overview (Section 1.2) of known
open-ended systems, such as natural and cultural evolution (Section 1.2.1 and 1.2.2). We then move on
(Section 1.2.3) to review developmental psychology and intrinsic motivation in humans, culminating
with a detailed overview of computational models of intrinsic motivation (Section 1.2.3) and autotelic
AI (Section 1.2.3). We conclude the introduction with an introductory summary of the contributions
(Section 1.3.1, and Section 1.3.2 for the list).

Linguistic autotelic agents Our first experimental chapter (Chapter 2) will be about autotelic
agents in text-based games. As in the introduction, the author has taken some time to provide a
general background (Section 2.1), this time on theories of language in cognitive psychology and
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linguistics, trying to tease out what we know about the open-endedness of language. We then
move on (Section 2.2) where we present a study of an autotelic agent using language goals in a
challenging text-based game, where observations and actions are linguistic. We define a hierarchy of
language goals the agent can master, and learning to associate goals and behavior happens through the
feedback of a social partner. In ablation studied we establish that goal-selection based on intermediate
competence is instrumental in learning to master the goal hierarchy, as is filtered feedback from
the social partner. We then move on to our second study (Section 2.3) presenting LMA3, a method
integrating Large Language Models (LLMs) into the autotelic architecture for open-ended goal
generation. We demonstrate that our agent is able to discover thousands of goals and measure the
diversity of these goals in various ablations. We conclude this chapter by outlining the promises of
large models for autotelic learning, especially in more open-ended environments.

Object-based representations for language grounding Our second experimental chapter (Chap-
ter 3) provides some elements for tackling the language grounding problem. What could be good
principles for an agent to link its language goals to its sensorimotor observations? After an introduc-
tion on grounding, arguments for focusing on the reward function, and object-based architectures such
as Graph Neural Networks (GNNs: Kipf & Welling (2016); Battaglia et al. (2018a)) (Section 3.1), we
move on to our third contribution (Section 3.2.2). In this study we introduce SpatialSim, an ensemble
of tasks of identification and comparison of spatial configurations of objects. We test several neural
network architectures based on GNNs as well as powerful computer vision architectures and conclude
that on a series of measures the architectures exhibiting the most relational computation perform
best. In our third study (Section 3.3), we ask ourselves what architectural design principles could be
needed for grounding language with spatial and temporal semantics. We define an artificial language
with the power to describe spatial relations, temporal relations, and temporally-extended predicates,
and try to learn a correspondence (or reward function) predicting if a given trajectory of an agent
corresponds to the the given sentence. We identify that relational architectures with the least amount
of prior assumptions perform best. We then conclude this chapter by an overview of what could be
needed to ground truly open-ended language goals, as the ones we aim to study in this thesis.

Code-generating agents In our final experimental chapter (Chapter 4), we develop an insight that
solves both the issues of working with open-ended environments and of grounding. The possibilities
of programming are endless, and goals can be expressed for autotelic agents as unit tests. Programs
are idealized language. Program execution provides a ground truth against which the agent can train,
allowing us to sidestep the problem of grounding by learning reward functions (as in Chapter 3).
Building on this insight we propose two contributions. The first (Section 4.2) introduces ACES, a
method for generating a diversity of programming puzzles, based on a categorization of programming
puzzles as involving a particular combination of programming skills. Both generation of new puzzles
and the prediction of their category is done with an LLM. We show that the use of this combinatorial
semantic space leads to the generation of a larger diversity of puzzles, on a variety of measures. We
move on to our second contribution of the chapter (Section 4.3), where we cast autotelic learning
in the domain of programming puzzles as a game between two agents: a Setter generating hard, but
still solvable, puzzles, and a Solver learning to solve them. We call this game Codeplay. In first
experiments, we show that the Setter, a smaller language model finetuned with reinforcement learning,
manages to generate puzzles that are hard, solvable, and relatively novel: this is an important early
result to the implementation of the full Codeplay algorithm. We conclude by discussing the numerous
avenues for further work these contributions open.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Preamble to the introduction

Building autonomous machines that open-endedly explore their environment has been a long-
standing goal of artificial intelligence research. In this thesis, our goal is to contribute to this tradition.
To ground our investigation we begin by reviewing both the history of AI up to the latest state-of-the-
art techniques with an emphasis on techniques that have achieved major milestones and that will be
relevant for our contributions, as well as a discussion of the tradition within which we situate ourselves:
intrinsically-motivated open-ended learning (Meyer & Wilson, 1991; Baldassarre & Mirolli, 2012;
Der & Martius, 2012; Forestier et al., 2022b; Schmidhuber).

Thus, this introduction chapter first takes a dive in the history of AI (Section 2). We begin with
the very first attempts at making thinking machines, through the links between AI and cognitive
science, and to the emergence of modern AI techniques based on machine learning 15 years ago.
We spend some time detailing the most important techniques used today, from deep reinforcement
learning (Mnih et al., 2015) to Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) and large language models (Brown
et al., 2020); we spend time in particular on techniques used in this thesis. Thus, this discussion also
serves as technical background on the experimental contributions made in this paper. We will end
this review with a remark: AI is usually understood as the set of techniques to automatically solve
problems. How to use them to invent new ones?

We will then (Section 3) discuss open-endedness (Wang et al., 2019; Stanley & Lehman, 2015)
and intrinsic motivation (Oudeyer & Kaplan, 2007b) as inspiration sources in our quest to create
systems that endlessly generate novel problems, novel solutions. We will begin with a discussion of
natural evolution, the most compelling open-ended process that we can observe, forever generating
novel species, and emphasize the role of feedback loops between environment and organism (Odling-
Smee et al., 2003). We will point out that cultural evolution can be understood in similar ways (Laland
& O’Brien, 2011). We will continue by arguing that the driver at the heart of cultural evolution
and innovation are intrinsic motivation and play (Oudeyer & Kaplan, 2007b; Chu & Schulz, 2020).
We will accordingly devote the finishing sections of this introduction by presenting the different
approaches and theories surrounding intrinsic motivation, in humans and machines.

We will then end (Section 4) with a presentation of each of the following content chapters and a
list of our contributions.



2 Introduction

1.1 An overview of Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence is a long-standing dream that has its roots before even the first computers,
with philosophers’, logicians’ and psychologists’ inquiries into the nature of reason and the mind.
However, this dream started started to solidify in the course of the second half of the 20th century.
The definition of intelligence itself is elusive and might depend on the author (Legg et al., 2007); it is
one of these things that we easily recognize but have a hard time quantifying, which is problematic
for a field of study seeking to reproduce it. Some define AI as the science of automated problem
solving, or as the study of how to build rational agents (Russell & Norvig, 2020). Interestingly,
these definitions leave to the research community the decision of which problems to solve or which
objectives the rational agent should attain.

A distinction has emerged over time between cognitive science, studying the operation of the
mind in humans through the analogy between human thought processes and the workings of a
computer, and AI, which is unconstrained by trying to provide a scientific account of the human mind.
Nevertheless, Homo Sapiens is the only example of flexible reasoning and decision making and the
study of human cognition regularly informs intuitions about building automated intelligent systems.
With the success of recent compute-heavy machine learning algorithms in particular (LeCun et al.,
2015), giving rise to adaptable AI systems, AI researchers regularly turn to human capabilities as
inspiration for what capabilities and tasks AI should solve. This is easily seen through claims of
human-level performance (Mnih et al., 2015), human-timescale adaptation (Team et al., 2023) and
similar wordings in AI breakthroughs. More generally, modern machine learning researchers and
engineers often claim Artificial General Intelligence as their goal (among many others Clune (2019);
Altman (2023)); the concept is ill-defined but it usually is taken to designate systems that have human
or superhuman performance in a wide range of (economically relevant) skills.

In this section, we present a short history of the field of AI, outlining the major milestones and
paradigm shifts and what lead to them. After giving an account of the historical roots of AI we will
focus in more detail on the techniques used in a contemporary machine learning context, supported
by developments in the past 15 years or so. This will be an opinionated history, guided by wider
significance (milestones, societal impact or impact in the other sciences) and by concepts that are
specifically relevant to this thesis. This will also serve as background for all the techniques used in
this manuscript. Once this overview is done, we will argue for the importance of Developmental
Artificial Intelligence, the branch of AI studying how to solve automatically the types of challenges
encountered by developing humans. We believe that solving some of these problems could lead to
progress in general AI systems, and will defend this idea at the end of the section.

1.1.1 The origins

Philosophers have wondered for millennia about the human mind and its capabilities, and old
myths abound with stories of artificial beings: Galatea, Pygmalion’s statue, or the Golem, to name a
few. The mind seems like a unique phenomenon in Nature, and to explain it most philosophers in
the Western tradition have posited that it is made of a different essence than that of ordinary matter:
this position is called dualism. This worked well within the various spiritual frameworks that were
dominant in the Western world (such as Christianity from the 5th century to the Industrial Revolution).
Monism is the opposite belief: that mind and matter are actually made of the same essence. Some
form of monism is a prerequisite for the belief that AI is possible: since intelligence is a part of the
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Figure 1.1: Rosenblatt’s perceptron was implemented on analog machines.

human mind, believing that mind and matter are completely separate leads to considering that the
effort to build intelligent machines is a fruitless one. Dualism saw its first cracks with the philosophy
of Spinoza, and around the same time Leibniz started designing one of the oldest computing devices,
the stepped reckoner. He additionally crafted plans to create a universal language for thought
and reasoning, fully composititonal and non-ambiguous, composed of symbols and of the logical
operations to manipulate those symbols, which he termed the Universal Characteristic. He believed
that scholars using this language could simply compute the result of any reasoning process, and that
debate among scientists and philosophers would be greatly simplified. The Universal Characteristic
can be seen as a precursor to the program of AI. A similar research endeavor motivated the logicians
of the late 19th century and early 20th century, such as Gottlob Frege, one of the founding figures or
analytical philosophy. He seeked to ground all of mathematics into logic (a program that was carried
to term by Russell and Whitehead in their 1923 Principia Mathematica (Whitehead & Russell, 1923))
and invented the first predicate calculus, laying the groundwork for all further developments in logic
and formal systems.

In the first half of the 20th century, the discovery that the operations of the brain were carried out by
a dense network of individual neurons firing discrete signals led to the development of computational
models of neurons and neural networks, most notably by McCulloch and Pitts (McCulloch & Pitts,
1943). Norbert Weiner started developing cybernetics (Wiener, 1961), his theory of self-regulating
systems, shortly after the development of theories of universal computation by Turing (Turing,
1937) and Church (Church, 1932), as well as after the theory of information of Shannon (Shannon,
1948) gained influence. This fertile intellectual ground led a group of researchers in computer
science, mathematics and logics to convene in a workshop in Dartmouth in 1956. There, the
participants expressed their confidence in the fact that that implementing the operations of mind
inside a computer was possible, and the field of AI was officially born and its program defined.
Early optimism led to a flurry of developments such as game-playing AI (see the checkers-playing
program of Samuel (1959)), language understanding and conversational programs (for instance Joseph
Wiezenbaum’s ELIZA (Agassi & Wiezenbaum, 1976)), as well as formal theorem provers, robotics
and vision (Newell et al., 1959; Winograd, 1971). The era also saw the development of Rosenblatt’s
perceptron (Rosenblatt, 1957), a working version of McCullch and Pitt’s mathematical neuron. It was
possible to train this neuron, by repeated exposure to input-output pairs, to approximate the function
between inputs and outputs: the first machine learning program was born.
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However this early enthusiasm did not last, as the early pioneers of AI failed to deliver in the
early 70s the grandiose achievements they had promised in the prior decade. Funding dried up and
the first AI winter began around 1974. Among interesting criticism of AI approaches of the time were
those of Hans Moravec. His well-known paradox states that what is hard for us is easy for machines
and vice versa. He meat that logic and multistep reasoning are comparatively easy to implement in a
computer but the more mundane tasks such as object recognition, keeping one’s balance or running
up the stairs were wildly out of reach for AI systems of the time. His critique of early AI efforts is
that the computers of the time were massively underscaled, by a factor of one million approximatively
according to his estimation (Moravec, 1976). The metaphor he used was that at sufficient speed,
anything could fly; but the quest to build artificial flight was doomed until enough horsepower could
be harnessed in airplanes. The publication of Minsky and Papert’s book Perceptrons (Minsky &
Papert, 1969), where severe limitations on the classes of images a single-layer perceptron could
distinguish, was a decisive blow to the study of neural networks.

A rebirth of AI in the 80s happened due to the initial commercial success of expert systems,
logical systems incorporating all known facts of a specialized domain in to a knowledge graph. After
generating a great amount of initial excitement and some interesting such as programs for automated
mathematical discovery such as Automated Mathematician (Lenat, 1976), Eurisko (Lenat, 1983) and
the knowledge base Cyc (Lenat, 1995), this wave of AI faded too and another AI winter started in
the late 80s and continued up to the late 90s. Within this context, the invention of neural net training
through the backpropagation of errors (Rumelhart et al., 1986a) and the publication of the widely
influential Parallel and Distributed Processing book (Rumelhart et al., 1986b) revived research into
neural networks. Backpropagation made possible the training of arbitrary layers of neurons connected
by a wide variety of mathematical operators. Thus, more complex architectures could be invented
and trained, and by the late 90s researchers had already invented recurrent neural networks (RNNs:
Elman (1990)), convolutional neural networks (CNNs: Lecun & Bengio (1995)), and long-term-
short-memory (LSTMs: Hochreiter & Schmidhuber (1997)) units. More in-depth accounts of neural
network techniques will be done in the following sections, but the general story after the rebirth of
connectionism in the late 80s has been the one of the success of machine learning in general. The
availability of cheap computing power due to Moore’s law, of exponentially increasing available
data due to the emergence of the Internet, of efficient and flexible neural network architectures and
training paradigms, and to increasingly usable and powerful software stacks (Abadi et al., 2015;
Bradbury et al., 2018; Paszke et al., 2019) led to the widespread successes of AI in the second
decade of the 21st century. Looking back at this rapid evolution, Richard Sutton formulated the bitter
lesson (Sutton, 2019): approaches to AI that can leverage the increasing amount of compute win in
the long-term. Researchers may try to formalize their understanding of a domain, such as language or
vision, and input it into a machine, and this might lead to improvements in the sort term. However,
these approaches will not scale compared with general methods based on search and learning. This
conclusion mirrors the one of Hans Moravec 43 years earlier.

1.1.2 The deep learning revolution, supervised and self-supervised learning

Machine learning is the science of making algorithms that improve on tasks based on experience.
Most of contemporary machine learning is heavily reliant on mathematical optimization. Performance
of an algorithm is usually defined through a metric (cost function, reward, loss), and the algorithm’s
responses to input is controlled by a set of parameters that will vary over the course of training to
optimize this metric, either maximizing or minimizing depending on the problem. The predictive
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Figure 1.2: Deep Neural Nets work by building increasingly complex representations,
or features, of their data. Olah et al. (2017) developed a technique for visualizing
those features, allowing us to gain insight on the dimensions of the data that influences
a model’s prediction. The top row represents a class of images, the bottom row a
visualization of a perfect exemplar of the class according to a CNN. Figure from Olah
et al. (2017).

algorithm is called a model, and the computational relationship between inputs, parameters, and
outputs is called the architecture of the model. Deep learning (LeCun et al., 2015) is the use of neural
networks in a machine learning architecture.

There are 3 main categories of machine learning paradigms:

• Unsupervised learning: this paradigm assumes we have some unlabeled data and that we aim
to learn something about its underlying structure. Common examples include dimensionality
reduction or clustering.

• Supervised learning: in this setup we assume that we have access to some samples of a
distribution of examples and labels. The goal is to learn to predict labels on new samples as
accurately as possible. An interesting paradigm that has emerged recently is Self-Supervised
learning. It uses the methods of supervised learning to learn in settings close to the ones of
unsupervised learning, namely, considering that the data itself or transformation thereof can
be used as labels to learn from inputs only. Because these methods are applicable to massive
corpora of unlabeled data they have been responsible for some of the most recent successes in
machine learning.

• Reinforcement learning: this paradigm concerns itself with the behavior of simulated agents,
acting in an environment in order to maximize a scalar signal known as a reward. Intuitively,
this corresponds to learning to act in a sequential decision-making process via trial and error.
This setup is more involved than supervised learning but is more powerful in modelling a wide
range of problems an autonomous artificial system might encounter.

In this section we will cover generalities and major milestones in supervised and self-supervised
learning learning. Reinforcement learning will be covered in the following section.
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In supervised learning we are faced with a joint probability distribution over two random variables
X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y , p(X,Y ). We are given a functional hypothesis space H composed of function
from X to Y and a loss function ℓ ∶ Y × Y → R. The goal of supervised learning is to find the
function in the hypothesis space that minimizes the loss ℓ(f(X), Y ), f ∈ H, (X,Y ) ∼ p. In other
words, the supervised learning problem is expressed as the following optimization problem:

f
∗
= argmin

f∈H
∫
(X,Y )

ℓ(f(X), Y ) p(X,Y )dX dY (1.1)

H is usually given by a family of functions parametrized by θ ∈ Rd. Since we cannot access
the data distribution directly we estimate the loss over our finite dataset D of (x, y) samples and
minimize that function with respect to the parameters. This procedure is known as empirical risk
minimization:

θ
∗
= argmin

θ∈Rd

∑
(x,y)∈D

ℓ(fθ(x), y) (1.2)

The most standard loss functions used are the mean-squared error (MSE) for regression tasks,
when Y = Rn, and the binary cross-entropy (BCE) for binary classification tasks, when Y = [0..1]n.
Since d is usually high and the loss is usually non-convex in most real-scale machine learning
settings the optimization procedure above is usually performed by some form of stochastic gradient
descent (Bishop, 1999) over minibatches randomly drawn from the training dataset, and evaluated on
the held-out test dataset. Pre-deep learning era machine learning methods usually used parametrized
linear functions over a feature space derived from X . These features were usually by studying the
domain of interest and extracting quantities of interest by a manual mathematical procedure (for
instance SIFT features in computer vision or MFCC features in speech recognition (see discussion
in the introduction of Goodfellow et al. (2016))). More complex function spaces involve non-linear
parametric function composition of which neural networks are a special case, since neural networks
are in their most classical form a collection of layers of linear functions sandwitched between non-
linearities such as the sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent functions. Neural nets were originally difficult
to train because of vanishing or exploding gradients (Glorot & Bengio, 2010; Pascanu et al., 2013).
Indeed, when performing the stochastic gradient descent procedure, the gradient of the loss with
respect to the function parameters has to be computed, and since the invention of the backpropagation
algorithm (or reverse-mode differentiation) the gradient of one layer of a neural net is computed from
the gradient of the layer before it. Propagating the gradient backward through the sigmoid or tanh
funtions shrinks it dramatically, so training nets with more than 2 layers was very hard in the early
days.

The modern era of machine learning started when a deep CNN called AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al.,
2012) won the large-scale image recognition challenge on the ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015)
dataset by a very wide margin. The critical element of this success was the depth of the network,
for which rectified layer units (ReLU), rather than tanh, were used, greatly speeding up training and
improving performance. This simple modification eliminated most of the vanishing gradient problem
and made truly deep architectures feasible. Another crucial aspect of the work was technical: the
authors wrote their code so as to be executable on the graphical processing units (GPUs) originally
developed for the parallel mathematical processing required by video games as other computer
graphics applications. This allowed Krizhevsky and colleagues to muster the computing power to
train their network. This is an important point (remember Moravec’s remarks and Sutton’s bitter
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lesson discussed in the preceding section) and compute and scale effects will be recurrent themes in
the recent history of AI.

Deep learning had started: and a Cambrian explosion of neural architectures started being
applied to many supervised tasks, from image recognition (Szegedy et al., 2015; He et al., 2016b)
to segmentation to point cloud tasks in computer vision, to applications in speech recognition, to
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) tasks like machine translation (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al.,
2014). Supporting these developments are decreasing costs of graphical processors, developments
in general purpose stabilizing measures such as dropout (Hinton et al., 2012) to avoid overfitting,
batch or layer normalization to smooth gradient updates and make the optimization process better
behaved (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015; Ba et al., 2016), or new optimizers (Kingma & Ba, 2014), the
appearance of software stacks to flexibly implement new algorithms (Abadi et al., 2015; Bradbury
et al., 2018; Paszke et al., 2019), and the multiplication of benchmarks and rich datasets for an
increasing amount of tasks.

Sequence models will be of particular interest to us for the work presented in this manuscript so let
us review the first recurrent models shortly before spending a bit more time on Transformers (Vaswani
et al., 2017) in a dedicated section. Sequence models refer to neural architectures that operate on
sequences. A typical task would be to classify text, where the input strings would be considered a
sequence of characters. Other classical tasks are seq2seq tasks, where after being given a sequence
input the goal is to predict a sequence output, such as in machine translation. After the seminal work
of Elman on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) (Elman, 1990) and Hochreiter and Schmidhuber’s
invention of the long-short-term-memory unit (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) – whose additional
cell channel was designed to maintain information over long timespans, the issue of exploding or van-
ishing gradients prevented the application of these recurrent architectures on long sequences (Glorot
& Bengio, 2010). Indeed, recurrent architectures are trained with the backpropagation through time
algorithm, unrolling the model through time and passing the gradient though all the temporal replicas
of the recurrent unit. Even when stabilizing methods had been found for mitigating training issues,
the networks had trouble computing long-range dependencies on text. The introduction of attention
methods in RNNs mitigated the issue by allowing direct long-range information flow bypassing
the sequential processing characteristic of recurrent nets (Bahdanau et al., 2014). In the context of
machine learning, attention is a set of scalars computed between a vector x and vectors yi. x and the
yis are projected to a common space by matrices Wx and Wy and the attention is computed as the
softmax between the sequence resulting from the scalar product of Wxx and each of the Wyyis. The
attention is computed, in the context of sequence tasks, between the current element of the sequence
and all those that came before, potentially a long distance away.

Self-supervised learningAs mentioned above, self-supervised learning is unsupervised learning
with the methods of supervised learning. In most cases, the data itself has enough internal structure to
be able to provide sufficient supervision, either for learning useful representations of the data that
can be used in downstream tasks, or for learning a generative model of the data. A first important
method in self-supervised learning is contrastive learning. This paradigm relies on knowledge that
certain points in the dataset are similar to each other and that others are different, in some arbitrary
way (for instance one can obtain close points by simple transformations). Contrastive learning aims
to map (through a learnable function/neural network encoder) the high-dimensional input points
to a lower dimensional embedding space where the points that share the arbitrary similarity in the
input space are close together and the points that do not are far apart. The seminal work of Hadsell
et al. (2006) compare this to a mass-spring system. This method has successfully been applied to
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representation learning in image domains (Chen et al., 2020b). In that work, unlabeled images are
subjected to a combination of transformations (rotation, color change, ...). The images sharing the
same source are brought together and the ones sharing a different source are pulled apart. The method
learns representations that can be decoded by linear layers to predict image classes, because by
learning under the contrastive method, general information about the images has been learned, and
this information is usefully adapted by finetuning (further training on a smaller dataset) to downstream,
supervised tasks.

A second important type of self-supervised technique uses sequence modelling to factorize the
distribution of datapoints into a product of conditional probability. In short, this means taking a
sequence and modelling its probability as the product of the probability of the first element, the
second knowing the first, the third knowing the first two, etc. Training such a factorized model entails
taking a sequence of ordered elements (si)i≤n and trying to predict the n + 1th element: the loss
is the negative log-likelihood of the sample si+1 under the model conditioned on (si)i≤n. This loss
can be estimated for each element in the sequence. Once the probability model has been trained, it
also serves as a generative model of the data: one can decode from the prediction of si a candidate
value (for instance if the model models a probability distribution one can sample a value from this
distribution), and this value is appended to the existing sequence and can serve as conditioning for
further prediction. This is called autoregressive generation (because the model performs regression on
the basis of elements it has generated itself). While various tasks can be cast as sequence modelling
(such as pixel prediction (Chen et al., 2020a), prediction of molecular structure (Grisoni et al., 2020)),
the most natural sequence modelling task within AI is language modelling, on which there has been
tremendous success in recent years. Language modelling and its fascinating recent developments will
be discussed in more detail in a further section. Similarly to how generalist models can be pretrained
with contrastive learning on large datasets, sequence modelling is widely used as pretraining on
unlabeled data before the models are finetuned on tasks of interest. Self-supervised learning, because
it can leverage the large amounts of unlabeled data found in the wild, is an essential component of
most application of contemporary machine learning.

1.1.3 Reinforcement Learning and Deep RL

RL: an introduction

The third major machine learning paradigm is Reinforcement Learning, or RL (Sutton & Barto,
2018a). The RL setup is more complex than the ones of unsupervised and unsupervised learning,
because it deals with the interaction between an agent and its environment, and with learning optimal
sequential decision-making behavior from experience. No dataset, labeled or unlabeled, is given; the
agent must play act, observe, and learn by trial-and-error.

RL is formalized as the question of an agent learning to behave optimally in a Markov Decision
Process (MDP). An MDP is a discrete-time process formalized by a tuple (S,A,T , R, p, γ) where
S is a state space, A is an action space. The state space describes the set of states the agent can be in,
and the action space symbolizes the actions the agent can take. T is called the probabilistic transition
function, and if s ∈ S and a ∈ A, T (⋅∣s, a) is a probability distribution over S; quantifying the
probability of transitioning to a given state given that the agent was in state s and performed action a.
R is the reward function. It is a scalar function defined over S ×A and provides the optimization
target for the RL problem. p is a probability distribution on S of initial states. The scalar γ ∈ [0, 1]
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is the discount factor trading off immediate rewards for future rewards. A policy is a (potentially
probabilistic) function from states to actions modelling the behavior of the agent. The RL problem
is to find an optimal policy π∗ ∶ S ×A → [0, 1] that maximises the expected discounted sum of
rewards in a horizon T (potentially infinite). In other words, the RL problem is:

π
∗
= argmax

π
Eπ,s0[

T

∑
t=0

γ
t
R(st, at)] (1.3)

where the state-action sequence (called the trajectory) is sampled according to the agent’s policy
and the environment’s transition function. This seemingly simple optimization target (a scalar function
of the state and action) is actually a very general formulation that can be applied to setups as various
as:

• Continuous control: there has been widespread success in controlling robots and simulated
bodies through RL (Lillicrap et al., 2015). RL was applied as well to robotic control (Mo-
rimoto & Doya, 1998) and simulated continuous control benchmark are widely used in RL
research (Todorov et al., 2012; Tassa et al., 2018). In these cases the reward quantifies some
useful performance metric that we would like our model to exhibit;

• Games: Games lend themselves quite naturally to the MDP formalism and the reward function
of game environments is straightforwardly victory or defeat in the game. Games have also had
a long history in reinforcement learning, from antique checkers-playing programs (Samuel,
1959) to TD-Gammon (Tesauro, 1995) to the recent successes in the complex and subtle game
of Go (Silver et al., 2016, 2017). Video games, especially the ones played at a very high
competitive level (such as StarCraft II and Dota2) have also in recent years been the theater of
impressive advances in RL;

• Control of real-world physical systems: The most prominent example of this is the training
in simulation and real-life transfer of policies to control super-hot plasma inside a fusion
reactor (Degrave et al., 2022);

• Design and engineering: RL can be applied to design problems that can be expressed as a
sequential decision-making problem such as chip placement (Mirhoseini et al., 2020), or the
low-level design of sorting algorithms (Mankowitz et al., 2023);

• AI alignment with human preferences: if one can derive a reward function that models
human values, one can use it in an RL setup to align a pretrained language model’s behavior
with what is deemed acceptable by humans. This process is called reinforcement learning
from human feedback (RLHF) and has successfully been used at large scale to constrain
contemporary chatbots’s responses to be helpful, polite and harmless.

There is an abundant zoology of RL methods that has been developed over the years, and a
single book wouldn’t be enough to cover the subject properly. In this short introduction we will only
cover the subspace of RL relevant to this dissertation, and we refer to Sutton & Barto (2018b) for a
more complete, but not exhaustive, treatment. RL methods can either be model-based or model-free.
Model-based methods use a model of the environment (an estimation of the transition function T ) to
plan ahead. Model-free methods are computationally simpler and are short-sighted. In this section
we will focus on model-free methods which are the ones that have enjoyed the most success in
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modern applications. There are 2 broad classes of model-free RL algorithms used in contemporary
high-dimensional applications: first temporal difference learning (TD learning) based methods that
rely on learning a value function (resp. action-value function, also called Q-function) associated with
a policy, quantifying the expected discounted sum of rewards when following the policy when we are
in a given state (resp. in a given state and performing a given action). These functions can be learned
from experience and implicitly provide a policy. TD-learning methods will be covered in the next
paragraph. The other broad class is the class of policy optimization methods and is only defined for
a parametrized policy πθ. It relies on an estimation of the gradient of the return (sum of rewards)
with respect to the policy parameters. By ascending this gradient one can optimize the policy. A
short introduction to policy gradient methods will be given after our discussion of TD-learning. Deep
Reinforcement Learning (or Deep RL, DRL) refers to the use of neural networks for approximating
the functions underlying the RL algorithm, for instance parametrized value functions, Q-functions, or
policies. The use of neural nets as function approximators in RL allows generalization to novel states
and handling very high-dimensional state spaces, such as image inputs. In the following overview of
RL algorithms we will build up to Deep Q learning as a representative of Deep RL methods built
on TD-learning, and to simple actor-critic algorithms as a representative of deep policy gradient
methods.

Figure 1.3: A collection of screenshot of Atari games. The games, originally designed
for players of this early console, became a testing ground for deep RL agents with
discrete action spaces. Figure from Badia et al. (2020)

Q-Learning, DQN and followups

Temporal-difference learning based RL algorithms have their origin in Dynamic Program-
ming (Bellman, 1957) over the value function. As we briefly mentioned above, the value function
V π for a policy π in a state s is the expected discounted cumulative sum of rewards when starting
from s and sampling actions according to π: V π(s) = Eπ[∑t γ

tR(st, at)∣s0 = s]. The optimal
value function V ∗ is the value function for the optimal policy π∗. The value function for any π has
an interesting consistency property that follows from its definition: if you take an action according
to π, the environment transitions and you end up in state s′ experiencing reward r, the sum of the
reward you experienced and the discounted value for the new state should be equal to the value in the
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previous state. Formally, for any given transition (s, a, r, s′), the value function obeys the following
recursive identity, called a Bellman Equation:

V
π(s) = Ea∼π,s′∼T [R(s, a) + γV

π(s′)] (1.4)

The optimal value function obeys a Bellman optimality equation, reflecting the fact that acting
optimally means selecting the action with the highest right-hand side:

V
∗(s) = max

a
Es′∼T [R(s, a) + γV

∗(s′)] (1.5)

Q-learning is based on the Q-function, the expected returns knowing that we are in state s and
have performed action a: Qπ(s) = Eπ[∑t γ

tR(st, at)∣s0 = s, a0 = a], and Q∗ is the Q-function
for the optimal policy. The Q-function also obeys a Bellman equation analogous to the one for the
value function, with an addition of an expectation over actions. Finally, the Q-function also obeys a
Bellman optimality equation:

Q
∗(s, a) = R(s, a) + γmax

a′
Es′∼T [Q∗(s′, a′)] (1.6)

Q-learning uses this identity for the optimal Q-function to propose updates for a suboptimal
estimate. Namely, if Q is the current, non-optimal candidate, the difference between the left-hand
side and the right-hand side of equation 1.6 applied to Q will give us the update term to the current Q-
function. Learning Q is thus an optimization problem on collected transitions. The interesting feature
of this learning process is that it uses the current estimate of Q to produce a new, better estimate,
through interaction with the environment: in this context this is usually referred to as bootstrapping
(in reference to the the famous Baron Munchausen pulling himself out of the river by his own
bootstraps). Once the optimal Q-function has been found, we automatically get the corresponding
policy: π∗(s) = argmaxa Q

∗(s, a). Note that this policy is deterministic. Q-learning proceeds
by alternating action-value function learning and sample collecting. To collect further transitions, a
policy based on the current estimate of the current Q-function is used.

The obvious choice would be to use the greedy policy corresponding to Q, that is, always select
the action that maximises the current estimate Q. This is in reality a very poor choice, because of an
issue specific to reinforcement learning called the exploration-exploitation tradeoff. This problem,
fundamental to learning from experience, arises because RL methods both need to both learn how
to act and act to collect their own data for learning at the same time. When high reward has been
observed in the past for some action, should we keep repeating this action to maximize rewards
under our current knowledge, or take the risk of exploring other options with potentially less reward
to gain additional knowledge, leading to more reward in the long run? The RL literature abounds
with discussions of the explore-exploit tradeoff and of exploration methods to mitigate them. The
simplest exploration method for Q-learning is ϵ-greedy: at each step, selecting a random action
with probability ϵ. We will discuss exploration in RL in the later section dedicated to intrinsically-
motivated reinforcement learning, in Section 1.2.3. We have focused here on Q-learning since it
was the first value learning method to be combined with deep learning (Mnih et al., 2015), but many
other variants exist, based either on value functions or on action-value functions, such as TD(λ) or
Sarsa (Sutton & Barto, 2018b).

Deep Q-learning parametrizes the Q-function with a neural network to be able to learn flexible
policies for complex control problems in high-dimensional spaces. The idea of combining Q-learning
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and neural nets is quite old, since the algorithm naturally lends itself to stochastic gradient descent on
the Bellman error. However, learning is especially unstable, suffering from exploding Q-function
estimates and catastrophic forgetting, since, as always in RL, the distribution of data on which
the model trains is shifting over time as the agent learns and experiences different regions of the
MDP. The first working version of deep Q-learning, called the Deep Q-Network (DQN) was a
breakthrough (Mnih et al., 2015), and was demonstrated on Atari games where the agent reached
superhuman performance. Among the innovations introduced in DQN were the use of a replay
buffer, a dataset of previously encountered transitions that the algorithm samples from to estimate
the Bellman error on minibatches that are less correlated than online samples. Another stabilizing
trick was using a frozen target model for the right-hand side of Equation 1.6 when computing the
TD error. After the success of DQN many other improvements were proposed (Schaul et al., 2015c;
Van Hasselt et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Bellemare et al., 2017; Fortunato et al., 2017), which
provided even more performance when combined together (Hessel et al., 2018).

Policy gradients

The other influential thread in recent model-free RL research are policy optimization methods.
Instead of learning an action-value function and of acting according to it, policy optimization
(sometimes called policy-gradient) methods directly try to optimize a policy function. In a sense these
methods are more direct: they directly optimize the RL objective. They rely on the fact that if one
uses a parametrized policy πθ, one can directly estimate the gradient of the returns with respect to θ,
which lends itself well to gradient ascent. This is done in two stages: first by deriving an analytical
expression of the expectation of the gradient of the returns gradθ Jθ then by finding a way to sample
from it. There are many unbiased estimators, differing widely in their variance. The seminal paper in
that regard was the REINFORCE paper that proposed the following expression (this is given for the
episodic case):

grad
θ

Jθ = Eπθ
[

T

∑
t=0

grad log πθ(at∣st)Gπ] (1.7)

with:

Gπ =

T

∑
t=0

R(st, at) (1.8)

The sum of rewards during the whole episode. Subsequent work has found alternative expressions
for Gt with lower variance, such as the rewards-to-go ∑T

t′=t R(st′ , at′), the on-policy action-value
function Qπ(st, at), any version of these with the value function subtracted (the value function
in this case is called a baseline), or, finally the advantage function for the policy π: Aπ(st, at) =

Qπ(st, at) − V π(st). Policy gradient methods that use an estimate of the value, action-value or
advantage function are called actor-critic methods (Mnih et al., 2016) and have enjoyed widespread
success in the the Deep RL literature and in applications. Further developments in policy gradient
methods was the invention of Trust Region Policy Optimization (Schulman et al., 2015), a method for
performing large parameter updates on the policy while keeping the newly updated policy sufficiently
close to the old policy in policy space (in a trust region according to KL-divergence). Proximal
Policy Optimization (PPO) (Schulman et al., 2017), a very widely used deep RL algorithm is an
approximation of TRPO, where the optimization problem to solve to keep the updated policy close to
the old policy is made significantly computationally lighter.
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There are some advantages of policy gradient methods over action-value methods (Sutton & Barto,
2018b). For one, the policy might actually be a simpler object to approximate than the Q-function.
Another argument is that it is naturally easier to represent stochastic policies directly than to turn an
action-value function into a stochastic policy. And a last advantage is that policies might benefit from
prior knowledge: if we have some expert trajectories in a particular environment, supervised learning
of actions conditioned on previous states and actions (like in supervised/self-supervised sequence
modelling discussed in the previous section) can be a very effective way to initialize a policy with
very good priors that can then be plugged into an environment and further trained with reinforcement
learning. On the other hand, policy gradient methods, because they rely at their core on an estimate
of the gradients with respect to θ under the current policy are always on-policy (while value methods
are off-policy, which means they can use old transitions to fit the Bellman objective). The on-policy
nature of policy gradient methods prevents us from re-using old samples. For a single-agent task, this
might be all right; but for learning multi-task policies one might need to continually train on old data
to remember tasks experienced at the beginning of training (Rolnick et al., 2019).

Figure 1.4: The DeepMind control suite started became a standard benchmark in
continuous reinforcement learning (image from Tassa et al. (2018))

Once major Deep RL algorithms started working, innovation in the neural architectures used in
RL agents could flourish. An important class of architectural innovations in deep RL was the use
of sequence models or recurrent models to implement memory in agents. The Markov assumption
of MDPs is most often not valid in realistic environments: there might be hidden information that
determines how the states transition. Partially-Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs:
Kaelbling et al. (1998)) are a formalism for describing such cases: the model includes a state s

with all information and a partial observation o that the agent has access to through an observation
function O such that o ∼ O(s). One way of dealing with POMDPs is to use a policy/Q-function that
incorporates memory of the past states (Hausknecht & Stone, 2015). More recently, following the
successes of the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) architectures at sequence modelling, RL agents
with Transformer architectures have been implemented (Parisotto et al., 2020). Other important and
general improvements in RL have come from auxiliary tasks for training helpful representations
within the networks; representations that might help train the policy or value functions (Jaderberg
et al., 2016).
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1.1.4 Self play, multi agent systems

As we have seen, the mid-2010s in AI were the moment when deep RL methods really started to
shine, and some of the most impressive subsequent breakthroughs in AI until the early 2020s were in
game-playing AI (Silver et al., 2016, 2017; Vinyals et al., 2019; Berner et al., 2019; Bakhtin et al.,
2022). This is a nice echo of the pioneering work in AI in the 1960s, where the first breakthroughs
were also in game-playing. However, what’s particularly interesting to us about game-playing is
the use of a training technique called self-play (Silver et al., 2017). Imagine that you had to train a
superhuman chess-playing agent with RL. How do you define the environment? The environment
has to include the opponent, because from the agent’s point of view the opponent’s move is the
environment’s transition function. Now suppose you start off by playing against a weak opponent:
by the end of training the agent has mastered this environment and can consistently beat the weak
opponent. But after that the agent’s performance will plateau: there is no further reward to be obtained
in becoming better: the opponent’s level is its skill horizon. A natural fix is to have the agent play and
try to beat a really strong opponent. However, in this case the untrained agent is simply too weak to
experience any rewards because it will consistently get beaten by its opponent: and in RL no reward
means no learning. Our agent won’t even learn how to play. Another option would be to have it play
first a weak opponent, and then present it gradually more competent ones (in a similar fashion to how
humans might learn to play a game by trying different difficulty levels in a sequence), a technique
called curriculum learning (Elman, 1993). There are however 2 issues with this approach: first, you
don’t know at what rate your agent is learning, to determine the schedule of opponents. And secondly,
you need to provide a library of opponents spanning a whole range of difficulty levels to your agent,
which implies you already have solved part of the challenge of building competent agents on this
game. Self-play deals away with these difficulties. As the agent plays against itself, both sides are
learning. This elegantly solves the issues of providing opponents and scheduling a curriculum, and it
is a form of automated curriculum learning (or ACL: (Portelas et al., 2021), see also discussion in
Section 1.2.3).

An extension to self-play is systems that maintain a pool of agents initialized from the same
baseline and are evolved together by playing against each other with multi-agent reinforcement
learning (MARL: Littman (1994)). We’ll describe shortly one such approach that we find very
interesting: DeepMind’s AlphaStar algorithm. AlphaStar is an approach to try to play the competitive
game StarCraft II (SC2), where the goal is to control units such as workers to gather resources and
build factories, and armies whose goal is to destroy the enemy’s base1. This real-time strategy game
is considered to be one of the most challenging e-sports as the players have to, at the same time,
micromanage the movement of their units, scout the map to reveal information about the enemy’s
position and current strategy, handle the tactics for potentially several battlefields at once, control
the map by placing buildings, plan and commit to a general strategy to counter the opponent by
building the right tech, and apply knowledge of what strategies players are likely to play, which
depends on updates by the game developers and strategy and counter-strategy finds by the community
of SC2 gamers (this strategy zeitgeist evolves slowly and is called the meta). This (alongside the
high-dimensional observation and action space and the high level of partial observability) makes
StarCraft II an impressive challenge for RL. AlphaStar’s approach consisted of 2 steps: the first

1The author of these lines personally enjoyed following the StarCraft competitive scene, but also finds the surveyed
work scientifically significant because it addresses the issue of maintaining a diversity of behaviors, which is very
relevant for this thesis.
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was to imitate the trajectories of human expert players. This was required to get the agents to even
finish the game: random play would never lead to any signal, so vast is the action space. After this
initial pretraining the AI players reached a very reasonable prior on how to play the game, leading
to moderate performance. Getting the agents to play at a competitive (grandmaster) level however
was much harder. The authors defined a pool of agents and designed a league system wherein agents
from different leagues had different objectives: some had to beat the maximum number of other
agents from all leagues while others should focus on beating agents from a particular league, or
the top performing agents. This population of agents with a diversity of objectives ensured that
counter-strategies were effectively found to beat entrenched strategies and that enough diversity was
kept as training proceeded. This also meant that human pro players could not learn to exploit the
learned strategy as easily as they could have done if there only was one agent being trained. This
multi-agent aspect implemented a version of co-evolution (Arulkumaran et al., 2019), a notion that we
will discuss in more detail in our discussion of evolution as an open-ended process in Section 1.2.1.
Another prominent example of co-evolution of strategies and counter-strategies in a MARL setup is
given by the work of Baker et al. (2019), wherein long training times lead to the emergence of an
increasingly complex set of behaviors.

1.1.5 Language modelling, Transformers, and scale

Language Models (LMs)

After this foray in RL and the advances it has it has permitted, we will end our account of the
recent advances in AI with the last important development in deep learning, beginning towards the
end of the 2010s: the unstoppable rise of large language models (LLMs), and large generative models
in general (sometimes also called foundation models (Bommasani et al., 2021)). If you recall our
general introduction of self-supervised learning, we defined sequence modelling tasks: predicting one
or a set of elements of the sequence based on other elements. This paradigm, applied to language,
has had a revolutionary effect on machine learning, because, as mentioned before, this generic way
of training captures useful representations that can be used in a wide variety of downstream tasks.
Language modelling is usually separated in two categories:

• Masked language modelling: In this task, a text is broken down in its constituent elements
(tokens, which can be characters or more often sub-word elements which are strings of
characters that co-occur often in a text). Some tokens (around 20%) are masked with a special
mask token, and the task of the language model is to predict the masked tokens conditioned on
the tokens it has access to. The most well-known model in this category is BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018). These models are usually used for capturing representations for downstream tasks;

• Autoregressive language modelling: In this task the n first tokens are given and the model’s
task is to predict the next one. The advantage of this form of language modelling is that one
can sample from the distribution of next tokens, add this token to the list, and repeat. The
most well-known examples of this technique are the Generative Pretrained Transformers (GPT:
Radford & Narasimhan (2018); Radford et al. (2019); Brown et al. (2020)) series. This form of
language modelling is also called causal language modelling, because the causes (early tokens)
lead to the consequences (subsequent tokens).
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Figure 1.5: Classical illustration of the Transformer architecture from Vaswani et al.
(2017). The original architecture was an encoder-decoder whu=ich you can both see
here. The GPT series only has a (causal) decoder.

This research thread started when researchers realized that training a causal language model to
predict the next token in a sequence yielded clear representations of the text and reasonable generative
models. One of the first milestones in this thread was the discovery of the unsupervised sentiment
neuron in a causal LM trained to predict text on a sentiment analysis dataset (Radford et al., 2017).
This neuron reliably learned to recognize sentiment from the text while not explicitly trained to do so:
the only training objective was to predict the next token. However, the limitations of LSTMs blocked
scaling the approach. Since recurrent neural networks need the hidden state of the previous step to
compute predictions for the next step, training necessarily unfolds sequentially, which is extremely
slow. This is a considerable bottleneck in training these sorts of models on large amounts of data.

1.1.6 Transformers

A few years prior, it had been noticed that the performance of LSTMs in seq2seq tasks was
greatly improved by adding attention connections that skipped the temporal computation inherent
in recurrent models (Bahdanau et al., 2014). In a parallel thread of research, work started to appear
that concentrated on set prediction: a task similar to sequence modelling but without any temporal
structure attached to it (Santoro et al., 2017b; Battaglia et al., 2018a): set predictions should be either
invariant or equivariant to permutation (respectively not change when a permutation is applied, or
change in the same way). This culminated in the invention of the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017):
a model that revolutionized sequence modelling and is the powerhouse behind all the industrial
applications of generative models we see today.

Transformers are set models that take as input a set of embeddings (xi)i∈[1..n], xi ∈ Rd and return

another set of embeddings (yi)i∈[1..n], yi ∈ Rd
′

. Transformers are invariant to permutation: for any
permutation σ, Transformer(xσ(i)) = yσi. Transformer encoders and decoders are made of stacks
of layers. Each layer is made of a multi-head self-attention layer, a skip-connection, LayerNorm (Ba
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et al., 2016), feedforward (multi-layer-perceptron: MLP), skip connection and another LayerNorm.
The multihead self-attention layer was the key innovation. A single-head self-attention layer computes,
for each xi a set of keys ki, queries qi and values vi, each one computed through a different linear
projection. For each element at position i, the attention between it and the element at position j, aij

is computed by taking the j-wise softmax of the scalar product between qi and kj . The element at
position i is updated by replacing it with the sum of all values vj weighted by the attentions aij . In

other words, if we denote here with x
(t)
i the vector at position i before the self-attention layer, and yi

the value after the self attention layer, Q the query projection, K the key projection and V the value
projection, we have:

yi = ∑
j

softmaxj(x⊤
i Q

⊤
Kxj)V xj (1.9)

The multi-head self-attention layer simply parallelizes this matrix multiplication operation h

times, to allow the key, query and value vectors to encode different operations. The vectors xi are
simply split into h segments, each one undergoes multi-head attention with a set of matrices unique
to this head, and the resulting vectors are concatenated back together.

The intuition behind the Transformer is that there needs to be 2 separate kinds of computation on
a set of vectors: independent, parameter-shared functions on the tokens (performed by the MLPs),
and computation that allows mixing between information originating from different tokens. The
self-attention matrix (aij) quantifies how much the information from element j is important to the
next value of element i.

The reader will have noticed the Transformer is an equivariant network: permuting all elements
except element i should have no effect on yi. However this is not a realistic model for language: the
cat ate the dog and the dog ate the cat are two very different sentences and this should be reflected in
the model. To incorporate this sequential information, Transformers make use of a so-called positional
encoding (PE): a set of n vectors uniquely encoding their position. The original paper proposed a
continuous generalization of the binary encoding of a number, in the form of a vector whose elements
are sinusoid functions of the position with increasing frequency. Later works proposed to learn the
positional encodings directly, and other types of PEs with various properties have been introduced
(for instance the rotary PEs of Su et al. (2021)).

The impact of Transformers has been decisive in deep learning research, and in less than five years
the original paper has become one of the most cited papers of all time. The reason for this widespread
success is twofold: Transformers, through the attention mechanism, allows flow of information
between distant positions, enabling long-term dependency. And second, and very important point,
is that this architecture can be fully parallelized on GPUs. RNNs needed irreducible sequential
computation to be trained: Transformers on the other hand can be scaled up to immense number of
parameters and data, which ushered in the scaling era of machine learning.

1.1.7 Scaling laws

Following the discovery of the unsupervised sentiment neuron and the invention of the Trans-
former, researchers started combining both inventions together to make Transformer-based language
models. This was the start of the Generative Pretrained Transformer (GPT) series that gained in-
creasing capabilities and impact. Using Transformer architectures allowed the researchers to train on
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Figure 1.6: Kaplan scaling laws for LLMs with respect to number of parameters, data,
and compute. The laws are valid for one of the variables when not bottlenecked by the
other two. These laws led to the training of very large models (> 100B parameters)
for few tokens (∼ 300B). Figure from Kaplan et al. (2020).

more text with larger models, and over time this led to fundamental discoveries. The main lesson
learned was that with increasing scale in parameters and data the model started to acquire emergent
capabilities not displayed at lower scales (Brown et al., 2020). Scaling up LMs brought them multitask
abilities, as well as in-context learning, which is the ability to learn new tasks on-the-fly without
any gradient updates. This is done by feeding the LM few-shot examples of tasks in its prompt, the
text used to condition further data generation. Language models are one of the most compelling
examples of truly multitask models (in language domains), due to the general knowledge needed to
faithfully model the conditional distribution on next tokens over internet-scale textual datasets. This
is significant and we will discuss it in the experimental section as well as in the discussion section of
this manuscript.

The emergence of new capabilities in large language models based on Transformers seemed
mysterious and unexplainable. A line of research started looking at mathematical relationships
between various hyperparameters of training and the final performance. The seminal work (Kaplan
et al., 2020) found precise, smooth power laws between final performance (measured as the loss on
a test dataset) and a model’s number of parameters N , the dataset size in tokens D, and amount of
compute C . The resulting Kaplan scaling laws suggested that models should be made larger and their
training stopped sort of convergence, because larger models are much more sample-efficient. These
power laws are reproduced in Figure 1.7, and started informing the design of the largest models (Rae
et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022; Chowdhery et al., 2022; OpenAI, 2023). An important chapter in the
scaling saga was the publication of the Chinchilla scaling laws (Hoffmann et al., 2022). In this paper,
the authors reformulated the question of determining N and D, given a fixed compute budget. They
found another relation (also due to varying training details, such as the learning rate schedule, with
scale) that suggested compute-optimal models should be much smaller than originally believed, and
while still not trained to convergence, they should be trained for substantially larger number of tokens.
The authors then used this relationship to train a model (Chinchilla, in the reference to the small, fast,
and cute animal) with comparatively few parameters but trained on a massively larger number of
tokens (70 billion parameters compared to 130-500 billion for existing models at the time; 1.4 trillion
tokens compared to 300 billion for models at the time). This paper was instrumental in determining
the data for further smaller models such as the Llama series (Touvron et al., 2023a,b) which had a
wide diffusion and due to their small size and availability sparked much subsequent academic and
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open-source work (Taori et al., 2023; Chiang et al., 2023; Xu et al., 2023). Chinchilla scaling laws, if
they stay valid outside of the regime where they have been derived, might suggest that in the near
future data, not compute, could be the limit for performance of LLMs2.

Reinforcement Learning and Language Models

While the wider ML community had recognized the abilities and promise of LLMs for a few
years, these models stayed below the radar for the general public as even powerful LLMs, despite
their abilities, are pretty hard to use. One of the primary ways to interact with a linguistic agent is to
give it instructions (a goal) and expect the agent to execute these instructions or answer the question.
However, raw LLMs are not trained for this task, they are only modelling the probability of the next
sentences. A seminal advance in building instructable models was the InstructGPT paper (Ouyang
et al., 2022). The authors framed the finetuning of a language model to follow instructions as an
reinforcement learning problem. The key insight here was to use as a reward function a reward model
trained to recognize whether a given text completion was an answer to the request or not. This reward
function was trained on a collection of instructions, each instruction being supplemented with a set of
completions. Human annotators were asked to produce rankings of these completions according to
how well the completions answered the instruction, and the reward function was trained to predict
these rankings. More generally, the paradigm of training a reward model from human preference data
and using it to finetune a language model with reinforcement learning is called reinforcement learning
from human feedback (RLHF). This kind of finetuning has become very widespread in recent years
and has allowed the creation of chatbots specifically made for conversation-like interaction (such as
ChatGPT, Claude, etc) that have achieved extremely widespread success with the general public.

RLHF has also been massively used to make these models more save and generally aligned with
human values. AI alignment is a subfield of AI that is interested in methods for creating AI systems
whose goals are compatible with ours. Historically, the field often concentrated on speculative and
theoretical arguments (Bostrom, 2014b), but more recently practical alignment techniques have
started to emerge. One prominent example is the alignment from IRL proposition of ?. In this view,
one could extract a utility function quantifying human values from human behavior through a set
of techniques called Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL: Ng & Russell (2000)). This reward
function can then be used to align the model through RL. This is very close to RLHF methods, and
the seminal paper on RLHF (Christiano et al., 2017a) explicitly motivated RLHF through the lens
of alignment. Alignment-focused RLHF finetuning has yielded models that are difficult to use to
write spam, harmful or hateful content, or to get help with illegal information. These models often
can be "jailbreaked", meaning they can be tricked into producing content discouraged by RLHF
training. However, continuous improvement based on user feedback (at least on the larger, more
popular models) means the jailbreaks are usually fixed and new ones become harder to find by hand.

What the success of RLHF as a training paradigm shows more generally is that one can use
reinforcement learning at scale to finetune pretrained language models. RL on large, transformer-
based models is notoriously hard and unstable (Parisotto et al., 2020). However, massive self-
supervised training gives these models excellent priors on linguistic tasks. Using policy gradient
methods with a policy initialized with these general multitask agents, on text-based MDPs, provides

2as was argued recently in this blog post extrapolating the data requirements and available number of tokens follow-
ing the scaling laws: https://www.alignmentforum.org/posts/6Fpvch8RR29qLEWNH/chinchilla-s-wild-implications
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immense benefits compared with training from scratch. We are reminded of the training regime of
the AlphaStar (Vinyals et al., 2019) agents that were first pretrained on expert trajectories and then
finetuned with multi-agent RL. RL on language models (RLLM) is the transposition of this training
paradigm in the language domain (with no multi-agent dynamics). Some recent examples of RLLM
with general, task-based reward functions are to be found in coding domains (Le et al., 2022) where
execution can provide a basis for task completion, as well as text-based games such as in (Carta et al.,
2023).

1.1.8 An important missing piece: creative curiosity and problem-finding

AI research has, from its origins in the middle of the 20th century, made immense progress. As
forseen by some of the early AI researchers, the main ingredient seems to have been the increasing
availability of computation coupled with the invention of very general methods that could leverage
this computation. Machine learning is the paramount example: researchers have crafted a way
for machines to learn complex knowledge from data directly, instead of relying on the imperfect
communication of domain knowledge we could provide. For instance, instead of relying on principles
of linguistics derived from the study of language, NLP has been solved by massively training models
on large amounts of text mined from the internet. Through deep reinforcement learning and self-play
we can build agents that can learn to play arbitrary games, with or without perfect information, in
cooperative of adversarial setups, at a superhuman level (Silver et al., 2017). Through large-scale
imitation learning, we can train massively multitask models possessing knowledge in many different
domains and capable to efficiently execute arbitrary human-given queries (Schulman et al., 2022).

What is missing from AI today is the ability for open-ended discovery. Current training paradigms
are not adapted for autonomous exploration. Unsupervised, self-supervised and supervised training
all assume there is some underlying data distribution with representative examples of the task to be
performed. The best a model can do in these paradigms is perfect interpolation: fitting the known data.
One can ask an LLM to write an explanation of deep reinforcement learning in iambic pentameter,
but if you let one of these models generate freeform text without any particular predefined task, there
is little chance that they will invent new challenging tasks for themselves and train to be successful
at them, the way any bored child might do. An LLM left to itself does not play. Creativity in LLMs
comes from the user’s prompt, not from the model itself. Good completions, and trial-and-error, come
from the user’s curation, not from the model itself. An additional obstacle to LLMs’ open-ended
discovery abilities is the lack of ground truth. When performing trial-and-error to invent something
new, humans generally have feedback from an environment, but LLMs usually interact only with
themselves when training or in inference. RLHF training is a preliminary study in providing LLMs
with an interaction loop, and there are some works beginning to study tool use (Schick et al., 2023)
in-context feedback (Shinn et al., 2023) but more progress might be needed. Something is missing
from large-scale supervised models.

On the other hand, deep reinforcement learning agents are made to make novel discoveries by
trial-and-error. Instantiated in a game, they display the same kind of creative use of game exploits to
gather as much points as possible as the most ingenious of speedrunners3. The discovery potential of
deep RL agents was especially visible in the landmark Go match of AlphaGo versus Lee Sedol, the

3Speedrunners are players trying to finish video games (possibly with arbitrary constraints.) as fast as possible by
taking advantage of game engine bugs
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Go world champion, in 2016. Early in the second game of the series, AlphaGo made a very surprising
move that came to be called Move 37. The position the machine played was unconventional and
widely regarded by commentators as quite bad; however later in the game this move proved to be
instrumental in AlphaGo’s victory. Lee Sedol himself said the machine exhibited, in this case and in
others, a form of creative playing. By training against itself AlphaGo had explored a subspace of
the space of strategies that was unknown to the community of human Go players, playing against
one another for thousand of years. However, deep RL agents are limited to one particular domain.
Go-playing agents cannot play StarCraft, hold conversation or write a haiku: they do not have the
generality displayed by LLMs. And more importantly, however good at playing these agents are, they
are not inventing their own games to play as any five-year-old will do effortlessly.

In other words, a certain form of creativity or curiosity is missing from today’s agents and
models. They have flexibility and creativity in solving problems, but they do not invent problems
for themselves. They do not challenge themselves to learn more. Beyond games and NLP tasks,
the desire and ability to create one’s own challenges is what underpins science and mathematics, as
scientists ask themselves very difficult questions and the community slowly works together to answer
the questions or prove the theorems, sometimes over hundred of years. The ability to challenge
oneself and invent new forms is also one of the main components of art (especially avant-garde art):
artists use their understanding of current trends and themes to express emotion and affect using new
forms and new techniques. The ability to creatively build one’s own problems is also at the core of
a part of business creation, where good entrepreneurs come up with novel, disruptive and realistic
ideas for a company and thus expand the frontier of what material goods or services are available to
individuals or companies (Thiel & Masters, 2014).

1.1.9 Intrinsically-motivated open-ended learning

The aim of this thesis is to provide some elements of insight on how to build the drive for
discovery in AI agents. To do so, we will ground our theoretical and experimental contributions in
the field of developmental AI. Developmental psychology (See also Section 1.2.3) is the study of the
learning processes and developmental stages of children. Developmental robotics (Baldassarre &
Mirolli, 2012) is a field, created in the mid-2000s, aimed at constructing general cognitive models
of children’s learning and validating these models by implementing them in embodied robots and
observing their learning abilities. Developmental AI shares the goals of developmental robotics but
uses general-purpose machine learning as the computational tools to do so. The relationship between
developmental AI and traditional AI is interesting. AI is guided by progresses in problem-solving.
Progress is usually guided by setting hard benchmarks and trying to collectively solve them (remember
the role of the Imagenet challenge (Russakovsky et al., 2015) in driving progress on computer vision
tasks, or the target of mastering the game of chess and Go). However this focus on problem-solving
is philosophically at odds with studying the problem-generating abilities of artificial agents. Setting a
benchmark means the problem has already been invented, it sidesteps the creative curiosity problem.
Developmental AI’s goal is slightly underdefined: study, at a high level, the developmental processes
leading children to acquire an open-ended repertoire of skills, and compare the outcomes of several
such processes on the effectiveness of exploration, the diversity of learned skills and the amount of
mastery the agents display in each discovered domain. Recurrent questions in developmental AI arise
in the evaluation of such agents, and this issue will be discussed at several points in the experimental
sections of manuscript, as well as in the discussion at the end. The well-defined aspect of evaluation
is what we lose when going from problem-solving AI to developmental AI.
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The overarching field studying intrinsic motivation, curiosity, creativity, play, and the invention
of problems in humans and machines is sometimes referred to as intrinsically-motivated open-ended
learning (IMOL). The history of the study of intrinsic motivation and the broad existing categories
of intrinsic motivation will be outlined in more detail in Sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.3. Before diving
into intrinsic motivation however, we want to spend some time discussing open-endedness. The
study of open-ended processes is the study of algorithms producing interesting outcomes forever. We
will begin with this perspective, first by discussing one of the open-ended processes that has existed
for the most time, natural evolution through natural selection. We will then extend this discussion
towards cultural evolution, which shares many commonalities with natural evolution. Noting that
cultural variation must be driven by some process f cultural invention, we will be ready to discuss
intrinsically-motivated agents, reviewing existing work in this domain and covering in particular
a learning setting where agents are built so as to be motivated to invent their own problems. This
setting is called autotelic learning (Colas et al., 2022c). We will conclude the section by motivating
how autotelic learning can help make progress on AI systems inventing their own problems, thereby
helping build AI systems that can be motivated to generate their own challenges and train themselves
to solve them.

1.2 Open-endedness and intrinsic motivation

Let us begin our short introduction to intrinsically motivated, open-ended learning. The objective
of this section will be first to present some organizing principles of natural evolution as a salient
example of open-ended process. We will then shortly discuss the links to cultural evolution to
motivate the importance of the concept of intrinsic motivation, and will then briefly review the
theories and computational models of intrinsic motivation, before focusing on one such model which
is the framework within which this thesis is set: autotelic learning (Colas et al., 2022c). One of
the arguments we will be making is that intrinsic motivation in humans is the driving force behind
cultural innovation, through creative invention. The study of intrinsic motivation and play is most
present in developmental psychology, when studying the impressive exploration and learning abilities
of children; we will discuss shortly some prominent theories from this area of research. We will finish
by outlining how this setup provides elements for making progress on truly open-ended AI systems.

1.2.1 Evolution

Endless forms most beautiful

Life provides the most striking example of boundless, perpetually evolving complexity in our
universe. The origins of life itself are mysterious, but it might have emerged around 4 billion
years ago and developed in the hydrothermal vents providing energy and minerals in the hostile
environment of the primordial Earth. Whatever its origins, life now covers all the environments,
from the oceans to the land and soil and the air, and even the most hostile places have their share of
expertly adapted extremophile lifeforms. What’s more, the complexity of lifeforms seems to be ever
increasing: multicellular life first emerged around 3 billion years ago (and repeatedly emerged in
unrelated species at least 24 additional times), allowing for cell differentiation and large organisms
with intricate morphologies and behavior, societies of organisms developed, then complex ecologies
where multiple species interact and rely on each other in different ways, cooperating, competing, or
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Figure 1.7: Natural evolution is the most eloquent example of an open-ended process.
Illustration from Ernst Haeckel’s classical Kunstformen der Natur.

taking advantage of each other.

Complexity of life forms is a hard-to-define concept: the number of actions available to the
organism, its behavioral complexity, the number of genes it possesses, or its number of cell types
are interesting measures that have been considered by the community of biologists (Szathmáry &
Smith, 1995), as is the degree of agentivity of an organism (understood as the level of flexibility of
the organism’s behavior as based on its observations: (Tomasello, 2022)). Whatever the complexity
measure however, as time passes and evolution advances, forms of life with ever increasing complexity
seem to emerge. We will try to give a sense of what some of the mechanisms for the endless evolution
of new species.

Variation, conservation, and selection

The simplest model of how natural evolution works is the one that has emerged at the time of the
Modern Synthesis (Dawkins, 1976), when Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection
was integrated with Mendel’s law of inheritance. Darwin established that individuals underwent
random variation that affected their ability to survive and reproduce, known as their reproductive
fitness. Individuals would then, when reproducing, pass on traits genetically to their offspring, and
in this way adaptive traits would spread and maladaptive traits would die out. However Darwin did
not know about what was the support of inherited traits and believed transmitted traits would be the
average of traits of parents. Mendel was the one to establish, in the middle of the 19th century, the
existence of genes whose discrete alleles were mixed in reproduction. The Modern synthesis provides
the standard model of evolutionary biology, and emphasises that the gene is the relevant level of
selection: mutations and adaptations at different scales should be studied primarily through the way
they affect the propagation of genes (Dawkins, 1976). The major components of biological evolution
are variation, transmission, and selection. Random variation between alleles affect differential fitness
and the proportion of alleles in the next generation. Less fit alleles get eliminated from the next
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generation because the organism carrying them fails to survive or reproduce (selection). Organisms
that do manage to reproduce pass on their genes (transmission), and either through random mutations
either through sexual recombination the genes (or chromosome) passed to the next generation will
be slightly different (variation), producing slightly different behaviors. Natural evolution is very
complex, and there are exceptions to every rule, but that is a good rough picture of the evolutionary
process. The impact of genetic changes has itself become very organized, as multicellular individuals
go through morphogenesis to grow from a single cell to an intricate organism: impact of one of the
genes that helps organize morphogenesis can have disproportionate effect on form (Carroll, 2006a).
The selection pressures are organized at multiple scales, as with time genes, cells, or organisms started
cooperating and reproducing as a whole (Szathmáry & Smith, 1995).

Punctuated equilibria and feedback loops

If we follow these principles we should mostly expect to see intermediate life forms between
all present species in the present, and looking back in time we should expect to see intermediate
stages between all species that existed in the past. However, today all multicellular life forms are
separated in distinct species with very similar individuals, and the fossil record only contains sudden
jumps from one species to the next, not all the intermediate life forms. The puzzle of the existence of
species is sometimes known as Darwin’s paradox. Gould & Eldredge (1977), after examining the
discontinuous fossil record, proposed for the first time the notion of punctuated equilibria to describe
the evolution of species. In the punctuated equilibrium theory, short bursts of speciation events are
separated by long periods of stability where a species’ form would be conserved for a long time. This
contrasts with the so-called gradualist model, supported by Darwin himself, that posits that variation
in animal morphologies happen by slow, gradual accumulation of mutations that, over millions of
years, give rise to a change in form.

The reasons for stasis are comparatively less complex than the ones for rapid change. One of the
foremost reason for long periods of stability in form (that might still involve invisible genetic changes
within a species) in evolution is that of stabilizing pressures: pressures in the environment that makes
variations have low fitness. An illustration would be color changes in white-coated animals living in
arctic environments: both in prey and predator this would make individuals conspicuously visible,
which would decrease the chances of survival. A related pressure is that of koinophilia (Koeslag,
1990, 1995) in sexual selection: individual preferring mates that have average appearance (probably
because it is indicative of a low rate of deleterious mutations). Another effect is simply group size:
larger groups evolve more slowly since genetic drift is slower with a large amount of genes in the
pool. In contrast, causes for rapid variation can be multiple: migration of a species to a new place,
rapid ecological or physical changes, or a small subpopulation being isolated for a while. In the next
section we will make a rapid overview of a specific category of causes of rapid variation in species:
ecological feedback loops.

When a feedback loop is created in evolution, the selection pressures evolve as the organism itself
adapts, and both processes have the potential to accelerate each other. Feedback between organism
and environment is often discussed in studies of niche construction (Odling-Smee et al., 2003). This
refers to the process of an organism altering its ecological niche either as a central part of its behavior
or as a side-effect, and this alteration of its ecology has repercussion of the organism itself by altering
the selection pressures to which it is subject. The organism’s existence and behavior can modify
its environment long-term (a form of non-genetic heredity). Niche construction is a very powerful
mechanism for evolutionary change. Beavers are an obvious example: they cut down trees to build
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dams which then greatly modify the ecology of the river by it into a lake. Other well-known examples
include pine trees shedding their needles to increase the chance of wildfires, thereby eliminating the
competition of non-resistant plants; lemon ants cultivating tree groves of hundred of trees that are
well-suited for their immense colonies; or earthworms changing the ph of soil so that they can live in
them. All these examples feature species that massively modify the ecosystem for numerous other
organisms, and these are often called ecosystem engineers. But importantly, niche construction is
present in all species, beyond those engaged in this form of impressive environmental modification.
All organisms consume food and emit waste, thereby changing the flow of energy and nutrients in
their environments.

A specific form of niche construction is co-evolution, of which a prominent form is co-evolutionnary
arms races between predators and prey. Imagine for instance an ecosystem with a cheetah and a
impala. The impala has a pressure to evolve faster running, as those impalas will survive at higher
rates and reproduce more. As the impalas run faster, the cheetahs are also subject to a pressure to
evolve faster running. This feedback loop continues to push both species to ever faster speeds until
the physiological limits of organisms is reached, as is done in the case of the cheetah who must rest
for a very long time after capturing its prey. Another example of these kinds of feedback loops are due
to sexual selection. A trait might be desired by individuals of one sex because it is a good indicator
of healthy mates. A preference for this trait is evolved, as are exaggerated forms of the trait, and
these two co-evolve and form a specific type of feedback loop called a Fisherian runaway (Fisher,
1999). A classical example is the extravagant tail of the male peacock. Genes for preference for
long tails and genes for long tails co-evolved, expressed respectively in females or males, until the
length of the peacock tail of males got close to the limit of what the organism could sustain without
endangering its chances of survival. These feedback effects usually result in rapid changes in species,
on the evolutionary scale. The duality between stability and feedback mechanisms could explain
punctuated equilibria.

Figure 1.8: A cheetah catching an impala. Cheetas can reach up to 90km/h, while
impalas can speed at 80km/h. Picture originally from biographic.com.
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1.2.2 Cultural evolution

We have thus seen how natural evolution and its processes of variation, transmission and selection
lead to the neverending emergence of novel species, for billion of years. We have emphasised the role
of feedback processes in creating novel species. When Homo Sapiens emerged, with it came a new
phenomenon: cultural evolution. The cognitive niche inhabited by humans gave rise to transmission
of learned behaviors, variation in these behaviors and their differential propagation, based, among
others, on how useful they were to individuals and groups. These are the ingredients for evolutionary
processes. The analogy between genetic evolution and cultural evolution was first made by Richard
Dawkins (Dawkins, 1976). He proposed that an equivalent to genes in the cultural domain be called
memes. Cultural evolution gave rise to cumulative human culture, which is the cause of the wide
success of humans as a species.

Humans are especially good examples of a niche constructing species. The increasing sociality
of early humans made their environment more uncertain, which in turn created pressures for more
complex cognitive processes such as causal, abstract reasoning and theory of mind (representing
other individual’s mental states), and eventually leading to the emergence of joint and collective
agency (Tomasello, 2022). Their arrival on the different continents was concomitant with the
disparition of great mammal species such as mammoths and giant sloths, presumably due to large game
hunting, creating pressures to evolve new means of sustenance for early Homo groups. Agriculture,
industry, cities, road systems changed the face of the Earth forever, and has put an intense strain on all
ecosystems, triggering the beginning of a mass extinction. Humans construct their own culture and
all human ontogeny develops within this built environment, physically and culturally. Some scholars
have even investigated the fact that great variations in human psychology could be both the cause
and the consequence of rapid technological and cultural changes in Western society (Henrich, 2023),
which would be one important example of feedback in cultural evolution.

1.2.3 Intrinsic motivation

The previous sections have underlined how open-endedness in natural and cultural evolution
is the result of variation, transmission and selection. In natural evolution, variation comes from
random mutations and from genome recombination in sexual reproduction; conservation comes from
transmission of the genome to offspring and high-fidelity DNA copy mechanisms, and selection comes
from the multiscale dynamics (at genome, cell, organism, or group level) affecting the dissemination
of the genome through the generations. In cultural evolution, the mechanism of variation is less well
known. Nevertheless there has been recent effort to understand human innovation and the role of
human creativity (Enquist et al., 2008; Fogarty et al., 2015; Perry et al., 2021). The mechanisms of
transmission include imitation, instruction, emulation. Selection effects include individual and group
selection in the natural selection sense, social status, and memes being replaced by other memes. It
thus seems that open-ended cultural evolution rests on an as yet mysterious set of creative processes.
Uncovering a computational model of how innovation comes to happen, and implementing simple
versions of this model should yield an artefact that continually gives rise to novel behaviors, forever.
As we are interested in AI systems able to generate interesting novelty forever, the processes giving
rise to human innovation seem like a perfect place to start our investigation. There seem to be two
sets of mechanisms for invention: the ones displayed by adult humans when they stumble upon a
new idea, and the mechanisms used by young children to acquire the traits or their culture as well as
autonomously discovered skills.
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Humans undergo a very long development phase that has no parallel in known animals; that
development being both physical but also cognitive. This cognitive development can understood as a
solution to the explore-exploit dilemma (Gopnik, 2020) (see also our discussion in Section 1.1.3):
under this children would be equipped with mechanisms for exploration and would switch into
exploitation later into adulthood. Adult’s exploitation ensures favorable and safe conditions for
children’s exploration. Children are curious, creative and playful (Chu & Schulz, 2020), and these
processes support their intense learning capabilities. Adults that explore and innovate also seem to be
curious, driven and playful. An example: mathematics are an engaging game for analytically inclined
grown-ups. Similar processes of intrinsic motivation might underlie exploration in children, leading
to personal discovery, and exploration in adults, sometimes leading to historical discovery.

Developmental psychology

Developmental psychology studies the construction of human cognitive capacities. One of the
puzzling aspects of human cognition is that it both seems very general, with some skills being
universal across cultures, while many aspects of cognition such as language or norms are heavily
dependent on the culture. How does a child, born in an arbitrary culture, develop both these staggering
regularities and at the same time becomes a fully-fledged member of the society it was born in?

The pioneer in developmental psychology was Jean Piaget, who for the first time realized that
reasoning capabilities in humans might be better understood if one studies their emergence in children.
From the 1920s on, he used revolutionary experimental methods for the time and made numerous
contributions to the classification of cognitive function and description of children’s behavior. Piaget’s
lasting conceptual contribution to developmental psychology was the notion of developmental stages:
functional stages the child would go through that necessarily proceeded in succession because the
later stages depended on the earlier stages, both in terms of the cognitive capacities of the child and
in terms of the the formative experiences needed for the child to learn and pass to the next stage. An
example: infants learn how to crawl and walk by themselves between 12 and 15 months of age and
this exposes them perceptually to a whole different world, a world of object and dynamic scenes
whereas before they would only have seen static environments and human faces up close.

While Piaget emphasized individual learning through and its stages, another great child psy-
chologist of the early 20th century, Lev Vygotsky, leaned towards a more social theory of develop-
ment (Vygotsky, 1988). Vygotskian theory was centered around the interaction between the child
and a social partner, usually conceived as a mature representative of the culture. The social partner
plays with the child and scaffolds her interactions with the world. Vygotsky describes three types of
activities: first the ones that are reachable by the child on her own; then the activities unreachable
by the child either because they are currently too difficult or because they are outright impossible;
and finally the activities that are in the so-called zone of proximal development (ZPD). The latter
activities are the one which are feasible but only with the aid of the social partner, which in this way
helps the child learn genuinely novel interactions. With the help of this scaffold, the child can then
revisit this activity when she is alone, after having gained the ability to do so. Vygotsky applies this
kind of scaffolding to language learning as well: first the social partner directs the child’s attention
and exploration through the use of language, and then the child can, alone, control her behavior
by speaking to herself. In a final stage this self-directed language that was first spoken out loud is
internalized and transforms into inner speech. This process of internalization is one of the cores of
Vygotskian theory, and will be discussed in more detail below in our review of autotelic vygotskian
AI (Section 1.2.3).
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We end this section by noting that the classic nature-nurture divide is not an accurate way to
think about developmental processes. Early stages of development are pretty fixed while later ones
are somewhat more flexible, but all stages develop from earlier ones through genetically determined
learning mechanisms. A better way to look at development is through the lens of the self-organization
of a developmental trajectory which has both genetic and cultural components (Tomasello, 2021).

Intrinsic motivation in humans

Intrinsic motivation, or curiosity, has been a florishing area of study since the beginning of the
1960s; we will not claim that this discussion is exhaustive and we refer the reader to more in-depth
reviews of intrinsic motivation, computationally and in psychology (Singh et al., 2004; Oudeyer &
Kaplan, 2007b; Kidd & Hayden, 2015a; Ady et al., 2022). Up until the middle of the 20th century
the study of behavior and motivation (primarily through the behaviorist perspective of Skinner) had
identified a set of classical primary reinforcers, stimuli that allowed the fixation of associations
between stimuli and responses. Primary reinforcers give rise to secondary reinforcers, stimuli that
become associated with stimuli associated to primary reinforcers. In 1959 White (White, 1959) started
to realize that the classical work on motivation as drives (Hull, 1943) (deviations from the homeostatic
equilibrium that need to be corrected to keep the organism within its zone of comfort, for instance
the drive to satiate hunger, or come back to a comfortable temperature) could not apply to describe
exploratory behavior observed in animals and humans. White instead sought to define a specific
motivation linked to the efficiency with which the organism was able to bring about changes in its
environment. This view was complemented by those of Berlyne (Berlyne, 1960), that investigated
the apparent intrinsic drive of children and adults to be drawn to novelty, uncertainty, complexity
and surprise. More specifically, Berlyne showed that the hedonic pleasure experienced from novelty
would be maximal for intermediate levels of novelty: stimuli that are too novel produce discomfort
or confusion, and stimuli that are not novel enough produce boredom. We will find this Goldilocks
principle of "just the right amount" later in the work of Csikszentmihalyi on optimal challenge, or the
concept of flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). According to this theory, people are motivated intrinsically
to partake in activities that challenge them optimally, neither to easy not too hard compared to their
current skill level.

A recent revival in curiosity research in humans happened in the last 20 years (we refer to Kidd
& Hayden (2015b) and Gottlieb & Oudeyer (2018) for comprehensive reviews). Many accounts
and experimental paradigms focusing on information-seeking behavior, such as gaze allocation
or various bandit paradigms where costs in a task are tradeoff with the opportunity to gain more
information, either for instrumental (extrinsic) and non-instrumental (intrinsic) reasons. Some of
these experimental paradigms can be tested on humans of any age as well as on nonhuman primates,
making them ideal to study intrinsic motivation across species. These rigorous and controlled
experimental settings also allows for the scientific study of the neural correlates of this type of
curiosity, either through imaging in humans or through invasive techniques like neural recording
in monkeys. Related to this recent research development is a new trend in cognitive science, and
in developmental cognitive psychology in particular, to model the child as a little scientist making
inferences and building hypotheses about the world and then making optimal interventions to resolve
any uncertainties; usually this modelling is done within a bayesian inference framework. Even in
infants, the orientation towards surprising stimuli is a very strongly established result, robust enough
so that the duration of infant gaze can be used as a rigorous measure of violations of expectation of
her model.
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This recent focus on curiosity as information-seeking motives in adults, children and nonhumans
has been very productive and has led to many interesting results. Unfortunately the problems
they investigate are still far from the problems of creative curiosity that are a part of the origin of
innovation and that would provide us with insight on how to build open-ended creative machines. The
experimental settings mentioned in the previous paragraph are usually not close to real-life stimuli,
and curiosity can only be directed at a small predefined set of options. Another related, emerging
trend is starting to take a closer look at intrinsic motivation in open-ended scenarios (Molinaro &
Collins, 2023) and even at children’s play (Chu & Schulz, 2020, 2023a,b), which is notoriously
difficult to study in the wild. These pioneering studies are starting to allude at distinctive features of
playful behavior and fun, such as its non-optimality (taking the longest route to retrieve objects or
incurring unnecessary costs when prompted to play, see Rule et al. (2023)). Other recent work has
started looking at games through the lens of program synthesis, by looking at the properties of reward
programs constructed from asking human participants to invent new games (Davidson et al., 2022).

The landscape of curiosity and intrinsic motivation research is rich and vibrant, and many
paradigms coexist in psychology and neuroscience, sometimes radically different. These theories and
experiments are useful inspiration for establishing computational models of intrinsic motivation to
help us accomplish our goal of novelty-producing machines.

Computational models of intrinsic motivation

In Section 1.1.3 we have discussed the reinforcement learning framework, in particular how
adapted it is to the computational implementation of intelligent agents faced with sequential decision-
making problems in possibly stochastic, reward delayed environments. RL comes also comes at the
rescue for modelling intrinsically-motivated agents. For a given sensorimotor flow (defined by the
observation and action of the classical RL control loop) we can compute any scalar function of the
observation, action and past state of the agent and RL lets us optimize it. This gives us a design space
for our definitions of intrinsic motivation. Many such approaches exist in the AI literature, since this
topic first came into preeminence in the early 2000s and was adapting some work of the epigenetic
robotics community which we will also survey since they are an important part of the genealogy of
ideas used in this thesis. Most of the approaches discussed will have at their core the computation
of some explicit intrinsic reward and its maximization as part of an RL loop, but we will discuss
traditions where the maximization of this metric will be implicit, and it will be indicated as such
when it arises. We will also give an mostly non-technical overview without explicit formulas for ease
of reading. The categorization we use comes from the seminal classification of Oudeyer & Kaplan
(2007b).

Knowledge-based intrinsic motivationThe first and perhaps simplest form of intrinsic motivation
(IM) are so-called knowledge-based intrinsic motivations. Knowledge-based intrinsic motivations are
based on measures of how much the observations fit the agent’s world model, by being uncertain,
surprising or, on the contrary, expected. For predictive models a classical IM is to use the model
prediction error to reward the agent (Pathak et al., 2017); this makes a lot of sense from an information
gain perspective since the novel places in the environment that the agent hasn’t experienced will
have very high prediction error, the model having not been trained on data from these regions. These
kinds of intrinsic motivations have many issues: the most prominent one is that the agent supporting
them will get attracted to sources of noise since this will have for instance high prediction error. This
problem is well-known in the literature and has been referred to the noisy TV problem (Kaplan &
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Oudeyer, 2007). One way of dealing with the noisy TV problem is to add more information; for
instance through disagreement between models (Pathak et al., 2019). Disagreement in dynamics mod-
els allows to tell apart so-called aleatoric and epistemic causes of uncertainty. Aleatoric uncertainty
is the randomness inherent in the environment or simulator (or uncertainty that the agent’s models do
not have the capacity to resolve), whereas epistemic uncertainty is the uncertainty that comes from
the incompleteness in knowledge of the agent (and that could be resolved through further learning).
Aleatoric uncertainty should not be seeked out by the agent whereas reducing epistemic uncertainty
is the whole point of the drive to acquire information and should be pursued. Another way to solve
the noisy TV problem is to go 1st order: use the improvement prediction error or in uncertainty to
reward the agent (this is usually called knowledge-based learning progress) (Schmidhuber, 2010).
Aleatorically uncertain situations will stay as unpredictable as the agent encounters them more often
and will not spark an increase in learning progress, and thus the noisy TV has been avoided.

Another IM that is based on a system’s current knowledge is the notion of maximizing novelty.
This is in line with psychologists’s (and notably Berlyne’s) theories on curiosity but interestingly
the research tradition most relevant to novelty is the open-endedness community stemming from
evolutionary computing. The seminal work here was novelty search (Lehman & Stanley, 2011a), and
the striking message of this work is that in optimization, when the fitness function is either very sparse
or deceptive, direct optimization might do more hard than good, getting agents stuck in dead-ends
or not getting any signal to begin with. In that case, it might be better to perform a search guided
by novelty only: individuals of the population would be selected based on how close far away they
are (in 2d space for the original work), from all the previously evolved agents. By evolving this
population in a closed maze some agents actually end up maximizing the original fitness, much better
than if this objective had been maximized directly (see Stanley & Lehman (2015) for an extended
discussion of these ideas). Novelty search led the way to quality-diversity methods (Pugh et al.,
2016) that optimize for a diverse population of individuals which are optimal locally with respect
to some (independent) quality score. The diversity mechanism in quality-diversity methods often
takes the form of maintaining a map of diverse individuals (in some space measuring the dimensions
of diversity we care about, and which is usually predefined) (Mouret & Clune, 2015b). The space
one measures novelty, as distance, is called the behavioral characterization (BC) space. Building
an appropriate BC space is an issue that comes time and time again: the dimensions are usually
hand-defined, and this space suffers from the curse of dimensionality.

Novelty has also been leveraged in RL setups to compute intrinsic motivations through count-
based exploration methods (Bellemare et al., 2016b). The main idea is to provide an exploration
bonus to the agent based on how little is has visited a state, with the maximal reward for completely
novel states. The exploration bonus is usually proportional to the inverse square root of the visitation
count. Originally designed for discrete MDPs with few states like grid-worlds (Strehl & Littman,
2008), the method has then been extended to continuous and high-dimensional state spaces through
density estimation.

As a note, we can remark that many of the approaches in knowledge-based IMs fit in quite nicely
with the perspective on information seeking in the huma animal study of intrinsic motivation surveyed
earlier, that is focused on surprise (prediction error) and novelty.

Competence-based intrinsic motivationKnowledge-based IMs focus on improving an agent’s
model of the world. But in general an agent might not need to model the world to effectively
act in it (as in the case in model-free RL methods such as the ones we presented earlier in this
chapter). If you’re a thermostat, you might not need to model the weather to control the temperature
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properly. This motivates the development of intrinsic motivation approaches which are based on
measures of competence on tasks rather than measures of information gain. Competence-based
intrinsic motivations are IMs that are are tied to an agent’s ability to solve a task. Many such
IMs are in particular functions of optimal intermediate challenge or optimal difficulty, recalling
notions of flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) and related concepts in psychology (Charms, 1983; Deci
& Ryan, 1985), and similar to Berlyne’s Goldilocks princple, applied to compentence-based IMs.
As with knowledge-based IMs, 0th order metrics can be fooled by randomness, and optimizing for
intermediate challenge might mean focusing on non-controllable tasks such as a coin flip. As in the
knowledge-based case the solution here is to go first order: use learning progress (LP) and focus on
tasks which are highly learnable ().

This line of research introduces the notion of task, or skill, or goal (the terminology might depend
on the line of research considered), that must be achieved and on which progress drives motivation.
A skill, or goal, is a compression of behavior: there is a representation that uniquely identifies the
skill in some space and the agent uses this information to drive behavior that is specific to this skill.
We will linger on this notion in more computational depth in our discussion of autotelic learning in
Section 1.2.3, but we can already point out that the notion of skills as temporal abstractions has a
long history in reinforcement learning through the framework of options (Sutton et al., 1999). An
option is an abstract action an agent can take once a certain number of preconditions have been met
and that uses policy specific to that option until the option’s termination conditions have been reached.
What’s important to note here is that to allow the agent to know which experience is linked to which
goal-reaching episode to compute intermediate difficulty or learning progress on a specific skill one
does need to partition or label the space of experience into skills. There are multiple ways to do so,
either by clustering the skill space directly (IAC (Baranes & Oudeyer, 2013a)) or with unsupervised
information-theoretic methods of skill discovery based on skill discriminability (Eysenbach et al.,
2018). Competence-based IMs thus require partitioning experience into identifiable zones or clusters,
a process we will refer to as building a skill repertoire.

Properties of the sensorimotor flow and empowermentA final type of intrinsic motivation that
we’ll mention are IMs that depend directly on relations between parts of the sensorimotor flow, without
bearing relation to any predetermined model of the world or separation of experience into skills. One
example present in the literature on children is the motivation for synchrony of experience (Rochat
& Striano, 2000; Gogate & Bahrick, 1998). An important computational representative of this is
the empowerment objective (Salge et al., 2013). Empowerment is an information-theoretic measure
quantifying future optionality: agents motivated by this drive will act in such a way as to maximise
their options in the future. More precisely, if one considers the relation between actions and future
observations as a noisy transmission channel, maximizing empowerment means acting in such a
way as to maximize the capacity of that channel: acting to maximize the information you recover
of the action you input into the environment now, n steps later. This IM, while difficult to compute
in practice for high-dimensional state spaces, leads to agents that learn to balance a pole (simply
because the unstable equilibrium is the point from which all other points can be reached with the least
number of actions) or that learn to get out of dead ends in a maze. Recently proposed regularity-based
rewards also fall in this paradigm (Sancaktar et al., 2023).

All these computational models of intrinsic motivation provide ways to compute scalars that can
be used to reward a reinforcement learning agent towards more interesting, one hopes, parts of the
state space. However these metrics do not necessarily lead to the same sort of self-organization of
behavior into distinct stages, as young children seem to go to, nor do they necessarily lead to building
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an explicit skill repertoire, as discussed above. To perform this we’ve seen that we might be advised
to look at computational models that are explicitly organized around the notion of skills or goals.
Springing from a genealogy of ideas coming from the competence-based IM literature is the notion
of autotelic learning, which does precisely this.

Autotelic learning

Figure 1.9: An overview of the different modules involved in the autotelic RL frame-
work. The goal sampler samples a goal which then influences the behavior of the
policy and how rewards are computed. There is an optional dependency between the
experienced trajectories and rewards, and the goal generation process. Image from
Colas et al. (2022c)

Autotelic (auto-telos, one’s own goals) (Csikszentmihalyi, 1998; Steels, 2004) learning is a form
of learning where an agent sets its own goals and tries to achieve them (Schmidhuber, 2011; Herrmann
et al., 2022; Colas et al., 2022c). The term comes from Csikszentmihalyi who describes the autotelic
personality type as a type of person doing activities for their own sake rather than for an external
purpose. By analogy, the autotelic agent engages in self-determined goals for the intrinsic reward that
these goals generate. Interestingly, the selection of goals themselves may or may not be governed
by an IM based on competence, it can also be random. The high-level description of an autotelic
agent is the following: a goal generator G generates a goal g: the goal might be selected from a list
of preexisting goals or sampled from a distribution. This goal is then used to guide (or condition) a
policy π (in all this thesis we will use the phrase goal-conditioned policy to speak about policies that
should achieve a particular goal). Goal achievement provides learning signal and reward to the policy
in the same way that usual task completion is used as reward in extrinsically-motivated RL agents.
Originally called intrinsically-motivated goal-exploration processes (Forestier et al., 2022b), autotelic
methods incrementally build skill repertoires that can be re-used when training is over by instructing
the agent to perform any of the goals it has mastered.

It is important to note that there are two notions of motivation or reward in this framework (in the
case of autotelic RL agents): the goal-satisfaction reward Rg and the intrinsic motivation guiding the
selection of the goal. Importantly, certain intrinsic motivations might have much better properties than
others when selecting goals. An important IM in this regard is the competence-based learning progress
(LP) because it specifically helps select the goals on which the agent learns maximally (Baranes
& Oudeyer, 2013c; Forestier & Oudeyer, 2016). This steers the agent away from concentrating
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on impossible or random tasks, and even more importantly this leads to the self-organization of
developmental trajectories where easy goals are the focus of the agent first and harder goals are
the focus of the agent later; this starts looking a lot like the developmental stages uncovered by
developmental psychology. LP-based goal selection is an example of automatic curriculum learning
(ACL: Portelas et al. (2021)), wherein an agent self-organizes a sequence of tasks that helps it learn
maximally.

We have presented the autotelic agent as an agent equipped with goal-conditioned policies that
define its skill repertoire, but older methods leveraged population-based methods for representing
libraries of skills (Baranes & Oudeyer, 2013c). This bears resemblance to novelty-search and quality-
diversity methods: a population-based autotelic algorithm evolves a population of skills, selecting
them based on a fitness that is given by the IM measure chosen in the design of the algorithm. An
important difference still is the goal-targeting aspect of autotelic algorithms: when, for instance
in Map-elites, an individual is selected to be mutated, there is no notion of which kind of target
individual one should achieve: random variation is simply applied; whereas with autotelic algorithms
a goal is targeted and must be reached with the given phenotype. This analogy between quality
diversity methods, methods inspired by novelty search, and autotelic methods is especially visible in
the go-explore algorithm (Ecoffet et al., 2021). Go-explore was a method designed to overcome hard-
exploration RL problems where rewards are particularly sparse or deceptive. The model environment
used was the Atari game Montezuma’s revenge on which almost no score had been achieved by any
of the state-of-the-art Deep RL agents up until then. The idea was to reset to a particular state of
the environment and to explore randomly from there, and add the end of the trajectory to the set of
resettable states, indexed by a compressed version of the final observation. In essence, this can be
viewed as a form of novelty search (one mutates the individuals, which are the set of states one can
return to, and saves them if they are sufficiently novel, e.g. if the compressed final observation is
different from the ones previously encountered). But one another way to view Go-Explore is that the
compressed observations serve the role of goal representations that are sampled by the algorithm as a
basis for creating novel outcomes (by further random exploration).

Autotelic agents incrementally build skill repertoires. This was already an important element in
the first days of intrinsically motivated reinforcement learning (Singh et al., 2004; Barto, 2012) where
skills were acquired in the framework of options. For the goal-conditioned aspect of autotelic learning
to work, one can either rely on an explicit collection of skills (as in population-based methods) or
on multitask agents implemented through goal-conditioned deep policies. The advantage of this
approach is that many skills probably need the same underlying representations, so it makes sense to
use a common neural net to compute actions for achieving different goals in the same environment.
Pioneering work in multitask reinforcement learning (Schaul et al., 2015a) has demonstrated that
the goal representation could be given to the agent’s networks. The issue then becomes how to
create truly multitask agents that can continually learn novel skills without forgetting the old ones,
a problem close to the field of continual learning (French, 1999). This is in general difficult, but
leveraging scale, diversity of experience or automatic curriculum learning are good starting points, as
is the use of hindsight experience replay (HER) (Andrychowicz et al., 2017). HER ensures that when
targeting a goal that is eventually not reached, we can make use of what goal was actually reached
to provide signal to the agent: each trajectory is a positive example for the goal corresponding to
the last state. Automatic curriculum learning based on Absolute Learning Progress (ALP) (Portelas
et al., 2020) is also a way to alleviate catastrophic forgetting, because a task that is forgotten will
elicit high ALP and the agent will start focusing on it again (Colas et al., 2019a). Related to multitask
agents is the notion of instruction-following; for instance in vision-language navigation (Anderson
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et al., 2018b) where agents have to learn to follow language instructions to get to a goal; other
very recent examples are instruction-following in language models: language models are, after
all, multitask learners (Radford et al., 2019), and robust ones that can be finetuned to specifically
behave as goal-conditioned agents (Ouyang et al., 2022) whose goal representation lies, in language,
alongside the textual behavior. See Section 1.1.5 for more discussion on the links between LLMs,
scale and emergent multitask abilities.

A final note on autotelic learning is the degree to which the self-generated goals can be steered by
other pressures than intrinsic motivation, especially normative pressures. Capable agents generating
their own goals might be scary because they might elude human control, but they need not be. Several
perspective works (Colas et al., 2021; Sigaud et al., 2021) outline the possibility that autotelic agent’s
goal sampling might be influenced by social pressures and norms of what is acceptable and desirable
in a given cultural context. This is sometimes called Vygotskian autotelic AI because of the analogy
to children in the Vygotskian theory internalizing the social norms of their milieu. Children (and
adults!) are autotelic, and their invention of goals is mostly not a problem because it adheres to rules
and norms of acceptability and morality.

Creativity: goal imagination

A final ingredient we need in using autotelic AI as a framework for continually inventing new,
interesting things is creativity. Creativity is often defined as a perfect blend between novelty and
relevance, but this comes back to the question of how to select good IM for our autotelic agents.
While one could try to figure out a good metric for creative output, this may be hard to do and the
litterature (and parts of this thesis) show there are ways to generate creative goals that do not use such
metrics. We will also develop ideas, in this manuscript, about how this mechanism might then be
guided by the notion of intrinsic motivation that we decide to use in the end.

Language seems like the perfect candidate for creative generation. Most sentences we utter are
completely novel, and yet we understand them immediately. Using words, recombining concepts, one
can imagine many things which do not exist in the world (yet), such as rockets to Mars or mythical
creatures. These properties are respectively called the productivity and compositionality of language.
Building on ideas from Bruner and Vygotsky about the role of language in creative thinking, Colas
et al. (2020b) proposed the Imagine agent, able to form novel goals by recombining parts of goals it
had already seen. The goals are learned through linguistic labels for its behavior collected through
the feedback of a social partner with an existing knowledge of language (modelling the social partner
in Vygotskian theory). Through a hand-defined model of language compositionality, these seed
goals are then recombined to form novel goals, and the learned goal-conditioned reward function
generalizes out of distribution, which allows the policy to continue training on these goals until they
have been mastered and most of the possible goals in language space have been covered by the agent.
Using the creative powers of language in this way enables autotelic agents to go from sampling from
a predefined, finite set of goals presented to them (Colas et al., 2019a) to imagining and mastering
novel goals. We will have more to say on the subject of language and creativity in the experimental
contribution chapters, but for now, let us take a step back and recapitulate the different arguments that
we have seen.
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1.3 Our contributions

Let us step back and recapitulate the discussions in this introductory chapter. We have first
presented the history of artificial intelligence in Section 1.1, from its roots with the Perceptron and
tic-tac-toe playing machines to the impressive victories of deep RL agents against human champions
in today’s most demanding games such as Go and StarCraft2; we finished with today’s impressive
large language models displaying general knowledge, reasoning abilities and in-context-learning. We
have seen that this progress has been made possible by the increasing availability of data, compute,
the elaboration of problems and benchmarks and the application of general optimization methods to
solve them. However, the perspective in AI is often centered on trying to solve problems. If we are
interested in machines that create their own problems in the same way that humans do when playing,
researching, creating, set themselves new challenges; how could we build such a system?

We have then turned in Section 1.2 to a description of one of the most compelling open-ended
processes in the natural world, which is the endless emergence of new forms in nature through
natural evolution. We have concluded that speciation occurs, among others, when there are feedback
mechanisms between the species and its environment such as co-evolution and niche construction,
as well as when population sizes are small. We have examined the link between variation in
natural evolution and those in cultural evolution, and have narrowed down on the notion of intrinsic
motivation in humans as a driver of cultural variation. We have then shortly discussed the research in
intrinsic motivation in humans, and ended with a short survey of computational models of intrinsic
motivation, fit for implementation in AI systems. We have ended the section by introducing autotelic
learning (Colas et al., 2022c): a setting where goal-conditioned agents select their own goals and learn
to achieve them, incrementally building their skill repertoire. We finished by outlining the promise of
language as a cognitive tool to imagine new, creative goals for open-ended autotelic learning.

It thus seems like previous work studying autotelic agents, using language as goals, might be the
perfect inspiration for building open-ended problem-generating systems. The flexibility of language,
its abstraction, compositionality and productivity, seem like excellent properties for agents to instruct
themselves; however, previous work has only considered simplified, heuristic, models of linguistic
creativity. In this thesis we will concern ourselves on how to transfer this setting to open-ended
language: how can an agent select a linguistic goal according to an intrinsic motivation measure?
How can an agent learn to master an open-ended set of goals, rather than a finite list? What could the
mechanisms of creativity demanded by goal invention look like for these agents, and how can they
serve the invention of new and interesting problems? How to compute intrinsic motivation measures
in this setting? How can these goals be related to the environment? These are some of the questions
we will investigate in this thesis.

1.3.1 Towards open-ended linguistic autotelic AI

As progress on these questions, we will introduce six experimental contributions. These will
be grouped in three experimental chapters, and we will conclude this manuscript by a final small
discussion chapter. Each of the chapters is thematic and includes two experimental studies. We begin
each chapter with a one-page summary briefly listing and linking the contents.

Our first chapter concerns itself with fully-linguistic autotelic agents. In the introduction we
survey the scientific theories of language from a psychological and linguistic perspective, and use this
as theoretical grounds to argue that language, in addition to being an ideal way to implement goals in
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autotelic agents, also define a perfect environment for agents to explore: in the experiments presented
in that chapter we thus focus on text-based games as our language-only environments (Côté et al.,
2019). We then present our first experimental contribution, a study of autotelic agents in the complex
textworld ScienceWorld (Wang et al., 2022), analyzing which kinds of intrinsic motivations, feedback,
and experience replay are conducive to learning in a space of hierarchically nested linguistic goals.
We find that constraining the social partner feedback is important, and that selecting goals according
to an intermediate difficulty IM is important for learning to master the goal hierarchy. We then build
upon this perspective to present our second contribution integrating large language models as a tool
to generate novel, open-ended goals and evaluate their success in a textworld, an approach we call
LMA3 (Language Model Augmented Autotelic Agents) that is able to discover and master thousands
of freeform goals. We measure various diversity metrics over invented goals, demonstrate that the
approach is able to master a battery of externally-defined goals, and perform a detailed ablation
study of the method. We conclude by outlining the limited nature of the text-based environments we
consider, and reflecting on the possibility to extend our results to richer settings.

In our second chapter, we ask ourselves how we could ground language goals to sensorimotor
environment. We center on the notion of cognitive object that we review shortly in the first introductory
section, and on learning reward functions as a model of the more complex problem of grounding.
We then present our third contribution, which is a study on how to best solve one of the simplest
problems that arises in learning about objects in a self-supervised way: learning to recognize and
compare spatial configurations of objects. We study several architectures based on Graph Neural
Networks (GNNs) and conclude that the more relational inductive biases (Battaglia et al., 2018a) the
architecture has, the better it is able to learn the task. We then segue into our fourth contribution,
which studies the problem of learning a reward function relating spatio-temporal language to
trajectories of an agent and various objects. We define a simplified language with spatio-temporal
semantics and demonstrate which architectures are able to learn this correspondence: our main finding
there is that the transformer which incorporates the least amount of imposed structure is best, but that
aggregating information about the trajectory temporally first is a close second. We conclude on a list
of the ingredients to overcome if we are to ground open-ended language goals into the sensorimotor
flow of an autotelic agent, beyond the simple templated language cases we have examined.

In our third chapter we tackle the issue we were left with at the end of our first chapter when
training autotelic agents in text-based games: the limitation of these environments. In this chapter
we propose that programming could be a perfect domain for autotelic agents, because of the truly
open nature of code. Building on this insight and on a domain of programming puzzles (Schuster
et al., 2021), we introduce our fifth contribution, presenting a study on algorithms generating an
interesting diversity of programming puzzles. To do so we build on LLMs as puzzle generators as
well as an engine to build a semantic representation space within which diversity should be maximized,
and call the resulting method ACES (Autotelic Code Exploration through Semantic descriptors).
We find that this method is able to generate a higher diversity of programming puzzles on several
measures and conclude on the need for a metric linking the generated dataset with a measure of
increased programming competence over a given test dataset. Finally, we present recent ongoing
work, our sixth contribution. In this work we cast the autotelic framework as a game between two
language-model agents, one inventing goals and one trying to achieve them; we call this game
Codeplay. After presenting first preliminary results on this contribution, we conclude the chapter with
a discussion of the numerous threads of research the perspective of code-generating autotelic agents
open.

We finally end this thesis with a short conclusion summarizing our and linking our results.
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1.3.2 List of contributions

The experimental contributions are associated with the following papers (asterisks denote equal
contribution):

• Deep sets for generalization in rl; Tristan Karch, Cédric Colas, Laetitia Teodorescu, Clément
Moulin-Frier, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer; Beyond Tabula-Rasa in RL Workshop at ICML 2020 (not
covered here);

• SpatialSim: Recognizing Spatial Configurations of Objects with Graph Neural Networks;
Laetitia Teodorescu, Katja Hofmann, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer; Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence;

• Grounding Spatio-Temporal Language with Transformers; Tristan Karch*, Laetitia Teodor-
escu*, Katja Hofmann, Clément Moulin-Frier, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer; Neural Information-
Processing Systems, 2021

• A Song of Ice and Fire: Analyzing Textual Autotelic Agents in ScienceWorld; Laetitia
Teodorescu, Eric Yuan, Marc-Alexandre Côté, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer; preprint;

• Augmenting Autotelic Agents with Large Language Models; Cédric Colas*, Laetitia Teodor-
escu*, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer, Eric Yuan, Marc-Alexandre Côté; Conference on LifeLong Learn-
ing Agents, 2023;

• ACES: generating diverse programming puzzles with autotelic language models and
semantic descriptors; Julien Pourcel*, Cédric Colas*, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer, Laetitia Teodor-
escu; Under review for the International Conference on Learning Representations, 2024;

• Codeplay: Autotelic Learning through Collaborative Self-Play in Programming Envi-
ronments; Laetitia Teodorescu, Cédric Colas; Thomas Carta, Matthew Bowers, Pierre-Yves
Oudeyer, In preparation, prensented at the Intrinsically-Motivated Open-Ended Learning
Conference, 2023);



Chapter 2

Language-based Autotelic Agents

Preamble to the chapter

This first experimental chapter will be about autotelic agents in text-based games. We begin by a
detailed background (Section 2.1) on theories of language in cognitive psychology and linguistics, try-
ing to tease out what we know about the open-endedness of language. We then move on (Section 2.2)
where we present a study of an autotelic agent using language goals in a challenging text-based game,
where observations and actions are linguistic. We define a hierarchy of language goals the agent can
master, and learning to associate goals and behavior happens through the feedback of a social partner.
In ablation studied we establish that goal-selection based on intermediate competence is instrumental
in learning to master the goal hierarchy, as is filtered feedback from the social partner. We then
move on to our second study (Section 2.3) presenting LMA3, a method integrating Large Language
Models (LLMs) into the autotelic architecture for open-ended goal generation. We demonstrate that
our agent is able to discover thousands of goals and measure the diversity of these goals in various
ablations. We conclude this chapter by outlining the promises of large models for autotelic learning,
especially in more open-ended environments. The Sections 2.2 and 2.2 reuse material from the
following contributions:

• A Song of Ice and Fire: Analyzing Textual Autotelic Agents in ScienceWorld; Laetitia
Teodorescu, Eric Yuan, Marc-Alexandre Côté, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer; preprint;
This collaboration with Marc-Alexandre Côté and Eric Yuan was born of a visit to Microsoft
Research Montréal, and followed some unpublished experiments in non-textual environments.

• Augmenting Autotelic Agents with Large Language Models; Cédric Colas*, Laetitia Teodor-
escu*, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer, Eric Yuan, Marc-Alexandre Côté; Conference on LifeLong Learn-
ing Agents, 2023;
This collaboration was elaborated while the previous one was still ongoing following, a dis-
cussion with Cédric Colas and reflexion on how to use language models in linguistic autotelic
agents. Cédric and Laetitia devised and ran the experiments, Cédric ran the analysis and wrote
the paper, Laetitia drew the figures and edited the paper.
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2.1 Introduction to the chapter

In this section, our aim will be to first motivate the use of language-augmented (or linguistic)
autotelic agents, and then present two concrete implementations that answer the following questions:
how can we efficiently learn skills in large, linguistic spaces? How can we efficiently generate goals
for open-ended linguistic agents? How can linguistic priors of relevance or interestingness influence
the learning of the agent? Can these agents truly be open-ended, and if not what is missing?

To answer these questions we must first motivate the use of language as a relevant space and
medium within which to operate. On first consideration this might not seem obvious: the aim of
building agents that can behave in the world would naturally orient us towards robotics, or simulated,
complex, physically-based environments. After all, the most prominent example of an open-ended
process, natural evolution, happens in complex physical environments. On of its main driver in
multi-cellular organisms is the complex changes in form brought about by mutations in a select few
genes that govern the unfolding morphogenesis in the developing organism (Carroll, 2006b). Can
language support the same level of complexity and evolution as these biological processes?

We will argue in this background paragraph that it can, due it its unique structure. Furthermore,
we will argue that language is the perfect support for the expression of goals in autotelic agents. To
see this, we will first examine the unique combinatorial properties of language, through some of the
historically important accounts of language in linguistics and machine learning. We will then turn to
the links between language and cognition to support the relevance of using language goals as the main
agentive mechanism for our autotelic agents. And finally we will end this background section by
considering a classical objection to operating only in symbolic spaces: the symbol grounding problem.
We will see that the issue of how to link the symbols of language to the external world is solvable
with the approach of functional grounding. Throughout the section we will complement theories
and arguments from cognitive science and linguistics with examples and implementations in AI and
machine learning. Thus, since language is the ideal medium for goal expression and imagination, and
since connecting symbols to low-level sensory data is not completely necessary (nor advisable), we
will be ready to present our contributions involving language-using agents in language worlds.

2.1.1 Language: symbols, abstraction, and syntax

In this section, we will review what is known about language in humans. What are its properties?
How can its richness be described? We will see that human language forms a symbol system, with,
importantly, complex networks of links between symbols that can be meaningfully recombined. This
is at the base of the infinite expressive power of language and the focus of linguistic theories which
we will shortly review here. Thus, language defines an infinite space to explore.

What is a symbol?

Many animals produce utterances such as cries or songs to communicate, and communication
exists between cells in a body through chemical and electro-physiological signals. But of all the forms
of communication that have arisen through natural selection, human language is distinctive. It seems
to allow for the expression of arbitrary meaning, adapting to the infinitely varied environments and
situations that humans might want to express in varied environments and in their particular culture.
Thus it cannot be hardwired and must be learned.
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This feat of adaptive communication is achieved through the use and manipulation of represen-
tative signs: representative units, in an arbitrary modality, coupled with a referent (the thing in the
outside world the sign designates), the relation being valid for a given interpretant.

An illuminating account on the properties of signs is the one put forth by Charles Sanders Peirce
and refined by Terrence Deacon and Andreas Nieder (Deacon, 2012; Nieder, 2009). They divide
signs into three broad, hierarchical, categories:

• Iconic signs: these signs bear a structural, non-arbitrary resemblance to their referents. For instance,
a iconic counting system would use a number N of marks to designate N objects. An iconic writing
system would use simplified drawing of a house to refer to the actual building within which one
lives. Icons implement a one-way reference to their referents: the sign for the house designates the
house, but there is no sense in which the house itself is linked to this particular icon.

• Indices: these signs are higher on the ladder of abstraction: the relation between sign and referent
is arbitrary but still unidirectional.

• Symbols: this is the most complex and powerful sign system. In addition to bearing arbitrary
resemblance to their referents, symbols are bidirectional. This means that the symbol user can
always translate from the symbol to the referrent and vice versa. As an example, the preferred word
for the building in which I live will always be "house" in the cultural group that shares the English
language. But even more distinctive than bidirectionality is the web of relations that symbols
support. Many symbols can be related in pairs or tuples, and the structure of these relationships
mirror something about the structure of the referents themselves. When I say that "the cat eats
the dog", the relation between the symbols say something about the relation of the entities these
symbols refer to. Moreover, this relation has a syntax: the position of the words are underlied
by certain rules, and changing this order either leads to invalid sentences or refers to a different
states of affairs. If I say "eats cat the the dog", the situation referred to by this sentence might
not be understood; in, on the other hand, I use the proposition "the dog eats the cat", the order
of word-symbol differs and the locutor will refer to a different state of affairs than with the first
sentence. The propositions built from several symbols through syntax can themselves be combined
to form even larger constructs such as an argument, essay or book.

Figure 2.1 provides an illustration of the three levels of sign systems. Human language is a
symbolic system. Hauser, Chomsky and Fitch have argued that the recursive, combinatorial aspect
of language is what differentiates it from all other animal communication systems (Hauser et al.,
2002). Indeed, while many attempts have been made to teach human language to animals such as
parrots, dogs or nonhuman primates (so-called enculturated apes), none have achieved to elicit in
them a linguistic capability on par with our own. Looking at how animal communication and how far
they can go in learning something like human language can help illuminate what is so special about
uniquely human language.

No other animal is symbolic

Even if animals don’t naturally develop language in a natural environment, could they be taught?
Could they have the faculty of language if they didn’t need to do the hard work of coming up with
it? Some animals have been taught hundreds of words by humans and can adapt their behavior
accordingly. Great apes can learn basic visual systems to communicate (Premack & Premack, 1972;
ASANO et al., 1982) as well as hundreds of signs from American Sign Language (Gardner & Gardner,
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Figure 2.1: Indexical reference versus symbolic reference. In indexical reference (a),
the sign and their referents entertain a one-way relationship, and all these relations are
independent of each other. Symbol systems (b), on the other hand, rest on networks of
sign-sign relations (top black arrows). Relations between signs mirror the relationships
between objects. Figure from (Nieder, 2009).

1969). Bonobos also exhibit the capacity for learning sign systems (Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1986;
Brakke & Savage-Rumbaugh, 1995). Farther genetically from humans, a dog called Rico has been
taught over 200 words (Kaminski et al., 2004) and has even been shown to learn novel words rapidly,
exhibiting what developmental psychologists have called "fast-mapping" in children (Carey & Bartlett,
1978). Dolphins have been taught a few dozen arbitrary signs (Richards et al., 1984). Parrots have also
demonstrated the ability to acquire a rudimentary referential system of up to 50 signs (Pepperberg,
2000).

However, even when learning indexical sign systems nonhuman animals struggle with reversibility,
syntax and recursion. Rhesus monkeys and baboons fail massively in tests of reversibility of
the equivalence relation (Sidman et al., 1982). In a chimpanzee raised in captivity, there is little
generalization between languages learned in productive (producing language) and receptive (language
understanding) modes (Kojima, 1984). Recent work has investigated whether artificially inducing
categories in guinea monkeys could help them learn the symmetry relation and found only weak
effect, underlining the inherent difficulty of equivalence relationships in animals (Medam et al., 2016).
Reversibility seems to be a unique feature of human language.

Syntax and recursion, believed by Hauser, Chomsky and Fitch to be at the core of the human
faculty for language, are not exhibited by nonhuman animals. A long and comprehensive study with a
chimpanzee, taught early in development a sign language of over 130 words and humorously named
Nim Chimpsky, found that Nim exhibited basic phrases such as "me hug cat" (Terrace et al., 1979).
However, in an extensive study of the chimp’s utterances the authors failed to find any evidence of
symbol recombination to form new concepts, suggesting Nim’s use of words is mainly indexical; the
combinations he does use are limited in the number of underlying concepts they represent suggesting
lexical rather than semantic use. Other research has surveyed inability to form categories in rhesus
monkeys (Smith et al., 2004). It thus seems nonhuman animals are unable to use fully-formed symbol
systems as humans do, stopping for the most part at the indexical level of sign use.
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Compositionality and systematicity

How do we account and describe the uniqueness of humans language? Noam Chomsky notes,
quoting Wilhelm von Humboldt, language’s ability to make infinite use of finite means. The number
of letters, morphemes (phonetic subcomponents of words) or words in any human language is limited,
but we are able to flexibly recombine them to create novel sentences that any locutor of the language
will understand without any further explanation or training. Again, this is a feat completely out
of the reach of all other animals: the animals trained for cognitive tasks (including some surveyed
above) have to be reinforced for typically thousands of trials before systematically succeeding at the
task. There are two main properties of language that underlie this fascinating multiplicity of possible
sentences and meanings. The first is the productivity of language: the fact that words and phrases can
be stitched together to form novel constructs. The second one is its systematicity: the meanings of
complex sentences can be understood if one understands the meanings of its constituents and the way
they are composed together. If I understand "the cat is awake" and "the dog is asleep", systematicity
ensures I will understand the meaning of "the dog is awake".

The productivity of language, as seen by linguists

Historically, the main theoretical account shedding light on the productivity of language has been
the theory of generative grammars famously put forward by Noam Chomsky, starting the field of
computational linguistics (Chomsky, 1965). In the generative grammar account of language, linguistic
form emerges from the repeated, recursive application of a finite set of production rules, enabling the
progressive construction of a sentence by replacing certain constituents with a compound of other
constituents to which the same set of rules apply, so on and so forth until the production of so-called
terminals, that are the words of the language and to which no further rules can be applied (see Figure
?? for an example). The role of the generative linguist is then to derive for each language the lexicon,
or list of terminal words, as well as the list of production rules. Both the form and the semantics of
sentences are derived, in this account, from which production rules have been applied and in which
order. This can be represented as a syntax tree describing the structure of the sentence.

Chomsky’s approach has been influential in linguistics, and his theory has in particular been
successful in providing an explanation both for the recursive structure of sentences and for the rapid
acquisition of language by children. This latter issue, dubbed the problem of the "poverty of stimulus"
(first discussed as a counterargument to B.F. Skinner’s behaviorist theories of language acquisition
(Chomsky, 1959)), is that children are not exposed to enough data to learn language from stimulus
only. This is taken to imply the existence of a form of Universal Grammar (UG) of which any
language’s particular grammar is an instance with specific parameters (for instance the position of the
verb in the V → V NP rule differs in English and Japanese). Learning language is then, according to
this account, learning the lexicon as well as learning the specific parameters that define the language
in the UG. In this framework, the work of linguists has then been to describe this parametric UG and
map out languages to their specific parameters, a research program that is still ongoing (Chomsky,
1995; Cinque & Rizzi, 2012).

This syntax-first approach to language has received criticism in the community of linguists, for
its inability to account for non-systematic phrases like "let alone", idiomatic expressions whose
meaning is conventional and not deductible from the meaning of its constituents (Fillmore et al.,
1988). To account for these cases, authors like Fillmore and Lakoff built the notion of construction
grammar (Goldberg, 1995). This approach to linguistics centers on the notion of the linguistic (?),
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which can be anything from a morpheme to a word to an idiom to a syntactic structure, removing
the syntax-lexicon divide that exists in theories of generative grammar. Constructions function like
abstract, sometimes partially-filled linguistic patterns whose meaning is in part derived from the
construction itself and in part from its constituents. "Let alone", for instance, is a construction that is
completely filled and has no additional slots for other constructions, but others like "The more X, the
more Y" have to be completed for them to signify anything. Construction grammars provides a set of
templates from which the whole language can be built. By recursively filling out constructions within
constructions, they provide an account of the productivity of language; however, contrary to generative
grammar approaches, they eschew complete systematicity: at least part of the meaning of a complex
is determined by the construction itself and not only constituents. Lakoff in particular has argued
for this approach because it accounts for the creative uses of language through metaphor: applying
the same construction to a different set of objects. Construction grammar provides a convincing
account of the creativity of language: the ability to create novel sentences from known ones, through
the application of known constructions to known words, in novel combinations. It also provides
a convenient unit of selection (akin to the gene or the individual in genetics) for accounts of the
evolution of language (Kirby, 2013).

Another important development in theories of language that go against the rule-based, categor-
ical approach of generative grammars are statistical models of language (see Section 1.1.5 for an
introduction). Interestingly, during the same time that statistical approaches to language learning
were becoming popular in computer science and engineering for natural language processing tasks,
there has been continued debate on whether this class of models could accurately model human
use of language and language acquisition (Norvig, 2011). In Norvig’s analysis, linguists continue
to use grammar-based models with few parameters because of the nature of scientific explanation
as understood by language scholars. Statistical models with billion of parameters are deemed by
most linguists to be a poor scientific explanation of natural language because they do not yield to the
precise mathematical analysis that has underlied progress in other sciences such as physics in the
20th century, as formal languages do. However, since the emergence of statistical language learning
methods in computational linguistics, some scholars have argued that these provide an accurate model
of language in humans (Elman, 1995), and the contemporary iteration of this trend is investigators
linking the activations in today’s large language models to activations in the human brain when
exposed to the same linguistic stimulus (Caucheteux & King, 2022) (it is interesting to note that
this latter trend comes from neuroscience, which as a science is less reluctant do deal with systems
of unimaginable complexity, rather than cognitive science which has a preference for well-defined,
independent modules with a function that is easy to describe). Statistical modelling approaches to
language also have an account of the productivity and systematicity of language: productivity is given
by the string structure of language which always allows for adding a new word; and systematicity
comes from similarities in surface-level linguistic patterns which can be picked up with a powerful
enough model, from data alone, and with little a priori knowledge.

We arrive at the picture of human language as a communication system that has no equivalent in
the natural world. Its locutors can create and understand novel sentences zero-shot, using already-
known components. Some theories focus on syntactic production rules as an explanation mechanism,
others with linguistic constructions, others still with statistical regularities (like constructions, learned
iteratively and transmitted through culture, and subject to evolution (Kirby et al., 2014)). These
accounts give us a hint of how the creative powers of language emerge to express infinite meanings
from finite constituents, and how language evolves to adapt to the specific configurations of human’s
natural and social environments.
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Influence of theories of language in machines

Theories of language in humans have had an immense influence on the development of program-
ming languages. The use of Chomskian syntax to describe programming languages was pioneered
by John W. Backus, who was a programming language designer at IBM in the 1950s and was aware
of Chomsky’s work on natural language. He built a "metalanguage" for describing the syntax of
any programming language (Backus, 1959), and this innovation was subsequently incorporated in
ALGOL. The notation, later dubbed Backus Normal Form, or Backus-Naur Form (BNF), defines
a framework for describing context-free grammars and is now incorporated in the specification of
almost all modern programming languages.

Construction grammar has also been used for implementing language in machines, albeit at a
smaller scale and mostly for academic research on on the emergence and evolution of language. This
was the project of fluid construction grammar (or FCG) (Steels, 2011). The system is bidirectional
and can be use for production to parsing, and the semantic network obtained from parsing an utterance
can additionally be used to drive a robot’s actions.

Widespread success has been achieved for natural language processing and generation through
statistical methods, and while this framework is not widely used for scientific accounts of natural
language in linguistics and has limited influence in cognitive science as an explanation of language
representations (in its billion-parameter form), it has gained more and more momentum in engineering
applications, from the first working language models (Bengio et al., 2001; Sutskever et al., 2014)
operating through long-short-term memory (LSTMs) (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) units to
the more recent Transformer based Large Language Models (LLMs) (Vaswani et al., 2017; Radford
& Narasimhan, 2018; Radford et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020). Today the overwhelming majority
of applications processing language are based on statistical methods and learning, with little prior
linguistic knowledge coming into play: a decoupling of scientific understanding and engineering of
sorts (Sutton, 2019).

However, even as these methods came to preeminence, it was argued that they lacked the
generalization ability of purely symbolic methods, in particular the systematicity property outlined
above (also called systematic generalization (Bahdanau et al., 2018; Andreas, 2019)). (Bahdanau
et al., 2018) in particular have argued for modular, composable architectures (so that the structure
of the model reflects the structure of the data), possibly with strong priors and regularizers. Neuro-
symbolic methods, that combine learning from data with flexible recombination of subcomponents,
have been proposed to fill this gap (Andreas et al., 2016; Santoro et al., 2017c; Hudson & Manning,
2019). They ususally require less data and do generalize better outside of distribution. However the
sheer scale of LLM training and the variety of their data make them pick up regularities that allow
them to extrapolate beyond their training data, displaying systematic generalisation (for instance
through context learning); neuro-symbolic like those cited before models are not needed to build
general language learners. However, a new wave of methods that are neuro-symbolic in essence (or
logo-symbolic maybe) have emerged recently based on the successes of LLMs. There methods do not
compose at the level of architecture bit at the level of generated text, allowing to define LLM-based
programs that operate with natural language input and output (Wei et al., 2022b; Dohan et al., 2022;
Schuurmans, 2023; Yao et al., 2023).

Given the recent success of ML-based NLP methods based on Transformers, there has been
continued effort in investigating whether the representations and procedures used in classical NLP
such as syntax trees, parts-of-speech tagging, or coreference resolution are captured in model internals:
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this would support the view that while we cannot build effective machines based on exact linguistic
principles, we can still build models that learn those directly from data. These issues have been
investigated at length using the BERT masked language model (Devlin et al., 2018) (the field at large
has been nicknamed BERTology (Rogers et al., 2021)). This line of research does show some support
for the fact that under the hood, these big models recover some of the linguistic notions cited earlier.
There is some evidence that the token encodings themselves bear some of the syntactic information
(Vilares et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2020; Rosa & Mareček, 2019). Some authors have argued that at
least some of the elements of the classical NLP pipeline, including syntax trees, are rediscovered by
BERT (Tenney et al., 2019); and some of this information is encoded in the attention weights (Clark
et al., 2019). However, even is the temptation is great to treat attention weights in a model as a causal
explanation of the produced outputs, some authors have warned that attention is not explanation,
and some models for some tasks do not rely particularly on the attention matrix to perform their
predictions, invalidating it as an interpretable explanation of the model’s behavior (Jain & Wallace,
2019).

Conclusion

Of all Nature’s communication systems, only human language has the amazing ability to adapt to
virtually infinite situations, easily expressing novel meaning never conceived before by its locutors.
Language is a reversible symbol system that is productive (infinite possible sentences) and systematic
(the meaning of novel sentence derives from its constituents). No other animal has the faculty of
language (but some prerequisites can be found in nonhuman animals). and lastly, different formal
linguistic accounts giving different weight to the constituents (as in Chomskian linguistics) versus the
structures themselves (as in construction grammars).

Overall, formal accounts of the structure and properties of language have been adopted to build
rigorous and exact systems where the semantics are fixed and unambiguous: in formal languages
such as programming languages or proof systems. Where fluid natural language understanding
and production is needed, statistical methods, in particular machine learning, in particular huge
unstructured networks seem to fare best. These systems have become almost as black box as the
human brain itself: indicating that language is a complex system with emergent properties whose
description cannot fit in a simple, analytically solvable formula. Some structures traditionally studied
by linguists do nevertheless seem to emerge from unsupervised learning from form, such as syntactic
structure; and applications combining LLMs with structured reasoning have achieved widespread
success.

2.1.2 Language, reasoning and thought

Language and thought in humans

After surveying the form of language in humans and in our best artificial systems, we will
now turn to an account of the links between language and cognition. The cognitive revolution in
psychology was built around the analogy of mind as a computer. Mind, like the computer, takes in
inputs from the external environment, performs some internal computation, and produces an output
through end-effectors. It is the internal computation defined in the cognitive analogy that we will
refer to as "thought" or cognition in the following section. Now that we have seen what makes natural
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language so unique in its form and use, what seems to supports its productivity and systematicity, we
can begun reviewing and understanding the links between language and cognition in humans.

The nature of cognition itself is poorly understood, but one prominent theory in the history of
cognitive science is Jerry Fodor’s notion of a language of thought (Fodor, 1979; Rescorla, 2019;
Quilty-Dunn et al., 2022). According to Fodor, complex mental operations all happen in a common
currency or language, sometimes called mentalese, that allows communication between different
modules and manipulation of mental symbols. The language of thought hypothesis might have been
inevitable in all cognitive accounts of the mind, since these accounts all model mental operations as
operations on computers, which, as we have seen, manipulate symbols according to a formal language.
Thought as computation loops back to the linguistic origins of computation. Arguments supporting
the existence of a language of thought are familiar by now: thoughts are productive and systematic, as
language is: so they must be expressed with a medium that has the same properties. Additionally, if
the mind is seen as a collection of specialized modules as well as higher level collaboration between
modules, some common code must be used to transfer between modules, for instance from an auditory
perception to visual imagery, if someone asks me to picture the color of a mango. But even if there
is something like a language of thought, surely not all operations of the brain, including subliminal,
low-level and unconscious operations can have or in effect need productivity, systematicity, or to be
expressed in a universally-accepted code. Where do we need then to postulate a language of thought?
Kahneman (Kahneman, 2011) famously divides cognition into 2 types: system 1 cognition that is
immediate, fast, imprecise, parallel and intuitive, and system 2 cognition which is slow, deliberate,
serial, accurate and self-reflexive. The language of thought might describe system 2 cognition, since
this is in the mind the locus of productivity, systematicity and universal representations. But how
does natural language relate to cognition, the language of thought, system 1 and system 2 cognition?

The study of linguistic relativism might shed some light on these issues. In the first half of the
20th century, Benjamin Lee Whorf, an American linguist (and fire prevention engineer) articulated
the idea of linguistic relativism: the fact that one’s thoughts are influenced by the language one
speaks. Under this hypothesis, different languages, because they differ in their syntactic structure
or their categories would support different cognitive abilities, and locutors of a language which
lacks the word for a specific concept would have difficulty thinking about it, if it is not outright
impossible. This proposition has come to be known as the Sapir-Whorf thesis. Authors came to
distinguish two forms: the strong form where two speakers speaking two different languages would
have radically different inner worlds, and a weak form where the specific language has some influence
but it stays non radical. This thesis, has been widely discussed in cognitive linguistics, anthropology
and psychology. Vygostsy, for instance, believed that a parent’s native language heavily influenced
the concepts the child would learn first (Vygotsky, 1965). In recent years the scientific community
reached a consensus: for perceptual (system 1) processes, the weak form holds (Lupyan et al., 2020):
giving for instance locutors of languages with 2 words for blue a slight but significant advantage
in color recognition in the appropriate hue; and overall language biases us to perceive in a more
categorical way.

However, acquiring a language at all, any language, is vital for humans’ normal cognitive
development. Deaf children born in non-signing families, never learning a language, fall behind in
non-linguistic skills such as math and theory of mind: presumably because mathematical skills such
as counting and parsing an equation require something like language, and that complex reasoning
about other’s hidden motives also involve language explanation. The effect of losing language later in
life (as in the case of global aphasia), while significant, seems less dramatic: aphasics seem to retain
some theory of mind and mathematics. Maybe language can be understood as a scaffold for the mind,
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where learning a language, any language, no matter its syntax, exposes the learner to concepts that
have been forged through cultural evolution and that would be prohibitively expensive to discover
on one’s own. Furthermore, there are some concepts that would be unattainable at all without the
abstractions and categories delimited by language. How to understand quantum mechanics, or art
history, or literature without language? It seems that for higher-order, abstract concepts, the scaffold
of language must hold always.

Beyond the influence of language on system 1 cognition and in learning concepts is the over-
whelming importance of language mastery in multi-step reasoning, planning, executive function,
and creativity. Authors developing this supra-communicative view of language (Clark, 1996) focus
not only on simple cognitive skills such as perception, counting, spatial reasoning and the like, but
also on planning, self-regulation, strategic reflection, deliberative thinking, creative imagination.
According to this view, this high-level influence of language on thought is either due to the fact
language is the representational format within which our thoughts are expressed (Carruthers, 1998)
(so language of thought and actual language are one and the same), or because it reprograms the
brain from a parallel machine to a serial one (Dennett, 1991), or because it behaves as artifact that
reifies symbols that can then be manipulated and attended to in mental operations, simplifying our
computational operations (Clark, 1996). Vygostky (Vygotsky, 1965) proposes that as young children
are exposed to language in the context of an interaction with a social partner (an adult parent or
carer), they learn to imitate the language that is directed to them. In self-directed activities, children
then reproduce the same sort of instructions and directives, but to themselves, out loud. After a
while the child internalizes the speech they used to produce out loud, so they can use this internal
monologue to plan and reason; this process only gets refined with the use of written notes, calendars,
to-do lists in adults. Tomasello goes further and argues that while children need to be scaffolded
by dyadic interaction with an adult social partner early in their development, the role of peers is
also of supreme importance (Tomasello et al., 1993; Tomasello, 2021). By three years of age, when
they begin to learn complex language (and form a sense of continuous self that persists through
time (Gopnik, 2010)) they also frequently interact linguistically with peers, and this has a different
influence on their cognitive development and their ability to become fully-fledged members of their
culture. Through interaction with their peers, children learn moral and cultural norms: what members
of one’s culture can and cannot do, how things should be done, how one sees and is seen by others in
relation to these norms. Deviations are met with linguistic, normative protest by peers, and similar
to the process in the child-adult dyad these normative linguistic interactions are internalized by the
child to form a basis of their morality, culturally-dependent executive regulation, self-evaluation,
and self-criticsm On this Vygotskian-inspired view of the supra-communicative view of language,
reasoning is a conversation with oneself. Creative imagination also seems to be underpinned by
something like language: imagination relies on the same episodic constructive processes as episodic
memory (Schacter, 2012), and it has been argued recently that these processes could be underlied by
something like a language of thought (Mahr & Schacter, 2023).

The influence of theories of language in machines

Thus we see that language and thought are inextricably linked: language shapes our perceptions,
allows us to construct ever-higher abstractions and generalizations, supports reasoning, planning and
creativity. Interestingly, this structuring role of language also seems to have its equivalent in our AI
systems.
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First, language supports abstraction in agent’s representations. For instance, (Lampinen et al.,
2022) have demonstrated that using an auxiliary task based on generating explanations for why the
agent chose a particular solution to the task, while training, allowed it to form representations of
higher quality, more abstract and better indicative of the causal and relational nature of the problem.
as opposed to simply learning on the task. The abstractions created by language can also help agents
explore in a more abstract space, thus bypassing the noisy TV problem for agents with novelty-based
rewards (Mu et al., 2022). Linguistic abstractions learned can be flexibly recombined, like language,
to form higher-level behaviors using hierarchical RL (Jiang et al., 2019). (Luketina et al., 2019), in
their extensive survey on language-augmented RL, highlight linguistic tasks as auxiliary objectives
for RL agents that generalize.

Second, language as a reasoning medium has been extensively studied very recently, notably
since the introduction of the Chain of Thought (CoT) prompting technique (Wei et al., 2022b). CoT
prompting involves guiding the language model to produce a reasoning trace before solving the task,
traditionally asking it to sequentially reason about the problem at hand. The LLM then uses this
reasoning to produce an answer, improving its performance. LLMs can even bootstrap their own
reasoning by generating more examples of reasoning traces based on a few data points, and finetuning
themselves on that, an example of self-taught reasoning (Zelikman et al., 2022). Linear reasoning
traces have then be extended, for instance with the language model cascade framework (Dohan et al.,
2022) where a probabilistic program dictating the control flow of successive language model calls are
derived, or in the Tree of Thought approach where instead of a chain of reasoning a whole tree is kept
in memory and explored to yield the best answers (Yao et al., 2023). In a way, approaches similar to
classical planning approaches are starting to emerge in AI, all supported by natural-language based
reasoning.

Third, language has an important role in creativity and imagination in goal-conditioned agents.
The seminal work in this regard is the IMAGINE agent of (Colas et al., 2020a). Embracing the
cognitive tool view of language, they train an RL agent conditioned on linguistic goals, in interaction
with a social partner giving the agent descriptive, hindsight linguistic feedback. In an imagination
phase, the agent then uses a template-based approach, similar in spirit to construction grammar,
to create new goals based on existing ones. The generalization ability of the object-based reward
function allows the policy to master imagined goals outside of its distribution. Thus this agent
incrementally explores a larger and larger set of behavior until it has learned everything that can
possibly be learned in its playground environment.

Thinking back on the theories of the interactions between language and thought, we can see
that the model of (Carruthers, 1998) holds when talking about AI: in the LLM-powered reasoning
methods mentioned above thought is at least partly done using language representations themselves
as a medium. (Dennett, 1991)’s view is true as well: learning to reason, in all those language-based
systems, does implement a serial machine onto a massively parallel computational substrate, namely
large neural networks.

Conclusion

We thus have seen that language has a tremendous influence on cognition in humans, and augment
and make possible abstract, compositional representations, planning and reasoning, and imagination
in machines. It is thus important, to implement general autonomous agents whose capacities rival
our own, to allow them to express their goals in language, operate on them using language, and use
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language to imagine new, creative goals based on the ones already mastered.

2.1.3 Language, grounding, and acting in the world

Since we now have good reasons to believe that language is a perfect medium for internal
deliberations, interna goals and plans, in agents, we must ask ourselves how it is that the symbols these
agents manipulate can refer to anything in the real world and not to other meaningless symbols. This
has been called the symbol grounding problem by Harnad (Harnad, 1990). In this influential article
Harnad first delineates the properties of symbol systems and most notably their compositionality,
systematicity and the fact that the operation (or syntactic rules) of the symbol system only depends
on the form of the symbol themselves, not their meaning. Harnad then asks how symbols in such an
isolated system can acquire any meaning. He compares this situation to trying to learn Chinese as a
first language while only having access to a Chinese/Chinese dictionary: while trying to learn what
a particular word means, the only thing you would have access to are other strings of meaningless
words. Would it be possible to learn anything?

To solve symbol grounding, Harnad proposes a hybrid system. At the time, symbolic AI was the
dominant paradigm and neural networks, or connectionist approaches, were less effective and less used.
Harnad argues that one could (1) ground some iconic and categorical (indexical?) representations in
base perception, and afterwards (2) ground symbols in these tokens. He suggested that one could
complement symbol systems with a connectionist approach to perform (1), and this double grounding
would form the basis for meaning in the hybrid symbol system.

Interestingly, this is something that has eventually happened in the field of Machine Learning. In
image perception the advent of multimodal methods such as CLIP exactly implement a representation
system (the internal distributed representations, or latent vectors, of CLIP) that categorizes visual
inputs. The conversion from image to categorical representation happens by applying the trained
image encoder to the provided pixel tensor to obtain the hidden vector. CLIP also grounds language
in this same representation space by applying the language encoder to the text. Furthermore, even if
the model only gives a similarity score between language and images and not an image → symbol
mapping directly, the latter can be obtained by selecting the word from the dictionary that obtains
the highest similarity score. So we see CLIP solves the first part of language grounding as defined
by Harnad and part of the second one: one can get words from visual input. The compositional and
systematic part of symbol systems is lacking nevertheless, as ranking all possible sentences according
to their CLIP score to describe an image is computationally infeasible. One cannot use a sentence or
paragraph to describe the image. This is also seen in the lack of exact compositionality exhibited by
text-to-image methods based on CLIP.

However today’s language models exhibit linguistic ability and behavior that suggests that they
do operate at least in part as a capable symbol system, as if the words themselves have meaning since
they are used in all the right ways. Since no grounding in sensory information is performed, how is
this possible? It looks as if the symbol grounding problem has been solved without even a ground.
Looking at a language model’s operation more closely, we realize that the symbols manipulated by
these models are, as in the case of language in CLIP, grounded in abstract, distributed representations
living in the hidden spaces of the model. What happens here is that as training progresses in LLMs,
these abstract representations gain a dynamics that reflects very closely the dynamics of perceptual
objects, without any actual contact with the perceptual objects themselves! And if these learned
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dynamics accurately reflect the real-world, then this LLM can be used to perform actual tasks. This is
what (Carta et al., 2023) call functional grounding (See Figure ??).

So if we define grounding as functional grounding, we are in the unexpected situation where
multimodal models (like CLIP-based methods) are actually less grounded than models trained on text
alone, since the dynamics of their internal representations reflect less well the dynamics of the real
world. To see how higher functional grounding translates into higher competence in the real world, it
is very instructive to look at the SayCan system (Ahn et al., 2022a). This method uses a pretrained
language model to guide task completion in real environments, in a robot. For a given high-level goal,
the language model provides candidate lower-level instructions and these get ranked conditioned on
their values as computed by a goal-conditioned policy that is itself grounded in the robot’s context. If
these context-grounded values are not used by the language model, it will propose plans of actions
that are not contextually relevant. So here we have an intermediate situation: the LLM is functionally
grounded in its training data (the whole internet), but not in this specific environment. Its knowledge
might not match the possibilities at hand. The goal-conditioned value functions are needed to fully
align the LLM to its environment. Complete functional grounding can also be achieved by further
training on data collected in the current context, as (Carta et al., 2023) demonstrate with RL-finetuned
LMs on text-only environments. Here grounding the language model doesn’t mean grounding it in
the sense of (1), but indeed in the sense of (2): functional grounding.

Grounding is thus fundamental for the symbols used by language to mean anything, but this
grounding doesn’t necessarily mean connecting the symbols in a low-level perceptual reality: rather
the operation of the symbol system must follow rules that are consistent with the rules of the outside
world. LLMs have demonstrated that it is possible to approximate this with unsupervised training, and
(Carta et al., 2023) show that further grounding can be achived by interacting with an environment,
even if purely linguistic and non-perceptual. Furthermore, by using textual, symbolic environments,
we do not need to train a network to perform the correspondance to low-level percepts. Since
grounding in language environments is both valid and computationally simpler, this motivates us
further to use language environments as our testbed.

2.1.4 Background summary

To summarize here our review of language, we will start by concluding that language enables the
expression of an infinite amount of possible meanings. Language, as a uniquely human communication
system, is compositional: it is both productive and systematic. This is what allows the listener to
understand the contents of an utterance heard from the first time. No other animal demonstrates this
powerful zero-shot learning. Linguistic theories, whether they are based on generative grammar or
its subsequent theories, or whether they are based on some form of construction grammar, attempt
to explain this effect by describing language as a complex recombination of simpler elements and
structures, hierarchically. What this means is that human language defines an infinite and vast space
to explore, and that users of language can invent sentences and propositions describing situations
never encountered before and understand what they mean zero-shot.

In a second time, we have seen that language and thought are intimately linked. Language is a
scaffold for thought, helping us to acquire our earliest concepts, and bringing already known concepts
together to form complex concepts that would be too costly to discover on our own. Whether or
not language is the medium for thought, it seems that something really close to language or internal
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discourse happens when we perform reasoning and planning. Processes of imagination, linked with
episodic recall, seem to also be related to processes close to language.

In light of these previous arguments, we think it is not only justified but also of great scientific
and practical interest to study autotelic agents who operate on language, evolving in linguistic worlds
and operating with linguistic goals. Because the possibilities of language are infinite, it allows to
define worlds whose possibilities are vast (and classical linguistic theories can guide the construction
of rich linguistic environments). But even more importantly, the combinatorial properties of language
used as a goal space allows an autotelic agent to imagine goals that do not exist yet. Language allows
us to imagine impossible ideas like Chomsky’s famous colorless green ideas, but among all the
things we could imagine that do not exist, a select few of them could be brought about by the actions
of a powerful autotelic agent. This is the promise of language goals: expressing novel situations.
Language acquisition additionally imposes priors on what is possible and what is reasonable, allowing
an agent to refine the new goals it will generate for itself. These priors also allow the agent to imagine
goals that are aligned with the norms of the community from which this language was learned.

But wouldn’t linguistic autotelic agents, with language goals, operating on language-only worlds,
be too removed from sensory experience to be a worthy subject of study? Our examination of
the symbol grounding problem suggests that this is not in fact the case, as long as the agents are
functionally grounded in an external environment with systematic rules (physics). The only thing we
need for grounding in this sense is that the dynamics of the sub-symbolic tokens be aligned with the
dynamics of the environment, e.g. , for the agent to build an accurate model of the world. We can
thus confidently simplify the grounding problem by building agents that operate in this space directly.

In the following two contributions, we first move to a complex text-world platform called
ScienceWorld and study different designs for autotelic agents: we identify the configuration leading
to the highest learning and exploration. We then move on to augment linguistic autotelic agents with
language models for goal imagination and relabelling, and show how these agents can both explore
and invent novel goals, as well as discover and master goals of interest to a human without being told
what these goals are.

2.2 Contribution 1: autotelic agents in a linguistic world

2.2.1 Introduction

We are interested in the problem of building and training open-ended autonomous agents, explor-
ing on their own and mastering a wide diversity of tasks once trained. This can be approached within
the autotelic reinforcement learning framework (Colas et al., 2022b). An autotelic agent (auto-telos,
one’s own goals) is an intrinsically-motivated, goal-conditioned agent equipped with a goal-sampler
that uses the agent’s previous experience to propose goals for learning and exploration. This goal
sampler allows the agent to use previously mastered skills as stepping stones to achieve new ones,
and to form a self-curriculum for exploration. This developmental framework is general and is linked
to goal-exploration processes like Go-explore (Ecoffet et al., 2021) and adversarial goal generation
(Florensa et al., 2018; Campero et al., 2021). Autotelic agents have already been shown to efficiently
explore sensorimotor spaces (Péré et al., 2018) and to be able to build their own goal curriculum
using learning-progress-based task sampling (Colas et al., 2019b).

Recent work has shown the potential of language to drive autotelic learning (Colas et al., 2022a),
both due to its compositional structure and its ability to convey cultural knowledge. For example,
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post-episode language feedback by a social peer (SP) can be internalized to identify and imagine
future relevant goals (Colas et al., 2020a), acting as a cognitive tool (Clark, 2006). It has also been
shown to help scaffold the agent’s exploration through abstraction (Mu et al., 2022). It can be reused
once the agent is trained for instruction-following (Colas et al., 2022a). Exploring in language space
directly is akin to learning to plan at a higher, abstract level; the skills learned at this level can be
executed by lower-level modules in an embodied environment (Shridhar et al., 2020; Ahn et al.,
2022a; Huang et al., 2022a). Additionally, language conveys our morals and values, and be used as a
tool to align autotelic agents towards human preferences (Sigaud et al., 2021).
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Figure 2.2: Left: overview of the autotelic agent architecture. At the beginning of
an episode, a goal g is sampled from the list Ga maintained in the modular replay
buffer. At each timestep t, ScienceWorld emits an observation ot (see Section 2.2.2).
The agent combines ot and g to decide on an action at. ot and g are also used by the
agent to compute the reward rt. When the episode ends (rt ≠ 0 or t = T ), either the
environment is reset, a new goal is sampled or random exploration steps are taken.
Right: overview of different exploration methods. The agent is conditioned on a goal
and tries to achieve it. In the goal-chain configuration, on achieving a goal or at the
end of the allowed T timesteps the agent samples a new goal with a 0.5 probability. In
the go-explore configuration, on achieving a goal or at the end of the T timesteps the
agent performs 5 timesteps of random exploration.

The common topic in previous work (Colas et al., 2020a; Mirchandani et al., 2021; Mu et al.,
2022) on language-based autotelic agents has been to study various forms of exploration mechanisms,
some of them relying on language. However, these works did not investigate how to deal with the
exploration challenges posed by linguistic spaces themselves, featuring immense action and goal
spaces. More precisely, how specific should SP’s feedback be? How to deal with very hard goals
that will be very rarely seen compared to easy ones? How to use easy goals as stepping stones
to achieve hard ones? These are the questions we focus on in this work. For studying this, we
place ourselves in ScienceWorld (Wang et al., 2022), a text world (Côté et al., 2019) with very rich
dynamics (thermodynamics, biology, electricity) allowing for complex goals such as freezing or
boiling water, which requires getting water first, thus defining an optional dependency amongst goals
(ScienceWorld is rich enough that goals can be accomplished in multiple ways).

To tackle these challenges, we identify the main drivers of discovery in autotelic agents. In
general, there are four ways in which they can discover novel things through goal exploration in an
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environment. The agent can discover from failure: it can target a goal it misses, and the social peer
will relabel this trajectory with the actually achieved goals (if any), an idea exploited in hindsight
experience replay (HER) (Andrychowicz et al., 2017). The agent can discover from babbling: it is
equipped with standard RL exploration mechanisms, such as stochastic policies or epsilon-greedy
action sampling. This will induce randomness in goal-conditioned trajectories and allow the agent to
stumble onto novel states. The agent can discover from stepping-stone exploration: after a goal has
been reached or the episode has timed out, the agent can perform random actions or follow another
goal from there, a process first investigated by Go-explore methods. Here exploration bonuses (like
pseudo-count rewards (Bellemare et al., 2016a)) can be used to make this process more efficient.
And finally, the agent can discover from imagination: combine known goals to create novel ones,
leading to the discovery of novel states and affordances (which can in turn be reused as goals in
further exploration). To tackle the exploration challenges posed by large linguistic spaces and nested
goals, we especially focus on the first three drivers of discovery. In particular, we show how different
methods for learning from further exploration interact together to help the agent navigate the goal
hierarchy.

In this work, we study specific challenges posed by autotelic exploration in large language spaces:

1. How should the SP provide hindsight feedback (relabeling) to the agent in very large linguistic
spaces? Should it be selective or exhaustive? We show the social peer must give targeted hindsight
feedback to the agent to avoid populating the replay buffer with a too wide diversity of detailed goals
that prevents making non-trivial discoveries.

2. In the presence of goals with very different difficulty and occurrences, what is the influence of
different goal sampling distributions on the efficiency of learning diverse and complex goals? We
show that the agent needs to bias replay transition sampling towards transitions in trajectories where
rare, hard goals are accomplished.

3. How do methods for learning from stepping-stone exploration influence learning in the goal
hierarchy? We find that sampling goal sequences according to the agent’s estimated intermediate
competence, and then exploring randomly, significantly improves aggregate competence and reduces
variance over seeds.

2.2.2 Problem setting

We are interested in studying the behavior of autonomous agents that freely explore their envi-
ronments to uncover their possibilities. Such agents are especially needed in environments that are
reward-less, or that have sparse or deceptive rewards.

Definitions

Reward-less POMDPFormally, we define a reward-less partially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP) (Sutton & Barto, 2018b) as (S,A,T ,Ω,O), where S is the state space, A is
the action space, T is the transition function, Ω is the observation space, and O is the observation
function. We also define a trajectory as a sequence of state-action pairs and is represented by
τ = [(s0, a0), . . . , (st, at), . . . , (sT , aT )] where t is a timestep and T the length of the trajectory.
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ScienceWorld Game

> look
Kitchen
This room is called the kitchen. In it, you see:

the agent
a substance called air
a counter. On the counter is:

a bowl (containing a red apple, a banana, an orange, a potato),
a freezer. The freezer door is closed.
a fridge. The fridge door is closed.
a glass jar (containing a substance called sodium chloride)
a sink, which is turned off. In the sink is: nothing.
a substance called soap
a stove, which is turned off. On the stove is: nothing.
a table. On the table is: a glass cup (containing nothing).

> inv
In your inventory, you see:

an orange.

> pick up glass cup
You move the glass cup to the inventory.

> move glass cup to sink
You move the glass cup to the sink.

> activate sink
The sink is now activated.

> look in sink
Inside the sink is:

a glass cup (containing a substance called water)
You also see: A drain, which is open.

> move glass cup to stove
You move the glass cup to the stove.

Figure 2.3: A ScienceWorld trajectory illustrating an agent puts a glass cup full of
water on the stove. For accessibility purpose, we omit repetitive text (agent receives
obs, look, and inv at every step. Italic and boldface denote action and relevant
object.

Autotelic agentsIn this work, we consider a certain kind of autonomous agents that are driven by
an intrinsically-motivated goal-exploration process: autotelic agents. These agents operate without
external reward by iteratively targeting goals and trying to reach them, using their own internal
goal-achievement (reward) function to measure success. In the process, they observe their own
behavior and learn from it. We define Ga ⊆ G as the subset of goals experienced by the agent so
far during its learning process. We additionally define the agent’s goal-conditioned internal reward
function as R ∶ S ×A × G → {0, 1}.

Ideally, we would want to maximize the agent’s performance over the entire goal space G, i.e., to
find the goal-conditioned policy π that maximizes the expected sum of internal rewards on all goals.

However, these goals are not known in advance and have to be discovered by the agent through
structured exploration. This means that this objective cannot be computed and used directly by the
agent. Rather, it can be used a posteriori by the experimenter as a measure to characterize what the
agent discovered and learned.
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Social peerSince G can be quite large, it would be desirable to guide the exploration without forcing it.
We consider the agent interacts with a social peer (SP) that gives feedback on the agent’s trajectories,
i.e., the SP gives a list of achieved goals at the end of an episode (this list may not be exhaustive and
reflects a model of relevance from the perspective of the SP). Formally, we define the social peer as
SP ∶ (S ×A)T → (GSP)m which takes in a trajectory and outputs a set of m goals accomplished
within this trajectory, where GSP ⊆ G are goals relevant to SP . Then, those accomplished goals can
be added to the agent’s discovered goals Ga. In principle, goal relabelling can be implemented in
many ways, including leveraging pre-trained large language models. In this study, for simplicity, the
SP labels objects presented in trajectories as goals (see Section 2.2.2).

In practice, we are maximizing the agent’s performance to achieve the goals it has discovered:

∑
g∈Ga

E
τ∼π(.∣g)

[ ∑
(st,at)∈τ

γ
t
R(st, at, g)] (2.1)

while Ga converges towards GSP as trajectories gets relabelled by SP . In which, γ denotes the
discount factor.

ScienceWorld: a text-based environment

ScienceWorld1 (Wang et al., 2022) is one of the text world frameworks (Jansen, 2022), coming
with procedurally-generated household environments and an associated elementary-school science
related benchmark. Unlike many other interactive environments that facilitates RL research, in
ScienceWorld, the observation space Ω and the action space A are textual. Specifically, at every
timestep, the observation consists of three channels (please refer to Figure 2.3 for an in-game
example):
• obs: a raw observation describing the immediate effect of the agent’s actions. We show an example
in Figure 2.3, highlighted in green.
• look: the description of the agent’s surrounding. It is composed of a textual rendering of
the underlying object tree, with receptacle-content hierarchy. We show an example in Figure 2.3,
highlighted in pink.
• inv: a description of the agent’s inventory. We show an example in Figure 2.3, highlighted in blue.

The (text-based) action space is combinatorial and extremely large. Actions are templated
phrases built by composing predicates (from a list of 25 possible unary or binary predicates) with
compatible attributes, leading to 200k possible actions at each timestep on average. To alleviate this
issue, ScienceWorld provides a shorter list of valid actions At at each timestep t, which makes the
action space choice-based. Nevertheless, the size of At is much larger than typical RL environments
(on average 800 while in the kitchen, and increases to around 1500 as the agent gets more competent
and creates new objects), and these actions are not guaranteed to have an effect to the state, which
pose great challenges for RL agents to discover new experiences.

We use elements in room descriptions to represent goals. For instance, examples of valid goals
for the trajectory shown in Figure 2.3 could be the agent (which is always true) or a substance

called sodium chloride. This simplified goal representation facilitates relabelling and build-
ing the goal-conditioned reward function. As outlined in Section 2.2.1, language-based autotelic

1An online demo for ScienceWorld is available at github.com/allenai/ScienceWorld#demo-and-examples

https://github.com/allenai/ScienceWorld#demo-and-examples
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a sink, 
which is 

turned on. 
In the sink 
is: nothing a sink, which is 

turned on. In the 
sink is: a substance 

called water
a table. On 
the table 

is: a glass 
cup (contain-

ing a sub-
stance 

called water)

a substance 
called water

a freezer. The 
freezer door is 

open. In the freez
er is: nothing

a freezer. The freezer 
door is open. In the 
freezer is: a glass 
cup (containing a 
substance called 

water)

a stove, which is 
turned on. On the 
stove is: a glass 

cup (containing a 
substance called 

water)

a freezer. The 
freezer door 

is open. In the 
freezer is: a 
glass cup 

(containing a 
substance 
called ice)

a sub-
stance 
called 
steam

a sub-
stance 
called 

ice

a stove, which 
is turned on. 
On the stove 

is: a glass cup 
(containing a 

substance 
called steam).

a sub-
stance 
called 
soapy 
water

a stove, which 
is turned off. 

On the stove is: 
a glass cup 

(containing a 
substance 

called water)

Figure 2.4: Goal hierarchy for goals in GSP . Goals are object descriptions in the
environment (see main text). Light-colored arrows indicate the first goal is helpful
for achieving the second one, dark-colored arrows indicate the first goal is necessary
to achieve the second one. Hard goals are the last goals in the hierarchy, inside the
dashed area. For instance, if the goal does not specify steam must be made on the
stove, it can be obtained in some other way. The same goes for creating water; if the
goal does not specify in which way this must be done, any container will work: either
close drain once the sink is open, or pouring the contents of the table
(the glass cup) into the sink.

agents require a reward function to be able to score trajectories against the original goal. Our uni-
modal reward function operates in language space, which enables sub-string matching: a goal g
is valid if it can be found verbatim in the look feedback provided by the environment. While
conceptually straightforward, this goal representation is rather expressive. For instance, if the goal
targets an immovable object that can only be found in a certain room, this amounts to a navigation
goal; if the goal targets an object that is found in a closed receptacle, accomplishing the goal requires
opening the receptacle; if the goal targets an object that does not exist in the environment, then the
goal amounts to making this object, which can imply a long action sequence.

A song of ice and fire

ScienceWorld tasks are hard exploration problems, as outlined above when considering the
number of valid actions per step. In this work, we restrict ourselves to the kitchen to maintain
manageable exploration, and we focus on a subset of ScienceWorld tasks: freezing and boiling
water. We study the agent’s progress through a self-organized curriculum of nested goals of varying
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difficulty, guiding the agent towards the most difficult ones. The entire tech tree and its dependency
structure is presented in Figure 2.4.

In fact, due to the non-linear design of ScienceWorld, some of the goals can be achieved without
following the goal dependency structure: nevertheless this structure is useful to guide the agent’s
exploration. In this work, we will in particular look at how achieving the first, easier goals can allow
the agent to master the harder ones, e.g. how the agent can create its own curriculum for learning.
Importantly, this contribution is not about solving the ScienceWorld benchmark itself, but about
understanding how multi-goal agents can explore their environment in the presence of large linguistic
action spaces and nested goals of very different difficulty.

2.2.3 Autotelic agents in ScienceWorld

Base autotelic agent

Autotelic agents can be implemented with either on-policy or off-policy methods. We adopt
the strongest-performing system on the original ScienceWorld benchmark, the deep reinforcement
relevance network (DRRN) (He et al., 2016a), as our internal goal-conditioned policy π(.∣g).

The DRRN is an off-policy deep RL agent equipped with a replay buffer. At inference time, the
three observation channels (i.e., obs, look and inv) as well as the goal g are tokenized using a
pre-trained sentencepiece 2 tokenizer, they are encoded by a GRU (Cho et al., 2014) and the output
representations are concatenated as a vector. In parallel, all valid actions in At are tokenized and
encoded with another GRU, to produce a list of valid action encodings. The goal-state encoding is
concatenated to all valid action encodings and passed through a 1-layer MLP with ReLU activation
to produce Q(st, a) for all a ∈ At. The action is either sampled from the resulting distribution (at
training time) or the argmax is taken (at evaluation time).

Goal sampling At the beginning of every episode, a linguistic goal g is sampled from Ga, i.e.
the set of goals experienced by the agent so far. In the basic case, we assume goal sampling is
done uniformly. The agent conditions its policy on that goal towards achieving it. An episode
terminates either when the goal is achieved or after T timesteps. Then, the social peer (SP) relabels
the trajectory with goals they find relevant, i.e. contained in GSP , that were effectively achieved
during that particular trajectory. The relabelling process is a discrete, linguistic version of hindsight
experience replay (HER) (Andrychowicz et al., 2017). The resulting relabelled trajectories, with their
associated internal reward, are then pushed into the agent’s replay buffer, and any goals discovered in
this way are added to Ga.

Goal-modular replay buffer We develop a trajectory-based, modular replay buffer. Specifically,
we store each trajectory, paired with accomplished goals (labeled by SP) in an individual slot. During
experience replay (in standard deep Q-learning), we use a multi-step strategy to control the transition
sampling. First, we sample a goal from the replay buffer using a certain distribution w(g) (uniform
unless specified otherwise). Given the goal, we sample a trajectory which has 0.5 probability being a
positive example to the goal. If the sampled trajectory is a positive example, we sample a transition
from it, with a probability of 0.5 that the transition has a reward.

2https://github.com/google/sentencepiece

https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
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In preliminary experiments, we observe that the above procedure (especially controlling the
amount of reward the agent sees) improves sample efficiency.

Learning To learn the goal-conditioned policy π(.∣g), we minimize the temporal-difference
(TD) loss over transitions in the replay buffer. Given a transition τt = (st, at, st+1, rt,At,At+1), the
TD loss is given by:

TD(τt) = l(Q(st, at), (rt + γ maxa′
∈At+1

Q(st+1, a′))), (2.2)

where γ is the discount factor and rt is the internal reward given by R(st, at, g) when τt was first
collected. Q(st, at) is the Q-value for taking action at in state st and is predicted by the DRRN. The
function l is the smooth-L1 loss:

l(x, y) = {∣x − y∣ − 0.5 if ∣x − y∣ > 1;

0.5 (x − y)2 otherwise.
(2.3)

To ensure exploration at training time, we add an entropy penalty term which is computed over the Q
function with respect to a given st. The entropy term H is also normalized by log(∣At∣) to account
for varying numbers of valid actions across timesteps. Therefore, the final loss is:

L(τt) = TD(τt) +H(st, (a)a∈At
). (2.4)

Note there is no separate target network as no particular instability or over-optimism was found in
our preliminary experiments.

Discovery from stepping-stone exploration

In this section we present shortly the 2 configurations we use to study the impact of discovery
from serendipity in this work: go-explore and goal-chain. Both these mechanisms are explicitly
designed to allow the agent to overcome hard-exploration problems and to master nested sets of goals,
where achieving the first one is a stepping stone towards mastering the second one. One of the aims
of this work is to study this effect on our ScienceWorld goals.

Go-explore This mechanism is very similar to the policy-based version of go-explore (Ecoffet
et al., 2021). That is, after sampling a goal g and the policy rollout is terminated (either by completing
the goal or completing T timesteps), an additional num_steps_exploration actions, set to 5
in what follows, are sampled uniformly from the set of valid actions at each timestep.

Goal-chain This mechanism works in a similar way as go-explore but is more deliberate:
after goal g is achieved or T timesteps have been achieved, with probability p (0.5 in what follows)
another goal g′ is sampled and used to condition the policy. Both go-explore and goal-chain can be
combined in a single agent.

2.2.4 Experimental results

ScienceWorld is a challenging environment. Baseline agents are barely able to master the simplest
tasks of the benchmark (Wang et al., 2022). The large action space and amount of irrelevant state
changes the agent can elicit are obstacles to goal discovery, and text environments present challenges
for optimization. To answer our questions, we define a set of configurations for agents that we study
in what follows:
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Configuration Name go-explore goal-chain eval score (all) eval score (hard goals)

♣

base × × 71.89 ± 16.51 50.52 ± 47.52

go-explore ✓ × 80.17 ± 12.37 59.12 ± 44.47

chain × ✓ 63.60 ± 19.48 38.24 ± 45.01

go-explore-chain ✓ ✓ 77.77 ± 8.81 55.48 ± 43.63

♦
no-feedback × × 4.18 ± 3.28 0.00 ± 0.00

unconstrained × × 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00

♠ uniform-transition × × 50.29 ± 8.80 17.20 ± 36.44

♥
metacognitive ✓ ✓ 87.31 ± 4.97 76.36 ± 36.52

extrinsic-impossible × × 67.71 ± 16.18 42.00 ± 45.17

Table 2.1: Main results of our agents on ScienceWorld. We report in the leftmost
column the configuration name, in the next two if it uses go-explore or goal-chain. The
configurations are clustered by which question they answer. We then report aggregate
eval scores on all our goals and aggregate eval scores on our hard goals (defined in
Figure 2.4). All eval scores are computed over the last 10 evals for stability, and are
averaged across 10 random seeds. See main text for description of the configurations
and commentary. NB: unconstrained was stopped at 400k timesteps

• base: Our baseline agent, as described in section 2.2.3;
• go-explore: The base agent equipped with go-explore;
• chain: The base agent equipped with goal-chain;
• go-explore-chain: The base agent equipped with go-explore and goal-chain;
• no-feedback: A non-autotelic goal-conditioned agent that gets its goals uniformly from GSP , and
without relabeling from SP : it only learns when stumbling upon a targeted goal by normal exploration.
It is not using the goal-modular replay buffer (i.e., transition-based instead of trajectory-based).
• unconstrained: A base agent where the SP relabels all possible goals (GSP = G);
• uniform-transition: A base agent, with weights wg for replay goal-sampling proportional to the
total number of transitions for this goal in the replay buffer;
• metacognitive An autotelic agent using both go-explore and goal-chain, which samples its goals
for an episode according to recorded intermediate competence of these goals;
• extrinsic-impossible: A non-autotelic agent that gets its goals uniformly from GSP , which contains
an additional 100 impossible nonsense goals.

We train our agent on 800k steps with an episode length of T = 30. We use as evaluation metrics
the aggregate scores on all our goals as well as evaluation on hard goals, that we define as goals where
the agent needs to get some water first (see Figure 2.4). Table 2.1 presents the results. We notice
the variance is very high in all but the metacognitive configuration: this is due to the compounding
effects of goal discovery. An agent that stumbles on the easiest goals by chance early in training will
be heavily advantaged in its goal-discover compared to an agent that only sees the goal later.

What is the role of SP relabels in autotelic learning? (♣ vs ♦)

The dynamics of the relabelling process is of paramount importance for any learning to take
place at all. In Table 2.1, third section, we present the evaluation scores for a set of experiments
with respectively an absent or a talkative SP : in the no-feedback configuration the trajectories are
simply input with the original goal that was targeted and the associated sparse reward; whereas for
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the unconstrained configuration, any goal that the agent accomplishes is given by the social peer
as a relabel of the current trajectory (GSP == G). As in other configurations, goals are given if
they are accomplished at any point in time. Since the goal space includes any possible descriptive
changes on currently observed objects and that most actions result in such changes, the number of
relabelled goals per episode in the unconstrained experiments is extraordinary (this agent discovers
on the order of 50k goals). Both no-feedback and unconstrained configurations result in almost-null
evaluation scores.

In the no-feedback configuration, sparseness of reward is to blame. If we let a random agent
explore the room for 800k timesteps, it will encounter goals in GSP only a handful of times, and none
of the hard ones (see Table 2.2.) For the unconstrained configuration, there are such an important
number of discovered goals (e.g., containers inside other containers inside other containers, leading to
a combinatorial explosion of possible goals). This means that trajectories leading to goals in GSP are
drowned out in the set of other, non-relevant trajectories, and are only sampled a handful of times for
replay; the agent’s network almost never sees any reward on them, to tell nothing of the optimization
process.

Lessons learned: for a multi-task agent to learn correctly in this setting, it needs to have relevant
feedback from its social peer, i.e. feedback that is not too descriptive and that is relevant to the goals
the social peer wants to instill in the agent.

How to correctly prioritize hard goals in replay for an agent to be
able to learn them? (♣ vs ♠)

Another important feature of off-policy multi-goal text agents is their ability to learn a distribution
of goals of varying difficulty from their replay buffer. Because the data is collected online, the replay
buffer will contain many more exemplars of trajectories for the easy goals compared to the hard
goals. With a vanilla replay buffer with uniform replay probabilities over transitions, the transitions
corresponding to a difficult goal will hardly get replayed, drowned in the abundance of transitions
from easier goals. The ratio of easy-goal transitions to hard-goal transitions only gets worse as the
agent achieves mastery of the easy goals and more such transitions fill the buffer. This motivates
the use of the modular goal buffer described in section 2.2.3. To empirically validate our choice,
we compare the modular buffer with one mimicking the functioning of a basic replay buffer: to
do so, instead of sampling goals to replay uniformly, we sample goals with a weight proportional
to the number of transitions in all trajectories corresponding to this goal (the uniform-transition
configuration). This configuration achieves lower performance and plateaus sooner compared to the
base configuration which serves as our baseline.

Additionally, we investigate whether other replay distribution over goals are important for learning.
We investigate difficulty-based sampling (the weight of a goal is given by agent competence over the
last 50 attempts of the goal). We also investigate the intermediate difficulty configuration, where the
weight given to a goal in goal-sampling wg depends on empirical competence c on this goal using the
following formula:

wg = fc(c) = α exp((c − 0.5)2

2σ2
) + β, (2.5)

α and β are set to 1.0 and 0.2 respectively. We provide the results in the first row of the Table 2.1.
We hardly see any difference between these different goal sampling configurations.
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Goal #occurences

a freezer. The freezer door is open.
In the freezer is: nothing.

4975

a sink, which is turned on.
In the sink is: nothing.

4118

a substance called water 473
a sink, which is turned on.
In the sink is: a substance called water.

68

Table 2.2: Occurrences of goals for a random agent run for 800k timesteps with
environment reset every 30 timesteps, similar to the interaction setup of our base
configuration. We record goals at each timestep as done by SP . All omitted goals
have 0 occurrences over the whole random run.

Lessons learned: in a multitask agent with tasks of varying difficulty, where exemplars for these
tasks are present at very different rates in the replay buffer, it is important to have a replay mechanism
that samples often enough transitions for rare goals.

What is the role of goal distributions when sampling goals for
exploration? (♣ vs ♥)

We introduce the metacognitive agent configuration (so-called because it uses knowledge of its
own competence to target goals): in this configuration the base agent is equipped with go-explore,
goal-chain and samples its goals based on intermediate competence (as defined in Equation 2.5).
The agent performs significantly better than all our other configurations, and also exhibits very low
variance (as much as 3 times as low as other agents). The difference is even more apparent if we look
at final performance on hard goals compared with our base configuration (see Figure 2.1, second
column). For an autotelic agent, focusing on goals on which it experiences intermediate difficulty
allows it to target goals on which there is good learning opportunity, as goals that are too easy are
already mastered and benefit less from further exploration, whereas goals that are too hard are still
unreachable for the agent.

We finally describe experiments highlighting the interplay of hindsight relabelling with goal sam-
pling. In the extrinsic-impossible configuration, the agent is given the list of 14 usual goals of interest
plus an additional 100 nonsense goals, consisting of the phrase a substance called followed
by various made-up words. We see that, contrary to intuition, the extrinsic-impossible configuration
works rather well: the final evaluation score is similar (different with no significance) from the base
configuration. This highlights a very important property of goal-exploration processes: for non-trivial
exploration, a very good baseline is having random goal sampling that pushes the agent to have
diverse behavior. As long as the agent discovers meaningful states in the environment and the SP’s
behavior is helpful, diverse goal-conditioned behavior can be learned; the performance remains lower
than in autotelic configurations nevertheless.

We see here that the dynamics of goal sampling are also important in the agent’s exploration,
and ultimately, learning. An agent that samples goals of intermediate competence creates its own
curriculum where goals that are stepping stones are targeted first and further exploration proceeds
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from then on. On the other hand, an agent can be given unfeasible goals as long as they lead to diverse
enough behavior.

2.2.5 Related work

Autotelic agents, goal-exploration processes, novelty searchAutotelic agents were born from the
study of intrinsic motivation and curiosity in humans (Oudeyer & Kaplan, 2007a) and the application
of these models in developmental robotics at first (Baranes & Oudeyer, 2013b) and machine learning
more recently (Forestier et al., 2022a; Colas et al., 2019b). They are very close conceptually to other
goal-exploration processes such as Go-explore (Ecoffet et al., 2021). The latter was developed to
tackle hard-exploration challenges and stems from insights from novelty search (Lehman & Stanley,
2011a): exploration in environments with sparse or deceptive rewards can be driven by the search for
novelty alone. The ability of autotelic agents to self-organize a curriculum (Elman, 1993) of goals for
training is a form of automatic curriculum learning (Portelas et al., 2021) and has been studied by
adversarial goal generation approaches (Florensa et al., 2018; Campero et al., 2021).

Language-conditioned agents, language for goal-explorationBuilding language-instructable
agents has been one of the aims of AI research since its inception and is still a very active area of
research today in machine learning (Anderson et al., 2018a; Luketina et al., 2019) and robotics (Tellex
et al., 2020); notable recent breakthroughs were achieved through use of large-scale pre-trained
foundation models for planning (Ahn et al., 2022a; Huang et al., 2022a) and multi-modal grounding
(Fan et al., 2022; Jiang et al., 2022). Language has been found to be beneficial for goal-exploration as
well, by enabling abstraction (Mu et al., 2022; Tam et al., 2022), combination of different abstraction
levels (Mirchandani et al., 2021) and goal imagination (Colas et al., 2022a) supported by systematic
generalization (Bahdanau et al., 2018). Go-explore has also been studied in the context of text
environments (Madotto et al., 2021); albeit in very simple text environments with comparatively few
valid actions compared to ScienceWorld and not in a multi-goal setting, as well as having distinct
exploration and policy learning phases.

Interactive text environmentsText games are of particular importance to research at the intersection
of RL and NLP, and thus for the study of language-informed agents. (Côté et al., 2019) introduced
TextWorld, the first such text environment, followed by IF environments (Hausknecht et al., 2020).
These tasks are notoriously difficult for RL agents due to the large action space and abstract state
space. Methods for exploration have been proposed in these contexts such as reducing the action space
with LM action generation (Yao et al., 2020) or using novelty bonuses to counter deceptive rewards
(Ammanabrolu et al., 2020). These works however did not investigate multigoal contexts (IF games
being quite linear in nature) and the necessity to balance tasks of varying difficulty. ScienceWorld
(Wang et al., 2022) was explicitly introduced to investigate language model’s abilities to act as agents
in an interactive environment, but it also features more complexity and openness than other procedural
text games and is thus a perfect testbed for language-based autotelic agents.

2.2.6 Discussion

In this work, we have presented a breakdown of the architecture of an autotelic agent, studied
on a hard-to-explore part of the ScienceWorld text environment.We have focused on the necessary
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internal components for these agents to perform efficient exploration and task learning. In particular,
we have highlighted the need for a replay buffer that over-samples rare tasks and a social peer that
provides appropriate interaction. This interaction comes in the form of relevant feedback of the
agent’s behavior but does not necessarily imply, in the case of the social peer directly giving goals
to the agent, that the goals can be feasible: only that they lead to interesting interactions with the
environment. The agent can shoot for the moon, all that matters is that it goes on to do something
interesting and gets relevant feedback. Additionally, letting the agent sample and chain goals of
intermediate competence for itself leads increased mastery of the hardest goals in ScienceWorld.

Overall, we are excited by the challenges and opportunities posed by textual autotelic agents. We
identify some important directions for future work. First, we only consider one environment variation;
distributions of environments could be considered, and generalization could be studied: this can be
challenging for current text agents.

Second, more advanced forms of automatic curriculum setting could be implemented, such as
ones using learning progress to sample goals (Colas et al., 2019b). Third, goal sampling in this work
has been limited to be taken from the list of achieved goals; a truly open-ended autotelic agent should
be able to create its own novel goals based on previous achievements. Last but not least, it is worth
exploring to integrate a pre-trained large language model (Brown et al., 2020) into various parts of the
pipeline, such that the SP can alleviate the constraints of string-matching, and being able to imagine
relevant but unseen goals, by leveraging commonsense knowledge from the language model.

2.3 Contribution 2: LMA3 – Language-model augmented autotelic
agents

2.3.1 Introduction

Each human learns an open-ended set of skills across their life: from throwing objects, building
Lego structures and drawing stick figures, to perhaps playing tennis professionally, building bridges
or conveying emotions through paintings. These skills are not the direct product of evolution but the
result of goal-directed learning processes. Although most living creatures pursue goals that directly
impact their survival, humans seem to spend most of their time pursuing frivolous goals: e.g. watching
movies, playing video games, or taking photographs (Chu & Schulz, 2020).

The field of developmental AI models these evolved tendencies with intrinsic motivations (IM),
internal reward systems that drive agents to experience interesting situations and explore their
environment (Singh et al., 2010; Oudeyer & Kaplan, 2007c). While knowledge-based IMs drive
agents to learn about the world (Aubret et al., 2019; Linke et al., 2020), competence-based IMs drive
agents to learn to control their environment (Oudeyer & Kaplan, 2007c; Colas et al., 2022b). Agents
endowed with these intrinsic motivations are autotelic; they are intrinsically driven (auto) to learn
to represent, generate, pursue and master their own goals (telos) (Colas et al., 2022b). Open-ended
learning processes require the joint training of a problem generator (e.g. environment dynamics,
opponents, goals) and a problem solver: the former challenging the latter in more and more complex
scenarios, providing a never-ending curriculum for the problem solver (Schmidhuber, 2013; Wang
et al., 2020; Ecoffet et al., 2021; Jiang et al., 2021; Team et al., 2023). Autotelic agents are specifically

3ccolas@mit.edu, laetitia.teodorescu@inria.fr
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🤖🌍

You are playing a video game, here is 
what you did previously:

<trajectory>

Exercise: find a sequence of 2, 3, or 4 
instructions that will help me achieve a 
new, interesting or creative goal in this 

game.
Instructions:

<previous goal 1>
<previous goal 2>

...
First describe the new goal starting 
with an imperative verb; then list the 

instructions.

Answer:
Goal: prepare cilantro dish

Instructions: open fridge; 
pick up cilantro; pick up knife; 

cut cilantro; cook cilantro

🤖🌍

Step 0: open fridge
Step 0: you open the fridge.

Step 1: pick up cilantro
Step 1: you pick up the cilantro.

Step 2: close fridge
Step 2: you close the fridge.

Step 3: pick up knife
Step 3: you pick up the knife.

Step 4: pick up pork chop
Step 4: you pick up the pork chop.

Step 5: chop cilantro
Step 5: you chop the cilantro.

Step 6: roast pork chop
Step 6: you roast the pork chop.

Step 7: prepare meal
Step 7: you prepare the meal.

Step 8: eat meal
Step 8: you eat the meal.

Step 6: you roast the pork chop.
Step 7: prepare meal

Step 7: you prepare the meal.
Step 8: eat meal

Step 8: you eat the meal.

Exercise: Given the description of a 
player's behavior in a video game, list 
the most interesting, impressive, novel 
or creative goals he achieved and, for 
each goal, specify when it is achieved 

for the first time.

Answer:
Open fridge (Step 0)

Enjoy delicious meal (Step 8)
Open fridge and then close it 

(Step 2)
Eat healthy (Step 8)

Clean kitchen (Step 4)

🤖🌍 🤖🌍

Step 8: eat meal
Step 8: you eat the meal.

Exercise: Given the description of a 
player's behavior in a video game, list 
the most interesting, impressive, novel 
or creative goals he achieved and, for 
each goal, specify when it is achieved 

for the first time.

Here is the list: “prepare cilantro 
dish”, “open fridge”, “enjoy delicious 
meal”, “open fridge and close it”, “eat 

healthy”, “clean kitchen”

Answer: 
Enjoy delicious meal: yes (step 8)

Open fridge and then close it:
yes (step 2)

Eat healthly: yes (step 8)
Clean kitchen: no

Prepare cilantro dish: yes (step 7)
Open fridge: yes (step 0)

...

Goal Generator Rollout Relabeler Reward Function

Prepare cilantro dish
Open fridge; 
pick up cilantro...

Prepare cilantro dish
Open fridge; 
pick up cilantro...

Figure 2.5: Components of the Language Model Augmented Autotelic Agent
(LMA3). LMA3 agents evolve in a task-agnostic interactive text-based environment.
Messages have different color depending on their source: environment is red, LM
is blue, learned policy is green. Goal Generator: the agent prompts the LM with a
previous trajectory and a list of mastered goals to generate a high-level goal and its
subgoal decomposition. Rollout: The agent then attempts to execute the sequence of
subgoals in the environment using its learned policy (green). Relabeler: the agent
prompts the LM with the trajectory obtained during the rollout and asks for a list
of re-descriptions of that trajectory (achieved goals). Reward Function: the agent
prompts the LM with the trajectory and a list of goals to measure rewards for: the
main goal, the subgoals and the goal redescription generated by the relabeler. See
complete prompts in Appendix D.1.

designed for open-ended skill learning by jointly training a goal generator and a goal-conditioned
policy, see a review in (Colas et al., 2022b).

Human skill learning is a cultural process. Most of the goals we care about are influenced by the
goals of others: we clap hands to give encouragements, we strive to finish college, or learn to play the
piano. For this reason, we cannot expect autotelic agents learning in isolation to learn to represent
goals that we care about, nor to bootstrap an open-ended skill learning process on their own. Just like
humans, they should benefit from forms of cultural transmissions; they should learn to pursue other’s
goals, modify and combine them to build their own, and perhaps influence the goals of others.

Language supports a significant part of cultural transmission; either explicitly via its communi-
cation functions: we learn and teach via direct advice, books and online tutorials, or implicitly via
its cognitive functions: words help us represent categories (Waxman & Markow, 1995), analogies
help us represent abstract knowledge (Gentner, 2016; Dove, 2018), and linguistic productivity helps
us generate new ideas by recombining known ones (Chomsky & Lightfoot, 2002). These cultural
transmissions let us leverage the skills and knowledge of others across space and time, a phenomenon
known as the cultural ratchet (Tennie et al., 2009).

Building on these insights, we propose to augment artificial agents with a primitive form of
cultural transmission. As current algorithms remain too sample inefficient to interact with humans
in real time, we leverage a pretrained language model (LM) as a (crude) model of human interests,
biases and common-sense. Our proposed Language Model Augmented Autotelic Agent (LMA3)
uses an LM to implement: 1) a relabeler that describes the goals achieved in the agent’s trajectories,
2) a goal generator that suggests new high-level goals along with their decomposition into subgoals
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the agent already masters, and 3) reward functions for each of these goals. We demonstrates the
capabilities of this agent in a text-based environment where goals, observations and actions are all
textual. Figure 2.5 depicts this process.

The relabeler leverages LMs’ ability to segment unstructured sequences into meaningful events
(Michelmann et al., 2023). It implements a form of data augmentation (Xiao et al., 2022) that suggests
possible future goals to the agent. The goal generator builds on the set of goals already achieved
to suggest more abstract goals expressed as sequences of subgoals. It implements a goal-based
exploration similar to the one of Go-Explore (Ecoffet et al., 2021). Finally, the reward function
ensures that the agent can compute goal-completion signals, the necessary reward signals to implement
any kind of goal-directed learning algorithm. Augmented by LMs, our autotelic agents learn large
repertoires of skills in a task-agnostic interactive text environment without any hand-coded goals or
goal-specific reward functions.

The present paper focuses on the generation of diverse, abstract and human-relevant goals in a
task-agnostic environment. Because the problem of training a policy that performs and generalizes
well to a large set of goals is orthogonal to the tackled issue, we limit ourselves to a crude goal-
directed learning algorithm in order to limit the computational budget of calling for an LM API (see
computational budget calculations in Section 2.3.5). In Section 2.3.5, we discuss how the insights
gained in this contribution can be leveraged to implement more open-ended learning systems.

2.3.2 Related Work

Skill learning can be modeled mathematically as a reinforcement learning problem (RL) (Sutton
et al., 1998). In an RL problem, the learning agent perceives the state of the world s ∈ S , and act
on it through actions a ∈ A. These actions change the world according to a stochastic dynamic
function that characterizes the environment T ∶ S ×A → S . An agent learns a skill by training a
policy Π ∶ S → A to sample action sequences that maximize its expected future returns R computed
from a predefined reward function R ∶ S ×A × S → R using a temporal discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1]
such that R = ∑t rt ⋅ γ

t. Multi-goal RL problems extend the RL problem to support the learning of
multiple skills in parallel (Schaul et al., 2015b). The agent now pursues goals g ∈ G, each associated
with their own reward function Rg and trains a goal-conditioned policy ΠG ∶ S × G → A to learn the
corresponding skills. In RL literature, a trajectory τ is a sequence of transitions where each transition
is a tuple containing information at a certain time step t: the state st and the action taken at.

But where do goals come from? Most approaches hand-define the set of admissible goals and
corresponding reward functions. They let agents either sample goals uniformly (Schaul et al., 2015b),
or build their own curriculum (Portelas et al., 2021). When the goal space is large enough, this can
lead to the emergence of diverse and complex skills (Team et al., 2023). Truly open-ended skill
learning, however, requires the frequent update of goal representations as a function of the agent’s
current capabilities — only then can it be never-ending. To this end, the autotelic framework proposes
to endow learning agents with an intrinsic motivation to represent and generate their own goals (Colas
et al., 2022b).

Learning to represent, imagine and sample goals to learn skills that humans care about requires
interactions with human socio-cultural worlds (see argument in introduction, and (Colas et al.,
2022a)). Autotelic agents must first internalize the goal representations of humans before they
can learn corresponding skills, build upon them and contribute back to a shared human-machine
cultural evolution. Goal representations can be learned by inferring reward functions from human
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demonstrations (Ng et al., 2000; Arora & Doshi, 2021), via unsupervised representation learning
mechanisms (Warde-Farley et al., 2018; Eysenbach et al., 2019; Pong et al., 2020), or by learning
to identify the goals achieved in past trajectories from human descriptions (trajectory relabeling,
(Andrychowicz et al., 2017; Lynch & Sermanet, 2020; Xiao et al., 2022)).

Building on goal representations learned from linguistic descriptions generated by a simulated so-
cial partner, the Imagine agent invents new linguistic goals recomposed from known ones (Colas et al.,
2020a). Although crude, this goal imagination system allows the agent to pursue and autonomously
train on creative goals it imagines, which results in improved systematic generalization and more
structured exploration. The present paper extends the Imagine approach by leveraging powerful
language models to implement several components of the autotelic agent: goal representations,
goal-directed reward function and relabeling system. Imagine required a (simulated) human in the
loop to bootstrap goal representations and could only imagine slight variations of training goals
due to its limited imagination algorithm, its lack of grounding and the limited generalization of its
reward function. On the other hand, LMA3 does not require any human or engineer input and can
generate and master a much wider diversity of goals thanks to the common-sense knowledge and
generalization capabilities of LMs.

We evaluate our proposed agent in an interactive text-based environment where observations
and actions are all textual (Côté et al., 2019). Text-based environments set aside the challenges of
learning from low-level sensors and actuators and focus on higher-level issues: learning in partially
observable worlds, learning temporally-extended behaviors, learning the human-like common-sense
required to solve these tasks efficiently, etc (He et al., 2016a; Narasimhan et al., 2015; Côté et al.,
2019). Text-based environments circumvent the necessity to ground LMs into low-level sensorimotor
streams (e.g. visual inputs and low-level motor outputs) and let us focus on the artificial generation of
more abstract, human-relevant goals. this contribution is the first to implement autotelic agents with
no prior goal representations in text worlds.

Pretrained language models have recently been used to augment RL agents in various ways. In
robotics setups, they were used to decompose predefined high-level tasks into sequences of simpler
subgoals (Yao et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2022a,b; Ahn et al., 2022b). To limit the hallucination of
implausible plans, several extensions further constrain the model by either careful prompting (Singh
et al., 2022), by asking the model to generate code-based policies that automatically checks for
preconditions before applying actions (Liang et al., 2022a) or by implementing further control models
to detect plan failures and prompt the LM to suggest corrected plans (Wang et al., 2023c). LMs can
be used to implement a reasoning module to facilitate the resolution of sensorimotor tasks (Dasgupta
et al., 2023). They can be finetuned to implement the policy directly (Carta et al., 2023). Closer to
our work, the MineDojo approach finetunes a multimodal model to implement a reward function in
Minecraft and asks an LM to generate plausible goals to measure the generalization of the reward
function (Fan et al., 2022). Finally, the ELLM algorithm prompts an LM to suggest exploratory goals
to drive the pretraining of artificial agents in Crafter and HouseKeep (Du et al., 2023b).

Our proposal differs from these approaches in several ways. Our agent is autotelic: it generates
its own goals, computes its own rewards. In text-based games, our architecture can handle a large
diversity of goals including time-extended ones that can only be evaluated over long trajectories
(e.g. bring the onion to the counter after you’ve opened and closed the dishwasher). In contrast, the
MineDojo agent has no control over its goals and is limited to generate rewards for a low diversity of
short-term goals due to the limited generalization capabilities of the CLIP-based reward (Fan et al.,
2022). ELLM generates its own exploration goals but only considers goals that can be reported from a
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single state (time-specific goals). It computes rewards using the similarity between the LM-generated
goal and descriptions from a captioner, which fundamentally limits the diversity of goals that can be
targeted to the list of behaviors the captioner can describe. In the current setup, training or learning a
captioner requires some information about the set of behaviors the agent could achieve, which limits
the potential for open-ended learning. Compared to ELLM, LMA3 further endows the agent with the
ability to perform hindsight learning by relabelling past trajectories (Andrychowicz et al., 2017) and
the ability to chain subgoals to formulate more complex goals. In contrast with previous approaches
(Yao et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2022a,b; Ahn et al., 2022b), we do not leverage expert knowledge to
restrict the set of subgoals but learn them online and add the possibility for the agent to use these
composed goals as subgoals for future goal compositions.

2.3.3 Methods

This section introduces our learning environment and assumptions (Section 2.3.3), as well as the
proposed Language Model Augmented Autotelic Agent (LMA3, Section 2.3.3).

Setting and Assumptions

Problem setting. In a task-agnostic environment, we aim to implement the automatic generation
of context-sensitive, human-relevant, diverse and creative goal representations. Goal representations
are not only goal descriptions but also associated reward functions. Given a sufficiently effective
learning algorithm, an autotelic agent endowed with such a goal generation system should learn a
large diversity of skills in task-agnostic environments.

Learning environment. We place the LMA3 agent in a text-based environment called Cook-
ingWorld (Côté et al., 2019; Madotto et al., 2021). The agent receives textual observations and
acts via textual commands. Is it not provided with a predefined list of goals or reward functions.
The agent is placed in a kitchen filled with furniture (7 including dining chair, fridge, counter, etc),
tools (4 including knife, toaster) and ingredients (7 including potatoes, apples, parsley). Across 25
consecutive timesteps, the agent can pick up and put down objects, open and close containers, cut and
cook ingredients in various ways, and finally combine them to make recipes. At any step, the agent
uses its learned policy to choose an action from the admissible actions: the subset (N≈ 30-50) of all
possible actions (N = 143) that the agent can take in the current context (e.g. the agent needs to find
and pick up the knife before it can cut any ingredient). Examples of goals the agent could imagine
and learn to master include: slice a yellow potato, cook two red ingredients, tidy up the kitchen by
putting the knife in the cutlery drawer, aim to use all three types of potatoes in the dish, etc.

Assumptions. We make the following assumptions: 1) we only consider text-based environments
to allow straightforward compatibility with the LM (see discussion in Section 2.3.5); 2) we assume
access to a language model sufficiently large to capture aspects of human common-sense and interests
and allow in-context few-shot learning (see implementation aspects below); 3) the agent is spawned
in the same deterministic environment at the beginning of each episode. We use a deterministic
environment for two reasons. First, because the goal generator needs to know about the environment
to generate feasible goals. This is achieved by prompting the goal generator with a past trajectory
in that same environment. Second, because it allows us to implement skill learning with a simple
evolutionary algorithm, which considerably reduces the sample complexity and thus the cost of
querying the LM — albeit to the detriment of generalization. Note, however, that robustness and
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generalization of acquired skills are not the focus of this contribution, which is interested in the
automatic generation of diverse and human-relevant goals. In contrast to most goal-conditioned
approaches, we do not assume access to a predefined set of goal representations or reward functions.

Language Model Augmented Autotelic Agent (LMA3)
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Figure 2.6: General architecture of LMA3. LMA3 assumes access to a model of
cultural transmission implemented via ChatGPT (dashed line). As shown in the goal
representations block, LMA3 leverages that model to generate goals g (left), relabel
past trajectories τ = (s0, a0, ..., sT , aT ) as τ∗

g (middle) and compute rewards when
goals are reached (right). st and at denote the state representation and the action taken
at game step t. The goal-conditioned policy (top) attempts to reach its goal within
CookingWorld (right) and uses relabels and rewards for learning.

General architecture. LMA3 augments a traditional multi-goal learning architecture with goal
representations and goal generation powered by an LM (Figure 2.6). In contrast with a standard
multi-goal architecture which predefines a bounded distribution of reward functions, the set of goals
and associated reward functions supported by the LM is virtually unbounded; it includes all goals
expressible with language. The goal generator samples a goal for the goal-conditioned policy to
pursue (see LM Goal Generator below). Following the hindsight experience replay mechanism
(Andrychowicz et al., 2017), we relabel trajectories obtained from rolling out the policy and add
those to a replay buffer. The relabeling process is implemented by another LM instance which labels
up to 10 goals achieved during the trajectory along with their precise completion timestamps (see LM
Relabeler below). The goal-conditioned policy is then trained with a simple evolutionary algorithm
(see Skill Learning below). For all prompts, we provide two examples (few-shot prompting (Brown
et al., 2020)) and reasoning descriptions (chain-of-thought prompting (Wei et al., 2022a; Kojima
et al., 2022)). We provide the complete prompts in Appendix D.1.

LM Goal Generator. In the first episode, the agent does not have any goal representation and
simply samples random actions. Then, the agent enters a bootstrapping phase of 4000 episodes for
which it uniformly samples goals from the set of discovered goals generated by the relabeler and
validated by the reward function (see LM Relabeler and LM Reward Function below). This allows
the agent to first focus on simple goals. After that bootstrapping phase, the agent starts using the LM
Goal Generator. At the beginning of each episode, we provide context to the LM by prompting it
with the agent’s trajectory in the previous episode and a list of up to 60 goals previously reached
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by the agent. Then, we ask it to generate a high-level goal and its decomposition in a sequence of
2–4 subgoals from the list. The decomposition lets an agent explore its environment by chaining
sub-skills it knows about. This can be seen as an extension of the Go-Explore strategy where, after
achieving the first goal (go), the exploration is further structured towards another goal (explore) that
is a plausibly useful continuation of the first (Ecoffet et al., 2021).

LM Relabeler. After each episode, we prompt the LM with the trajectory of actions and
observations and ask for a list of up to 10 descriptions of the goals achieved in the trajectory, as well
as specific timestamps for when they were achieved. Note that the goal pursued by the agent in the
episode does not matter, the LM Relabeler is free to provide any description of the trajectory. For
each goal description we generate a positive trajectory like so: we create a sub-trajectory from step 0
to the step of goal completion, assign a positive reward to the last step and add it to the replay buffer.

We further investigate the impact of leveraging human advice nudging the agent to focus on more
abstract and creative goal descriptions. We do so by replacing the 11 simple examples provided in
the prompt with 11 more elaborate ones. Instead of describing simple goals involving one action on
one specific object (e.g. roast a white onion), we provide examples involving sequences of actions
(e.g. use the oven for the second time), conjunctions of several actions (e.g. roast an onion and a bell
pepper and fry carrots) or more abstract verbs (e.g. find out whether the keyholder has something on
it). In contrast with hard-coded relabeling systems, the LM Relabeler uses more linguistic diversity
(e.g. synonyms), can describe combinations of actions (e.g. cook two onions), or more abstract actions
(e.g. hide an object).

LM Reward Function. After each episode, we prompt the LM with the trajectory and ask
whether the agent achieved any of the following goals: 1) the main high-level goal given by the
LM Goal Generator, 2) each of the subgoals (after the bootstrapping phase), 3) each of the relabels
generated by the LM Relabeler. 1 and 2 provide feedback to the agent about the goals it was attempting
to reach while 3 provides a double check of the redescriptions offered by the LM Relabeler, which
could be prone to hallucinations.

Skill Learning. this contribution focuses on the generation of diverse, human-relevant goals
and the study of a self-bootstrapped goal imagination and redescription system powered by LMs.
To simplify skill learning, we consider a deterministic environment and evolve sequences of actions
conditioned on the goal given a simple evolutionary algorithm. For each goal description generated
by the LM Relabeler, the agent stores the sequence of actions that led to the completion of that goal
in a dictionary. If this goal was achieved previously, it only stores the shortest action sequence. When
prompted to achieve a sequence of subgoals, the agent chains the corresponding action sequences
together to form the goal-directed policy. Exploration is supported by two mechanisms: 1) by chaining
action sequences prompted by the LM Goal Generator and 2) by truncating the action sequence
towards the last subgoals in the chain at a uniformly sampled time with probability ϵ = 0.2. After
executing the action sequences for all subgoals, and perhaps having truncated the last one, the agent
samples actions randomly from the set of admissible actions in proportion of their rarity (i.e. 1 over
their occurrence).

2.3.4 Experiments

We compare LMA3 to three ablations and an oracle baseline in the task-agnostic CookingWorld
environment to assess its learning abilities. For all experiments, we plot the average and standard
deviations across 5 seeds. For the different LM modules, we use ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo-0301) as
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provided through the OpenAI API (Brown et al., 2020). The code will be released publicly with the
camera-ready version of the paper.

Ablations and oracle baseline. LMA3 is the first algorithm to allow the automatic generation
of linguistic goals and reward functions with no interventions from the engineer. For this reason,
there were no obvious baselines to compare LMA3 with. We consider three ablations that remove:
1) the use of human advice in the prompting of the LM Relabeler (LMA3 \ Human Tips), 2) the use
of human advice and the LM Goal Generator (LMA3 \ LM Goal & Human Tips), 3) the use of human
advice and chain-of-thought prompting (LMA3 \ CoT & Human Tips). In the absence of the LM
Goal Generator, goals are uniformly sampled from the set of goals previously discovered, just like in
the bootstrapping phase of the LM Goal Generator (see Section 2.3.3). Our baseline is a standard
goal-conditioned agent trained on a hard-coded set of 69 goals involving picking up, cooking or
cutting objects in the text-based environment (Hardcoded Oracle Baseline). This baseline samples
goal uniformly from the set of goals previously discovered and uses an oracle relabeler. It implements
a standard goal-conditioned policy learning algorithm in text-based environments.

Performance on a human-defined goal space. We want to measure the ability of autotelic agents
to learn skills that humans care about. However, autotelic agents learn their own goal representations
in worlds that can afford a large space of possible actions and, for this reason, there is no objective
set of goals these agents should learn about, no objective evaluation set. We hand-defined a set of
69 evaluation goals involving picking up, cooking or cutting objects in the text-based environment
(see list in Appendix A.1). This list is obtained by applying each of the possible action types of the
agent (e.g. slice, dice, roast, pick up, put, open, close) to each possible object (e.g. slice+ingredient,
open+container) and adding the goal of preparing the recipe the agent can find in the cookbook
present in the CookingWorld. While the Hardcoded Oracle Baseline is explicitly trained on this set of
goals and can make use of an oracle reward function and relabeling function, LMA3 variants are not
given any prior knowledge of these goals.

Figure 2.7 presents the success rates on this evaluation set computed with the hard-coded reward
functions corresponding to each of the 69 goals (not given to LMA3 agents). This metrics evaluates a
minimal requirement: can LMA3 agents learn to master some of the goals human care about in this
world without assuming predefined representations for these goals? Most LMA3 variants learn to
reach a large fraction of the evaluation goals, which indicates that leveraging goal representations
captured by LMs may support the autonomous learning of skills that humans care about. The
Hardcoded Oracle Baseline makes use of an oracle relabeling function that can faithfully detect any
of the 69 goals when it is reached in a trajectory. If we now provide this function to a trained LMA3
agent, we can sweep its memory of action sequences and find the ones achieving the evaluation goals.
This form of finetuning does not require further interactions in the environment. Applying it further
boosts the success rates of LMA3 agents to near perfect results (see Figure ??). This shows that
LMA3 agents do reach the evaluation goals but sometimes fail to relabel them properly and instead
choose to focus on describing other demonstrated behaviors. After finetuning, some of the LMA3
seeds manage to complete the recipe found in the cookbook: a preparation that includes picking
up cilantro and parsley from the fridge, opening the cupboard, taking the knife, slicing the parsley,
preparing and eating the meal (2 LMA3 seeds and 3 LMA3 \ Human Tips seeds). These results
confirm that LMA3 can learn human-relevant goals completely autonomously, without relying on any
predefined goal representations or reward functions.

Skill diversity. We measure the diversity of discovered skills with 1) the raw number of distinct
goals; 2) Hill’s numbers, a metric inspired from the evaluation of species diversity in ecosystems
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Figure 2.7: Performance on human-defined goal space. Performance on the hand-
coded evaluation set containing 69 human-relevant goals, as measured by hard-coded
reward functions. (a) across training; (b) at the end of training, after relabeling with
the oracle relabeling function and without further interactions.

(Jost, 2006) and 3) a metric inspired from the h-index used in research. Hill’s numbers allow to
make a distinction between species-level diversity (here the type of action required by the goal) and
individual-level diversity (e.g. the object on which the action is performed; the object used to perform
the action, the location, etc). The type of action required by a goal is inferred as the linguistic stem of
the first word of the goal’s description. The goal cutting the apple is an individual goal of the cut goal
species. Hill’s numbers provide measures of diversity computed as:

D
q
= ( ∑

s∈stems

p
q
s)

1

1−q

,

where ps is the empirical fraction of goals with stem s and q controls the sensitivity of Dq to rare
vs. abundant species: D0 is the count of stems, also called species richness (no sensitivity to species
abundance) and D1 is the exponential of Shannon’s entropy, also called perplexity, a measure that
quantifies the uncertainty in predicting the stem’s identity of a goal uniformly sampled from the set
of discovered goals (Jost, 2006). Lower q puts more emphasis on species diversity while higher
q puts more emphasis on individual diversity. Note that stems can hide part of the information:
different stems might refer to similar behaviors (e.g. grab vs pick up) while a same stem might refer
to different behaviors (e.g. pick up the apple vs pick up the meal; the 2nd requiring a more complex
and time-extended behavior). Such analysis still provides complementary information to the simple
goal count. Finally, the stem h-index is computed as the maximum value h such that h stems have at
least h goals. This metric is used in research to compute a score mixing diversity and quality of paper
citations, here it is used as a way to balance species-level (action type) and individual-level (the rest)
diversities.

Figure 2.8 reports the total number of discovered goals, Hill’s numbers for q ∈ {0, 1} as well as
the stem h-index. While the introduction of the LM Goal Generator (episode 4000) introduces a slight
boosts in the diversity of discovered goals (orange vs green), the addition of human advice triggers a
lasting increase in goal diversity (blue vs orange). Removing CoT prompting dramatically decreases
the diversity of goals discovered by LMA3 (red vs orange). Finally, the diversity of the Hardcoded
Oracle Baseline remains low as it is restricted to consider the 69 goals from the hand-defined set of
goals. LMA3 discovers around 9000 distinct goal redescriptions in 10000 episodes.

Sensitivity to human advice. We measure the sensitivity of LMA3 agents to a small amount
of human advice. LMA3 leverages human advice in the prompt of the LM Relabeler, with only
a few examples nudging the relabeler to describe more abstract behaviors involving conjunctions
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of actions (e.g. roast an onion and a bell pepper and fry carrots), repetition of actions (e.g. open
three containers), non-specific object references (e.g. slice and cook an orange ingredient) or more
abstract action predicates (e.g. find out whether the keyholder has something on it), see full prompts in
Appendix D.1. Although the conditions with/without human advice use the same number of examples
in their prompts, the more abstract examples used in the full LMA3 condition drives a significant
increase in both the diversity of discovered goals (Figure 2.8) and in the abstraction of these goals
as measured by the proportion of goals containing conjunctions (“and”, “two”, “three”, or “several
times”), or category names instead of specific object names (“ingredients”, “items”, “container”,
“somewhere”, “fruit”, “vegetable”, or “tool”) see Figure 2.9. Note that the effect on category names,
although significant, remains small.

Discovery of unique goals. We measure the ability of each agent to discover unique goals; goals
that were discovered by this particular seed but were not encountered by any other seed across all
algorithm conditions. For each seed, we compute the number of such unique goals, report the ratio of
that number over the count of all goals discovered by the agent, and give a measure of the novelty
of these unique goals by reporting their average distance to the nearest neighbor in the linguistic
embedding space of all goals discovered by all seeds of all conditions. This embedding is computed
from a pretrained SentenceBERT model (Reimers & Gurevych, 2019). Figure 2.10 shows that LMA3
agents discover more unique goals, not only in number but also in proportion of the total number of
goals they discover (b) and that these goals are more novel in average (c).

Mastery of discovered goals. We measure the skill mastery of agents on several subsets of the
goals they discover. For each seed, we compute the success rate of the corresponding agent on three
sets of 200 evaluation goals: 1) a uniform sample of all goals discovered by the agent; 2) a uniform
sample of the goals only they discovered (unique goals) and 3) a uniform sample of the set of all
unique goals from other agents (Figure ??). We evaluate successes with the LM Reward Function.
Note that although the environment is deterministic, mistakes in the LM Relabeler or the LM Reward
Function could lead agents to mistakenly classify a goal as reached when it is not. To measure the
reliability of this imperfect reward function, we computed its confusion matrix given a set of N=100
trajectories using human labels as ground truth. We estimate the probabilities of both false positives
and false negatives to 9% (see confusion matrix in Figure ??).
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Figure 2.8: Diversity of achieved goals: (a) number of relabels, (b) number of stems
(Hill’s number with q=0), (c) perplexity (Hill’s number, p=1), (d) stem’s h-index.
LMA3 discovers and masters a more diverse set of goals than its ablations. The
Hardcoded Oracle Baseline is limited to discover goals from the hand-defined set of
69 goals and thus demonstrates very little diversity.
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Figure 2.9: Discovery of more complex and abstract goals. LMA3 discovers and
masters more complex goals expressed as combinations of simpler goals, or using
category names (e.g. ingredients, containers) instead of specific object name as they
appear in CookingWorld (e.g. yellow potato, kitchen drawer).

Examples of discovered goals. As discussed above, LMA3 agents discover most of the hand-
defined evaluation goals (e.g. slice a yellow potato, pick up the knife, open the fridge). They also
learn to consider goals expressed as conjunctions or disjunctions of simpler goals (e.g. cook two red
ingredients, put a potato red or yellow in the kitchen cupboard, examine an object in the kitchen, like
the oven, yellow potato, green or red apple). They sometimes express goals in more abstract ways
(e.g. wield the knife, waste food, tidy up the kitchen by putting the knife in the cutlery drawer, pack
potatoes and apples in the dishwasher, refrigerate the yellow apple). They can use object attributes or
object categories to refer to sets of objects (e.g. put a yellow ingredient in the kitchen cupboard, aim
to use all three types of potatoes in the dish, choose to place an ingredient on a dining chair instead
of the counter). In contrast with hand-defined goals, these goals use new words, category words, or
abstract action predicates that do not appear in the vocabulary of the text-based environment.

Finally, the LM Goal Generator generates more complex goals and decomposes them into
subgoals the agent masters: e.g. rearrange the yellow apple and yellow potato inside the kitchen
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cupboard → [pick up the yellow apple, take the yellow potato, place the yellow potato in the kitchen
cabinet, place the yellow apple in the cupboard]; assemble a meal with a fried yellow potato and a
roasted red apple on a dining chair → [fry the yellow potato, cook a red apple in the oven, place the
red apple and the yellow potato on the dining chair]; serve a meal consisting of a roasted sliced yellow
potato and a fried diced green apple → [dice and fry the green apple, slice a yellow potato, cook the
yellow potato in the oven]. We found that the LM Goal Generator only generated a low diversity of
complex goals: they all prompt the agent to prepare some form of recipe and vary in the properties of
the recipes (e.g. vegetarian, colorful), or its particular ingredients (e.g. with roasted sliced potatoes).
This behavior stems from the fact that CookingWorld is a relatively narrow environment: a kitchen
with ingredients and kitchen appliances.

Conceptual comparisons to other skill discovery approaches. Implementing the Imagine
agent would require the definition of 1) a simulated human describing some of the agent’s behavior
(e.g. the 69 oracle goals) and 2) a hard-coded symbolic goal imagination system (Colas et al., 2020a).
The original imagination system would be limited to imagine linguistic recombinations of the training
goals: e.g. from cut the apple, pick the apple and cut the parsley, Imagine could generate pick up the
parsley. These recombinations are either non-semantic (e.g. open the parsley) or already contained in
the set of 69 goals. As a result, Imagine would be strictly less powerful than the Oracle Baseline: it
would not imagine more goals but would need to learn a reward function from descriptions where the
Oracle Baseline assumes oracle reward functions.

Other skill discovery methods are limited to low-level goal representations. Visual goal-conditioned
approaches learn goal representations by training a variational auto-encoder on experienced visual
states and train the agent to imagine and reach new goals in that visual embedding space (Pong
et al., 2020). One could imagine a variant of these approaches embedding linguistic trajectories in
such a generative model but the resulting skills would not be particularly semantically meaningful.
Unsupervised skill discovery approaches co-train a skill discriminator and a skill policy with an
empowerment reward (Eysenbach et al., 2019). A variant of these approaches for CookingWorld
could consist in co-training a captioner (skill discriminator) and a policy to maximize the likelihood
of the trajectory’s caption being the original goal of the policy. This algorithm does not exist yet and
it is unclear how the agent should sample goals.

2.3.5 Conclusion and Discussion

This section introduced LMA3, an autotelic agent augmented with a language model capturing
key aspects of human common-sense and interests to support the generation of diverse, abstract,
human-relevant goals. In the CookingWorld, LMA3 can learn a large set of skills relevant to
humans without relying on any predefined goal representations or reward functions. The diversity of
goal representations is further impacted by careful prompting involving chain-of-thought reasoning
(Kojima et al., 2022), a small quantity of human-generated advice and the use of an LM-based goal
generator.

LMA3 can be applied in any environment where the agent’s behavior can be described with
language. Although it does not cover all possible scenarios, many of the skills that humans care
about can be described with language: from simple actions like picking up a glass, to more abstract
behaviors like composing a haiku or coding a sorting algorithm. Lower-level behaviors, on the other
hand, are hard to express with language (e.g. fine-grain robotic manipulation). For such behaviors,
future work could combine LMA3 with unsupervised skill discovery algorithms such as DIAYN
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(Eysenbach et al., 2019) or Skew-Fit (Pong et al., 2020). Modular autotelic agents could then target
goals from several goal spaces in parallel and perform cross-modal hindsight learning as proposed in
(Colas et al., 2019a).

this contribution focused on goal generation and used a simple skill learning approach to limit the
sample complexity of the experiments. Future work could build on the proposed approach to achieve
more open-ended skill learning. Let us discuss the key elements that should be improved to that end.
A key aspect of open-ended learning is the co-adaptation of the goal generator and the goal-reaching
policy. In LMA3, goal generation evolves as the LM Goal Generator recursively composes subgoals
the agent masters towards more complex goals. In addition, the LM Relabeler should also adapt
and describe harder and harder goals as the agent learns to master them. To this end, the agent
should be given the ability to track its own performance (estimated success rate, learning progress or
uncertainty) and use these metrics as intrinsic motivations to guide relabeling. Improving the skill
learning algorithm would also help LMA3 generalize to a larger diversity of goals and thus focus on
harder ones faster. Examples of more sophisticated skill learning algorithms include: leveraging deep
reinforcement learning approaches (Hessel et al., 2018) with transformer-based architectures (Chen
et al., 2021a; Janner et al., 2021), finetuning another large language model using online interactions
(Carta et al., 2023), or leveraging state-of-the-art model-based approaches (Hafner et al., 2023).

Given these more scalable learning approaches, one should consider the exploration of larger
worlds. The set of possible interactions in CookingWorld is fundamentally limited to a number of
distinct interactions with a few objects. As goal generation gets more abstract and diverse and the skill
learning approach learns more skills, the main bottleneck becomes the complexity of the environment.
While current text-based environments are typically not open worlds, one might consider the use of
non-textual open worlds such as Minecraft, coupled with image- or video-to-text captioning systems.
To this day, open-source multimodal model cannot relabel trajectories in an open-ended way, and
even state-of-the-art closed-source variants still require finetuning before they can be used as success
detectors in specific environments (Du et al., 2023a). The multimodal version of GPT-4 may change
that in the near future, and could be easily integrated within the LMA3 framework. Recent work Wang
et al. (2023a) has also considered Minecraft as a text world through a programming interface, see
more discussion in Chapter 4.

Although LMs are a useful resource, they remain expensive not only to train but also to use. The
experiments presented in this contribution represent 550k calls to ChatGPT of about 4k tokens per
call. This represents ≈ USD 4,400 with the public pricing of USD 0.002 /1k tokens. A given seed of
LMA3 run for 10k episodes and costs about USD 240. Training large neural policies that generalize
well in complex environments would require about two orders of magnitudes more episodes (≈1M),
which would raise the cost of any single seed to ≈ USD 22,400. Pushing these ideas forward may
thus require a combination of reduction in inference costs and prices, the distillation of LMs into
smaller environment specific reward functions and relabeling functions.

As the field moves towards more and more open-ended agents, their evaluation becomes more
complex. How should we evaluate agents that imagine their own goals, specialize in certain skills and
not others? this contribution used the diversity of stems as a proxy for the diversity of interaction
types the agent could learn to demonstrate. Other metrics could include the measure of diversity in
linguistic space, various measures of exploration computed from the agent’s behavior, human studies
to evaluate the diversity, creativity, abstraction and complexity of the mastered skills. The evaluation
of the relevance of learned skills for humans could also require humans in the loop interactively
testing the capacities of agent in standardized interaction protocols.
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2.4 Chapter conclusion

As we draw towards the end of this chapter, let us recapitulate what we have learned, and how
this answers our original questions about linguistic autotelic agents.

In Contribution 1 we have presented a study of linguistic autotelic agents and we have established
that goal sampling in the goal generator as well as in the replay buffer is more effective when guided by
intermediate competence, in line with moderate-arousal (Berlyne, 1960) and flow (Csikszentmihalyi,
1990) theories of intrinsic motivation. We have established that in the framework of off-policy deep
reinforcement learning with a replay buffer, it is of crucial importance that the Social Partner, providing
hindsight feedback on achieved goals after a trajectory, should restricted to labelling interesting and
relevant goals. We could call this property hindsight relevance. Our results additionally suggest that
it might be useful to explore randomly after a discovered goal as well as to set a new goal once the
previous one was achieved, in line with the go-explore strategy. However, in this work we did not use
the open-ended properties of language to flexibly imagine new goals, restricting ourselves to a list of
nested goals the social partner could relabel.

In Contribution 2 we have expanded this approach by presenting LMA3, augmenting linguistic
autotelic agents with language models. An LLM is used as a goal-imagination module as well as
for scoring arbitrary goals and for relabelling them. LLM priors ensure that the invented goals are
linked to the environment and well-formed. The LM goal relabeler implicitly includes hindsight
relevance. This allows our LMA3 agent to learn a very diverse set of skills, and to ensure that these
skills are mostly aligned with what humans consider relevant in a particular environment. While this
approach solves the issue of how to imagine complex goals by flexibly recombining simpler ones
and taking into acount commonsense knowledge about the environment, there are still obstacles for
open-endedness, some technical, some conceptual.

The main technical limitation in the previous contributions is the ineffectiveness of skill learning
with reinforcement learning from scratch. In our ScienceWorld study, we observe very high variability
across runs and very low generalization, preventing us to scale the approach to larger environments.
In preliminary studies done with the LMA3 agent we used a similar method (based on a deep RL
algorithm close to the one we used in our ScienceWorld study); however we abandoned it due to its
low sample efficiency: mastering any given skill would have taken at least several hundred episodes.
This would have meant a prohibitive number of calls to the LLM would have been needed. Low
generalization would have been an important obstacle to learning as well. This limitation is an
important obstacle to scaling.

However, the conceptual limitations to our contributions are more profound. The first one is the
insufficient coupling between goal generation and skill learning. In the ScienceWorld agent, this
is achieved by sampling known goals of intermediate competence: however these goals are never
novel, since they need to be experienced at least once to be sampled. In LMA3, a small subset of
achieved goals is presented to the LLM which composes them to imagine something more complex:
but the small number of goals presented and the lack of a metacognitive estimate of the goal difficulty
prevents the model from truly scaling up the difficulty of its imagined goals and relabels. How can
we implement agents which use their own achievements to challenge themselves with open-ended,
creative goals? How can we correctly condition on previously achieved goals

The second conceptual limitation of our contributions of this chapter is the intrinsic limitation of
the environments we use. At the beginning of this section we have argued that language can define
open-ended environments. While this is true, we have limited ourselves to procedural environments
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with simple underlying rules and templated language. While ScienceWorld in particular is quite rich,
most of this richness comes from arbitrary object stacking, which, while technically infinite, has a
very simple structure: the recursive application of the containment relation. This does not make for a
very compelling vision for linguistic open-endedness. How can we scale environments without losing
the precise notion of environment dynamics and goal-achievement that environments based on rules
and object trees gives us?



Chapter 3

Object-Based Representations and Language
Grounding

Preamble to the chapter

This second experimental chapter provides some elements for tackling the language grounding
problem (see also Section 2.1.3). What could be good principles for an agent to link its language
goals to its sensorimotor observations? After an introduction on grounding, arguments for focusing
on the reward function, and object-based architectures such as Graph Neural Networks (GNNs: Kipf
& Welling (2016); Battaglia et al. (2018a)) (Section 3.1), we move on to our third contribution
(Section 3.2.2). In this study we introduce SpatialSim, an ensemble of tasks of identification and
comparison of spatial configurations of objects. We test several neural network architectures based on
GNNs as well as powerful computer vision architectures and conclude that on a series of measures the
architectures exhibiting the most relational computation perform best. In our third study (Section 3.3),
we ask ourselves what architectural design principles could be needed for grounding language with
spatial and temporal semantics. We define an artificial language with the power to describe spatial
relations, temporal relations, and temporally-extended predicates, and try to learn a correspondence
(or reward function) predicting if a given trajectory of an agent corresponds to the the given sentence.
We identify that relational architectures with the least amount of prior assumptions perform best.
We then conclude this chapter by an overview of what could be needed to ground truly open-ended
language goals, as the ones we aim to study in this thesis. The Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3 reuse material
from the following contributions:

• SpatialSim: Recognizing Spatial Configurations of Objects with Graph Neural Networks;
Laetitia Teodorescu, Katja Hofmann, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer; Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence;
This contribution was the output of an internship testing ideas for learning structured represen-
tations for reward functions, the investigation was led by Laetitia.

• Grounding Spatio-Temporal Language with Transformers; Tristan Karch, Laetitia Teodor-
escu, Katja Hofmann, Clément Moulin-Frier, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer; Neural Information-
Processing Systems, 2021;
This contribution came of a desire to extend the environment of Colas et al. (2020b) with more
complex language and memory. Tristan and Laetitia devised and performed experiments, ran
analyses, and wrote the paper.
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3.1 Introduction to the chapter

After studying linguistic-only agents in Chapter (?), in this chapter we make first steps towards
grounding autotelic agents in sensorimotor spaces. In this background section we will motivate the
study of grounding through learned reward functions, outline reasonable design principles for these
reward functions and present our contributions that focus more precisely on studying how various
architectures perform on reward function grounding tasks. Our main research interest will be on
relational architectures, e.g. neural architectures based on computing relations between objects. We
will, in the following background section, introduce what relational computation is and and motivate
the relational architectures studied in the contribution sections.

3.1.1 Connecting the autotelic agent to the sensorimotor world

Multimodal grounding

In the previous chapter, we argued that since language defines an infinite space to explore and
should support goal imagination and reflection, we were justified in our study of language-only
autotelic agents. We surveyed the symbol grounding problem (Section (?)) that arises when trying
to connect the symbols of language to meaning in the external world and argued that functional
grounding, i.e. the alignment between the dynamics of the distributed representations underlying the
symbols and the dynamics of the external environment, was all that is needed for a symbol system
to embody meaning. Thus a language-only system can be grounded in a language-only world, and
act upon it. But while such systems can display infinitely complex behaviors in that space (and that
behavior be relevant to us), it can never hope to act in a sensorimotor world without grounding to the
modality that it is expected to act upon. This problem of multimodal grounding will the topic of our
investigation in this chapter.

There are several subproblems to the issue of multimodal grounding. The first is learning a
goal-satisfaction or reward function: given an arbitrary goal and an arbitrary trajectory, how well
does the trajectory satisfy the goal? The second one is the issue of goal-conditioned policies: given a
particular goal and an observation of the environment, how can I behave in accordance to this goal?
And the third subproblem is description, the dual of the policy one: given a trajectory, can one recover
a true and relevant description of the trajectory?

The multimodal grounding problem assumes, for a given observation space O (in the broad sense,
including the agent’s actions) there is a well-defined, preexisting joint distribution between language
utterances λ and trajectories τ ∈ On: p(λ, τ). These are all possible uses of language among
existing, competent locutors of the language in the environment in which the agent is embedded;
and it is assumed to be fixed, ignoring effects of language evolution, and it is assumed that each
utterance corresponds to an observable state of affairs (possibly temporally extended). In this context,
the reward function problem can be characterised as learning an energy function recovering the
unnormalized probability distribution E(Lλ, τ) ∝ p(λ, τ). The goal-conditioned policy learning
problem is akin to finding a generative model of trajectories given a language goal λ (approximately,
since the trajectories are also limited by the transition function of the environment). The description
problem is the problem of learning a generative model of language given a trajectory (and it is easier
the policy problem since the agent has complete control on the dynamics of its own utterances).
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Learned reward functions

Within the scope of this thesis, we always consider the description problem in the context of
hindsight relabelling, as opposed as a target problem in itself, for instance to train communicating
agents in multi-agent RL domains. For the purposes of training a policy, if one already has access to
a trained reward function, one does not necessarily need to have hindsight relabelling: in principle
the RL algorithm could find the optimal policy for a goal from the reward signal alone (especially
if only intermediate-difficulty goals are sampled so that success it guaranteed at least part of the
time). From a policy learning perspective, relabelling is primarily a sample-efficiency measure
designed to learn from failure; in hard-exploration domains where the reward is dramatically sparse
and intermediate goal difficulty is difficult to optimize for, it could be the only way to learn. However,
from a reward-learning perspective, relabelling might be more fundamental. Learning an energy
or similarity function over language-trajectory couples assumes that these couples are available as
training samples to the agent. In the developmental AI framework, these samples are available because
the agent starts behaving in an environment with preexisting social peers that relabel the agent’s
behavior with their existing linguistic knowledge (see Section 2.2 for a discussion of the experimental
effects of social partner relabelling on policy learning. Following a Vygotsian perspective, it is only
after sufficient exposition to exterior relabelling that the agent internalizes this ability as its own.
So, as a consequence of the fact, on the one hand, that learning to produce descriptions are not
fundamental to grounding linguistic autotelic agents, and that, on the other hand, externally-produced
descriptions are fundamental to acquiring data for reward learning, in what follows we consider the
description problem solved (by already existing members of the culture), and datasets of co-occurence
of language descriptions and trajectories to be readily available to the agent.

Since policy learning is feasible by optimizing the goal-conditioned reward once we have it, we
will also set aside the policy learning part in the investigations of this chapter to focus our object of
study on multimodal reward learning alone. Our simplified model in this chapter is thus: the agent is
exposed to a co-occurrence of goal and observational data during its development through its own
behavior and through passive observation, and learns a reward function from this data. It can then use
this base learned reward to learn goal-conditioned policies. In a more realistic scenario of course, the
reward learning and the policy learning happen simultaneously, like in the Imagine work of Colas
et al. (2020a).

Given that we have motivated the study of reward functions learning from datasets of joint
occurrences of goal description and behavior, we would like to study specifically the inductive
biases and architectures leading to the most robust learning, and in particular to out-of distribution
generalisation. This will be the object of the current chapter. Out of distribution generalization is
especially relevant to our purposes. Indeed, for an agent to learn behaviors outside of the coverage of
its dataset, the reward function must generalize to novel situations that the policy might encounter. As
explained in more detail in Chapter (?) we focus especially in the second contribution on the notion
of systematic generalization: the generalization ability displayed by an ideal systematic system (see
Section (?) for a discussion of systematicity in language).

3.1.2 Working memory and the common workspace

Systematicity is a property exhibited most prominently by explicit symbol systems; standard
deep learning architectures on the other hand use distributed representations. In the prototypical
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architecture, the multi-layer perceptron, all inputs to a layer are connected to all its outputs with
different weights, and so on until the outputs of the network. This is a very general system with very
few architectural priors, that nonetheless has infinite function approximation capacities in the infinite
parameter limit (Hornik et al., 1989; Kidger & Lyons, 2020). The goal of the following sections is to
introduce and motivate object-based neural network architectures as a good candidate to solve the
systematicity problem in reward functions.

Our two models for working systematic generalization are on the one hand artificial symbol
systems such as programming languages, rule systems, and the like, and on the other hand human
users of language, who can both infer correctly the meaning of newly observed sentences zero-shot
and can do it in a infinitely more flexible way than programming languages and old-school rule-based
artificial symbol systems. So inspiration from human cognition might be welcome in building systems
that generalize better.

If you recall our discussion of section 2.1.2, we outlined the fact, first supported by Daniel
Kahneman (Kahneman, 2011), of 2-tiered cognition composed of a system 1 that is fast, intuitive,
unconscious, and a system 2 that is slow, deliberate, and conscious. Michael Tomasello (Tomasello,
2021), in his account of the evolution of behavioral organization on the evolutionary line leading
to humans, made a similar decomposition of cognitive architectures in mammals. There would
seem to be be an operational tier, concerned with processing observations and actions, and an
executive tier charged with planning, reflection, inhibition and representation in a common format
from disparate sense modalities. In primates and humans this executive tier becomes complemented
respectively by reasoning and cultural processes. System 2 cognition would correspond to these
super-operational tiers of cognition whose role is to plan and control action of the lower level tiers.
System 2 computation seems to be performed in a common representational workspace, sometimes
called the global workspace, and linked with working memory: the type of memory that allows us to
keep thoughts "in our mind" for the duration of a task and manipulate them, until focus is broken. A
classical result of psychology is that working memory is heavily constrained in capacity, originally
found to be around seven elements simultaneously (Miller, 1956) with subsequent models disputing
the number of chunks (coherent groups of information (Thalmann et al., 2019)), or even their discrete
nature (van den Berg et al., 2014). We will call these hypothesised working memory chunks objects
of thought and defend the idea that neural networks can be built that perform these very operations.

3.1.3 Objects, concepts, and relational inductive biases

The world appears to us as immediately organized into collections of objects, arranged together in
scenes or situations. Our thoughts processes themselves can be characterized, as we have seen above,
as a small collection of discrete elements. These are the independent entities that are the support for
mental manipulation and language, and can be processed separately and in parallel (Kahneman et al.,
1992; Pylyshyn, 2007; Green & Quilty-Dunn, 2017). We will refer to them as objects of thought, or
objects in short. To implement operations on sets of objects, and relations between objects, into neural
networks, there is support in the machine learning community advocating for the use of structured
models (Lake et al., 2016; Battaglia et al., 2018b), in particular for using models displaying relational
inductive biases (Battaglia et al., 2018b). Inductive biases are constraints that bias the convergence of
function approximators towards a particular kind of function. In deep learning, the most common
form of inductive bias is given by the architecture of the model. Relational inductive biases refer
to architectures supporting the processing of data composed of separate objects, described in the
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same space, and their relations. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) (Gori et al., 2005; Kipf & Welling,
2016; Gilmer et al., 2017), function approximators operating on graph-structured input (that can
return graph, set, or scalar output) naturally implement these inductive biases; this is so because the
computation they perform is a composition of 1) independent and parameter-shared operations on
object representations and 2) of computations taking as input sets of objects and operating of these
objects’ features, and possibly on the feature of the edge if it exists (edge computation, representing
the relational part). Models based on these ideas have achieved substantial progress compared to
unstructured methods in recent years on graph-based data or on more general scenes, whether it is by
considering the input as sets of objects in a shared space (Qi et al., 2017; Zaheer et al., 2017) or by
explicitly considering the relations between objects (Battaglia et al., 2016; Kipf et al., 2019). We use,
in the following contribution both GNNs and Transformers (which are a special case of GNN).

3.1.4 Goals of this chapter

To summarize, in this section we aim to uncover good design principles for multimodal reward
architectures, with a special focus on systematic generalization Contribution 3. Do models exhibiting
relational structure perform better than unstructured models? What is the impact of hierarchy (spatial,
temporal) on learning linguistic concepts?

In Contribution 3 we will temporarily abandon language goals and simply consider relational
goals in the space of object configurations. We will try to uncover architectural principles in this
domain and conclude that the more general Message-Passing GNN performs better than other GNN
variants than Convolutional Neural Networks containing massively more parameters.

In Contribution 4 we will define a simple language inside an environment comprising an embodied
agent and objects. This language is a temporally-extended description of agent trajectories. In this
context, we compare different architectures and show that within the different relational, Transformer-
based architectures we test in this case too much structure can actually hurt learning and generalization.

3.2 Contribution 3: The SpatialSim task

3.2.1 Introduction

As argued in the previous section, objects and their relations seem like a natural representation
for states of the world, and thus, by extension, for goals a goal-conditioned agent has to reach. This
representation lends itself to geometrical, or spatial, reasoning. Spatial reasoning implies processing
configurations of objects and their precise relations in space to judge for instance whether a particular
structure of blocks is stable or not (Hamrick et al., 2018), a task that requires fine-grained reasoning
over the shapes, orientations and positions of the blocks. These kinds of representations can be
acquired in an unsupervised manner directly from the observations (Matthey et al., 2019; Locatello
et al., 2020; Greff et al., 2020), which makes them appealing in a context where the agent has to
abstract away some of the information in its goal (thus it cannot represent its goal as a target image,
it is too low-level) but has no access to language information which would allow it to represent its
goals in terms of a language instruction. Object representations thus allow for a moderate level of
abstraction in which geometrical information is preserved. They additionally open up the possibility
for the agent of learning to achieve object-configuration goals irrespective of its particular point
of view on the objects (invariance to geometrical similarity), which is highly desirable: a pyramid
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Dual Input ModelDual Input Model
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Identify held-out reference

Discrimination

Compare two configurations spanning the same objets

Figure 3.1: Visual illustration of SpatialSim. The benchmark is composed of two
tasks, Identification and Discrimination. In Identification, the model is tasked with
predicting whether a given configuration is the same as a held-out reference one, up
to rotation, translation and scaling. In Discrimination, a dual-input model is tasked
with recognizing whether a given pair of configurations is the same up to rotation,
translation and scaling. Note: We represent visual renderings of our objects, but note
that for all objet-based models we consider the object-based representation is used as
input: see main text.

of blocks remains a pyramid regardless of the particular point of view taken by the builder on the
scene. A final advantage of representations of goals and states as configurations of objects is their
compositional nature (echoing the compositional nature of language): once the agent has learned to
stack the blue block on the red block, if it generalizes well it should be able to stack the red block on
the blue block.

For all the reasons outlined above, it is thus desirable to make a study of the ability of neural
networks to learn to identify and discriminate configurations of objects. However, to our knowledge
there is currently no controlled dataset or benchmark allowing to systematically study the problems
outlined above. In this work, we introduce SpatialSim (Spatial Similarity), a novel spatial reasoning
benchmark, to provide a well-defined and controlled evaluation of the abilities of models to success-
fully recognize and compare spatial configurations of objects. We divide this into two sub-tasks of
increasing complexity: the first is called Identification, and requires to learn to identify a particular
arrangement of objects; the second is called Discrimination, and requires to learn to judge whether
two presented configurations of objects are the same, up to a change in point of view. Furthermore,
we test and analyse the performance of increasingly connected GNNs in this task. We find that
GNNs that operate on fully-connected underlying graphs of the objects perform better compared
to a less-connected counterpart we call Recurrent Deep Set (RDS), to regular Deep Sets and to
unstructured MLPs, suggesting that relational computation between objects is instrumental in solving
the SpatialSim tasks. To summarize the key contributions of the paper:

• We introduce and motivate SpatialSim, a set of two spatial reasoning tasks and their associated
datasets;

• We compare and analyze the performance of state of the art GNN models on these two tasks.
We demonstrate that relational computation is an important component of achieving good
performance.
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• We provide preliminary analysis in the limits of these models in completely solving the
benchmark.

3.2.2 The SpatialSim benchmark

Description

In this work, we consider the problem of learning to recognize whether one spatial configuration
of objects is equivalent to another. The notion of equivalence that we consider is grounded in the
motivation outlined above: train models that can reason on configurations of objects regardless of
their point of view. Because of that, we define equivalence in SpatialSim as geometrical similarity,
e.g. any arbitrary composition of translations, rotations, and scalings. In general terms, we frame
the problem as a classification problem, where positive examples are drawn from the same similarity
equivalence class, and negative examples are drawn from a different one. Since we want, for this first
study, to provide the simplest possible version of the problem, we place ourselves in the 2d plane.
Extending the setting to 3 dimensions does bring some additional complexity but does not change
the underlying mathematical problem (rotations in 2d can be parametrized by their origin and angle,
so 3 dimensions, whereas rotations in 3d can be parametrized by their origin and euler angles, so 6
dimensions). We provide a visual illustration of the setting in Figure 3.1.

To provide a clean and controlled benchmark to study the ability of models to learn spatial
similarity functions, we work with object features that are already given to the model. We ask the
question: supposing we have a perfect feature extractor for objects in a scene, are we able to learn to
reliably recognize spatial configurations? Working with objects directly allows us to disentangle the
feature extraction process from the spatial reasoning itself.

We define a set of nobj objects as colored shapes in 2d space, each uniquely characterized
by a 10-dimensional feature vector. There are three possible shape categories, corresponding to
squares, circles and triangles; the shape of each object is encoded as a one-hot vector. The shapes
are distributed in continuous 2d space, and their colors belong to the RGB color space, where colors
are encoded as a floating-point number between 0 and 1. The objects additionally have a size and
an orientation, the latter given in radians. The feature vector for each object is the concatenation
of all the previously described features, and a scene containing several objects is given as a set of
the individual feature vectors describing each object. Note that the objects are provided without any
order, and any permutation of the objects is possible encoding for a given scene; this is to test the
permutation-invariance of the models. a highly desirable property.

We subdivide SpatialSim in two tasks. The first one, Identification, allows us to evaluate the
abilities of different models to accurately summarize all relevant information to correctly respond to
the classification problem. In this task, we sample a random configuration that will be the one the
model in required to learn to identify. One configuration corresponds to one datasets, and we evaluate
the capacities of the models on a set of configurations. The second task, Discrimination, allows us, in
addition to the study allowed by the Identification task, to judge whether the computation learned
by a model can be trained to be universal across configurations. For this purpose, the task requires
to predict whether two distinct presented configurations belong to the same class or not. We give
additional details on data generation for those two settings in the following sections, and a summary
table in the annex section A.
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First task: Identification

The Identification task is composed of several reference configurations of nobj objects, each
corresponding to a distinct dataset. Each sample of one dataset is either in the same similarity
equivalence class as the reference configuration, in which case it is a positive example; or in a
different similarity class as the reference, in which case it is a negative example. The same objects
are present in all samples, not to give the model any additional information unrelated to spatial
configurations.

This simple task allows us to isolate how well the model is able to learn as a function of the
number of objects nobj : indeed, the model must make a decision that depends on the relationship
between each objects, and for this purpose has to aggregate incoming information from nobj vectors:
when nobj gets large the information the model is required to summarize increases. This can lead to
loss of performance is the capacity of the models stays constant. For this reason, we structure the
task with an increasing number of objects: we generate 27 datasets, with nobj ∈ [3..30]. We further
group them into 3 collections of low number (nobj ∈ [3..8]), medium number (nobj ∈ [9..20]) and
high number (nobj ∈ [21..30]).

For a given number of objects nobj and based on one reference configuration generated by
sampling nobj random objects uniformly in 2d space, we generate a balanced dataset composed of:

Positive examples: after applying a small perturbation of factor ε, to each of the objects in the
reference, very slightly changing their color, position, size and orientation, we apply a rotation around
the configuration barycenter B with an angle ϕ ∼ U([0, 2π]), a scaling,of center B and magnitude
s ∼ U([0.5, 2]), and a translation of vector t. The latter is sampled from the same distribution as the
positions of the different objects;

Negative examples: these examples are generated by applying a small perturbation to the features
of the objects in the reference, slightly changing their colors and sizes, and then re-sampling randomly
the positions of the objects, while keeping the object’s identity (shape, size, color). After randomly
resampling the objects’ positions, we apply a rotation, scaling and translation drawn from the same
distribution as in the positive example to all objects. This is done to ensure no spurious correlations
exist that could help models identify positive from negative examples regardless of actual information
about the configuration. While it is, in theory, possible to sample a negative example that is close to
the positive class, the probability is very low in practice for numbers of objects n ≥ 3.

For each reference configuration, we generate 10,000 samples for the training dataset, and 5,000
samples, from the same distribution, for the validation and test datasets. For each dataset, we train a
model on the train set and test it on the test set. The obtained test accuracies of the models over all
datasets are averaged over a group (low, medium and high number of objects).

Second task : Discrimination

In this section, we describe our second task. While in the previous setup the model had to learn
to identify a precise configuration, and could learn to perform computation that does not generalize
across configurations, we envision Discrimination as a more complex and complete setting where the
model has to learn to compare two different configurations that are re-drawn for each sample. This
task, while being more difficult than Identification, is also more general and more realistic : while
sometimes an agent may be confronted with numerous repetitions of the same configuration that it
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has to learn to recognize - for instance, humans become, by extensive exposition, quite proficient at
the task of recognizing the special configuration of visual elements that is human faces - but a very
common task an intelligent agent will be confronted to is entering a new room filled with objects it
knows but that are arranged in a novel way, and having to reason on this precise configuration.

For this task, because each sample presents a different set of objects, nobj can vary from one
sample to the other, and thus a single dataset can cover a range of number of objects. We generate
three distinct datasets, one with nobj ∈ [3..8], one with nobj ∈ [9..20] and one with nobj ∈ [21..30].
In preliminary experiments we have observed learning the Discrimination task is very hard, leading to
a great dependence on the initialization of networks: some seeds converge to a good accuracy, some
don’t perform above chance. This is due to the presence of rotations in the allowed transformations
in the positive examples; a dataset containing only translations and scalings leads to good learning
across initializations. Note that this problem with rotations persists for a simplified setup containing
only configurations of nobj = 3 objects. To alleviate this and carry the optimization process we
introduce a curriculum of five datasets, each one with a different range of allowed rotations in the
generation process, with the last one spanning all possible rotation angles.

We generate the dataset as:

Positive examples: we draw the first configuration by randomly sampling the objects’ shape,
size, color, position and orientation. For obtaining the second configuration, we copy the first one,
apply a small perturbation to the features of each object, and apply a random rotation, scaling, and
translation to all objects, using the same process as described in the Identification task;

Negative examples: we draw the first configuration as above, apply a small perturbation of
magnitude ε and for the second one we randomly re-sample the positions of each object independently,
while keeping the other features constant. We finally apply a random rotation, scaling and translation
and this gives us our second set of objects.

For each range of number of objects and for each dataset of the curriculum we generate 100,000
samples for the training set. We generate a validation and a testing set of 10,000 samples for each
range of nobj . Those datasets contain rotations in the full range.

3.2.3 Models and architectures

With the benchmark, we establish a first set of reference results from existing models in the in the
literature, serving to identify their strengths and limits, and as baselines for further work. We consider
Message-Passing GNNs for their established performance, notably in physical reasoning tasks, along
with stripped-down versions of the same models. Additionally, our hypothesis is that models that
implement relational computation between objects will perform best in this benchmark, because
it requires taking into account the relative positions between objects and not only their absolute
positions in 2d-space. To test this hypothesis, we model a configuration of objects as a graph, where
the individual objects are the nodes. We then train three GNN models with decreasing levels of
intra-node communication: MPGNN (full Message-Passing GNN, see (Gilmer et al., 2017) performs
message-passing updates over the complete graph where all object-object edges are considered; GCN
(Kipf & Welling, 2016) computes updated node representations based on the sun-aggregation of
linearly transformed node representations from incoming edges, RDS (Recurrent Deep Set) is a Deep
Set model (Zaheer et al., 2017) where each object updates its features based on its own features and
a global vector aggregating all the other object features (all-to-one message passing); and a regular
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Deep Set model where each node updates its own features independently.

We additionally compare, for both tasks, our models to Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) baselines.
Our MLP baselines are built to have the same order of number of hidden units as the GNNs, to
allow for similar representational capacity. However, because there is a considerable amount of
weight sharing in GNNs compared to MLPs the number of weights is much higher, and additionally,
increases substantially with the number of objects. As a final baseline, and to validate our claims on
the importance of relational inductive biases on geometrical reasoning, we compare those architectures
operating on object-based input with ResNet18-based architectures operating directly on pixel input.

For all GNN models, after N node updates, the node features are summed, passed through an
MLP to output a two-dimensional vector representing the score for the positive and negative class.
For the Discrimination task, the models take as input two configurations, pass them through two
parallel GNN layers, concatenate their output embeddings and pass this vector through a final MLP to
produce scores for both classes. For a detailed description of all models, including a visual overview,
please refer to the Appendix Section B.3.

3.2.4 Experimental results

Identification

In this section we report the experimental results for the Identification task. Reported results
are averaged over 10 independent runs and across datasets in the same group (low, medium, high
number of objects). For a fair Discrimination across parameter numbers in the GNNS, we build each
internal MLP used in the message computation, node-wise aggregation, graph-wise aggregation and
prediction steps with the same number of hidden layers d and the same number of hidden units h.
Since the DS and RDS layer can be seen as stripped-down versions of the MPGNN layer, if d and h

stay constant the number of parameters drops for the RDS layer, and drops even further for the DS
layer. To allow for a fair Discrimination with roughly the same number of parameters in each model,
we use h = 16 for all architectures and d = 1 for the MPGNN, d = 2 for the RDS and d = 4 for the
DS, and we report the number of parameters in the table. For the embedding vector that aggregates
the whole configuration information, we use a dimension hu = 16: thus the number of objects is at
first small compared to hu and gradually becomes larger as nobj increases. We found no significant
difference between using one or several rounds of node updating in the GNNs, so all our results were
obtained with N = 1. We train for 20 epochs with the Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014), with a
learning rate of 10−3 and a batch size of 128.

We report the means and standard deviations of the test accuracies across all independent runs
in Table 3.1, as well as the numbers of parameters for each model. Chance is at 0.5. For object-
based models, we observe the highest accuracy with the MPGNN model, on all three object ranges
considered. It achieves upwards of 0.97 percent accuracy, effectively solving the task for numbers
of objects ranging from 3 to 30. Note that in this range performance of the MPGNN stays constant
when the number of objects increases. In contrast, the RDS model achieves good performance (0.91)
when the number of objects is low, but its performance decreases as the number of objects grows.
GCNs perform barely above chance in this task, possibly due to the lower expressivity of linear
layers compared to MLPs in the relation operation. Deep Sets show lower performance in all cases,
and the MLP achieves 0.85 mean accuracy with nobj ∈ [3..8] but its performance drops sharply as
nobj increases. Finally, we can see that the CNN-based model completely solves the task from pixel
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Table 3.1: Test classification accuracies (means and standard deviations are given over
datasets and seeds) for the three different models on the Identification task.

Model nobj ∈ [3..8] nobj ∈ [9..20] nobj ∈ [21..30] Parameters

MPGNN 0.97± 0.026 0.98 ± 0.024 0.98 ± 0.028 2208
GCN 0.54 ± 0.033 0.52 ± 0.014 0.51 ± 0.013 2530
RDS 0.91 ± 0.062 0.85 ± 0.128 0.78 ± 0.19 2038
Deep Set 0.65 ± 0.079 0.60 ± 0.082 0.58 ± 0.09 2386
ResNet18 0.99 ± 0.017 1.0 ± 0.007 1.0 ± 0.013 11.7M
MLP Baseline 0.82 ± 0.09 0.59 ± 0.051 0.56 ± 0.051 6k/48k/139k

input, no matter the number of objects. This suggests that solving this task is possible by simply
pattern-recognizing the positive examples with a high-capacity model.

Our results provide evidence for the fact that, while it is possible to identify a given configuration
with well-above chance accuracy without performing any relational computation between objects, to
effectively solve the task it seems necessary to perform fully-connected message-passing between the
objects, especially when the number of objects increases. However, while the number of parameters
stays constant in a fully-connected MPGNN when nobj increases, the amount of computation scales
as the number of edges (O(n2

obj)). This makes using MPGNNs on complete graphs harder to use at
scale. However, note that we consider this task as an abstraction for naturally-occurring configurations
of objects that contain a limited number of objects, so this quadratic increase in time complexity
should not be a problem in practice. Additionally, we provide evidence that this task is efficiently
solvable by large, unstructured architectures.

Discrimination

We now turn to our Discrimination task. We compare the dual-input architecture with different
internal layers: MPGNN, GCN, RDS and DS, and to MLP and ResNet18 baselines. The MLP is built
according to the principle stated above, and takes as input a concatenation of all the objects in both
configurations. As in the previous section, to ensure a fair comparison between models in terms of

Table 3.2: Test classification accuracies for the three different models on the Discrimi-
nation task. All metrics were computed on 10 different seeds and trained for 5 epochs
on each dataset of the curriculum.

Layer Type nobj ∈ [3..8] nobj ∈ [9..20] nobj ∈ [21..30] Parameters

MPGNN 0.89 ± 0.030 0.81 ± 0.121 0.71 ± 0.176 4686
GCN 0.55 ± 0.006 0.50 ± 0.004 0.50 ± 0.05 4962
RDS 0.8 ± 0.133 0.68 ± 0.154 0.52 ± 0.04 5326
Deep Set 0.51 ± 0.014 0.50 ± 0.001 0.50 ± 0.005 5274
ResNet18 0.50 ± 0.002 0.50 ± 0.004 0.50 ± 0.005 11.7M
MLP Baseline 0.55 ± 0.002 0.51 ± 0.006 0.50 ± 0.004 26k/192k/552k
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the number of parameters we provide our GCN, RDS and DS layers with deeper MLPs. We train
models on three datasets respectively with nobj ∈ [3..8], nobj ∈ [9..20] and nobj ∈ [21..30], for 10
seeds per dataset, in Table 3.2. For this task, we train models with the Adam optimizer on 5 epochs
on each curriculum dataset (25 epochs total) with a batch size of 128 and a learning rate of 10−3.

We report mean accuracies of the different models and their standard deviation in Table 3.2. As
before, chance performance is 0.5. We immediately see the increased difficulty of Discrimination
compared to Identification: the model based on MPGNN layers performs best, with mean accuracies
of 0.89, 0.81 and 0.71, compared to a performance above 0.97 on Identification. In this case we see
the performance drop for MPGNN when nobj increases. RDS performs well above chance when the
number of objects is small, but its performance drops rapidly afterwards. GCN performs slightly
above chance in the condition with low number of objects, but its performance drops to chance levels
afterwards. Both Deeps Sets and the MLP fail to reliably perform above chance. Interestingly, while
ResNet18-based models were able to completely solve Identification, they fail to perform above
chance in Discrimination, highlighting the harder nature of the task. While ResNet’s high capacity
allowed it to memorize the positive examples in Identification, the dynamic nature of Discrimination
(new configurations are presented at each sample) creates difficulty for unstructured models. As
concerns object-based models, we established in the previous section that complete message-passing
between nodes is instrumental in learning to identify particular configurations. The experiments
in the Discrimination task suggest that layers that allow nodes to have access to information about
other nodes are key to achieve good performance, whether this communication is centralized, via
conditioning by the graph-level feature as in the RDS, or decentralized, as allowed by the MPGNN
layer. Additionnaly, full node-to-node communication seems to be crucial for good performance,
and we show in the next subsection how this affects the functions learned by the models. However,
it does not seem to be enough to completely solve the task. We provide additional details on the
generalization properties of the models in the Appendix.

Model heat maps

In addition to the above quantitative results, we assess the quality of the learned functions for
different models. We do this by visualizing the magnitude of the difference between the scores of the
positive and negative classes, as output by the different models, as a function of the position of one
of the objects in the configuration. We show the results in Figure 3.2. Beyond the clear qualitative
differences between different models, this figure clearly shows the shortcomings of the models. A
perfect model for this task would show a high-magnitude region in the vicinity of the considered
object, and low values everywhere else. Ideally, the object would be placed at a global maximum of
this score difference function. Instead, both the RDS and MPGNN models show extended crests of
high magnitudes: this means that moving the considered object along those crests would not change
the prediction of the models, whereas the configurations are clearly changed. This suggests that all
models we considered are limited in their capacity to distinguish classes of similar configurations.
This lack of a clearly identifiable global maximum over variations of the position of one object
suggests a possible reason for ceiling in performance exhibited by our models: the tested GNNs
are unable to break certain symmetries. For the RDS, since each node only has access to global
information about an aggregate of the other nodes, it is not surprising to see it exhibit the radial
symmetry around the barycenter of the configuration. MPGNNs seem to operate in a different way:
for each node the learned function seems to show symmetry around axes related to the principal
directions of the distribution of other nodes. The models are thus unable to discriminate a large
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Figure 3.2: Magnitude of the difference in predicted score for the positive and negative
classes for a comparison between a 5-object configuration and a perturbed version of
this configuration where one object is displaced over the 2d-plane. Value displayed is
score+ − score−, where score+ corresponds to the score of the logits of the positive
class as output by the model, and score corresponds to the logits of the negative
class. Left row is with RDS layers and right row is with MPGNN. For each row, the
displaced object’s position is indicated with a blue star, the other ones with a blue
dot. The sizes, colors, orientations and shapes of the objects are not represented.
Bright yellow means the model assigns the positive class to the configuration where
the displaced object would be placed here, black means the negative class would be
assigned.

subspace of the configuration space (eg the RDS is insensitive to the rotation of one object around the
barycenter of the configuration, since the object stays in the high-magnitude zone). See additional
discussion and figures in the Appendix Section B.4.2.

Generalization to different numbers of objects

We have highlighted in the previous section some qualitative measures of the shortcoming of our
models in the proposed tasks. To complete these results, in this section we present a generalization
experiment for the Discrimination task. Since the models for this task are trained on any couple of
configurations, they can be transferred to datasets with higher numbers of objects. In this experiment
we train Deep Set, RDS and MPGNN models on one dataset (nobj ∈ [3..8], nobj ∈ [9..20] or
nobj ∈ [21..30]) and test the models on all three datasets. The results are reported in Table 3.

The results demonstrate the limited abilities of the models to transfer their learned functions to
higher or lower numbers of objects. For instance, MPGNNs achieve 0.89 test accuracy when trained
and tested on 3 to 8 objects, but this performance decreases sharply on the datasets with higher
numbers of objects. This is less the case for RDS, presumably because the simpler functions they
learn, while achieving lower performance when tested on the matching dataset, are more robust to
higher numbers of objects. Another interesting point is that models trained on 9 to 20 numbers of
objects appear to transfer better than other conditions. In particular, both RDS and MPGNN achieve
higher mean test accuracy when transferring from 9-20 objects to 21-30 objects than models which
were directly trained on 21-30 numbers of objects. The 21-30 dataset is harder to train on, so the
models trained directly on this dataset may never learn, which bring the mean accuracy down. This
suggests that functions useful for good performance on 9-20 numbers of objects are also useful for
21-30 numbers of objects. In contrast, functions useful for good performance on 3-8 numbers of
objects do not transfer well to higher numbers of objects.

This evaluation suggests a tradeoff in being able to solve the task well for low numbers of
objects versus being able to solve the task for high numbers of objects. This confirms the qualitative
evaluation in Section B.4, where we remarked that the functions learned by the models varied greatly
with the dataset they were trained on.
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3-8 9-20 21-30

3-8
0.51 ± 0.016 0.49 ± 0.046 0.50 ± 0.043
0.80 ± 0.133 0.66 ± 0.138 0.51 ± 0.048
0.89 ± 0.03 0.71 ± 0.092 0.56 ± 0.075

9-20
0.51 ± 0.046 0.50 ± 0.001 0.50 ± 0.047
0.75 ± 0.125 0.68 ± 0.154 0.52 ± 0.054
0.68 ± 0.063 0.81 ± 0.121 0.68 ± 0.16

21-30
0.50 ± 0.04 0.51 ± 0.068 0.50 ± 0.05
0.60 ± 0.087 0.68 ± 0.15 0.52 ± 0.04
0.51 ± 0.048 0.77 ± 0.12 0.71 ± 0.18

Table 3.3: Generalization results between datasets for Deep Set, RDS and MPGNN.
The numbers plotted are averages of testing accuracies. Columns correspond to
training datasets, rows to testing datasets. Each block corresponds to one train-set/test-
set combination. In each block, the results are given from top to bottom for Deep
Set, RDS and MPGNN. Diagonal blocks correspond to matching train set/test set
combinations. All reported results are averages and standard deviations over 10
different runs. Rows and columns are annotated with the nobj range.

3.2.5 Related Work

Spatial relations and language

While previous work in Visual Question Answering (VQA (Antol et al., 2015) and Instruction-
Following Reinforcement Learning (Luketina et al., 2019) have considered issues related to the ones
we consider in SpatialSim, such work is constrained to using spatial relations that can be labelled
by natural language. For instance, one of the standard benchmarks in VQA is the CLEVR dataset
(Johnson et al., 2016). In CLEVR, questions are asked about an image containing a collection of
shapes. The questions themselves are more designed for their compositionality ("the object that is
of the same color as the big ball that is left of ...") than for geometric reasoning per se. While the
dataset does contain questions related to spatial reasoning, there are very few of them (four) and they
are of a different nature than the precise reasoning on configurations that we wish to address. For
instance, the concepts of "left of" or "right of", while defining broad spatial relations, are not invariant
to the point of view of the observer. Since language abstracts away geometry, such a benchmark is
unsuitable to the study of geometrical reasoning. Consider the task of stacking rocks of different
shapes to make a tower; a language description could be “stack this rock on top of this one which is
on top of this one etc. . . ”. But the “on top of” does not capture the precise positional information
that allows a rock-stacking agent to estimate the centers of mass to correctly balance its construction.
Their linguistic nature makes those datasets unsuitable for investigating the question of learning to
identify and compare precise geometrical arrangements of objects. A follow-up to CLEVR is the
CLEVRER dataset and tasks (Yi et al., 2019). While this benchmark is very thorough, requiring
solutions to be able to perform prediction as well as counterfactual reasoning, we would argue that
the tested abilities are a bit broad. In this work, we focus on a more restrained task that allows us to
test the abilities of our models to perform recognition of equivalence classes of objects.
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Graph Neural Networks

This work is based on the recent line of work on neural networks that operate on graph-structured
input. Seminal work (Gori et al., 2005; Scarselli et al., 2009) involved updating the representations
of nodes using a contraction map of their local neighborhood until convergence, a computationally
expensive process. Follow-up work alleviated this, by proposing neural network models where each
layer performs an update of node features based on the previous features and the graph’s adjacency
matrix, and several such layers are stacked to produce the final output. Notably, Graph Convolutional
Networks (GCNs) (Kipf & Welling, 2016; Defferrard et al., 2016; Bruna et al., 2014), in their layers,
use a linear, first-order approximation of spectral graph convolution and proved effective in several
domains (Duvenaud et al., 2015). However, these works have focused on working on large graphs
where the prediction at hand depends on its connectivity structure, and the GCN can learn to encode
the structure of their k-hop neighborhoods (for k computation steps). In our case there are a lot less
objects, and the precise connectivity is irrelevant since we consider GNNs on fully-connected graphs.

A different class of networks (MPGNNs) has been proposed to more explicitly model an algorithm
of message-passing between the nodes of a graph, using the edges of the graph as the underlying
structure on which to propagate information. This is the class of model that we consider in this
work, because of their flexibility and generality. A variant of this was first proposed to model objects
and their interactions (Battaglia et al., 2016; Santoro et al., 2017a) by explicitly performing neural
computation on pairs of objects. The full message-passing framework was introduced in (Gilmer
et al., 2017) for supervised learning on a molecular dataset, and was expanded in (Battaglia et al.,
2018b), which provided a unifying view of existing approaches.

A line of theoretical work has focused on giving guarantees on the representational power of
GNNs. (Xu et al., 2018) introduced a simple model that is provably more powerful than GCNs,
and universality of approximation theorems for permutation invariant (Maron et al., 2019) and
permutation equivariant (Keriven & Peyré, 2019) functions of nodes of a graph have also derived
recently. However, the models constructed in these proofs are theoretical and cannot be tractably
implemented, so this line of work opens interesting avenues for empirical research in the capacities of
GNNs in different practical settings. In particular, (Xu et al., 2018) found that GNNs have powerful
theoretical properties if the message-aggregation function is injective. This means that the aggregation
function has to preserve all the information from its input, which is a collection (of a priori unbounded
size) of vectors, to its output, which is a single vector of bounded dimension. Our setting allows us to
examine the ability of GNNs to appropriately aggregate information in an experimental setting.

Finally, our work relates to recent work on learning distance functions over pairs of graphs
(Ma et al., 2019). Recent work (Li et al., 2019), in a model they call Graph Matching Network,
has proposed using a cross-graph node-to-node attention approach for solving the problem, and
compared it to an approach without cross-graph attention, that is closely related to our models for the
Discrimination task. However, our work here is distinct, not so much in the actual architectures used,
but in the properties of the setting. Their work considered a task related to graph isomorphism, where
the precise connectivity of the graph is important. In this work we are interested in the features of the
nodes themselves and we consider the underlying graph simply as a structure supporting the GNN
computation.
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Learning same-difference relations in convolutional neural
networks

Related to our work in a recent line of contributions looking to examine the relational reasoning
capacities of machine vision systems, in particular of Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs)
(see (Ricci et al., 2021) for a recent review). This line of work focuses on tasks where a network has
to classify images containing two similar or different shapes, usually the two similar shapes being
translated and scaled versions of each other. This task, often studied in humans (since (Shepard &
Metzler, 1971) in the case of mental rotations), entails abstract relational visual capabilities and it has
been shown to be solved by non-human primates (Donderi & Zelnicker, 1969), birds (Katz & Wright,
2006), rodents (Wasserman et al., 2012) and insects (Giurfa et al., 2001). (Kim et al., 2018) have
shown that regular DCNNs and Relation Networks (Santoro et al., 2017a) have difficulties learning the
same-different abstract categories, a problem that is alleviated by using a Siamese architecture taking
as input each of the shapes, a process the authors link to perceptual grouping of objects in humans.
Relatedly, (Puebla & Bowers, 2021) have shown that DCNNs evaluated on the same-different task are
not robust to changes in the low-level features of the underlying images, arguing that representations
of objects and their relations are needed. This is the setting in which we place ourselves in our
second task, Discrimination, where object representations are directly accessible to networks with
varying amounts of relational computation. In addition, we consider rotational invariance as part of
our equivalence classes, which has not been considered in this line of work.

Unsupervised object discovery across time

In recent years there also has been a trend towards using object-centric approaches to physical
reasoning, by learning unsupervised latent representations of objects from videos of dynamic object
interaction. Constrastive Structured World Models (C-SWMs) (Kipf et al., 2019) learn, from pixel
input, a latent representation in as a set of entities, after having passed an encoder; the latents are
trained in a contrastive fashion, with positive pairs being continuous in time and negative pairs
being randomly matched. This contrastive training scheme ensures the latents capture meaningful
information without having to compute any loss in pixel space. AlignNet and OAT (Creswell et al.,
2020, 2021) also operate on raw videos of dynamic objects, using a MONet encoder (Matthey et al.,
2019) to produce a latent representation of a set of objects. The goal of this work is to find, for any
given time step, a permutation between object indices such as the objects resulting from the encoding
are always enumerated in the same order. As the focus of the work is not object interaction, their
dynamics model is not relational, and is based on an LSTM acting on entity features. The OP3
model (Veerapaneni et al., 2020) builds upon a similar idea than IODINE (Greff et al., 2020) - that is,
inferring the entities present in a scene through iterative refinement - extended to temporally-extended
image inputs; as such, it also includes a dynamics model based on a GNN. The authors show that using
their approach in model-based planning leads to better generalization compared to using unstructured
or non-relational approaches. These models have in common that the entity encoder is separate
from the dynamics model which operates over a structured latent space. While physical reasoning is
feasible using non-relational models (Eslami et al., 2018), each of these works provide evidence for
the usefulness of object-centric inductive biases as well as of the separation between object perception
models and physics models. SpatialSim focuses on the object-relation component, but this previous
line of work suggests how well-performing object encoders could be extracted, even with a very
simple encoding scheme (as in the case in C-SWMs), from the spatial and temporal structure of
observations of interacting objects. However, the implicit spatial reasoning tasks that are solved in
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these tasks are somewhat easier than what is needed in the SpatialSim benchmark because the worlds
they consider have smooth transitions: contiguous frames are close to each other in pixel and entity
space, which is not the case in our setup.

3.2.6 Conclusion

In this work, we motivated the use of GNNs to learn goal-achievement functions over equivalences
classes of spatial configurations of objects. We introduced SpatialSim, a simplified but challenging
spatial reasoning benchmark that serves as a first step towards more general geometrical reasoning
where a model has to learn to recognize an arrangement of objects irrespective of its point of view.
We demonstrated that the relational inductive biases exhibited by Message-Passing GNNs is crucial
in achieving good performance on the task, compared to a centralized message-passing scheme
or to independent updating of the object features. MPGNNs achieve near-perfect performance
on the Identification task, but achieve much lower performance on the Discrimination task. Our
experiments with ResNets suggest that object-centered architectures are also instrumental in solving
the difficult Discrimination task, as demonstrated by the failure of CNNs with 4 order of magnitude
more parameters than the small relational neural networks we consider. Our analysis suggests two
shortcomings of current models on this benchmark: 1) the models struggle to accurately summarize
information when the ratio between the number of objects and the size of the embedding used
for representing the whole configuration becomes large; and 2) GNNs in spite of their relational
inductive biases struggle to break certain symmetries; we take this to mean additional theoretical and
experimental research is needed to find more appropriate biases for geometrical reasoning.

Now that we have reached these conclusions, the time has come to move to learning the link
between an object-structured external world and the language describing it. Do the same general
principles hold in a more realistic multimodal domain, a domain that includes not only spatial relations
of objects but also predicates and actions described with the past tense?

3.3 Contribution 4: Grounding Spatio-Temporal Language with
Transformers

3.3.1 Introduction

In this section we thus turn to the study of Embodied Language Grounding. Embodied Language
Grounding (Zwaan & Madden, 2005) is the field that studies how agents can align language with
their behaviors in order to extract the meaning of linguistic constructions. Early approaches in devel-
opmental robotics studied how various machine learning techniques, ranging from neural networks
(Sugita & Tani, 2005; Tuci et al., 2011; Hinaut et al., 2014) to non-negative matrix factorization
(Mangin et al., 2015), could enable the acquisition of grounded compositional language (Taniguchi
et al., 2016; Tani, 2016). This line of work was recently extended using techniques for Language
conditioned Deep Reinforcement Learning (Luketina et al., 2019). As argued in the introduction of
this chapter, among these works we can distinguish mainly three language grounding strategies. The
first one consists of directly grounding language in the behavior of agents by training goal-conditioned
policies satisfying linguistic instructions (Sugita & Tani, 2005; Tuci et al., 2011; Hill et al., 2020;
Hermann et al., 2017; Chaplot et al., 2018). The second aims at extracting the meaning of sentences
from mental simulations (i.e. generative models) of possible sensorimotor configurations matching
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Figure 3.3: Visual summary of the Temporal Playground environment: At each
episode (column a, b and c), the actions of an agent (represented by a hand) unfold in
the environment and generate a trace of interactions between objects and the agent
body. Given such a trace, the environment automatically generates a set of synthetic
linguistic descriptions that are true at the end of the trace. In (a) the agent grows an
object which is described with spatial (underlined) or attribute (highlighted) reference.
In (b) it shakes an object which is described with attribute, spatial or spatio-temporal
(underlined) reference. In (c) it has grasped an object (past action underlined) which
is described with attribute, spatial or spatio-temporal (highlighted) reference. The
natural english version is given for illustrative purposes.

linguistic descriptions (Mangin et al., 2015; Akakzia et al., 2021; Cideron et al., 2020; Nguyen et al.,
2021). The third strategy searches to learn the meaning of linguistic constructs in terms of outcomes
that agents can observe in the environment. This is achieved by training a truth function that detects
if descriptions provided by an expert match certain world configurations. This truth function can
be obtained via Inverse Reinforcement Learning (Zhou & Small, 2020; Bahdanau et al., 2019) or
by training a multi-modal binary classifier (Colas et al., 2020a). Previous work (Colas et al., 2020a;
Bahdanau et al., 2019) has shown that access to this reward is enough for successfully grounding
language in instruction-following agents.

While all the above-mentioned approaches consider language that describes immediate and
instantaneous actions, we argue that it is also important for agents to grasp language expressing
concepts that are relational and that span multiple time steps. We thus propose to study the grounding
of new spatio-temporal concepts enabling agents to ground time extended predicates (Fig. 3.3a) with
complex spatio-temporal references to objects (Fig. 3.3b) and understand both present and past tenses
(Fig. 3.3c). To do so we choose the third strategy mentioned above, i.e. to train a truth function that
predicts when descriptions match traces of experience. This choice is motivated by two important
considerations. First, prior work showed that learning truth functions was key to foster generalization
(Bahdanau et al., 2019), enabling agents to efficiently self-train policies via goal imagination (Colas
et al., 2020a) and goal relabeling (Cideron et al., 2020). Hence the truth function is an important and
self-contained component of larger learning systems. Second, this strategy allows to carefully control
the distribution of experiences and descriptions perceived by the agent.

We understand the meaning of words by analyzing the relations they state in the world (Gentner
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& Loewenstein, 2002). The relationality of spatial and temporal concepts has long been identified
in the field of pragmatics (Tenbrink, 2008, 2011) (see Supplementary Section C.3 for additional
discussion). Furthermore actions themselves are relations between subjects and objects, and can
be defined in terms of affordances of the agent (Gibson, 1968). We acknowledge this and provide
the right relational inductive bias (Battaglia et al., 2018a) to our architectures through the use of
Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017). We propose a formalism unifying three variants of a multi-modal
transformer inspired by Ding et al. (2020) that implement different relational operations through
the use of hierarchical attention. We measure the generalization capabilities of these architectures
along three axes 1) generalization to new traces of experience; 2) generalization to randomly held
out sentences; 3) generalization to grammar primitives, systematically held out from the training set
as in Ruis et al. (2020). We observe that maintaining object identity in the attention computation of
our Transformers is instrumental to achieving good performance on generalization overall. We also
identify specific relational operations that are key to generalize on certain grammar primitives.

Contributions.this contribution introduces:

1. A new Embodied Language Grounding task focusing on spatio-temporal language;
2. A formalism unifying different relational architectures based on Transformers expressed as a

function of mapping and aggregation operations;
3. A systematic study of the generalization capabilities of these architectures and the identification

of key components for their success on this task.

3.3.2 Methods

Problem Definition

We consider the setting of an embodied agent behaving in an environment. This agent interacts
with the surrounding objects over time, during an episode of fixed length (T ). Once this episode
is over, an oracle provides exhaustive feedback in a synthetic language about everything that has
happened. This language describes actions of the agent over the objects and includes spatial and
temporal concepts. The spatial concepts are reference to an object through its spatial relation with
others (Fig. 3.3a), and the temporal concepts are the past modality for the actions of the agent
(Fig. 3.3c), past modality for spatial relations (Fig. 3.3b), and actions that unfold over time intervals.
The histories of states of the agent’s body and of the objects over the episode as well as the associated
sentences are recorded in a buffer B. From this setting, and echoing previous work on training agents
from descriptions, we frame the Embodied Language Grounding problem as learning a parametrized
truth function Rθ over couples of observations traces and sentences, tasked with predicting whether a
given sentence W is true of a given episode history S or not. Formally, we aim to minimize:

E(S,W )∼B[L(Rθ(S,W ), r(S,W ))]

where L denotes the cross-entropy loss and r denotes the ground truth boolean value for sentence W
about trace S.
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Temporal Playground

In the absence of any dedicated dataset providing spatio-temporal descriptions from behavioral
traces of an agent, we introduce Temporal Playground (Fig. 3.3 an environment coupled with a
templated grammar designed to study spatio-temporal language grounding. The environment is a
2D world, with procedurally-generated scene containing N = 3 objects sampled from 32 different
object types belonging to 5 categories. Each object has a continuous 2D position, a size, a continuous
color code specified by a 3D vector in RGB space, a type specified by a one-hot vector, and a boolean
unit specifying whether it is grasped. The size of the object feature vector (o) is ∣o∣ = 39. The
agent’s body has its 2D position in the environment and its gripper state (grasping or non-grasping) as
features (body feature vector (b) of size ∣b∣ = 3). In this environment, the agent can perform various
actions over the length (T ) of an episode. Some of the objects (the animals) can move independently.
Objects can also interact: if the agent brings food or water to an animal, it will grow in size; similarly,
if water is brought to a plant, it will grow. At the end of an episode, a generative grammar generates
sentences describing all the interactions that occurred. A complete specification of the environment
as well as the BNF of the grammar can be found in Appendix C.1.2.

Synthetic language.To enable a controlled and systematic study of how different types of spatio-
temporal linguistic meanings can be learned, we argue it is necessary to first conduct a systematic
study with a controlled synthetic grammar. We thus consider a synthetic language with a vocabulary of
size 53 and sentences with a maximum length of 8. This synthetic language facilitates the generation
of descriptions matching behavioral traces of the agent. Moreover, it allows us to express four
categories of concepts associated with specific words. Thus, the generated sentences consist in four
conceptual types based on the words they involve:

• Sentences involving basic concepts. This category of sentences talk about present-time events
by referring to objects and their attributes. Sentences begin with the ’grasp’ token combined
with any object. Objects can be named after their category (eg. ’animal’, ’thing’) or directly by
their type (’dog’, ’door’, ’algae’, etc.). Finally, the color (’red’,’blue’,’green’) of objects can
also be specified.

• Sentences involving spatial concepts. This category of sentences additionally involve one-to-
one spatial relations and one-to-all spatial relations to refer to objects. An object can be ’left
of’ another object (reference is made in relation to a single other object), or can be the ’top
most’ object (reference is made in relation with all other objects). Example sentences include

’grasp thing bottom of cat’ or ’grasp thing right most’.
• Sentences involving temporal concepts. This category of sentences involves talking about

temporally-extended predicates and the past tense, without any spatial relations. The two
temporal predicates are denoted with the words ’grow’ and ’shake’. The truth value of these
predicates can only be decided by looking at the temporal evolution of the object’s size and
position respectively. A predicate is transposed at the past tense if the action it describes was
true at some point in the past and is no longer true in the present, this is indicated by adding
the modifier ’was’ before the predicate. Example sentences include ’was grasp red chameleon’
(indicating that the agent grasped the red chameleon and then released it) and ’shake bush’;

• Sentences involving spatio-temporal concepts. Finally, we consider the broad class of spatio-
temporal sentences that combine spatial reference and temporal or past-tense predicates. These
are sentences that involve both the spatial and temporal concepts defined above. Additionally,
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there is a case of where the spatial and the temporal aspects are entangled: past spatial reference.
This happens when an object is referred to by its previous spatial relationship with another
object. Consider the case of an animal that was at first on the bottom of a table, then moved
on top, and then is grasped. In this case we could refer to this animal as something that was
previously on the bottom of the table. We use the same ’was’ modifier as for the past tense
predicates; and thus we would describe the action as ’Grasp thing was bottom of table’.

Architectures

In this section we describe the architectures used as well as their inputs. Let one input sample to
our model be I = (S,W ), where (Si,t)i,t represents the objects’ and body’s evolution, and (Wl)l
represents the linguistic observations. S has a spatial (or entity) dimension indexed by i ∈ [0..N]
and a temporal dimension indexed by t ∈ [1..T ]; for any i, t, Si,t is a vector of observational
features. Note that by convention, the trace (S0,t)t represents the body’s features, and the traces
(Si,t)t,i>0 represents the other objects’ features. W is a 2-dimensional tensor indexed by the sequence
l ∈ [1..L]; for any l, Wl ∈ RdW is a one-hot vector defining the word in the dictionary. The output to
our models is a single scalar between 0 and 1 representing the probability that the sentence encoded
by W is true in the observation trace S.
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Figure 3.4: Visual summary of the architectures used. We show the details of UT,
SFT and TFT respectively in sub (c), (d), (e), as well as a schematic illustration of the
preprocessing phase (a) and the optional word-aggregation procedure (b).

Transformer Architectures.To systematically study the influence of architectural choices on
language performance and generalization in our spatio-temporal grounded language context, we
define a set of mapping and aggregation operations that allows us to succinctly describe different
models in a unified framework. We define:

• An aggregation operation based on a Transformer model, called reduce. reduce is a
parametrized function that takes 3 inputs: a tensor, a dimension tuple D over which to reduce
and a query tensor (that has to have the size of the reduced tensor). R layers of a Transformer
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are applied to the input-query concatenation and are then queried at the position corresponding
to the query tokens. This produces an output reduced over the dimensions D.

• A casting operation called cast. cast takes as input 2 tensors A and B and a dimension d.
A is flattened, expanded so as to fit the tensor B in all dimensions except d, and concatenated
along the d dimension.

• A helper expand operation called expand that takes as arguments a tensor and an integer n
and repeats the tensor n times.

Using those operations, we define three architectures: one with no particular bias (Unstructured
Transformer, inspired by Ding et al. (2020), or UT); one with a spatial-first structural bias – objects
and words are aggregated along the spatial dimension first (Spatial-First Transformer or SFT); and one
with a temporal-first structural bias – objects and words are aggregated along the temporal dimension
first (Temporal-First Transformer, or TFT). We provide additional explanations of the models in
Appendix C.2.2.

Before inputting the observations of bodies and objects S and the language W into any of
the Transformer architectures, they are projected to a common dimension. A positional encoding
(Vaswani et al., 2017) is then added along the time dimension for observations and along the sequence
dimension for language; and finally a one-hot vector indicating whether the vector is observational or
linguistic is appended at the end. This produces the modified observation-language tuple (Ŝ, Ŵ ).
We let:

UT(Ŝ, Ŵ ) ∶= reduce(cast(Ŝ, Ŵ , 0), 0, q)

SFT(Ŝ, Ŵ , q) ∶= reduce(reduce(cast(Ŵ , Ŝ, 0), 0,expand(q, T )), 0, q)

TFT(Ŝ, Ŵ , q) ∶= reduce(reduce(cast(Ŵ , Ŝ, 1), 1,expand(q,N + 1)), 0, q)

where T is the number of time steps, N is the number of objects and q is a learned query token.
See Fig. 3.4 for an illustration of these architectures.

Note that SFT and TFT are transpose versions of each other: SFT is performing aggregation over
space first and then time, and the reverse is true for TFT. Additionally, we define a variant of each of
these architectures where the words are aggregated before being related with the observations. We
name these variants by appendding -WA (word-aggregation) to the name of the model (see Fig. 3.4
(b)).

Ŵ ← reduce(Ŵ , 0, q)

We examine these variants to study the effect of letting word-tokens directly interact with object-token
through the self-attention layers vs simply aggregating all language tokens in a single embedding
and letting this vector condition the processing of observations. The latter is commonly done in
the language-conditioned RL and language grounding literature (Chevalier-Boisvert et al., 2019;
Bahdanau et al., 2019; Hui et al., 2020; Ruis et al., 2020), using the language embedding in FiLM
layers (Perez et al., 2017) for instance. Finding a significant effect here would encourage using
architectures which allow direct interactions between the word tokens and the objects they refer to.

LSTM Baselines.We also compare some LSTM-based baselines on this task; their architecture is
described in more detail in Appendix C.2.3.
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Data Generation, Training and Testing Procedures

We use a bot to generate the episodes we train on. The data collected consists of 56837 trajectories
of T = 30 time steps. Among the traces some descriptions are less frequent than others but we make
sure to have at least 50 traces representing each of the 2672 descriptions we consider. We record the
observed episodes and sentences in a buffer, and when training a model we sample (S,W, r) tuples
with one observation coupled with either a true sentence from the buffer or another false sentence
generated from the grammar.

For each of the Transformer variants (6 models) and the LSTM baselines (2 models) we perform
an hyper parameter search using 3 seeds in order to extract the best configuration. We extract the
best condition for each model by measuring the mean F1 on a testing set made of uniformly sampled
descriptions from each of the categories define in section 3.3.2. We use the F1 score because testing
sets are imbalanced (the number of traces fulfilling each description is low). We then retrain best
configurations over 10 seeds and report the mean and standard deviation (reported as solid black lines
in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6) of the averaged F1 score computed on each set of sentences. When statistical
significance is reported in the text, it is systematically computed using a two-tail Welch’s t-test with
null hypothesis µ1 = µ2, at level α = 0.05 (Colas et al., 2019c). Details about the training procedure
and the hyper parameter search are provided in Appendix C.2.4.

3.3.3 Experiments and Results

Generalization abilities of models on non-systematic split by
categories of meaning

In this experiment, we perform a study of generalization to new sentences from known observa-
tions. We divide our set of test sentences in four categories based on the categories of meanings listed
in Section 3.3.2: Basic, Spatial, Spatio-Temporal and Temporal. We remove 15% of all possible
sentences in each category from the train set and evaluate the F1 score on those sentences. The results
are provided in Fig. 3.5.

First, we notice that over all categories of meanings, all UT and TFT models, with or without
word-aggregation, perform extremely well compared to the LSTM baselines, with all these four models
achieving near-perfect test performance on the Basic sentences, with very little variability across the
10 seeds. We then notice that all SFT variants perform poorly on all test categories, in line or worse
than the baselines. This is particularly visible on the spatio-temporal category, where the SFT models
perform at 0.75 ± 0.020 whereas the baselines perform at 0.80 ± 0.019 . This suggests that across
tasks, it is harmful to aggregate each scene plus the language information into a single vector. This
may be due to the fact that objects lose their identity in this process, since information about all the
objects becomes encoded in the same vector. This may make it difficult for the network to perform
computations about the truth value of predicate on a single object.

Secondly, we notice that the word-aggregation condition seems to have little effect on the
performance on all three Transformer models. We only observe a significant effect for UT models
on spatio-temporal concepts (p-value = 2.38e-10). This suggests that the meaning of sentences can
be adequately summarised by a single vector; while maintaining separated representations for each
object is important for achieving good performance it seems unnecessary to do the same for linguistic
input. However we notice during our hyperparameter search that our -WA models are not very robust
to hyperparameter choice, with bigger variants more sensitive to the learning rate.
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Thirdly, we observe that for our best-performing models, the basic categories of meanings are
the easiest, with a mean score of 1.0 ± 0.003 across all UT and TFT models, then the spatial ones
at 0.96 ± 0.020, then the temporal ones at 0.96 ± 0.009, and finally the spatio-temporal ones at
0.89±0.027. This effectively suggests, as we hypothesised, that sentences containing spatial relations
or temporal concepts are harder to ground than those who do not.

Known sentences with novel observations.We also examine the mean performance of our models
for sentences in the training set but evaluated on a set of new observations: we generate a new set of
rollouts on the environment, and only evaluate the model on sentences seen at train time. We see the
performance is slightly better in this case, especially for the LSTM baselines (0.82 ± 0.031 versus
0.79 ± 0.032), but the results are comparable in both cases, suggesting that the main difficulty for
models lies in grounding spatio-temporal meanings and not in linguistic generalization for the type of
generalization considered in this section. Plots for this experiment are reported in Appendix C.4.

Figure 3.5: F1 scores for all the models on randomly held-out sentences. F1

is measured on separated sets representing each category of concepts defined in
Section 3.3.2.

Systematic generalization on withheld combinations of words

In addition to the previous generalization studies, we perform an experiment in a harder linguistic
generalization setting where we systematically remove binary combinations in our train set. This is in
line with previous work on systematic generalization on deep learning models (Lake & Baroni, 2018;
Ruis et al., 2020; Hupkes et al., 2020). We create five test sets to examine the abilities of our models
to generalize on binary combinations of words that have been systematically removed from the set of
training sentences, but whose components have been seen before in other contexts. Our splits can be
described by the set of forbidden combinations of words as:

1. Forbidden object-attribute combinations. remove from the train set all sentences containing
’red cat’, ’blue door’ and ’green cactus’. This tests the ability of models to recombine known
objects with known attributes;

2. Forbidden predicate-object combination. remove all sentences containing ’grow’ and all
objects from the ’plant’ category. This tests the model’s ability to apply a known predicate to a
known object in a new combination;
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3. Forbidden one-to-one relation. remove all sentences containing ’right of’. Since the ’right’
token is already seen as-is in the context of one-to-all relations (’right most’), and other one-
to-one relations are observed during training, this tests the abilities of models to recombine
known directions with in a known template;

4. Forbidden past spatial relation. remove all sentences containing the contiguous tokens ’was
left of’. This tests the abilities of models to transfer a known relation to the past modality,
knowing other spatial relations in the past;

5. Forbidden past predicate. remove all sentences containing the contiguous tokens ’was grasp’.
This tests the ability of the model to transfer a known predicate to the past modality, knowing
that it has already been trained on other past-tense predicates.

To avoid retraining all models for each split, we create one single train set with all forbidden
sentences removed and we test separately on all splits. We use the same hyperparameters for all
models than in the previous experiments. The results are reported in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6: F1 scores of all the models on systematic generalization splits. F1 is
measured on separated sets representing each of the forbidden combinations of word
defined above.

First we can notice that the good test scores obtained by the UT and TFT models on the previous
sections are confirmed in on this experiment: they are the best performing models overall. We then
notice that the first two splits, corresponding to new attribute-object and predicate-object combinations,
are solved by the UT and TFT models, while the SFT models and the LSTM baselines struggle to
achieve high scores. For the next 3 splits, which imply new spatial and temporal combinations, the
scores overall drop significantly; we also observe much wider variability between seeds for each
model, perhaps suggesting the various strategies adopted by the models to fit the train set have very
different implications in terms of systematic generalization on spatial and temporal concepts. This
very high variability between seeds on systematic generalization scores are reminiscent of the results
obtained on the gSCAN benchmark (Ruis et al., 2020).

Additionally, for split 3, which implies combining known tokens to form a new spatial relation,
we observe a significant drop in generalization for the word-aggregation (WA) conditions, consistent
across models (on average across seeds, −0.14 ± 0.093, −0.15 ± 0.234 and −0.20 ± 0.061 for
UT, SFT and TFT resp. with p-values < 1e-04 for UT and SFT). This may be due to the fact that
recombining any one-to-one relation with the known token right seen in the context of one-to-all
relations requires a separate representation for each of the linguistic tokens. The same significant
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drop in performance for the WA condition can be observed for UT and TFT in split 4, which implies
transferring a known spatial relation to the past.

However, very surprisingly, for split 5 – which implies transposing the known predicate grasp to
the past tense – we observe a very strong effect in the opposite direction: the WA condition seems
to help generalizing to this unknown past predicate (from close-to-zero scores for all transformer
models, the WA adds on average 0.71± 0.186, 0.45± 0.178 and 0.52± 0.183 points for UT, ST and
TT resp. and p-values< 1e-05). This may be due to the fact that models without WA learn a direct and
systematic relationship between the grasp token and grasped objects, as indicated in their features;
this relation is not modulated by the addition of the was modifier as a prefix to the sentence. Models
do not exhibit the same behavior on split 4, which has similar structure (transfer the relation left of
to the past). This may be due to the lack of variability in instantaneous predicates (only the grasp
predicate); whereas there are several spatial relations (4 one-to-one, 4 one-to-all).

Control experiment. We evaluate previously trained models on a test set containing hard negative
examples. The aim of this experiment is to ensure that models truly identify the compositional
structure of our spatio-temporal concepts and do not simply perform unit concept recognition. We
select negative pairs (trajectory, description) so that the trajectories contain either the object or the
action described in the positive example. Results are provided in Fig. 3.7. We observe a slight
decrease of performances on all 5 categories (drop is less than 5%), demonstrating that the models do
in fact represent the meaning of the sentence and not simply the presence or absence of a particular
object or predicate.

Figure 3.7: Control experiment: F1 scores for all the models on systematic general-
ization splits in the hard negative examples setting.

3.3.4 Related Work

The idea that agents should learn to represent and ground language in their experience of the
world has a long history in developmental robotics (Zwaan & Madden, 2005; Steels, 2006; Sugita &
Tani, 2005; Cangelosi et al., 2010) and was recently extended in the context of Language Conditioned
Deep Reinforcement Learning (Chevalier-Boisvert et al., 2019; Hermann et al., 2017; Luketina
et al., 2019; Bahdanau et al., 2019). These recent approaches often consider navigation (Chen &
Mooney, 2011; Chaplot et al., 2018) or object manipulation (Akakzia et al., 2021; Hermann et al.,
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2017) tasks and are always using instructive language. Meanings typically refer to instantaneous
actions and rarely consider spatial reference to objects (Paul et al., 2016). Although our environment
includes object manipulations, we here tackle novel categories of meanings involving the grounding
of spatio-temporal concepts such as the past modality or complex spatio-temporal reference to objects.

We evaluate our learning architectures on their ability to generalise to sets of descriptions that
contain systematic differences with the training data so as to assess whether they correctly model
grammar primitives. This procedure is similar to the gSCAN benchmark (Ruis et al., 2020). This kind
of compositional generalisation is referred as ’systematicity’ by Hupkes et al. (2020). Environmental
drivers that facilitate systematic generalization are also studied by Hill et al. (2020). Although Hupkes
et al. (2020) consider relational models in their work, they do not evaluate their performance on
a Language Grounding task. Ruis et al. (2020) consider an Embodied Language Grounding setup
involving one form of time-extended meanings (adverbs), but do not consider the past modality
and spatio-temporal reference to objects, and do not consider learning truth functions. Also, they
do not consider learning architectures that process sequences of sensorimotor observations. To our
knowledge, no previous work has conducted systematic generalization studies on an Embodied
Language Grounding task involving spatio-temporal language with Transformers.

The idea that relational architectures are relevant models for Language Grounding has been
previously explored in the context of Visual Reasoning. They were indeed successfully applied for
spatial reasoning in the visual question answering task CLEVR (Santoro et al., 2017b). With the
recent publication of the video reasoning dataset CLEVRER (Yi et al., 2019), those models were
extended and demonstrated abilities to reason over spatio-temporal concepts, correctly answering
causal, predictive and counterfactual questions (Ding et al., 2020). In contrast to our study, these
works around CLEVRER do not aim to analyze spatio-temporal language and therefore do not
consider time-extended predicates or spatio-temporal reference to objects in their language, and do
not study properties of systematic generalization over sets of new sentences.

3.3.5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a first step towards learning Embodied Language Grounding
of spatio-temporal concepts, framed as the problem of learning a truth function that can predict if a
given sentence is true of temporally-extended observations of an agent interacting with a collection
of objects. We have studied the impact of architectural choices on successful grounding of our
artificial spatio-temporal language. We have modelled different possible choices for aggregation of
observations and language as hierarchical Transformer architectures. We have demonstrated that in
our setting, it is beneficial to process temporally-extended observations and language tokens side-by-
side, as evidenced by the good score of our Unstructured Transformer variant. However, there seems
to be only minimal effect on performance in aggregating temporal observations along the temporal
dimension first – compared to processing all traces and the language in an unstructured manner – as
long as object identity is preserved. This can inform architectural design in cases where longer episode
lengths make it impossible to store all individual timesteps for each object; our experiments provide
evidence that a temporal summary can be used in these cases. Our experiments with systematic
dimensions of generalization provide mixed evidence for the influence of summarizing individual
words into a single vector, showing it can be detrimental to generalize to novel word combinations
but also can help prevent overgeneralization of a relation between a single word and a single object
without considering the surrounding linguistic context.
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Limitations and further work.There are several limitations of our setup which open important
opportunities for further work. First, we have used a synthetic language that could be extended:
for instance with more spatial relations and relations that are more than binary. Another axis for
further research is using low-level observations. In our setting, we wanted to disentangle the effect of
structural biases on learning spatio-temporal language from the problem of extracting objects from
low level observations (Matthey et al., 2019; Greff et al., 2020; Engelcke et al., 2020; Locatello et al.,
2020; Carion et al., 2020) in a consistent manner over time (object permanence (Creswell et al., 2020;
Zhou et al., 2021)). Further steps in this direction are needed, and it could allow us to define richer
attributes (related to material or texture) and richer temporal predicates (such as breaking, floating,
etc). Finally, we use a synthetic language which is far from the richness of the natural language used
by humans, but previous work has shown that natural language can be projected onto the subspace
defined by synthetic language using the semantic embeddings learned by large language models
(Marzoev et al., 2020): this opens up be a fruitful avenue for further investigation.

3.4 Chapter Discussion

Overall, in this chapter we (in Section 3.2.2) have motivated the use of the reward learning
problem as a first lens to study the possibility of multimodal grounding for autotelic agents acting in
an embodied, non-linguistic world by following language goals. In the first study, we have cast the
goal-conditioned reward learning problem as the problem of learning classes of equivalence of spatial
configurations of objects. This task was selected for two reasons: first, it explicitly has the relational
structure that we wanted to test in this chapter; and second the dataset this model is trained on seems
pretty natural: an embodied agent observing configurations of objects as its perspective changes and
the objects stay fixed. In this setting thus, the goal-matching task represented by the Discrimination
subtask is especially relevant to study goal-conditioned reward functions, and the Identification task
provides us with additional information about the structure of the problem. We conclude from our
study that relational architectures, be it Deep Sets, Recurrent Deep Sets, GCNs or Message-Passing
GNNs, have an advantage compared to the less structured but much more parameter-rich ResNet18.
Within the space of relational architectures, only the MPGNN reaches a relatively high accuracy, and
the differences between GNN type only accentuate with the number of objects considered.

After establishing these results, in Section 3.3 we moved towards a true multimodal setting
featuring a simplified language which includes spatial relations, temporal relations and the past
tense in addition to more traditional predicates and objects. Some of these predicates, like grow are
temporal in nature since they involve following the size of an object accross multiple time steps. In this
Temporal Playground, we aim to learn a reward function predicting the co-occurence of sentences of
this language and the words they refer to. To this aim we introduced several architectural variants and
established that although the Unstructured Transformer variant performs best overall, performance is
still mostly retained in the Temporal-first transformer, suggesting that compression along the time
dimension is a reasonable architectural choice in this setting. This highlights the importance of object
permanence (and of relational inductive biases, since a Transformer on temporally-extended objects
is very close in structure to an MPGNN) in spatio-temporal grounding and should inform our efforts
in building multimodal autotelic agents.

Nevertheless, we should recall that what we have studied in this section is only one of the aspects
of multimodal grounding. The systematic generalization properties of the Transformer reward seem
good enough so that they can be used to train a language autotelic agent in an embodied environment
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on language goals that it has never seen before. Within this setup, the agent could collect additional
trajectories which could be hindsight relabelled by the Social Peer, as in the ScienceWorld work of
Section 2.2.

However, moving towards more realistic image settings and natural language requires us to
use pretrained vision language models. Indeed, there is little hope to achive perfect grounding for
arbitrary images and language from synthetic supervision or small datasets alone: prior knowledge
will need to incorporated in such reward functions. Current prominent pretrained vision-language
models (for instance Alayrac et al. (2022)) have a structure resembling the unstructured transformer
of Contribution 4, with the important difference that today’s widespread models incorporate no
architectural priors about objects or their relations. Unfortunately these vision-language models are
not always open-source (thus easily usable). Even when such a model is made public its systematic
generalization capabilities is not always clear. Take for instance the MineCLIP reward of the
MineDojo work (Fan et al., 2022). This is a time-extended version of CLIP (Radford et al., 2021)
that has been pretrained on a language-video dataset of Minecraft lets plays collected from Youtube.
Though the authors demonstrate that this reward can be used to train relatively simple goal-conditioned
policies, with the goals expressed in language, this does not scale to the more complex language
goals that could be expressed in Minecraft. Pretrained vision-language models themselves do not
have that good of a generalization ability (Du et al., 2023a). Maybe incorporating relational biases in
the multimodal model architecture could help, by encouraging the model to preserve information
in recombinable chunks. This could be done in the natural way, through architecture, or in a more
contrived way, by using pretrained object extraction networks and training on the resulting object
vectors.

Beyond grounding through reward learning alone, recall that an autotelic language-conditioned
embodied agent needs to be able to sample its own goals so that they are reasonable in its current
environment (conditioned on the first observation for instance) and interesting considering the agent’s
previous skills. For sample efficiency reasons we must also ideally be able to provide hindsight
feedback to the agent, which is the description problem mentioned in the chapter background.
Captioning images in general is still a hard problem, and for complex images the models are prone to
hallucination. As for the goal-conditioned policy learning part in itself, this is also a hard problem
in general, especially in the highly multitask settings required of an autotelic agent. Training RL
agents with an important number of goals from scratch is very difficult (the ScienceWorld autotelic
agent of Section 2.2 has trouble generalizing to other goals, and the reason why the LMA3 agent
doesn’t use RL is that it was too sample-inefficient for the amount of goals we needed it to learn).
Massively multitask language-conditioned policies are still a problem, especially in a multimodal
setting. Additionally, for the grounding part, usually low-level control with RL is still difficult. All of
this makes learning truly general goal-conditioned policies very hard, especially in the multimodal
setting.

Considering all the previous arguments, we are still far from being able to implement truly open-
ended language-conditioned agents. True open-ended behavior is unreachable in simple environments
(as the limitations on agent behavior in Chapter 2 have shown), and complex environments rely on
pretrained models who are expensive and not yet perfect. To be more specific, ideally to build a true
embodied autotelic agent exploring the space of skills that can be described with language, we need:

• A context-aware goal generation module (able to condition on first state and previous agent
skills) – this seems within reach of state-of-the-art generative vision-language models such as
GPT4, albeit while not being perfect;
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• A systematically generalizing language conditioned, temporally extended reward function: this
is still problematic (and the time horizon needed is very large for general skills). Might an
architecture based on object persistence as in Contribution 4 help?

• A general-purpose, continually-learning massively multitask goal-conditioned policy. This
seems to be very difficult to train (but see the work of Team et al. (2023) for ideas involving an
open-ended goal repertoire and continual learning through policy distillation);

• A goal relabeler that is able to take a trajectory as input and output sentences describing the
trajectory that are both true and nontrivial such as the agent can learn skills from them. This
seems harder than the goal generation (less emphasis on creativity and more on the correctness
of the goal function), but is not strictly necessary if the goal generation and reward are good
enough and the generated goals have a high chance of being accomplished by an imperfect
agent.

Given these points and the scale at which these models must be trained and run, the endeavour
seems quite difficult, and the environment itself must be pretty large for real open-ended behaviors to
be learned, which complicates manners further. However, recall our argument from the introduction
of Chapter 2. We argued that language itself defined an environment of arbitrary complexity. In light
of the previous arguments, it seems that carrying on research on intrinsically-motivated open-ended
agents in textual environments only might yield more insights on the processes of intrinsic motivation
than agents operating in embodied environments. All that remains is to find an open-ended text
domains allowing for verifiable, open-ended behaviors and ideally on which language models might
have some priors we can re-use.



Chapter 4

Code-Generating Autotelic Agents

Preamble to the chapter

In this final experimental chapter, we develop an insight that solves both the issues of working
with open-ended environments and of grounding. The possibilities of programming are endless, and
goals can be expressed for autotelic agents as unit tests. Program execution provides a ground truth
against which the agent can train, allowing us to sidestep the problem of grounding by learning
reward functions (as in Chapter 3). Building on this insight we propose two contributions. The first
(Section 4.2) introduces ACES, a method for generating a diversity of programming puzzles, based
on a categorization of programming puzzles as involving a particular combination of programming
skills. Both generation of new puzzles and the prediction of their category is done with an LLM. We
show that the use of this combinatorial semantic space leads to the generation of a larger diversity of
puzzles, on a variety of measures. We move on to our second contribution of the chapter (Section 4.3),
where we cast autotelic learning in the domain of programming puzzles as a game between two agents:
a Setter generating hard, but still solvable, puzzles, and a Solver learning to solve them. We call this
game Codeplay. In first experiments, we show that the Setter, a smaller language model finetuned
with reinforcement learning, manages to generate puzzles that are hard, solvable, and relatively novel.
We conclude by discussing the numerous avenues for further work these contributions open. The
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 reuse material from the following contributions:

• ACES: generating diverse programming puzzles with autotelic language models and
semantic descriptors; Julien Pourcel*, Cédric Colas*, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer, Laetitia Teodor-
escu; Under review for the International Conference on Learning Representations, 2024;
This collaboration came from the internship of Julien, on the original project to investigate
goal-creation processes from examples. Laetitia initiated the project, Cédric, Laetitia an Julien
devised experiments, Julien ran experiments, Julien, Cédric and Laetitia ran analyses, Laetitia,
Pierre-Yves and Cédric advised, Julien, Cédric and Laetitia wrote the paper.

• Codeplay: Autotelic Learning through Collaborative Self-Play in Programming Envi-
ronments; Laetitia Teodorescu, Cédric Colas; Thomas Carta, Matthew Bowers, Pierre-Yves
Oudeyer, In preparation, prensented at the Intrinsically-Motivated Open-Ended Learning Con-
ference, 2023; This collaboration, initiated by Laetitia, additionally acknowledges discussions
with Patrick Haluptzok and Adam Tauman Kalai.
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4.1 Introduction to the chapter

For this chapter, we will not have a detailed background discussion, but rather shortly explain
how to try to overcome the limitations of our approaches in the previous chapters. If you recall
our discussion in Chapter 3, we have concluded that techniques used in grounding language to a
sensorimotor environment might be limited by today’s techniques. While there has been a recent
surge in work around multimodal models, these models are still imperfect and most of them are not
as easily available as LLMs; they may additionally not always transfer to the domain we want to use
them on. However there is a way to precisely interact with an embodied environment: use calls to
APIs as in the work of Wang et al. (2023a). Programming might be the solution in this case: programs
are open-ended and compositional: they define a perfect space for autotelic exploration; programs and
their execution define concrete tasks with a clearly-defined notion of success and failure, which means
that an agent can invent creative, freeform goals in the space of programs without being constrained
by small, text-based environments as was the case in our contributions in ScienceWorld and LMA3 in
the smaller CookingWorld in our Contribution 2.3.

4.1.1 Python Programming puzzles and the P3 dataset.

The space of all programs is too vast for our early investigations. Working on an instruction-code
setup, where an instruction is provided in natural language and must be implemented as code, such
as in the HumanEval benchmark for code generation (Chen et al., 2021b), would map very well to
a goal-conditioned program synthesis agent. However this would require the use of an LM-based
task-completion function to determine whether an instruction was correctly followed (as in LMA3).
We thus turn to another domain, that is at once expressive and that has a more rigorous structure:
programming puzzles.

The Python Programming Puzzles dataset (P3) contains 1715 puzzle-solution pairs where each
puzzle is defined by a test program f designed to verify the validity of solution programs g such
that valid solutions satisfy f(g()) == True when run in an interpreter, see an example for
the classical Towers of Hanoi in Figure 4.7 (Schuster et al., 2021). P3 puzzles span problems of
various difficulties that involve different programming skills: e.g. string manipulation, classical, more
complex programming problems (e.g. involving dynamic programming or factoring), puzzles from
the mathematics Olympiad, or even open problems in computer science or mathematics. The P3
dataset is split into training and testing datasets (N = 636 and 1079 respectively). Programming
puzzles thus represent an expressive subspace of python programs, and the correctness of a solution
for a given puzzle can automatically be checked.

Contents of this chapterIn the two contributions that follow, we use the P3 domain to implement
code-producing autotelic systems. Our first system, ACES, is conceptually close to quality-diversity
methods or population-based autotelic algorithms (Mouret & Clune, 2015b; Pugh et al., 2016).
The second contribution, still in progress, introduces Codeplay which is an algorithm that casts
autotelic learning as a collaborative game between two agents, in the manner of asymmetric self-
play (Sukhbaatar et al., 2018).
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def f(moves: List[List[int]]):
"""
Eight disks of sizes 1-8 are stacked on three towers, with

each tower having disks in order of largest to
smallest. Move [i, j] corresponds to taking the smallest

disk off tower i and putting it on tower j, and it
is legal as long as the towers remain in sorted order. Find

a sequence of moves that moves all the disks
from the first to last towers.
"""
rods = ([8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1], [], [])
for [i, j] in moves:

rods[j].append(rods[i].pop())
assert rods[j][-1] == min(rods[j]), "larger disk on top

of smaller disk"
return rods[0] == rods[1] == []

def sol():
# taken from https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/c-program-for-

tower-of-hanoi/
moves = []
def hanoi(n, source, temp, dest):

if n > 0:
hanoi(n - 1, source, dest, temp)
moves.append([source, dest])
hanoi(n - 1, temp, source, dest)

hanoi(8, 0, 1, 2)
return moves

assert f(g()) is True

Figure 4.1: Example of a simple programming puzzle and its solution from the P3
dataset (Schuster et al., 2021). A solution function g must return a valid solution such
that f(g()) is True.

4.2 Contribution 5: ACES – Generating diverse programming puz-
zles with autotelic language models and semantic descriptors

4.2.1 Introduction

Finding and selecting new and interesting problems to solve is at the heart of curiosity, science
and innovation (Chu & Schulz, 2020; Schmidhuber, 2013; Herrmann et al., 2022). We propose
to leverage machine learning, a set of tools usually targeted at solving problems, to automate the
generation of an interesting diversity of solvable problems. Automated problem generation has
a wide range of applications such as education (generating problems for students to solve), data
augmentation (generating problems and solutions for AI model training), or automated scientific
discoveries (e.g. discovering new scientific problems and their solutions).

In this work, we focus on the generation of a diversity of Python programming puzzles, an
open-ended space to explore that contains problems ranging from trivial string manipulations to
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open mathematical puzzles (Schuster et al., 2021). Importantly, puzzle-solution pairs produced by
the search can be checked for correctness using a Python interpreter, providing a notion of ground
truth that natural language problems lack (e.g. creative writing). The automated generation of diverse
programming puzzles could benefit computer science education and be used as a data generation
process for the training of large language models (LLMs). Pretraining on code indeed seems to be a
major factor in LLMs’ reasoning abilities (Madaan et al., 2022; Liang et al., 2022b; Fu et al., 2022).

Standard generative models do not explicitly optimize for diversity but are instead trained to
fit the distribution of a reference dataset (e.g. Goodfellow et al., 2014; Brown et al., 2020; Chen
et al., 2020a; Ho et al., 2020). Measuring and optimizing for diversity requires the definition of a
behavioral characterization (BC) of the generated artefacts on which to evaluate the measure. Early
diversity-producing methods often used hand-coded low-dimensional representation functions, which
focused and restricted the diversity search along features one could easily compute. More recent
methods leverage pretrained embedding functions allowing them to work with higher-dimensional
data (e.g. image, text, programs) at the expense of interpretability and control over the axes of
variations (Nair et al., 2018; Laversanne-Finot et al., 2018; Cully, 2019; Etcheverry et al., 2020).

We propose to leverage semantic descriptors: a hand-defined list of abstract features evaluated
by LLMs. Semantic descriptors allow to work with high-dimensional inputs (here programs) while
focusing the diversity search along interpretable semantic features of interest. Specifically, we
represent any puzzle by the set of programming skills required to solve it among 10 possible skills
(e.g. graphs, dynamic programming, recursion). Evaluating descriptors with LLMs allows us to define
more abstract features that better capture our intuitive perception of axes of variation, descriptors that
would have been hard or even impossible to code by hand. The compositionality of language and
linguistic categories futher allow us to easily define sets of orthogonal conceptual categories that can
be almost arbitrarily combined (Colas et al., 2020b).

This work introduces a new diversity-producing algorithm called ACES for Autotelic Code
Exploration with Semantic descriptors. ACES leverages an LLM for puzzle generation, solution
generation and novelty evaluation. It slowly grows an archive of discovered puzzle-solution pairs,
where each cell of the archive contains puzzles that share a given semantic representation — a 10D
binary vector obtained by the semantic descriptors. At each new cycle of the algorithm, ACES
targets a cell randomly in the archive (semantic goal) and generates a candidate puzzle and solution
by prompting the LLM-based puzzle generator with the target semantic representation and a set of
examples from the archive. The generated puzzle-solution pair is then evaluated for validity using a
Python interpreter and, if valid, gets encoded by the puzzle labeler into a corresponding semantic
representation used to store the newly discovered puzzle in the right archive cell, see Figure 4.2. Our
experiments study the evolution of several diversity metrics over time and compares ACES with
state-of-the-art baselines (Lehman et al., 2022; Haluptzok et al., 2023).

To summarize, our contributions in this work are the following:

• We define the notion of semantic descriptors to leverage LLMs for the encoding of high-dimensional
textual data into hard-to-compute, abstract and interpretable features of interest.

• We introduce a set of such semantic descriptors to characterize the diversity of programming
puzzles based on classical programming ontologies.

• We propose Autotelic Code Exploration with Semantic descriptors (ACES), a new diversity-
producing method building on these semantic descriptors that leverages the few-shot learning
abilities of LLMs to generate an interesting diversity of programming puzzles;
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Figure 4.2: Overview of ACES. ACES maintains an archive of dcreate figure from
tcolorboxiscovered puzzles grouped into cells indexed by their semantic representation
(skill combination). ACES runs in several steps: 1) sample a target semantic goal
and relevant examples from the archive. 2) given these, generate a puzzle f and
its solution g with the puzzle generator. 3) test the validity of that pair by running
assert(f(g()) in the interpreter. 4) if the pair is valid, obtain its semantic
representation with the puzzle labeler. 5) add the new pair to its corresponding cell in
the archive.

• We evaluate the ability of ACES and its baselines to achieve various kinds of diversities and provide
a comprehensive analysis of the interactions between diversity and finetuned performance on a held
out test set.

4.2.2 Related Work

Diversity-producing algorithms were originally proposed within the field of evolutionary com-
puting. Beginning with novelty search (Lehman & Stanley, 2011c,b), this line of research expanded
with the invention of quality-diversity algorithms (QD: Mouret & Clune, 2015a; Cully & Demiris,
2018a), a set of methods striving to evolve a diverse population of locally-performant individuals via
the undirected mutation of existing solutions. A parallel line of research introduced goal-directed
exploration processes, also called autotelic learning, where exploring agents learn to represent and
sample their own goal as a way to direct the diversity search (Baranes & Oudeyer, 2013c; Forestier
et al., 2022b; Colas et al., 2022c). Although autotelic methods were first developed to model the
open-ended development of children in skill learning robots (??), they have also proved effective in
the automatic exploration of complex systems, either simulated (Reinke et al., 2019; Etcheverry et al.,
2020) or physical (Grizou et al., 2020).

In all these methods, one must define a BC space to characterize novelty. The earliest works used
predefined low-dimensional descriptors to represent generated artefacts (Lehman & Stanley, 2011c;
Baranes & Oudeyer, 2013c; Mouret & Clune, 2015b), which constrains the search along a handful of
features one can code a descriptor for. More recent works have relied on higher-dimensional learned
or pretrained embedding functions (Nair et al., 2018; Laversanne-Finot et al., 2018; Reinke et al.,
2020), and even hierarchies of such spaces, each representing different perceptual features of the
generated artefacts (Cully & Demiris, 2018b; Etcheverry et al., 2020). Diversity-search algorithms
sometimes need to be adapted to work with such high-dimensional spaces whose discretization leads
to an exponential number of cells (Vassiliades et al., 2017). But the main issue is that they are hardly
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interpretable and might not always align with the dimensions of variation humans find meaningful.
With ACES, we propose an autotelic diversity-producing algorithm that constrains the search along a
set of abstract, interpretable and hard-to-compute features of interest evaluated by LLMs.

This work follows of a recent trend on leveraging feedback or generations from LLMs to improve
older learning architectures. The original inspirations for this contribution come from the QD
literature, where LLMs are now used to suggest mutations and crossover in diversity-producing
evolutionary algorithms (Lehman et al., 2022; Bradley et al., 2023b; Meyerson et al., 2023). Several
approaches also rely on LLMs to replace human feedback (AI feedback): e.g. to finetune other
LLM models (Bai et al., 2022; ?), to characterize generated poems (Bradley et al., 2023a), to revise
the policy of autotelic agents (Wang et al., 2023a), to suggest goals for them (Colas et al., 2023;
Du et al., 2023b) or measure their interestingness (Zhang et al., 2023). With ACES, we use AI
feedback to compute abstract and intepretable representations of programming puzzles so as to
optimize for diversity in that space. In a similar way. QDAIF (parallel work) uses 2D LLM-generated
characterisations in the context of poem generation, a space where there is not such a clear notion of
feasibility and solvability (Bradley et al., 2023a).

4.2.3 Methods

We first discuss measures of interesting diversity (Section 4.2.4). Then, we introduce ACES, our
new method for diversity generation (Section 4.2.5) and define relevant baselines (Section 4.2.6).
We will open-source the implementation of the algorithms and the datasets of generated puzzles and
solutions with the camera-ready version.

4.2.4 Measuring interestingness and diversity

Any generative process aims to generate collections of artefacts that are both diverse and interest-
ing. Because these are subjective measures that strongly depend on the observer’s point of view, we
must define them carefully.

Defining interesting representation spaces.One way to measure interesting diversity is to compute
the diversity of a collection of artefacts in a representation space where everything is interesting,
meaning that all uninteresting samples collapse to the same point. This requires the careful definition
of a representation function R mapping each artefact p (here puzzle) to a numerical representation
zp = R(p) and a metric m to compute distances between them. What should these functions be in
the context of our programming puzzles?

First, we use cosine distance computed in three different continuous embedding spaces — a
standard approach for representing programs and text in general (Reimers & Gurevych, 2019). Here,
we use salesforce/codet5p-110m-embedding (Wang et al., 2023b), wizardlm/wizardcoder-1b-v1.0 and
wizardlm/wizardcoder-3b-v1.0 (Luo et al., 2023) embedding models from the HuggingFace’s Hub
(Wolf et al., 2020) to obtain 256D, 2048D, and 2816D continuous embedding representation vectors.

Second, we propose to represent programming puzzles using semantic descriptors — a set of
hand-defined labels that may align better with the way humans perceive the ontology of programming
puzzles. We define 10 semantic labels: Sorting and Searching, Counting and Combinatorics, Tree and
Graph problems, Mathematical Foundations, Bit Manipulation, String Manipulation, Geometry and
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Grid Problems, Recursion and Dynamic Programming, Stacks and Queues, Optimization Algorithms,
see definitions in Appendix Section D.1.2. A puzzle is then represented as a 10D binary semantic
vector zp, where each value zip evaluates whether the puzzle requires skill si (1) or not (0) to be solved.
Writing code to encode puzzles in this way seems highly non-trivial. Instead, we ask ChatGPT to
compute them (version gpt-3.5-turbo-0613). In the example of 4.7 for instance, ChatGPT detects
the need for Sorting and Searching, Counting and Combinatoris as well as String Manipulation and
thus encodes the puzzle as 1100010000 (see other examples in Appendix Section D.1.2). We use
Hamming distance in that semantic space.

This semantic representation function is a contribution of this contribution. We hypothesize
that it is more aligned with human perception of programming puzzles than continuous embedding
functions. Our proposed diversity generation process is designed to maximize this form of diversity
(see Section 4.2.5). We hypothesize that this will achieve not only higher interesting diversity scores in
this semantic representation space, but also higher scores in the continuous embedding representation
spaces.

Measuring diversity.We use several metrics to measure the diversity of a set of discovered puzzles.
We first use counts of discovered puzzles and cells: 1) the number of cells that were discovered (at
least 1 puzzle was found in the cell), 2) the number of cells discovered beyond the ones covered
by the train set, 3) the number of valid puzzles that were generated, 4) the number of valid puzzles
generated beyond the cells covered by the train set. Second, we track measures of density or entropy:
5) the average pairwise distance between embedding representations, 6) the entropy of the distribution
of semantic representations.

We use the Vendi score, a measure that extends ideas from ecology and quantum statistical
mechanics to machine learning (Friedman & Dieng, 2022). The Vendi score is a domain-agnostic
diversity metric that is mathematically defined as the exponential of the Shannon entropy of the
eigenvalues of a similarity matrix K, whose entries are equal to the similarity scores between each
pair of elements in the collection. It does not assume access to a reference distribution and it is
symmetric to the order of elements in the collection and to the order of features in their representations.
It can be thought of as computing an effective number of dissimilar elements in the collection, an
approach that has been extensively argued for in ecology (Hill, 1973; Patil & Taillie, 1982; Jost,
2006), economics (Adelman, 1969) and machine learning (Friedman & Dieng, 2022). The Vendi
score is applied on the two pairs of representation and similarity functions described above.

An utilitarian take on measuring interesting diversity.Interesting puzzles must be solvable,
which is why we filter out invalid puzzle-solution pairs. One could also be interested in training a
puzzle solver to achieve high-performance on a specific problem distribution. In this case, we would
perceive a collection of generated puzzle-solution pairs as more interesting than others if the solver
finetuned on this set outperforms the same solver finetuned on the other sets when tested on the
target distribution (e.g. P3’s test set). Section 4.2.7 will look at correlations between various metrics
and the final performance of a LLaMA model (openlm-research/open_llama_3b_v2 on HF’s hub,
Geng & Liu, 2023) after finetuning for two epochs on the generated set of puzzle-solutions. In line
with previous research (Chen et al., 2021b), we will report the Pass@k performance metric on the
testing set of P3 for k ∈ [1 ∶ 10]: the percentages of puzzles for which at least one valid solution is
generated within k attempts. In addition to the diversity metrics listed above, we will look at various
metrics measuring how well the generated set of puzzle-solution pairs covers the testing distribution.
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4.2.5 Autotelic generation of interesting diverse puzzles

This section introduces ACES, a new diversity-producing algorithm that generates an interesting
diversity of programming puzzles by optimizing for the novelty of each new generation in the
semantic space described above, see Figure 4.2. ACES grows an archive of diverse puzzle-solution
pairs. It repeatedly: samples a semantic goal from the archive, generates a new puzzle-solution pair
conditioned on that goal and, if the pair is valid, labels and adds it to the archive. We use the ChatGPT
LLM (gpt-3.5-turbo-0613, Schulman et al., 2022). Algorithm 1, Figure 4.2 and Appendix Section D.1
respectively present the pseudo-code, illustration and prompts of ACES.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of ACES
Initialize an archive A (with labeled puzzle-solution pairs from the P3 train set)

for i = 1 N do Sample a goal: zg ∼ Uniform(A) (uniform sample of a semantic goal)
Sample examples: e ∼ E(A, zg) (nearest neighbor sampling with Hamming distance)
Generate puzzle and solution: (p, s) ∼ LLM(promptgen(g, e)) (see Appendix D.1)
Test puzzle-solution pair: pass = p(s())==True (using the interpreter)

if pass then Label the puzzle zp ∼ LLM(promptlab, p) (see Appendix D.1)
Add (p, s, zp) to the archive A in cell czp

Sampling a goal and relevant examples.ACES selects a semantic goal by sampling uniformly
among the set of 210 possible semantic representations. We then greedily select three closest examples
from the archive using the Hamming distance in the semantic space: two from the generated puzzle-
solution pairs and one from P3’s train set to always keep an well-formatted puzzle example.

Puzzle generator.The puzzle generator is implemented by an LLM. Conditioned on the semantic
goal and the three examples, we ask the LLM to generate a puzzle-solution pair that would be labeled
with the target semantic vector. For each cycle of the algorithm, we repeat the process of sampling a
goal, examples, puzzles and solutions 10 times before considering the addition of these candidates
to the archive. This is done to leverage parallel calls to the LLM API and could be done with 1
generation per cycle. Using a Python interpreter, we filter the set of valid puzzle-solution pairs and
send them to the puzzle labeler.

Puzzle labeler.The puzzle labeler computes the semantic representation vector of each valid puzzle-
solution pair. The prompt details the task to the LLM and presents the complete list of skills, then
asks it to compute its semantic representation (see Section 4.2.4). The puzzle-solution pair is finally
added to its corresponding cell in the archive. Note that, although we aim for a particular target
semantic representation, whether we achieve the goal or not is not that important. What is important
is that the generate puzzle is valid and falls into a new cell.

What’s new?In addition of the semantic descriptors (whose novelty is discussed in Section 4.2.4),
ACES is the first algorithm to leverage an autotelic LLM for the generation of diverse artefacts via
in-context learning. The LLM is here used as the generation engine and is steered towards generating
novel and interesting puzzles via its goal-directedness and example selection (in-context learning).
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The algorithm ELM already used an LLM to suggest mutations of existing artefacts (Lehman et al.,
2022). But like other quality-diversity algorithms, it is not goal-directed: it samples a previously-
generated artefact from its archive, mutates it with the LLM in the hope of generating a new artefact
that would fill a new cell.

4.2.6 Baselines

Static generative model (Static Gen).This baseline was proposed in Haluptzok et al. (2023): it
repeteadly prompts the LLM to generate a new puzzle-solution pair given three examples uniformly
sampled from P3’s train set.

Ablation of goal-directedness (ELM semantic).Instead of sampling a goal and asking the puzzle
generator to reach it, we uniformly sample two puzzle-solution pairs from the archive that serve as
examples. We then sample a cell in the archive and a puzzle from that cell, and ask the language model
to output a mutation of this puzzle. The resulting algorithm is not autotelic anymore but becomes a
variant of the QD algorithm Map-Elites (Mouret & Clune, 2015b). In fact, this implementation is a
variant of the ELM algorithm (Lehman et al., 2022) where the explored representation space is our
proposed semantic space.

Ablation of goal-directedness and semantic representations (ELM).We can further ablate ACES
by removing the use of the semantic representation space. Instead, this baseline uses the continuous
embedding space described in Section 4.2.4 (Salesforce/codet5p-110m-embedding, Wang et al.,
2023b). This ablation is a variant of ELM (Lehman et al., 2022) where the explored representation
space is a pretrained embedding space. To define a limited number of cells in this high-dimensional
space, we use the method proposed in CVT-Map-Elites, a variant of MapElites that uses centroidal
Voronoi tessallations (CVTs) to partition the space into a tractable number of well-distributed
cells (Vassiliades et al., 2017). The partition is conducted in two steps. We first sample with
replacement 40k puzzles from P3’s train set and perturb their embeddings with a Gaussian noise
(N (µ = 0, σ2

= 1.2)) before normalizing them to unit-length. Then, we use the K-means algorithm
(Steinhaus, 1957; MacQueen, 1967) to identify 1024 centroids and obtain the same number of cells as
ACES in the archive. Once this archive is created, we simply run the ELM algorithm. The difference
between ELM-semantic and ELM is the definition of the archive.

Generating an interesting diversity of textual artefacts.Although the current paper focuses
puzzle generation, ACES can in principle be used to generate an interesting diversity of any type of
textual artefacts. For each new type of textual artefacts we want to generate a diversity of, we need to
provide a set of features of interest the LLM will be able to evaluate on each new generation. Natural
language provides a rich and flexible descriptive space. Compared to traditional representation
functions that rely on hand-engineered features, the abstract nature of language allows us to describe
the semantic qualities of textual artefacts in an open-ended way.

4.2.7 Results
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Is llm labeling faithful?

Our proposition of leveraging LLMs to semantically characterize generated programming puzzles
is only meaningful to the extent that the LLM faithfully labels the puzzles. To make sure this is the
case on the distribution of puzzles we end up generating, we compare the LLM-generated labels to
hand-defined labels on a set of 60 puzzles sampled from the generated set of the seed of ACES which
has the highest label diversity. Details of how the puzzles were sampled for the computation of the
confusion matrix can be found in Appendix Section D.2.

Figure 4.3 reports the confusion matrix and the number of puzzles containing the ground truth
label for each row. The puzzle labeler demonstrates high true positive rates on most dimensions but
sometimes struggles to detect present skills (true nagative rate), e.g. for the Stacks and Queues and
the Geometry and Grid dimensions. Note that annotating puzzle with semantic labels is also hard for
humans and that the classification does not need to be perfect to drive diversity (see Section 4.2.7).
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Figure 4.3: Faithfulness of semantic labeling. Confusion matrices for the multi-label
classification task performed by the puzzle labeler. For each semantic descriptor,
we report the confusion matrix where rows indicate the ground truth presence (1) or
absence (0) of the skill while the column indicates its detection (1) or non-detection
(0). We thus read from top left to bottom right: true positive, true negative, false
positive, false negative rates (sample size in parenthesis).

Measuring diversity

Diversity in semantic space.Figure 4.4a to 4.4e report the evolution of various diversity measures
as a function of the number of puzzle-solution pairs generated by the puzzle generator. Semantic
algorithms (ACES and ELM semantic) better explore the semantic representation space: they discover
more cell beyond the cells covered by P3’s train set (4.4b), more cells in general (4.4a) and generate
more puzzles beyond the cells covered by the train set (4.4d) and their cell distributions have higher
entropy (4.4e). ELM algorithms generate more valid puzzles in general, but the non-semantic ELM
mostly generates puzzles falling in cells covered by the train set (4.4c vs 4.4d). Our goal-directed
ACES generates puzzles whose cell distribution has higher entropy than other baselines (4.4e).
Algorithms that optimize for diversity in the semantic space were expected to achieve higher diversity
in that space, but does it translate to higher diversity in other representation spaces?
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Figure 4.4: Diversity of generated puzzles in semantic space. We report the evolution
of several diversity metrics computed in the semantic space as a function of the number
of puzzle-solution pairs generated by the puzzle generator. Semantic algorithms
(ACES and ELM semantic) achieve higher diversity in the semantic space.

Diversity in embedding spaces.Figure 4.5a to 4.5c report a diversity metric (Friedman & Dieng,
2022) computed over three different embedding spaces (see Section 4.2.4. ELM demonstrates
relatively high diversity in the embedding space it uses for optimization (4.5a) but lower diversity on
other embedding spaces (4.5b, 4.5c). ACES achieves the highest diversity in the two WizardCoder
embedding spaces (4.5b, 4.5c) while ELM semantic reaches the highest diversity in the Code5P
embedding space (4.5a). These results demonstrate that optimizing for diversity in our custom
semantic space also leads to higher diversity in other representation spaces. Our autotelic ACES
achieves significantly higher diversity overall.
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Figure 4.5: Diversity of generated puzzles in embedding spaces. We report the
evolution of the pairwise distance between puzzle-solution pair embeddings as a
function of the number of generated puzzle-solution pairs generated for three different
embedding representation spaces (average across seeds).
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Qualitative inspection of samples

We here describe the most remarkable trends that we have observed by manually inspecting the
data (see Appendix D.3). One tendency of the generation process across all experiments is to shift the
definition of what a puzzle is. In the original formulation, the problem f implements a test that verifies
a certain number of conditions are met, and g implements an algorithm that produces a value that
satisfies the conditions. What the generation processes do in many cases is shift the algorithmic load
from g to f, in which case g only provides arguments for f. We hypothesise this originally comes
from the docstring description of puzzles in the seed examples, which are included in f but describe
the behavior of g. Another important difference is what the puzzles look like: puzzles generated by
the Static Gen baseline tend to be short and more math-heavy, while samples generated by ACES
tend to be longer and more creative (see Appendix D.3 again for examples). Appendix Section D.4
provides additional visualizations such as 2D projections of the generated puzzles embeddings using
UMAP (Appendix Figure D.5 to D.8), depictions of the evolution of the archives as a function of
time (Appendix Figures D.4), as well as histograms for the distribution of skills and number of skills
across generated puzzles for each of the algorithms (Appendix Figures D.1). The UMAP projections,
in particular, give a good sense of the difference in distribution between methods.

Looking for performance predictors

Our contributions lead to larger diversities of interesting programming puzzles. Could this
translate into higher performance on an arbitrary target distribution we might be interested in? We
consider P3’s testing set of puzzles to be our target distribution and measure the Pass@k performance
of LLaMA 3B models finetuned on the generated sets of puzzle-solution pairs.

Figure 4.2.7 shows Pass@k metrics for various values of k. Static Gen performs higher despite
having the lowest diversity of all algorithms on all considered metrics. Other algorithms spend more
time exploring the full-extent of the space of programming puzzles (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5) and
thus less time focusing on generating puzzles close to the training distribution. Generating more
puzzle-solution pairs and a higher diversity of them does not lead to higher performance in our setup.
Note that this can be perfectly fine. Our algorithms did not optimize for final performance on an
arbitrary target distribution (here P3’s test set) but optimize for pure diversity.
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This said, we might be interested in figuring out how to constrain diversity-search to maximize
performance on a target test distribution down the line. We thus test for correlations between
the Pass@10 performance and both diversity metrics and metrics assessing the distance between
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generated puzzle-solution pairs from P3’s test set (target distribution coverage). Over the test metrics
we only found: an anti-correlation with the number of valid puzzles generated, an anti-correlation with
the number of cells discovered and an anti-correlation with the average pairwise distance between
generated puzzles in the Code5P embedding space, all mostly driven by Static Gen’s low numbers
and high performance. The FID score in embedding space (Heusel et al., 2017), number of puzzles
in cells covered by the test set, number of test cells discovered or the average distance between test
puzzles and their nearest neighbors in the generated sets computing in embedding space all measure
how much the generated puzzle-solution pairs cover the test distribution of puzzles but none of them
were found to be significantly correlated with the downstream performance metric.

4.2.8 Discussion

this contribution introduced ACES, an autotelic generative algorithm that optimizes for diversity
in a custom semantic description space adapted for the generation of programming puzzles. ACES
produces more diversity in semantic and several embedding spaces than the considered baselines,
which results in the generation of interesting and creative puzzles as detected by manual inspection
(Section 4.2.7).

Our last set of experiments uncovered a counter-intuitive result calling for more research: gener-
ating more puzzles of higher diversity does not translate into the higher downstream performance
of an LLM finetuned on the generated data as measured over a target distribution of problems (here
P3’s test set). Surprisingly, we could not find any significant correlation between downstream per-
formance and metrics measuring how much the generated set covers the target distribution. These
results might be explained by more superficial drifts between the generated data and the test data:
e.g. by the shift of the computational burden from the solution function to the problem function
exposed in Section 4.2.7. This raises questions for future research: what are causal predictors of final
downstream performance? Can we design the goal sampler of our autotelic diversity search to both
search for maximal diversity while exploring the space of puzzle that will lead to good downstream
performance? Can we characterize the trade-off between diversity and downstream performance?

Future work could also improve various aspects of ACES. One could replace the default uniform
goal sampling with more sophisticated autotelic sampling methods (e.g. using novelty or learning
progress intrinsic motivations, Colas et al., 2022c) or improve on the selection of in-context examples
to help the puzzle generator. ACES currently explores a fixed set of semantic features and is thus
somewhat constrained to combinatorial forms of creativity (Boden, 1998). Moving forward, we
could give it the ability to come up with new semantic features or prune others as the exploratory
process unfolds, opening the door to more exploratory and transformational forms of creativity or
even historical creativity if this system were to interact with human cultural evolution processes, as
defined in Boden’s work on human and artificial creativity (Boden, 1998).

Pure diversity-search is useful beyond its data augmentation applications. On the first end, it could
be used to generate diverse and interesting problems to educate the new generations of programmers.
It could also be combined with autotelic solving systems where it would optimize for both interesting
diversity and quality. High-quality problems could for instance be the ones that are intermediately
difficult for the learner (Florensa et al., 2018), or those that maximize its learning progress (Oudeyer
& Kaplan, 2007b). This paves the way for collaborative processes that endlessly co-evolve new
interesting problems and their solutions, open-ended discovery systems that could be helpful for
science (e.g. automatic theorem discovery and proving).
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Figure 4.6: Overview of the proposed Codeplay algorithm. The Setter, a language
model, takes in a few-shot prompt and emits a puzzle. This puzzle is given to the
problem Solver who appends it to its few-shot prompt, and generates Na candidate
solutions. These problem-solution pairs are given to the Python interpreter, this gives
us success or failure information on the solution. The number of successful attempts
allows us to compute a difficulty reward. The generated puzzle is also compared
with all previously generated puzzles to compute its novelty. Those two rewards are
weighted and summed and used as the reward in a deep RL algorithm to train the
Setter.

4.3 Contribution 6: Codeplay – Autotelic Learning through Collab-
orative Self-Play in Programming Environments (Perspective)

This section presents work in progress combining insights that have been gained from our
contributions on linguistic agents in text environments as well as the work on ACES. The development
phase of this project is still ongoing but we nevertheless have a few preliminary experimental results
to present; we will thus present the approach and discuss it as a perspective work.

4.3.1 Introduction

We have see that ACES, our diversity-generating method in the space of programming puzzles,
did manage do generate a higher diversity of puzzles according to several measures. However we are
still missing a complementary quality metric for puzzles, that would signal how much they contribute
to increases in coding skills of an agent. In this work we hypothesise that the high difficulty of a
puzzle (while still being solvable), might be an appropriate metric (consistent with the theory of
competence-based intrinsic motivation). We set ourselves in the Python Programming Puzzles domain
(?), and we define an autotelic agent composed of 2 sub-agents: a goal setter that generates a puzzle,
and a solver agent whose objective is to solve the generated puzzles. Both agents play a collaborative
game where the setter has to create puzzles that push the solver to learn, and the solver sees and
tries to solve puzzles in its zone of proximal development: neither impossible not too easy. First
experiments highlight, in a restricted domain, the feasibility of this approach and the influence of the
chosen reward function on the distribution of puzzles generated by the goal-setter.
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Related workClosely related to this work are approaches to autotelic learning or automatic curricu-
lum learning involving goal setter agents. (Florensa et al., 2018; Sukhbaatar et al., 2018; Campero
et al., 2021; OpenAI et al., 2021; Mu et al., 2022). Also very closely related to this work are ap-
proaches for generating novel code puzzles for augmenting the capabilities of code-puzzle-solving
language models (Haluptzok et al., 2022), as well as recent attempts to cast program synthesis as a
reinforcement learning problem (Le et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2023).

4.3.2 Methods

We are interested, in this work, in open-ended problem and solution generation. The puzzles we
use are again Python Programming Puzzles (P3) (Schuster et al., 2021), please see Section 4.1.1 for
an introduction of the domain. We simply remind the reader that f refers to a programming puzzle
and g refers to its solution. We’ve seen in the previous section that optimizing for diversity only
did not necessarily lead to performance of the downstream solver. What might? In this work we
hypothesise that optimizing generated puzzles for their difficulty, while still being solvable, could be
an interesting direction.

Competence-based rewards

In this work we go back to the notion of competence-based intrinsic motivations (Oudeyer &
Kaplan, 2007b) for linguistic agents. More specifically, we use the notion of intermediate competence
to build an idea of interestingness. The intuition is the following: if we produce puzzles that are
not too easy nor too hard, by finetuning on them a model will learn to perform tasks that it was
previously unable to perform well. As in the work on autotelic agents in ScienceWorld, intermediate
competence will be a proxy for learning opportunity. This is a valid assumption because the domain
is supposed deterministic: solving a particular puzzle only depends on the generated solution and not
on external factors in the environment. This prevents the agent from being captured by randomness,
in an environment with no random libraries (which we can in principle filter out).

In the ACES work we generated both puzzles and solution from calls to an LLM, and passed
them through the python interpreter to decide if the solution is a valid one. This prevents us from
determining the difficulty of a puzzle. In this work we decouple the generation of the solution
from the generation of problems: this allows to perform several trials of solution generation which
improves the chance that a solution will be found, while giving us an empirical estimation of how
hard the puzzle is for a given model. In this framework thus puzzles define goals, and solutions define
behavior, in an open-ended environment defined by python programs. The goal space is thus as vast
as the space of programs themselves, and include such simple tasks as simple string manipulation
operations or additions, up to open problems in mathematics or programming.

What is the zone of proximal development for programming puzzles?To define our measure of
competence-based intrinsic motivation we have to know how difficult a given puzzle is. In this work
we are taking inspiration from the most widely used metric for evaluating code-generating models,
the pass@k metric (Chen et al., 2021b). This reports the proportion of puzzles that have been solved
by a model at least once in k attempts with a nonzero temperature. As expected if the probability
of success is independent across trials, pass@k increases linearly on log scale as k increases (see
the pass@k plots in Haluptzok et al. (2023) for an example). Concretely, this means that even hard
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problems can generate signal for the solver if they are attempted many times. We define the difficulty
Dθ of a puzzle p for a solver πs

θ (with parameters θ) as the inverse probability of solving a p. This is
the expected number of attempts before the solver succeeds, a metric intuitively linked to the pass@k.
We build upon D to define intermediately difficult puzzles. An adequately difficult puzzle should
not have a difficulty of 1 (because that means that the solver already knows how to solve the puzzle
perfectly and would not benefit from training on it; we call a puzzle with D = 1 a trivial puzzle
for solver πs

θ); a puzzle should not be infinitely difficult (we call these unsolvable for the solver πs
θ)

because we cannot train the solver without a valid solution. We can of course not realistically know
whether a puzzle is very hard or unsolvable. We thus in what follows set a maximum number of
attempts Na and consider all puzzles with Dθ(p) > Na as practically unsolvable. All our preliminary
experiments use Na = 32.

Codeplay

Our insight in this work is that puzzle generation and solution generation happen in the same
space, and can be performed symmetrically in a two-player game we call Codeplay. This collaborative
game involves the interaction between a problem setter and a problem solver, both of which are
language model-based agents. The goal of the problem setter is to generate problems which are of
intermediate difficulty for the solver; the goal of the solver is to solve the problems that the setter
generates. If this works well, the solver should improve on puzzles that are in its zone of proximal
development, neither too difficult not too hard, and the setter should learn to stop generating puzzles
that have become too simple for the solver. This asymmetric and collaborative game results, if this
works well, in continuous generation of puzzles that are increasingly difficult for the base untrained
solver, but that maintain a constant difficulty for the solver as it is trained. The training process results
in the creation of a dataset of increasingly harder puzzles, their solutions, a setter model that has
learned to generate difficult puzzles and a general solver model that knows how to solve puzzles
similar to the ones generated from the beginning of training and to the end.

The collaborative nature of the game ensures, in theory, tamer dynamics than an adversarial one.
In GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014), the Discriminator and Generator are pitted against each other and
because the tasks are asymmetric one of the player can win most of the time, which stops learning
from occurring. Here, the goal of the Setter is to help the Solver learn: if the Solver’s performance
degrades the Setter should help it get back on track. In our description of Codeplay we present both
training setups for the setter and the Solver, but note that our experimental results are performed by
training the Setter only.

SetterWe instantiate our Setter as a pretrained language model, finetuned on the P3 domain. We
cast the puzzle-generating problem as an MDP where the observation space is the list of all possible
sequences of tokens, the action space is the list of all tokens and the reward is the intrinsic motivation
measure we compute based on the difficulty of a puzzle. Transitioning from one (fully-observable)
state to another is simply appending the emitted token to the observation: the environment is purely
deterministic. This training setup is reminiscent of the one in reinforcement learning from human
feedback (RLHF: Ouyang et al. (2022)), except in our case we do not use a reward function trained
from human preferences but an intrinsic motivation metric based on the solver’s abilities. Our Setter
agent’s stochastic policy is implemented by the pretrained language model’s logits which are used to
sample the tokens (temperature of 0.8 in our experiments). We use PPO (Schulman et al., 2017) as
our training deep RL algorithm with an implementation based on the RL4LMs library (Ramamurthy
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et al., 2022). As the value head in PPO we use a separate untrained MLP head on top of the language
model backbone. In our preliminary experiments we use the small GPT-Neo-125M1 pretrained on
the Codex-generated dataset of (Haluptzok et al., 2023).

Setter difficulty rewardTo compute the intrinsic motivation metric used as the reward for the setter
we use the notion of difficulty discussed above. We define the difficulty reward of a puzzle as a
function ϕ of the difficulty Rd

θ(p) = ϕ(Dθ(p)) ∈ [−1, 1]. The values of fϕ are represented on the
interval [1,Na]; the reward is −1 for unsolvable as well as for invalid ones. ϕ is 0 for trivial puzzles,
-1 for impossible of invalid puzzles, and smoothly interpolated between 0 and 1 on the interval [1, 3].

Setter novelty rewardIn early experiments we noticed that while training the Setter with a fixed
Solver, the Setter managed to generate intermediately difficult puzzles but collapsed to always
generating the same output. To prevent this from happening we added a second novelty reward
Rn(p,D), with D being the archive of all previously generated puzzles. To compute Rn(p), we
encode p to an embedding ep and compute the 3 closest neighbors of ep in the archive in that
embedding space. Rn(p) is the average distance to these embeddings. Intuitively, if the model starts
generating duplicate puzzles this reward will come close to 0. We note that this quantity naturally
tends to decrease as generation unfolds because the density of puzzles in D gets larger. As a puzzle
encoder, we use the hidden representation corresponding to the last token of the last layer of the
non-finetuned Setter.

The total reward for the Setter is a weighted sum of the difficulty and novelty rewards:

R(p) = wd R
d
θ(p) +wn R

n(p,D) (4.1)

SolverThe solver is slightly more straightforward to train. In principle there are two options. The first
one is to train the solver through RL with a reward that depends on task completion. Since we need to
generate solutions to compute the empirical difficulty of a puzzle, we might as well train the Solver at
the same time, with PPO as well. The second option is to use behavioral cloning (BC) and simply
finetune the Solver on successful puzzle-solution pairs. We favor the second option for two reasons:
in preliminary experiments we have found this training process to be very unstable (presumably
because samples in the PPO buffer are very correlated, since we repeatedly solve the same puzzles).
And the second reason is that PPO is an on-policy algorithm, meaning that we cannot train on old
samples and thus we cannot replay old puzzles to mitigate forgetting. Training language models with
off-policy Deep RL methods is still an open field of study. In our preliminary experiments we only
present the fixed-solver setup to demonstrate the effect of RL training on the Setter.

PromptsWe use a fixed few-shot prompt for both the solver and the setter. The few-shot prompt
simply includes a series of puzzles and solutions from the tutorial set of the P3 training set (which are
pretty short, so we can fit all of them). The puzzles and solutions are separated by assert(f(g()))
statements. The prompt for the Setter finishes after an assertion, the prompt for the Solver (evaluated
Na times to produce the difficulty estimation) additionally includes the puzzle to be solved at the
end. Compared with the ACES prompt, we do not include any instructions since the model was not

1https://github.com/EleutherAI/gpt-neo
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from typing import List

def f(s: str):
return "Hello " + s == "Hello world"

def g():
return "world"

assert f(g())

def f(s: str):
return "Hello " + s[::-1] == "Hello world"

def g():
return "world"[::-1]

assert f(g())

...

Figure 4.7: Few-shot prompt used for the Setter (shortened for readability). In the
Solver prompt, the puzzle to be solved is appended at the end.

instruction-tuned and is much smaller, so its understanding of English and general reasoning abilities
are not as good.

Training detailsWe train the Setter for 50 PPO iterations (Schulman et al., 2017). Each PPO epoch
is composed of a data-gathering phase on 64 parallel environments, each environment being stepped
for 128 steps (token generations). Once one of the parallel Setter agents has finished generating a
puzzle p (generated a function f and output a double newline), we store p as a list of tokens in the
PPO buffer and restart the episode. Once all the steps have been taken we perform 5 PPOs epoch on
the collected buffer with the Adam optimizer and a learning rate of 1e-6. We then discard the buffer
and start again. We use a discount factor of 1, and generalized advantage estimation (Schulman et al.,
2018) with λ = 1.

4.3.3 First experimental results

We present here a series of results studying Setter training. We perform several experiments
to capture our ability to tradeoff puzzle difficulty and novelty. Specifically, we train the with the
following weights (the names of the experiments are given in typewriter font):

• Competence: wd = 1 and wn = 0; Optimizing only for intermediate puzzle difficulty;

• Competence_novelty_b (balanced): wd = 1 and wn = 1; Optimizing both for interme-
diate difficulty and for puzzle novelty;

• Competence_novelty_u (unbalanced): wd = 0.5 and wn = 1.5; Same, but with higher
emphasis on novelty;
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• Competence_novelty_m (multiplicative): R(p) = Rd
θ(p) ×Rn(p,D);

• Novelty: wd = 0 and wn = 1; Only optimizing for novelty;

• No_optim: no optimization, the Setter is simply left to generate as many tokens as in the
other experiments from its original distribution;

Figure 4.8: Competence and novelty rewards for different experiments. set-
ter_competence has competence rewards only, setter_novelty novelty rewards only.
setter_competence_novelty_b (balanced) sums both rewards with weight 1, set-
ter_competence_novelty_u (unbalanced) sums competence with weight 0.5 and nov-
elty with weight 1.5, setter_no_optim simply generates puzzles for the same amount
of tokens and allows us to follow the natural decrease in novelty rewards, and set-
ter_competence_novelty_m (multiplicative) multiplies both rewards with weight 1.
All curves show smoothed averages over 100 puzzles. Curves stop at different points
because the experiments perform are run for a constant number of tokens and the
average lengths of puzzles are different across experiments.

We report the learning curves for both reward components Rd and Rn in Figure 4.8. We see
that optimizing with non-zero weight for intermediate competence yields puzzles that are indeed
intermediately difficult, compared to the original Setter which tends to create trivial puzzles (vis-
ible with the scores in the gray no_optim curve). The sample efficiency is best when wd is
high. Optimizing for novelty only leads to the difficulty rewards collapsing to -1 on average: on
inspection this is due to the fact that the puzzles are becoming invalid, since invalid puzzles are
not penalized when wd = 0. When looking at the values throughout training for Rn, we see that
the competence run, with no novelty reward, collapses close to 0 fast. Examining the generated
puzzles for this configuration, we see that there are only a few puzzles generated repeatedly. Looking
at the no_optim curve, we confirm that Rn naturally decreases for a constant distribution because
of the increased density of puzzles of D in the embedding space. This serves as our baseline. The
competence_novelty_b with equal weights on difficulty and novelty contains the collapse in
diversity of generated puzzles as training proceeds to the same level as the no_optim. The decrease
is less severe in the competence_novelty_u and competence_novelty_m cases, suggest-
ing our ability to steer the model towards producing novel outputs with RL on this nonstationary
reward. Note that for those two setting we do not lose the ability to optimize for intermediately
difficult puzzles. And finally, the novelty run manages to keep the novelty metric high, but we’ve
seen that this comes at the expense of the validity of the puzzles.
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4.3.4 Further work and discussion

In this perspective work, we have cast the autotelic learning problem in the space of Python
Programming Puzzles as a collaborative game between two agents: a Solver learning to solve python
puzzles and a Setter learning to output puzzles that are intermediately difficult for the Solver. In first
experiments examining the behavior of the Setter, we have seen in these early experiments that we
are able to train language models with deep RL to optimize classical measures of intrinsic motivation
such as intermediate difficulty or novelty of a sample. This allows us to combine the paradigm of
autotelic agents trained with deep RL (Colas et al., 2021) with the flexibility, generality, and massively
multitask nature of pretrained language models.

In Section 4.2 presenting ACES, in the discussion we concluded that optimizing for interesting
diversity alone was not sufficient for producing a dataset that could be used by a downstream model to
increase its performance. We care about performance because building increasingly capable models
is one of the drivers of open-endedness. An open-ended agent must learn from its experience and
generate harder and harder problems for itself by using this acquired knowledge. Insofar as generating
intermediately difficult puzzles helps a model improve, our Codeplay experiments show that the
tradeoff between generating diverse puzzles and intermediately difficult puzzles can be negotiated by
integrating different components in the reward function.

Of course, these results need to be extended by training the Solver as well, which we have actually
found more difficult than training the Setter. The setting needs to be scaled as well, because the
diversity and quality of the generated samples improve radically as the model capacity and training
are scaled up. There are two final objectives for this work: this first being generating a sequence
of puzzles that are increasingly difficult for the fixed, untrained Solver but that maintain a constant
difficulty for the Solver as it is trained; the second objective would be to find a way to steer the
process towards the generation of artifacts that are interesting to humans. If these two conditions
are fulfilled we will have demonstrated the embryo of a truly open-ended linguistic agent, steerable
towards problems that humans find interesting.

4.4 Chapter discussion

Let us recapitulate the contributions of this chapter. We have motivated the implementation
of autotelic agents in programming domains such as writing Python code. Programming defines a
truly open-ended space to explore and is not constrained to the effort put into environment design;
it thus seems like an excellent playground for learning to define one’s problems. Code execution
provides a ground truth against which to test task completion, allowing us to sidestep the need for a
language model-based reward function such as the one in LMA3. We thus set ourselves in the Python
Programming Puzzles (Schuster et al., 2021) domain, composed of puzzles of varying difficulty and
their solutions.

In our first contribution we have defined the notion of semantic descriptors to help us design a
space within which to measure interesting diversity. These semantic descriptors, in our programming
puzzle space, are defined as a combination of categories of programming problems, we call a
combination of skills, and they are labelled by an LLM given a particular puzzle. We build upon
these semantic descriptors to propose ACES, an autotelic algorithm for diversity generation based on
sampling goals in skill space and prompting the LLM to generate puzzles with that label, conditioned
on few-shot examples sampled in the neighbouring cells of the targeted one. We showed that ACES,
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closely followed by a variant of Evolution Through Large Models (ELM: Lehman et al. (2022))
using the semantic descriptors as well, performed higher compared to baselines on several measures
of diversity. We concluded by discussing that further work should try to measure the correlates of
performance of a downstream model, finetuned on a generated dataset, on a given test dataset: is
there a tradeoff between the diversity of generated data and downstream performance? We have
also discussed the significance of the work for implementing open-ended linguistic agents and
discussed the link between ACES and different notions of creativity (Boden, 1998): combinatorial
creativity for generating puzzles and solutions that mix a novel skill combination, and exploratory
or transformational creativity if the system is allowed to define its own categories and add them
on-the-fly to the semantic representation. This is an intriguing research direction since it is unclear
how LLMs would fare at generating completely novel concepts.

In our perspective contribution we have taken a complementary view on autotelic learning in the
P3 domain. We have introduced Codeplay, an algorithm framing autotelic learning as a two-player
game where a Setter generates programming puzzles for a Solver that tries to generate a solution. Both
Setter and Solver are language models. We have performed some experiments with a fixed Solver,
using RL to finetune the Setter using a reward composed of an intermediate difficulty motivation as
well as a novelty motivation. We have discovered that optimizing for only one of these motivations
leads to mode collapse and generation of invalid puzzles respectively, but that by balancing both
rewards one can generate a dataset of intermediately difficult and diverse data. We have then shortly
outlined that we should complete the loop by training the solver, as well as implement ways to steer
the generation of puzzles in a direction (for instance toward making progress on a particular pool of
puzzles).

These two works are very synergistic: once progress has been made on Codeplay one could
combine it with a prompt constructed with an autotelic algorithm from a semantic descriptor space
such as ACES. Interestingly, our notion of goal (and thus the kind of autotelic learning taking place)
is different in the two works. In ACES, a goal is a 10-dimensional semantic vector in skill space, and
a realization of this goal is a puzzle and its solution that falls into this category; in Codeplay, a goal is
a puzzle and its realization is a solution. This means that combining both approaches could lead to a
form of meta-goal: when generating a puzzle for itself, the agent first selects a goal in this meta-goal
space and uses it to condition the generation of a puzzle that is given to the solver. This would extend
the intrinsic motivations for the solver with a notion of goal-satisfaction at a higher, more abstract
level.

If we now recall the discussion of Chapter 2.3 we had identified a number of technical and
conceptual limitations of our approaches, either the study of agents in ScienceWorld or our LMA3
agent. One limitation was the difficulty of learning a truly multitask agent: we solve this by leveraging
pretrained language models, large and small, as our policies, and finetuning on diverse enough data.
The second limitation we listed was the lack of sync between the goal generation and the abilities
of the policy at a certain point in time. We solve this issue by either sampling neighboring skills
in the semantic archive in ACES or by optimizing the Setter with a reward based on the current
Solver’s competence. The final limitation we listed was the intrinsic limitation of the text-based
environments we used: we have dissolved this issue by setting ourselves in the open-ended space of
python programs.

Autotelic agents operating in the space of programming puzzles opens up numerous possibilities.
First, since we can interact with many simulated and real-world domains through APIs, we do not
necessarily lose in generality by restricting ourselves to code inputs and outputs. The most striking
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recent examples of what can be achieved with code agents in a nominally sensorimotor environment
is the Voyager agent of Wang et al. (2023a) (which is concurrent work to LMA3 and is conceptually
similar). This Minecraft agent interacts with its environment through writing code that implements
given behavioral programs based on some predetermined primitives. Second, programming itself
beyond solving puzzles is a very wide domains, and we could imagine autotelic developer agents
coming up with creative ideas for entire apps and learning by doing; their performance might be
boosted by clever prompting techniques and self-evaluation (Shinn et al., 2023; Yao et al., 2023) and
corrections from error stack traces, which we, for now, do not consider in our solver agents.

Next to general-purpose programming and development, settings such as these could be applied
in conjunction to formal method systems for automated proof generation (Moura & Ullrich, 2021)
to implement automated exploration algorithms for mathematical theorems and their proofs. Such
systems could invent new theorems (understood here as goals) and try to achieve them (write the proof
in the formal language of interest). These agents could maintain a repertoire of theorems previously
proved and use these in inventing harder and harder theorems, guided by some intrinsic motivation.
Setups where reuse of previous goals is possible are also interesting because they map quite clearly to
the notion of stepping stone of Stanley & Lehman (2015). Additionally, this opens up a new class of
intrinsic motivations: intuitively, a theorem is interesting if it can be reused in many other theorems.
Another idea, related to the notion of evolvability: a theorem is interesting if it can be mutated
into a large number of novel theorems (in something like ACES, this could mean incrementing the
interestingness of puzzles appearing in a prompt that generated novel puzzles in the semantic space).
Programming or theorem-proving autotelic agents retrieving skills from a library could thus be a
generative setup for investigating novel or under-investigated forms of intrinsic motivation. This
research could have important applications for mathematicians: autotelic theorem-generating and
proving agents could be used as research assistants discovering new theorems and proofs alongside
them.
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Conclusion

5.1 Summary of contributions

We are now ready to conclude, let us summarize, for each chapter, our contributions and what we
have learned.

5.1.1 Autotelic agents in text-based worlds

In our first contribution of this chapter, we have studied an autotelic agent based on deep RL in a
complex text-based environment called ScienceWorld. ScienceWorld features rudimentary physics,
biology and thermodynamics, and we have build a hierarchy of nested language goals this agent could
master. The agent learns about goals through hindsight: it performs exploration of the environment
and a social partner relabels its trajectory if one of the relevant goals has been achieved. In that study
we have determined that sampling goals (at the beginning of the episode as well as within the replay
buffer) according to their intermediate difficulty was beneficial for learning, recovering one of the
simplest forms of competence-based intrinsic motivation. Additionally, the social partner needed to
restrain its relabeling to a small enough number of goals so that the goal-conditioned RL policy could
learn. In a sense, this limitation is a limitation on the multitask abilities of the agent: with a higher
sample efficiency the social partner could give hindsight feedback on many trivial goals that would
be mastered without perturbing the agent on its way to mastery of the harder ones. While the goals of
the agent were based on language, which allowed us to leverage abstraction properties, and while
some of our agents used an intrinsic motivation measure to sample their goals, there was no creative
use of language.

In our second contribution, we have moved on to consider the problem of creativity in language-
based autotelic agents, namely, how could those agents invent an open-ended sequence of goals? We
have leveraged LLMs as models commonsense reasoning to creatively invent and manipulate new
goals: we called this technique LMA3 (Language Model Augmented Autotelic Agents). We have set
ourselves in another text-based environment called CookingWorld, and have used the LLM as a tool
both for generating new goals, relabelling trajectories with lists of goals effectively accomplished,
and as a general reward function allowing us to measure the completion of arbitrary goals. The policy
itself was simple, based on a mapping of skills to sequences of actions. This allowed the agent to
master a wide collection of skills, approximately one per episode. We studied the effect of variations
in the prompt and found that adding chain-of-thought as a reasoning technique, as well as suggestions
and tips on what makes a goal interesting, increased dramatically the amount of generated goals,
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giving a first hint on how to combine open-ended goal generation with biases towards interestingness.
We also noted that evaluating these agents proved challenging: how should we balance the diversity
of goals with their depth for instance, so that we can reward both generalist and specialist agents? We
also ended on a note calling for extensions to richer, truly open environments: LMA3 could invent
crazy and creative goals but will never achieve it in its limited household environment.

5.1.2 Object representation for language grounding

In our third contribution third contribution, motivated by making progress on flexible reward
functions for autotelic agents, we have decided to investigate good architectural designs for neural
networks working with collections of objects. We have defined the SpatialSim to test the abilities
of different neural networks to compare spatial configurations of objects. SpatialSim is a testbed
composed of a configuration identification task and a configuration comparison task. We test a battery
of neural networks based on Graph Neural Networks and identify the design that is most able to
learn those two tasks: namely, the Message-Passing Graph Neural Network (MPGNN) that models
relations between object learns better and is the most robust.

In out fourth contribution we build upon the intuition that language grounding might be easier
within an object-centric framework that includes relational inductive biases (Battaglia et al., 2018a)
and on the fact that Transformers, like MPGNNs, are architectures explicitly modelling the relation
between sets of objects, to propose a study of object-based language grounding. Our overall aim was
to propose grounding modules for language that incorporate spatial relations to refer to objects as well
as temporally extended actions and the past tense. We thus defined a spatio-temporal language domain
based on an artificial language that nevertheless incorporates spatial and temporal relations. In this
setting we have define several Transformer architectures all incorporating different inductive biases
with respect to how to process trajectory information and how to relate it to a language goal. We
have discovered that for this task, maintaining object permanence, e.g. integrating information with
respect to time first, was a reasonable baseline, but that using a flat architecture where all elements of
the trajectory could interact in an unstructured way was the best.

We concluded the chapter with a pessimistic note. While it is true that language grounding can be
achieved using multimodal Transformer-based models and that much progress has been made on this
front in recent years, we believe that more progress will be made in autotelic learning by studying
agents in language-based worlds directly. This way, we solve the issue of generalization of these
models to novel experiences and we sidestep the difficult problem of low-level motor embodiment.
Autotelic agents need not live in the same niche as we do.

5.1.3 Learning to generate programming problems

In our fifth and ixth] contributions, we have begun addressing the issue of the limited nature of the
text-based environments we used in our first and second contributions. Our insight is that incarnating
autotelic agents in a programming domain ensures, through the unlimited expressiveness of modern
programming languages, that the agent’s possibilities are never limited by its environment. Autotelic
agents operating with programming goals can check the results of the execution of the code, simplify-
ing the issue of implementing goal-satisfaction functions for arbitrary language goals, something that
we achieved with a large language model in our second contribution. We select a specific expressive
programming domain which is one defining Python Programming Puzzles (Schuster et al., 2021) (P3)
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which is broad and expressive: puzzles can range from the simplest list manipulation operations to
open problems in mathematics.

In our fifth contribution, coming back to our aim of problem-generating systems, we have studied
the generation of an interesting diversity of programming puzzles. Taking inspiration from quality-
diversity (Pugh et al., 2016) research and population-based autotelic algorithms (Baranes & Oudeyer,
2013c), in this work we aim to generate puzzles that maximally cover an archive composed of cells.
Individuals belonging to different cells should differ in meaningful ways. To define this space of
cells that should capture dimensions of variation that are useful for us, we turn to LLMs again and
define a semantic representation space as a combination of programming categories. A puzzle’s
representation is a binary vector that indicates whether the puzzle is part of a given category, as
judged by the LLM. ACES (Autotelic Code Exploration based on Semantic descriptors) targets goals
in this semantic space, instructs the LLM to target it and displays some few-shot examples from
the cells closest to the one being targeted. The generated puzzle and its solution are generated and
kept only if the solution solves the problem. This performs better than baselines on several measures
of diversity, although this does not immediately translate to better downstream performance when
finetuning a smaller LLM on generated data and testing its puzzle-solving performance on the P3 test
set. This opens the question of finding correlates, for datapoints and whole datasets, of downstream
performance. This is important for having coding agents that are effectively getting better at solving
puzzles after training on their own data. Another promising avenue for work is updating the semantic
representation on the fly with novel concepts, which could help us model other forms of creativity
than compositional (Boden, 1998).

In our sixth and final contribution (preliminary work), we take a complementary view on autotelic
agents generating their own puzzles and solutions. Whereas in the previous contribution, goals were
targets in the semantic space, and puzzles and solutions were generated in one go, in this work we
consider puzzles themselves to be the goals, and the solutions to be the skills required to solve them.
We define the autotelic learning process as a collaborative, asymmetric game between two agents. In
this game we call Codeplay, the Setter is trying to generate diverse and intermediately difficult puzzles,
and the Solver is trying to solve them. Both networks are language models trained on code, and
using deep RL on top of language models allows us to piggyback on top of language models’ strong
generalization and multitasking abilities while optimizing arbitrary rewards. Preliminary results
show our ability to train the Setter LM with RL, and to successfully navigate between generating
novel puzzles (that might be syntactically invalid) and intermediately difficult one (that might be
repetitive). Extending the results to include training of the Solver will be needed. Codeplay is
reminescent of GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014), as well as other approaches in intrinsically motivated
learning (Sukhbaatar et al., 2018; Campero et al., 2021), and open-endedness (Wang et al., 2019).
This perspective work brings together the ideas around co-evolution and self-play, using pretrained
language models as policies, in a programming domain. It is moreover very synergistic with ACES,
since the prompt generation techniques of ACES could be applied to Codeplay to generate even more
diverse puzzles (and solutions!).

5.2 Discussion

The work in this thesis opens many avenues for further work, many persepectives. After our short
recap of our contributions, let us speculate and explore some of these ideas in more detail.
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5.2.1 Open-endedness and large models

We are not the first to notice the great synergy between large, flexible language models and
open-endedness research. The capabilities of such models mean, as we have remarked elsewhere,
that they can serve as a basis to build truly massively multitask agents, mitigating issues of lack
of generality in deep RL goal-conditioned policies trained from scratch (see Section 2.2): we use
this property to build our Codeplay Setter. These language models can learn in-context, making
them a flexible backbone to any kind of exploration algorithms in many different domains, as was
demonstrated with LMA3 and ACES. But even more importantly, LLMs contain all kinds of implicit
knowledge about the world, and about the preferences of many different groups of humans.

As was already argued by Colas et al. (2022a) and Zhang et al. (2023), a particularly interesting
application of LLMs for open-endedness research is to serve as Models of Interestingness (MoIs),
encoding what humans find relevant and salient about a particular situation. This means, instead
of using some form of knowledge-based or competence-based intrinsic motivation as a reward or
fitness for particular goals experienced by an autotelic agent, the interestingness of a goal would be
computed based on the response of an LLM. We rely on this mechanism when asking the LLM-based
modules of LMA3 to generate or relabel goals that are interesting (and we remember that explicitly
asking the LLM to consider goals that are relevant to humans, and providing it some examples, greatly
expands the amount of goals generated by the agent). The Voyager agent of Wang et al. (2023a) uses
a similar principle, using GPT-4’s knowledge of the Minecraft game to set relevant goals within the
particular context of an agent. The idea of LLMs as models of interestingness was also implemented
in the work of Zhang et al. (2023) and Bradley et al. (2023a), respectively to filter the goals an agent
could target and to serve as a quality measure in a quality-diversity algorithm from AI feedback. In
all those works, the LLM is considered as a MoI in general, but Colas et al. (2022a) goes further, and
discusses the idea that this MoI can be contextual. Different people find different things interesting,
and as such there might not only be one consistent and definitive measure of interestingness encoded
by a language model. Since language models are superpositions of perspectives (Kovač et al., 2023;
Andreas, 2022), Colas et al. (2022a) argue that we could use LLMs as a model of interestingness
from a particular perspective, leading to a diversity of possible exploration dynamics.

The idea of LLM MoIs calls for the investigation of LLMs’ abilities to generalize what humans
find interesting in novel domains. If these MoIs are used in a completely open-ended architecture,
they might be asked to judge the interestingness of goals or skills on which we have no training data.
Additionally, in human cultural evolution (or history of science), paradigm shifts and revolutionary
ideas were had by highly motivated and persevering individuals and small groups going against the
conventions and accepted norms of the time they were in. Presumably, these people were motivated
by other things than social convention and culturally refined taste for problems. These interests might
be additionally very personal, tied to the identity of the individual or group of individuals. Sometime
in the future, when research on MoIs matures, these questions might need to be addressed.

LLM MoIs also raise an interesting question in the study of intrinsic motivation (IM) as a field.
This question has the structure of a bitter lesson (as first defined by Sutton (2019)). It might be the
case (and plausible) that using IMs based on LLMs is more efficient than relying on more traditional
models of IMs like the ones presented in Section 1.2.3. An important part of the study of intrinsically-
motivated and open-ended learning was historically finding models of IM, perhaps through the study
of young children or of intrinsically-motivated behavior in adults, and validating this insight by
proving that this IM worked well as a reward for an intrinsically-motivated agent. This approach, of
studying a particular phenomenon to gain an understanding of it and implementing that knowledge in
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a machine to build AI systems is precisely what Sutton deems to have failed in comparison to generic
methods that scale with compute. This means that in many domains of AI/cognitive science, the search
for scientific truth and descriptive, parsimonious models of the mind has become decorrelated from
the quest to build better systems (while in physics for instance deep understanding and engineering
have always gone hand in hand). Section 2.1.1 discusses this split in the language domain, between
linguistics and NLP. Coming to terms with the bitter lesson in intrinsically-motivated and open-ended
learning might mean that our quest to build open-ended autotelic machines might become unrelated
to any form of scientific understanding of intrinsic motivation in humans. It is still too soon to decide
on this question, but we find it a compelling potential lesson to contemplate.

Another thread at the intersection of LLMs and intrinsic motivation research is the two approaches
to integrating large models and autotelic algorithms. These two approaches are represented in this
thesis, and we could summarize them as such: the first perspective is using LLMs as tools for autotelic
learning, and the second perspective is using autotelic learning to expand LLM’s capabilities and
allowing them to learn about new domains (and possibly invent their own). These two perspectives
can of course be complementary, especially in the longer term, but in experimental practice they entail
very different setups because they mean, for now, working with models of different scales (although
this is bound to change with the trend towards smaller and overtrained language models (Hoffmann
et al., 2022; Touvron et al., 2023b)1). The first perspective is perhaps best exemplified with the LMA3
method: we use an LLM as an external black-box to invent goals, compute rewards and relabel
trajectories. The second perspective is best exemplified by the Codeplay perspective: we use autotelic
learning as a two-player game to expand, in our experiments, the distributions of puzzles invented by
the Setter. ACES is an example of both, through the idea of distillation: using a larger LM to explore
the space of problems to teach a smaller model about a novel domain. The distillation perspective
makes it, in our mind, less compelling: this is because it implies that you always need a larger model
whose abilities stay fixed, to allow a model to go beyond its training data. It is more impressive
to get an LLM to expand its own skill repertoire by exploration without too much scaffolding. We
believe that autotelic learning is a promising avenue to finetune language models to expand their
capabilities, and that language models are the perfect backbone for multitask policies, goal generation
and other flexible modules. Future research at the intersection of these two domains seems particularly
interesting to us.

One of the compelling perspectives that emerges at the intersection of autotelic AI and LMs is
that of data augmentation, through self-generation of problems and their solutions. ACES takes a first
step in this direction by focusing on the diversity of generated data, but an important followup should
be finding ways to compute correlates of the programming abilities of a language model, specifically
computing an indicator of the amount of programming ability that a particular problem confers as
training data. If we had access to such a metric, we could generate data that is both diverse and that
pushes the boundaries of competence of a downstream language model (this amounts to a mixture of
novelty-based and competence-based intrinsic motivation); this metric could also be used as a reward
in an RL setup. The wider perspective is interesting: as we noted in our introduction (Section 1.1.5),
data, not number of parameters, seems to be the bottleneck in training more capable models: having a
principled way to generate high-quality data through a measure of the competence this data confers
would be significant. Autotelic learning would also allow us to generate high-quality data in domains
where there is none, or very few.

1See also the recent release of a small overtrained model at: https://mistral.ai/news/announcing-mistral-7b/
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5.2.2 Languages, problems, math

Another discussion thread around the research presented in this thesis is the suitability of language
to express problems. We have worked within text-based games domains which mimic very simple
versions of household environments with rooms, objects, and in the case of ScienceWorld some
physics, thermodynamics, and biology. We’ve seen that these environments are quite limited. One
reason is that modelling the complexity of the real world would mean implementing a complex game
engine (and then rendering the simulation in language, as in the text version of Minecraft (Wang et al.,
2023a)). Another limitation is that mastering complex skills in such a toy environment is less useful
than mastering skills we humans practice in language every day, such as writing stories, summaries,
etc. We’ve then moved on to the space of Python programs, which does not have the limitations
outlined above and additionally allows us to evaluate our agents without relying on a learned reward
function. In general, training code-generating autotelic agents could lead to even more general skills,
since these agents could also interact with elements of the real world through APIs (even if care
should be exercised in this domain).

A perspective opened by using programming as an exploration domain is the explicit hierarchy
this entails through function reuse. Python puzzles might be too specific for this to work well, but
more general programming and development (such as in the case of an app-developing autotelic
agent) could store written functions (mastered skills) and retrieve them as needed. We could even
compute other intrinsic motivations based on the amount of re-use a particular function has, based on
the intuition that something interesting often means something useful.

Another related domain for autotelic exploration is formal methods, especially for automated
theorem proving. Based on the proof-program isomorphism, formal languages for expressing
domains of mathematics have been developed these past few decades in the hope that one day all
mathematicians could implement their theorems and proofs directly in these languages. The proofs
could then be guaranteed by the system without requiring manual, time-consuming inspection of
the details by specialists. While these formal frameworks have been useful for deriving the proof of
some historically significant theorems, they have not been widely adopted by mathematicians due
to the tediousness of proving even the simplest of arithmetic lemmas. We believe that automated
theorem proving is a perfect setup for autotelic exploration. In this context, theorems are the goals of
an autotelic agent, and proofs are the behavior to reach these goals. As in the case of programming,
there exist skill hierarchies (in the form of libraries of theorems that can be imported as needed for a
proof). Selecting the goal to prove requires a measure of intrinsic motivation over theorems (which is
a fascinating avenue to explore because we might benefit from insights into what mathematicians
find beautiful or interesting). Exploration of mathematical identities is a pure, model version of
exploration of scientific truths more generally, except that when doing math one only needs to interact
with the rules of logic and not perform costly experiments in the real world. Mathematical autotelic
agents could also define their own mathematical objects (through type definitions), a model of concept
creation (and of exploratory creativity (Boden, 1998)). And finally, autotelic theorem-proving agents
could be useful to real mathematicians: they could serve as assistants to discover new theorems and
lemmas. They could help fulfill the original dream of the creators of formal methods for automated
theorem proving: the tediousness of writing proofs in a formal language is not really an obstacle.
We could go further and argue that any ML application for finding or proving theorems should use a
formal language, because no mathematician will be bothered to check the validity of free-form proofs
drafted by a language model (such as in Lightman et al. (2023)). Technically, autotelic theorem-
proving agents could rely on a mixture of language models (GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 have knowledge
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of Coq and lean and can prove basic identities one-shot), advanced prompting techniques ( like for
instance Yao et al. (2023)), feedback from the compiler, and reinforcement learning. One can also
incorporate elements of state-of-the art ML for automated theorem proving techniques (Lample et al.,
2022).

Building automated mathematicians (we are reminded of Lenat’s pioneering work here (Lenat,
1976, 1983)) will also require tuning interestingness functions (possibly also based on large, learned
models of interestingness) to the interest of individual mathematicians. If you imagine an automated
mathematician as a research assistant for a flesh-and-bones one, the latter needs to be able to distill
their specific interests to guide the machine’s explorations, rather in the spirit of the meta-diversity
work of Etcheverry et al. (2020) building a hierarchy of spaces to measure diversity in, that can be
influenced by a human’s choices and interests.

5.2.3 The autotelic game

Another thread emerging from this thesis is the idea of autotelic learning as a game between two
parties. The idea is not novel, and has been explored in work on adversarial goal generation (Florensa
et al., 2018; Sukhbaatar et al., 2018; Campero et al., 2021) and in the powerplay framework (Schmid-
huber, 2011); but it gains renewed importance as we start considering domains where generating
good problems is as hard as finding good solutions. This has been recognized by researchers trying to
explain the principles of good research: we are reminded of Hamming’s speech on what makes good
and effective research. He emphasizes regularly asking oneself what the most important problems
in one’s field are. Taste in research problems comes slowly and through repeated practice, and
through deliberately reflecting about which research threads thrive and which ones die out, what
ideas are important to the field, and so on. Michael Nielsen, in his essay “Principles of effective
research”, is even more explicit. He defines two ideal types of researchers (in theoretical physics):
the problem-solver and the problem-creator. The problem-solver scours the literature for well-posed,
important (and difficult!) problems to solve, and uses mostly existing tools to solve them. The
problem-creator’s work is more creative: they connect different domains, or look for abstract patterns,
to create novel lines of inquiry. In effect, each researcher is a mixture of both types to a differing
degree, and a field, of course, advances through the interaction of these two types of research. We are
thus well-advised to model autotelic learning as an interaction between these two types of agents, in a
two-player (or multi-player) game. These two agents could share part of the same weights, because
presumably representations useful for generating problems might be similar to representations useful
to solve those problems. This makes linguistic autotelic learning akin to a type of self-play, which
has demonstrated its ability to go beyond human competence in games (Silver et al., 2017).

This leads us to consider the multi-agent perspective on autotelic learning: researchers creating
and solving problems do not work in isolation but are connected in social networks (see Nisioti
et al. (2022) for a discussion of the impact of connectivity in societies of agents making discoveries).
Problem-creating agents and problem-solving agents, perhaps each in their own specialty and each
with their own interestingness function, could interact in a society not unlike an asymmetric, linguistic
version of AlphaStar (the StarCraft II-playing system, see discussion in Introduction, Section 1.1.4,
where open-ended dynamics of strategies and counter-strategies emerged from multi-agent interactions
between agents that had slightly different objectives. Remember that AlphaStar agents had a first
pretraining phase (behavior cloning from human trajectories), that in our case is akin to the pretraining
phase of language models. Multi-agent RL then serves to explore beyond this dataset, which is exactly
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what we want in an autotelic, linguistic, open-ended system. For societies of autotelic agents (or
humans and agents) to work well, it might additionally be interesting to consider the lesson of
Tomasello (2021): one of the reasons for the success of the human species is the ability to form join
goals with collaborators at a small scale, and at a larger scale to conform to society-wide norms
and expectations as well as striving towards institution-level goals (such as when working for a
government, large company, and the like).

5.2.4 Ethical considerations

We want to conclude this thesis with a short discussion on the ethics and potential risks of
autotelic AI. This discussion could warrant a whole essay, and we will only touch a few points in what
follows. As AI has matured as a research field and has led to tangible, revolutionary applications,
concerns have risen in the community and beyond about the potential risks and downsides of this
technology. Two distinct (sometimes opposing) communities have formed around the discussion of
the risks of AI, communities that we will term AI Ethics and AI Alignment.

The former worries about the potential downsides of AI for minorities that are marginalized, about
biases in algorithms and the entrenching of systematic injustice: the community has ties to movements
linked with social justice, and to worries about algorithmic decision-making already contributing to
the strengthening of biases before the successes of large-scale language models, especially in school
systems, in the allocation of loans, and in law enforcement (O’Neil, 2017). Another related worry is
that automation brought about by AI will massively displace jobs and increase inequality, perhaps
contributing to the rapidly increasing wealth of the companies (and boards of investors) deploying
large-scale models and the coming obsolescence of white-collar workers which will be forced to
adapt or be rendered useless in the workforce.

The AI alignment field worries about a set of problems that are less tangible and that come from
theoretical discussions about the risks of AI that come from a perspective inspired by science-fiction
works: that a future superintelligent AI’s goals will not be aligned with ours and that this will result
in large risks (for some authors, existential) for humanity as a whole (Bostrom, 2014a). Alignment
refers to the process of making AI’s goals similar to our own. This realm is more speculative, but
we do not take the fictional or prospective origin of these ideas as a reason to dismiss them: many
of the technologies we take for granted today look, from the perspective of past decades, as wild
fiction (including LLMs!). Fiction has an important role in exploring possible futures, and builders
of today’s technologies are extremely influenced by works of sci-fi (the name of one of today’s
richest companies comes from the metaverse neologism and vision of Neal Stephenson’s classic novel
Snow Crash). Writing extensively about the topic of alignment, Stuart Russell proposed (Russell,
2019) that future AI’s only goals should come from implementing human preferences. He was
the creator of the framework of alignment through Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL), wherein
human behavior would be collected and used to extract a reward (or utility) function, and this utility
function (presumably aligned) would then be used to finetune the AI system. This system has found
wide application in aligning LLMs through RLHF (Christiano et al., 2017b), where raw language
models (partially trained on data from the racist and inappropriate underbelly of the Internet which
is sometimes hard to curate) are finetuned to behave appropriately, be helpful, and not respond to
harmful requests.

These two communities pose the following question to autotelic AI research:
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• From Ethics: how to ensure representativity and lack of bias in the goals that an autotelic AI
system will set itself?

• From Alignment: how to ensure an autotelic AI system’s goals will be aligned with those of
humanity, and will not lead to the disempowerment of humans or other grave risk?

• How to ensure that applications of powerful autotelic AI will not displace the jobs humans find
most rewarding, such as research, art, creatively finding new problems?

We will only sketch answers here. Our opinion is that the first two questions are actually a version
of the same one, but the first question explicitly poses the questions of which value system we are
aligning models to (does this value system represent the dominant culture or does it include oppressed
minorities?) whereas the second one considers humanity as a kind of abstract entity one can derive
a utility function for. In any case, we do have an example of beings that are autotelic, but that are
nudged to create invent goals that are appropriate for a given culture: our children. Through careful
education children can be taught not to strive for bad things and still be creative: education is not a
trivial problem but it is by no means an unsolvable one. Sigaud et al. (2021) make this case: autotelic
agents can be teachable: and the resulting goals can be appropriate for a given context. This is actually
not so different from deriving a good intrinsic motivation measure for goals, it only means developing
a moral motivation measure alongside it. The Ethics question is somewhat harder, because it requires
representativity in the groups of people deciding which values get incorporated in the moral calculus,
a problem akin to representativity in political institutions. And our point of view here is that arriving
to moral agreement is more of a consensus than arriving at some truth, and that representativity might
not always be a good objective (if a society contains a large minority of racist people, should they be
allowed to express themselves)? In any case, deciding on the values of important AI systems should
be a political process with similarities to deciding on our elected representatives.

We find the question of displacement of creative labor in the case of a powerful autotelic AI
system more problematic. Will there still be physicists if it is more cost-effective to run a machine
to do research? We can hope that future autotelic AI systems will be used alongside researchers to
augment them, but hoping and goodwill is not enough to prevent devastating economic changes it the
financial incentives push for automation. Real answers here come from policy changes, regulation
and possibly reshaping the nature and value of work (through basic income policies for instance,
decorrelating the – perhaps intrinsically motivated – work we do from the financial incentives of
companies). This is an issue that concerns all kinds of powerful AI, not only of the autotelic kind.
We thus hope that coordinated discussion around the economic impact of AI can help us protect
individuals against the sometimes misaligned incentives of companies and large institutions. On the
upside, and as a longer-term perspective, automating part of research will allow us to be more efficient
at discovery, potentially helping us mitigate the pressing problems we have created for ourselves
when building a modern world that is interesting and comfortable to live in.
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Appendix A

Appendix for LMA3

A.1 Hand-Coded Evaluation Set

Here are the 69 hand-coded goals: cook the red apple, cook the red potato, cook the yellow apple,
cook the yellow potato, fry the green apple, fry the red apple, fry the red potato, fry the yellow apple,
fry the yellow potato, grill the green apple, grill the red apple, grill the red potato, grill the yellow
apple, grill the yellow potato, roast the green apple, roast the red apple, roast the red potato, roast the
yellow apple, roast the yellow potato, cut the cilantro, cut the green apple, cut the parsley, cut the
red apple, cut the red potato, cut the yellow apple, cut the yellow potato, chop the cilantro, chop the
green apple, chop the parsley, chop the red apple, chop the red potato, chop the yellow apple, chop
the yellow potato, dice the cilantro, dice the green apple, dice the parsley, dice the red apple, dice the
red potato, dice the yellow apple, dice the yellow potato, slice the cilantro, slice the green apple, slice
the parsley, slice the red apple, slice the red potato, slice the yellow apple, slice the yellow potato,
eat the cilantro, eat the green apple, eat the parsley, eat the red apple, eat the yellow apple, go to the
kitchen, open the cutlery drawer, open the dishwasher, open the fridge, open the kitchen cupboard,
open the trash can, You are hungry! Let’s cook a delicious meal. Check the cookbook in the kitchen
for the recipe. Once done, enjoy your meal!, pick up the cilantro, pick up the cookbook, pick up the
green apple, pick up the knife, pick up the parsley, pick up the red apple, pick up the red potato, pick
up the yellow apple, pick up the yellow potato.

A.2 LLMs Prompts

We run all LM calls with OpenAI’s gpt-3.5-turbo model. We use a temperature of 0 for the LM
Reward Function and a temperature of 0.9 for the LM Relabeler and the LM Goal Generator.

A.2.1 LM Relabeler Prompt

LMA3 \ CoT & Human Tips

Here is the LM Relabeler prompt with no human tips and no chain-of-thought used for LMA3 \
CoT & Human Tips.
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LMA3 \ CoT & Human Tips

Exercise: Given the description of a player’s behavior in a video game, list the
most interesting, impressive, novel or creative goals he achieved and, for each
goal, specify when it is achieved for the first time. Write each goal starting with an
imperative verb. Here are three examples:

Example 1:
“““
Step 52.
Action 52: slice orange bell pepper
Observation 52: You slice the orange bell pepper.
Step 53.
Action 53: cook white onion in oven
Observation 53: You roast the white onion with the oven.
Step 54.
Action 54: cook carrot in stove
Observation 54: You fry the carrot with the stove.
Step 55.
Action 55: cook orange bell pepper in oven
Observation 55: You roast the orange bell pepper with the oven.
Step 56.
Action 56: move north
Observation 56: You are in the corridor. In one part of the room you see a shoe
cabinet that is closed.There is also a key holder, that has nothing on it. You also see
a hat rack, that has nothing on it. In another part of the room you see a coat hanger,
that has nothing on it. In one part of the room you see a umbrella stand, that has
nothing on it. To the North you see the driveway. To the South you see the kitchen.
Through an open wood door, to the East you see the laundry room. Through an open
screen door, to the West you see the backyard.
"""
Let’s not forget to mention the steps at which the agent achieved the goal for the first
time. Use this format: {goal description} (step {step_number}).
Answer:
- roast a white onion (step 55).
- go to the corridor (step 56).
- find at the laundry room (step 56).
- slice a bell pepper (Step 52).
- cook an orange bell pepper (step 55).
- find an umbrella stand (step 56).

Example 2:
“““
Step 78.
Action 78: open cupboard
Observation 78: you open the cupboard, it is empty.
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Step 79.
Action 79: open kitchen drawer
Observation 79: you open the kitchen drawer, it contains a knife and a fork.
Step 80.
Action 80: take knife
Observation 80: you pick up the knife
Step 81.
Action 81: open trash can
Observation 81: you open the trash can, it contains an apple
Step 82.
Action 82: move east
Observation 82: You are in the pantry. In one part of the room you see a folding chair
that has some olive oil, a roasted red potato, some sugar, some black pepper, and
some vegetable oil on it. There is also a shelf that has some salt, and some peanut
oil on it. To the West you see the kitchen.
Step 83.
Action 83: move west
Observation 83: You are in the kitchen. In one part of the room you see a stove.
There is also an oven. You also see a fridge that is closed. In another part of the
room you see a counter, that has a yellow potato on it. In one part of the room you
see an open kitchen cupboard, that is empty. There is also a cutlery drawer that is
open. To the East you see the pantry.
Step 84.
Action 84: take yellow potato
Observation 84: you take the yellow potato.
Step 85.
Action 85: slice potato
Observation 85: you cut the potato in slices
"""
Let’s not forget to mention the steps at which the agent achieved the goal for the first
time. Use this format: {goal description} (step {step_number}).
Answer:
- open the trash can (step 81).
- look into the cupboard (step 78).
- open the kitchen drawer (step 79).
- cut a yellow potato (Step 84).
- go the pantry (step 82).

Example 3:
[insert trajectory to relabel here]
Answer:
-
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LMA3 \ Human Tips

LMA3 \ Human Tips makes use of chain-of-thought prompting but does not leverage human
advice. The example trajectories and answers remain the same as in the previous prompt, but
explanations are added before each answer. Here is what both examples from the previous prompt
look like.

LMA3 \ Human Tips - Example 1

Let’s think step by step.
Reasoning: Here are some interesting goals the player achieved. The player cooked
a white onion (step 53), visited the corridor (step 56), saw the laundry room (step 56),
sliced and roasted an orange bell pepper (steps 52 and 55) and saw an umbrella
stand (step 56). Let’s not forget to mention the steps at which the agent achieved the
goal for the first time. Use this format: {goal description} (step {step_number}).
Answer:
- roast a white onion (step 55).
- go to the corridor (step 56).
- find at the laundry room (step 56).
- slice a bell pepper (Step 52).
- cook an orange bell pepper (step 55).
- find an umbrella stand (step 56).

LMA3 \ Human Tips - Example 2

Let’s think step by step.
Reasoning: The agent open various containers: the trash can (step 81), the cupboard
(step 78) and the kitchen drawer (step 79). It cut a yellow potato with a knife (step 84)
and went to the pantry (step 82). Let’s not forget to mention the steps at which the
agent achieved the goal for the first time. Use this format: {goal description} (step
{step_number}).
Answer:
- open the trash can (step 81).
- look into the cupboard (step 78).
- open the kitchen drawer (step 79).
- cut a yellow potato (Step 84).
- go the pantry (step 82).

Finally, the end of the prompt include chain-of-thought prompting as well:

LMA3 \ Human Tips - Example 3

Example 3:
[insert trajectory to relabel here]
Let’s think step by step and relabel up to 10 goals.
Reasoning:
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LMA3

LMA3 makes use of of both chain-of-thought prompting and human tips. The example trajectories
remain the same as in the previous prompts but the answer and reasoning change.

LMA3 - Example 1

Let’s think step by step.
Reasoning: In the above trajectory, the agent both sliced (step 52) and roasted (step
55) an orange ingredient (orange bell pepper), which demonstrates his capability to
prepare an ingredient in several steps. He used the oven twice (steps 53 and 54). He
successfully cooked several ingredients: an onion (step 53), the orange bell pepper
(step 52) and a carrot (step 54), which shows time-extended commitment to prepare
a recipe. An interesting way to describe goals is to mention consecutive steps: here
the player first cooked an onion, then cut a bell pepper (the overall goal, made of two
steps, is completed in step 55). Interestingly, the player discovered new properties of
the environment: he found a place from which he could see both the laundry room
and the backyard (from the corridor) in step 56. He found out whether the keyholder
hold something in it in step 56 (it did not). Let’s not forget to mention the steps at
which the agent achieved the goal for the first time. Use this format: {goal description}
(step {step_number}).
Answer:
- slice and cook an orange ingredient (step 55).
- use the oven for the second time (step 55).
- roast an onion and a bell pepper and fry carrots (step 55).
- cook an onion first then cut a bell pepper (step 55).
- find a place from which you can see both the laundry room and the backyard (step
56).
- find out whether the keyholder has something on it (step 56).

LMA3 - Example 2

Let’s think step by step.
Reasoning: In this trajectory, the agent searched for a knife and used it to cut a potato
in slices (achieved in step 85). He discovered a new room, the pantry in step 84.
He found out that the trash can was not empty (step 81) and looked inside three
containers: the trash can (step 81), the cupboard (step 78) and the drawer (step 79).
He left the kitchen and came back (step 83). Let’s not forget to mention the steps at
which the agent achieved the goal for the first time. Use this format: {goal description}
(step {step_number}).
Answer:
- find a knife and use it to cut a potato (step 84).
- find the pantry (step 84).
- open three containers (step 81).
- leave and come back to the kitchen (step 83).
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A.2.2 LM Reward Function Prompt

LMA3 \ CoT

The prompt of the LM Reward Function without chain-of-thought prompting is the following:

LMA3 \ CoT

Exercise: Given the description of a player’s behavior in a video game and a list of
goals, tell me whether the player achieves these goals and, if he does, when the goal
is achieved. Here are three examples.

Example 1:
“““
Step 52.
Action 52: slice orange bell pepper
Observation 52: You slice the orange bell pepper.
Step 53.
Action 53: cook white onion in oven
Observation 53: You roast the white onion with the oven.
Step 54.
Action 54: cook carrot in stove
Observation 54: You fry the carrot with the stove.
Step 55.
Action 55: cook orange bell pepper in oven
Observation 55: You roast the orange bell pepper with the oven.
Step 56.
Action 56: move north
Observation 56: You are in the corridor. In one part of the room you see a shoe
cabinet that is closed.There is also a key holder, that has nothing on it. You also see
a hat rack, that has nothing on it. In another part of the room you see a coat hanger,
that has nothing on it. In one part of the room you see a umbrella stand, that has
nothing on it. To the North you see the driveway. To the South you see the kitchen.
Through an open wood door, to the East you see the laundry room. Through an open
screen door, to the Wes you see the backyard.
"""
Here is the list of goals: “cook an omelet", “cook an orange ingredient", “move north,
then move south", “achieved goal: do xx", “roast two ingredients in the oven", “cook
several ingredients". Let’s answer and indicate steps of goal completion:
- cook an omelet. Answer: no.
- cook an orange ingredient. Answer: yes (step 54).
- move north, then move south. Answer: no.
- achieved goal: do xx. Answer: no.
- roast two ingredients in the oven. Answer: yes (step 55).
- cook several ingredients. Answer: yes (step 54).
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Example 2:
“““
Step 78.
Action 78: open cupboard
Observation 78: you open the cupboard, it is empty.
Step 79.
Action 79: open kitchen drawer
Observation 79: you open the kitchen drawer, it contains a knife and a fork.
Step 80.
Action 80: take knife
Observation 80: you pick up the knife
Step 81.
Action 81: open trash can
Observation 81: you open the trash can, it contains an apple
Step 82.
Action 82: move east
Observation 82: You are in the pantry. In one part of the room you see a folding chair
that has some olive oil, a roasted red potato, some sugar, some black pepper, and
some vegetable oil on it. There is also a shelf that has some salt, and some peanut
oil on it. To the West you see the kitchen.
Step 83.
Action 83: move west
Observation 83: You are in the kitchen. In one part of the room you see a stove.
There is also an oven. You also see a fridge that is closed. In another part of the
room you see a counter, that has a yellow potato on it. In one part of the room you
see an open kitchen cupboard, that is empty. There is also a cutlery drawer that is
open. To the East you see the pantry.
Step 84.
Action 84: take yellow potato
Observation 84: you take the yellow potato.
Step 85.
Action 85: slice potato
Observation 85: you cut the potato in slices
"""
Here is the list of goals: “open an object", “cook a potato", “find a knife and cut a
potato with it", “eat a meal". Let’s answer and indicate steps of goal completion:
- open an object. Answer: yes (step 78).
- cook a potato. Answer: no.
- find a knife and cut a potato with it. Answer: yes (step 85).
- eat a meal. Answer: no.

Example 3:
[insert trajectory here]
Here is the list of goals: [insert list of goals to test here]. Let’s answer and indicate
steps of goal completion:
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LMA3

With chain-of-thought prompting, we add reasoning description to the answers for each example.

LMA3 - Example 1

- cook an omelet. Reasoning: there is no omelet in this game, this goal is impossible.
Answer: no.
- cook an orange ingredient. Reasoning: the orange bell pepper and the carrot are
two orange ingredients. The carrot is cooked first, in observation 54 so the goal was
first achieved in step 54. Answer: yes (step 54).
- move north, then move south. Reasoning: the player moves north in step 56, but it
does not move south after that. Answer: no.
- achieved goal: do xx. Reasoning: this goal does not make sense and thus cannot
be achieved. Answer: no.
- roast two ingredients in the oven. Reasoning: the player roasts two ingredients in
the oven: the white onion (step 53) and the bell pepper (step 55). The goal is only
completed in step 55. Answer: yes (step 55).
- cook several ingredients. Reasoning: the player cooks a white onion (step 53), a
carrot (step 54) and the bell pepper (step 55). The world several requires at least
two ingredients, so the goal is completed in step 54 when two ingredients have been
cooked. Answer: yes (step 54).

LMA3 - Example 2

- open an object. Reasoning: the player opens a cupboard (step 78), a trash can
(step 81) and a kitchen drawer (step 79). He achieves the goal for the first time in
step (78). Answer: yes (step 78).
- cook a potato. Reasoning: the potato is sliced but not cooked. Answer: no.
- find a knife and cut a potato with it. Reasoning: the player finds the knife in step 80
and slices a potato in step 84, thus truly completes the goal in step 85. Answer: yes
(step 85).
- eat a meal. Reasoning: the player does not eat anything here. Answer: no.

For the third example, we replace “Let’s answer and indicate steps of goal completion:" with
“Let’s think step by step and indicate steps of goal completion:".

LMA3 - Example 3

Example 3:
[insert trajectory here]
Here is the list of goals: [insert list of goals to test here]. Let’s think step by step
and indicate steps of goal completion:

A.2.3 LM Goal Generator Prompt
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LMA3 \ CoT

Here is the prompt of the LM Goal Generator without chain-of-thought prompting:

LMA3 \ CoT

Context: I am playing a video game, and here is an example of what can happen in
that game:
[insert trajectory here]
Exercise: Using the given list of possible instructions, find a sequence of 2, 3, or 4
instructions that will help me achieve a new, interesting, or creative goal in this game.
Do not pick instructions that do not help reaching the main goal, only relevant ones.
First describe the new goal starting with an imperative verb; then list the instructions
and their corresponding numbers in the list. Here are three examples:

Example 1: the list of possible instructions is:
#1 wash the plate
#2 pick up the green apple
#3 pick up the plate
#4 put the potato on the counter
#5 put the plate in the sink
Answer: goal: do the dishes. instructions: pick up the plate (#3); put the plate in the
sink (#5); wash the plate (#1).

Example 2: the list of possible instructions is:
#1 eat the red apple
#2 pick up wood
#3 turn the heat down
#4 pick up an ax
#5 cook an omelet
#6 cut the wood
#7 put the wood in the chimney
#8 turn on TV
Answer: goal: prepare a fire in the chimney. instructions: pick up an ax (#4); pick up
wood (#2); cut the wood (#6); put the wood in the chimney (#7).

Example 3: the list of possible instructions is:
[insert subsample of up to 60 mastered subgoals here]
Answer:

LMA3

With chain-of-thought prompting, we add reasoning to the selection of the main goal and its
subgoals.
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LMA3 - Example 1

Let’s think step by step:
Reasoning: You could do the dishes by following less than 4 instructions by first
picking up the plate (#3), then putting it in the sink (#5), and finally washing the plate
(#1) (3 instructions).
Answer: goal: do the dishes. instructions: pick up the plate (#3); put the plate in the
sink (#5); wash the plate (#1).

LMA3 - Example 2

Let’s think step by step:
Reasoning: You could prepare a fire in the chimney by following 4 instructions. You
would need to first pick up an axe (#4) and pick up wood (#2), then cut the wood (#6)
and put the wood in the chimney (#7) (4 instructions).
Answer: goal: prepare a fire in the chimney. instructions: pick up an axe (#4); pick up
wood (#2); cut the wood (#6); put the wood in the chimney (#7).

For the third example, we replace “Answer:" with a chain-of-thought sentence.

LMA3 - Example 3

Example 3: the list of possible instructions is:
[insert subsample of up to 60 mastered subgoals here]
Let’s think step by step and find an interesting and creative goal to reach:
Reasoning:
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Appendix for SpatialSim

Appendix Summary

This document provides additional details on the SpatialSim benchmark, the architectures and
models used, and some additional experimental results and analysis. It is organized in the following
way:

• Section B.1: SpatialSim Benchmark Summary

• Section B.2: Additional Details on Dataset Generation

• Section ??: Models and Architectures

• Section B.4: Model Heatmaps; Additional Discussion

• Section B.5: Easier and Harder Configurations

• Section B.6: Effects of Variations in Number of Training Examples

• Section B.7: Adding Distractor Objects

B.1 SpatialSim Benchmark Summary

This section provides a summary of the SpatialSim benchmark.

The datasets, as well as the code and instructions to reproduce our experiments, are accessible
at the following link: https://sites.google.com/view/gnn-spatial-reco/. We also provide the dataset
generation code to produce extended versions of our datasets.

All datasets belonging to both SpatialSim tasks are detailed in Table ??.

As described in the main text, the Discrimination task is harder to train on than the Identification
task. This is because of the presence of rotations in the allowed transformation for the same similarity
class. This problem does not show when rotations are not included in the dataset. To help the
optimization process, we generate a curriculum of datasets with a set of increasing ranges for allowed
rotation angles θ, up to the entire [0, 2π] range. We thus generate, for each nobj condition (low, mid,
high) a set of 5 datasets with respective7 allowed rotation angles θ:

https://sites.google.com/view/gnn-spatial-reco/
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Identification Discrimination

Condition
low nobj ∈

[3..8]

IDS_3 IDS_3_test CDS_3_8_0 CDS_3_8_test
IDS_4 IDS_4_test CDS_3_8_1
IDS_5 IDS_5_test CDS_3_8_2
IDS_6 IDS_6_test CDS_3_8_3
IDS_7 IDS_7_test CDS_3_8_4
IDS_8 IDS_8_test

Condition
mid nobj ∈

[9..20]

IDS_9 IDS_9_test CDS_9_20_0 CDS_9_20_test
IDS_10 IDS_10_test CDS_9_20_1
IDS_11 IDS_11_test CDS_9_20_2
IDS_12 IDS_12_test CDS_9_20_3
IDS_13 IDS_13_test CDS_9_20_4
IDS_14 IDS_14_test
IDS_15 IDS_15_test
IDS_16 IDS_16_test
IDS_17 IDS_17_test
IDS_18 IDS_18_test
IDS_19 IDS_19_test
IDS_20 IDS_20_test

Condition
high nobj ∈

[21..30]

IDS_21 IDS_21_test CDS_21_30_0 CDS_21_30_test
IDS_22 IDS_22_test CDS_21_30_1
IDS_23 IDS_23_test CDS_21_30_2
IDS_24 IDS_24_test CDS_21_30_3
IDS_25 IDS_25_test CDS_21_30_4
IDS_26 IDS_26_test
IDS_27 IDS_27_test
IDS_28 IDS_28_test
IDS_29 IDS_29_test
IDS_30 IDS_30_test

Table B.1: Summary Table for SpatialSim, listing all datasets. The two main columns
correspond to the two tasks. The three main rows correspond to the three object number
condition: low, mid, and high. For each task/object number condition combination,
the different datasets are listed according to whether they are train or test datasets.
Validation datasets are omitted from the table for clarity, but are drawn from the
same distribution as the test sets, and are available at the provided link. Note that
Identification has a dataset for each configuration (one per number of objects) and
that Discrimination has five train dataset for each valid/test set corresponding to the
curriculum in rotation angles described above.

• θ ∈ [0, π

10
]

• θ ∈ [0, π

2
+ π

10
]

• θ ∈ [0, π + π

10
]
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• θ ∈ [0, 3π

2
+ π

10
]

• θ ∈ [0, 2π]

For each condition the test set is unique and has θ ∈ [0, 2π]: we test on unrestrained rotations.
This curriculum is used with all our models in all our experiments.

Names of the datasets: the datasets presented in Table ?? are named in the following way.

• For Identification, the ’IDS’ prefix is followed by nobj and then by the ’_valid’ and ’_test’
suffix respectively for validation and test sets.

• For Discrimination, the ’CDS’ prefix is followed by the range of numbers of objects (the
dataset may contain samples with nobj in this range, inclusive). The training datasets addition-
aly have an identifier corresponding to their place in the rotation angle curriculum (0 to 4, in the
above-defined order). The validation and test have the ’_valid’ and ’_test’ suffix, respectively.

B.2 Dataset Creation

In this section we give additional information on dataset creation. We consider the world as
square with length and width 20 units. We sample the x and y positions of our objects in this
square. The sizes of our objects describe their radius (an object of size s is contained in a square of
side 2s) and range from 0.5 to 2 units. For orientation, we used the following approximation: we
considered orientation as a one-dimensional variable, expressed in radians, and we sample the objects’
orientation between 0 and 2π. This is an approximation because the periodic nature of angles cannot
be represented in one dimension. The colors of the objects are sampled in the continuous 3d RGB
space, and each component ranges from 0 to 1. As for shapes, there are 3 possible categories (square,
circle, triangle) that are represented by a corresponding one-hot vector.

B.3 Models and Architectures

B.3.1 Models for Identification

In this section we present our graph creation procedure for the Identification task and provide the
equations for the models we use: Message-Passing GNN, Recurrent Deep Set, Deep Set and MLP.
We additionally present a visual illustration of our different layers in Figure B.1.

Graph Creation

From a set of objects S we construct a fully-connected, directed graph G that is used as an input
to our GNN. In our work, G = (X,A,E, u) contains the following information :

• X ∈ Rn×dx is a tensor of node features, containing a vector of dimension dx for each of the
objects in the scene;

• A ∈ Mn×n is the adjacency matrix of the graph;
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Figure B.1: An illustration of the three different layers used in this work. Going from
MPGNN to RDS to DS can be seen as an ablation study, where different elements are
withdrawn from the layer to study their impact on final performance. For the MPGNN
and RDS layers, the output tensors are then fed back as inputs of the model, providing
recurrent computation; this is not the case for the Deep Set layer. In this figure,
emphasis is put on the connectivity implied by each layer. Nodes are represented
by orange disks, the graph-level embedding, which can be seen as a special kind of
node, is represented with an orange square. From top to bottom, we go from all-to-all
connectivity to bidirectional all-to-one to unidirectional all-to-one.
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• E ∈ Re×de is a tensor of edge features, also referred to as messages in the rest of this article,
labeling each of the e edges with a de-dimensional vector, and that can be seen as information
propagating from the sender node to the receiver node. We choose the dimensionality of edges
to be twice the dimensionality of nodes dx;

• u is a graph-level feature vector, used in the GNN computation to store information pertaining
to the whole graph, and effectively used as an embedding of the graph to predict the class of
the input.

Initialization of the graph : Since our models require inputs for E and u that are not a priori
given in the description of the collection of objects, we use a generic initialization scheme : u is
initialized with the mean of all node features, and each edge is initialized with the concatenation of
the features of the sender node and the receiver node.

Message-Passing GNN

The MPGNN can be seen as a function operating on graph input and producing a graph output:
GNN ∶ G(X,A,E, u) → G′(X ′, A,E ′, u′), where the dimensionnality of the node features, edge
features and global features can be changed by the application of this function, but the graph structure
itself encoded as the adjacency matrix A is left unchanged. This GNN can then be described as the
composition of several functions, each updating a part of the information contained in the graph :

Message computation : We denote by Ei→j the feature vector of the edge departing from node i
and arriving at node j, Xi the feature vector of node i, and [x∣∣y] the concatenation of vectors x and
y, and by MLP a multi-layer perceptron. The message passing step is then defined as :

E
′
i→j ← MLPE([Xi∣∣Xj∣∣Ei→j∣∣u])

At each time step, the message depends on the features of the sender and receiver nodes, the
previous message, and the global vector u.

Node-wise aggregation : Once the message along each edge is computed, the model computes
the new node features from all the incoming edges. We define by N (j) the incoming neighbourhood
of node j, that is, the set of nodes i ∈ [1..n] where there exists an edge going from i to j. The node
computation is then performed as so :

X
′
j ← MLPX([Xj

»»»»»»
»»»»»» ∑
i∈N (j)

E
′
i→j

»»»»»»
»»»»»»u])

Graph-wise aggregation Finally, we update the graph-level feature, that we use as an embedding
for classification, and that conditions the first and second time step of computation :

u
′
← MLPu([∑

i

X
′
i∣∣u])

Prediction : the final step is passing the resulting vector u through a final multi-layer perceptron
to produce logits for our binary classification problem :

out ← MLPout(u′)

We use the same dimensionality for the output vectors as for the input vectors of the message compu-
tation, node aggregation and graph aggregation, and this allows us to stack N GNN computations in
a recurrent fashion.
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Recurrent Deep Sets

We introduce a simpler model we term Recurrent Deep Sets (RDS). This model is introduced
to provide a comparison point to the MPGNN and assess how useful relational inductive biases are
in performing well on the benchmark. This method dispenses with the message computation and
node aggregation part, and at each step only transforms the node features and aggregates them into
the graph feature. This architecture is resembles the Deep Set, to the important difference that the
graph-level feature u is then fed back at the following step by being concatenated to the object feature
for the next round of computation. This allows the computation of features for each object to depend
on the state of the whole configuration, as summarized in the graph embedding u. This contrasts with
the original Deep Sets, where each object is processed independently. The functional description of
this model is thus :

X
′
j ← MLPX([Xj∣∣u])

u
′
← MLPu([∑

i

X
′
i∣∣u])

out ← MLPout(u′)

Note that for this model, there is no need to connect each object to every other object. However, this
back-and-forth between node computation and graph aggregation can be interpreted as computing
messages between each object and a central node, that represents the information of the whole graph.
In this sense, this model can be interpreted as a GNN operating on the star-shaped graph of the union
of the set of objects and the central graph-level node. In particular, this means that the resulting
model performs a number of computations that scales linearly in the number of nodes, instead of
quadratically as is the case for a message-passing GNN on the complete, fully connected graph
of objects. While this is an interesting propriety, in practice for a fixed size of u the number of
objects cannot grow arbitrarily large because the success of our models depend on the ability of u to
accurately summarize information which is dependent on all the objects, which becomes difficult as
the number n of objects becomes large.

Deep Sets

In this section we summarize shortly the computations done by the Deep Set model. The model
can be described as a node-wise transformation composed with a sum operator on all the nodes,
followed by a final transformation. Namely, the Deep Set defines the following transformations:

X
′
j ← MLPX(Xj)

u
′
← [∑

i

X
′
i]

out ← MLPout(u′)

Note that, contrary to the MPGNN and the RDS, the Deep Set has no recurrent structure; running
it several times will always produce the same output.
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Hyperparameters

In our experimental setup, for a MPGNN/RDS/Deep Set we let h be the dimension of the hidden
layers for all internal MLPs (MLPE , MLPX , MLPu, and MLPout, when each of these MLPs are
defined, as appropriate). We let d be the number of hidden layers. We then have, to keep a similar
number of parameters between GNN models, h = 16 and d = 1 for MPGNN, h = 16 and d = 2 for
RDS, and h = 16 and d = 4 in Deep Set. We use ReLU non-linearities in each MLP. We use (for
MPGNN and RDS) N = 1 successive passes through the GNN, since increasing N did not seem to
affect the performance in a significative way.

We also define the MLP baseline as having d = 2 layers of h = nobj × 16 hidden units. This was
done to provide the MLP with a roughly comparable number of units to the GNNs (since the latter
models maintain a hidden representation of size 16 for each node). The number of units here refer to
the cumulative dimensions of the hidden vectors, the number of parameters to the number of scalar
weights and biases. In particular, this design was adopted because the number of hidden units

B.3.2 Models for Discrimination

To tackle this task, we construct from one sample of two configurations two different graphs, one
representing each set of objects, in the same way as in Identification. In this section we introduce a
straightforward Dual-Input Model (hereby referred as DIM) that operates on input pairs of graphs.
The internal GNNs used inside the DIM can be any one of MPGNN, RDS or Deep Set, and we will
identify different dual-input models by their internal component type.

Dual-input architecture

Figure B.2: An illustration of the two dual-input architecture. Two parallel layers
(MPGNN, RDS or Deep Set) process the input graphs in parallel, and the resulting
global vectors are concatenated and passed through a final MLP.

Let us denote by GNN a GNN layer, as defined in the discussion of Discrimination architectures.
The DIM is composed of two parallel GNN layers, GNN1 and GNN2. Each input graph is processed
by its corresponding layer, as such:

X
′
1, E

′
1, u

′
1 ← GNN1(X1, A1, E2, u1)

X
′
2, E

′
2, u

′
2 ← GNN2(X2, A2, E2, u2)
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As previously, we repeat this operation N times, and we produce the output as:

out ← MLPout([u′
1∣∣u′

2])

Hyperparameters

We use the same hyperparameters in for this task as in the previous one. The MLP baseline is also
defined in the same way, except that the number of hidden units in each layer is doubled to account
for the doubling in number of objects. Since the datasets used in Discrimination contain a variable
number of objects across samples, we use the mean nobj for determining the number of hidden units
in the MLP.

B.4 Model Heatmaps

This section provides additional discussion on the model heatmap visualizations presented in
the eponymous section in the main text. We present more fully the description of what these
visualizations mean and we provide additional commentary on the qualitative differences between
models, conditions (low number of objects, mid number of objects and high number of objects).

B.4.1 Additional details on heatmap generation

Each one of the models we use in this work projects the input graph G = (X,A,E, u) on a
two-dimensional vector with coordinates (C+, C−) ∈ R2. These values correspond respectively to
the scores (logits) for the positive and the negative classes: if C+ ≥ C− the input is classified as
positive, otherwise it is classified as negative. To produce one heatmap image for an object of index
oi of feature vector Xi, we plot H = C+ − C− as a function of oi’s x-y position, while holding oi’s
non-spatial features as well as all other object features constant. Thus, every pixel where H is positive
corresponds to an input with an alternative x-y position for oi that the model classifies as positive.
The same thing holds for negative values of H : they correspond to positions of oi that would result in
the input being classified as a negative. The actual prediction of the model for the given input is given
by the color of the current position of oi, marked by a star in our plots.

In this section we plot the heatmaps for Discrimination models. We do this according to the
previous description, by comparing a configuration with a copy of itself, and by moving an object in
the copy configuration only; in this case oi refers to one of the objects in the copied configuration.

B.4.2 Discussion

The heatmaps are given in Figure B.3 and Figure B.4 for different models, training datasets,
numbers of objects and seeds. Looking at these model heatmaps allows us to have a qualitative grasp
of the functions learned by our different models, and in particular how well these functions encode
the similarity classes they are trained to represent. The Deep Set models were not included in the
figures because these models predict the same value of H for each position of oi. This means that,
when holding the objects oj, j ≠ i, fixed, the model is (almost) invariant to changes in position of oi.
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Before going further, one should note that these plots allow us to visualize the variation of the
models’ learned function only with respect to two variables among many, and the portion of the
variation we visualize becomes smaller as nobj grows, because adding objects is adding variables.
Nevertheless, these variations are important because they allow us to probe the boundaries of what our
models classify as being the same configuration as opposed to what they classify as being different
configurations.

One of the first thing we can note is the qualitative difference between MPGNN and RDS models,
espescially when nobj is low (Figure B.3). RDS heatmaps seem to consistently exhibit a ring-like
structure, with the areas corresponding to the positive class form a ring centered around the center of
the configuration and passing through oi. We conclude from this that the model has leaned to use the
distance from the center of the configuration (which has a good chance of being different for each
object of a random configuration) as one of the main features in classifying its input. This is to be
expected when we look at the computations done by the RDS: each node has access to an average
of all the other nodes before performing its own node update. MPGNNs sometimes learn ringlike
structures that seem more modulated as in the case of RDS, sometimes being open rings. Other times,
MPGNNs heatmaps exhibit a kind of cross-like structure, or two symmetrical rings; oi is placed at one
of the high-value spots of this structure (indicating that the model has learned to assign the positive
class to a set of two identical copies of the same configuration). These structure seem to exhibit
symmetry with respect to the principal axis of the configuration, suggesting that MPGNN learns to
compute and use this as a feature when tasked to compare two different configurations it never has
seen before. The different forms of the trained MPGNNs may also hint at a higher expressivity of the
model, its ability to approximate a wider range of functions.

Another interesting thing this visualization allows us to see is the difference in functions learned
by models on two different datasets. Figure B.3’s second and third rows compare models on the
same configuration of 8 objects, but the ones in the second row have been trained with nobj ∈ [3..8]
whereas the ones in the third row have been trained with nobj ∈ [9..20]. The function learned exhibit
qualitative differences, even if the presented configuration and the models are he same, as a result
of different training conditions. The heatmaps in the bottom row appear more spread out. We take
it to show that the functions learned while training on higher numbers of objects are less sensitive
to the variation of a single object’s position. This is probably so because of the way the negative
samples are created in our datasets: randomly resample all object positions (and then rotate, scale,
and translate all objects randomly). As nobj gets larger, the compared examples presented have a very
high probability to be widly different from the target configuration, making the model less likely to
learn about the contribution of the perturbation of only one object.

Figure B.4 corroborates this view: the functions learned exhibit much less variation to the
perturbation of the position of a single object, particularly in the high (nobj = 25) case. This figure
also showcases a prediction error: the top row of the bottom-right block is a visualization of an RDS
model that assigns the negative class to all alternative positions of the object oi, including its current
one. This should not surprise us: when training with a high number of objects, many RDS models do
not train and perform only slightly above chance.

B.5 Easier and Harder Configurations to Identify

In this section we study why particular configurations may be harder or easier to recognize for
our models, in the context of the Identification task. We hypothesise that more regular arrangements
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Figure B.3: Model heatmaps for Discrimination models. The plots are organized as
follows: the left column corresponds to dual-input models with MPGNN internal
layers, the right one plots dual-input models with RDS layers. Each of the larger-scale
rows plots, respectively: models trained on low numbers of objects (nobj ∈ [3..8])
and 5 objects plotted, models trained on low numbers of objects and plotted with 8
objects, and models trained on mid numbers of objects (nobj ∈ [9..20]) and plotted
with 8 objects, for contrast. Within each of the six blocks, each three-image row
corresponds to the heatmaps generated on one random training run of a model, and
each image corresponds to moving about one particular object oi. For each image, the
fixed objects are represented by a blue dot corresponding to their position, and the
perturbed object is identified with a blue star.

of objects must be easier to tell apart than more random configurations, and that configurations with a
high degree of object diversity (many colors, many shapes) must also be easier to learn to classify,
because the models can more easily identify and match the different objects. To test this, we compare
one randomly generated dataset (regular difficulty) with 1) a configuration where all objects are red
circles of the same size positioned at the same point; 2) a configuration where all the objects are
red circles of the same size arranged in a line; 3) a configuration where all the objects are randomly
positioned red circles of the same size; and 4) the same configuration as 3), but with circles of varying
color. We train our three layers, DS, RDS and MPGNN, to recognize these configurations, and report
the results in Figure B.5, along with an illustration of the configurations.
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Figure B.4: Model heatmaps for Discrimination models. The left and right columns
are respectively MPGNN and RDS, as in Figure B.3. The large-scale rows correspond
to models trained on mid numbers of objects and plotted with a configuration of 15
objects, and models trained with high (nobj ∈ [21..30]) numbers of objects and
plotted with 25 objects.

Figure B.5: The top row represents the configurations we trained our models with, as
described in the text. The bottom row is a bar plot of the final test accuracy of (from
left to right) the Deep Set, Recurrent Deep Set and Message-Passing GNN on each of
the 5 datasets, in the order specified in the top row (results were computed on 5 seeds
for each dataset).

We interpret the results as follows : the fourth configuration, the one with all red circles, does
seem to be more difficult to learn across all models. This may be due to the intrinsic hardness of
the task on this configuration, or to the fact that randomly resampled positions for the negative
examples of this dataset may give with non-negligible probability configurations that are close to a
translated/rotated version of the reference example, because any object can be identified with any
other. This second option may translate into negative examples that may resemble strongly positive
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examples, confusing the model. Interestingly, the problem fades when we identify each object by
giving it a color, suggesting this second explanation is correct, but only for the MPGNN. For MPGNN,
performance is roughly similar on all the other datasets. However, for DS and RDS, there seems
to be considerable difference between datasets. The DS layer fails to perform significantly above
chance for both right-hand configurations, suggesting arrangements of similar objects are difficult for
this kind of model. Interestingly, the DS layer performs similarly on the aligned red circles than on
the random diverse configuration, but significantly better than on the configuration with randomly
scattered red circles, suggesting it is able to use the alignment information to reach above-chance
accuracy, but not in a completely reliable way. As a contrast, the RDS layer performs near-perfectly
on this configuration, showing that the additional connectivity of the RDS helps it in discovering
exploitable regularities in the data.

B.6 Training on less examples

In this section we vary the number of unique examples presented to the models in the training set.
We keep the same number of optimizer steps as in the main experiments, but we reduce the number
of samples we train on. The results for Identification are presented in Table 3, and the results for
Discrimination are reported in Table 4.

In both Tables, in the first two rows we see all models overfitting the dataset, their test accu-
racy being at 0.5. They are unable to transfer to the training set and performing at chance levels.
Then, respectively at 1000 samples for Identification and at 10000 samples for Discrimination the
performance levels rise very close to their final levels. We wanted to observe whether the additional
relational inductive biases in MPGNNs would allow for faster training than RDS and Deep Set;
however we do not observe this: all models seem to have similar progression levels as the size of the
training set increases. From this we conclude that the advantage of MPGNNs do not stem from their
sample-efficiency, but rather from their ability to represent more complex functions.

MPGNN RDS Deep Set

10 0.52 ± 0.038 0.52 ± 0.035 0.52 ± 0.032
100 0.64 ± 0.051 0.58 ± 0.035 0.54 ± 0.019
1000 0.94 ± 0.041 0.86 ± 0.065 0.61 ± 0.036
10000 0.97 ± 0.026 0.91 ± 0.062 0.65 ± 0.079

Table B.2: Mean accuracies for training on reduced numbers of examples on Identifi-
cation. The last row represents the full training set.

B.7 Adding Distractor Objects

In realistic environments cluttered with objects, only some of the objects could be relevant for
the similarity task at hand; some of the objects may be distractors unrelated to the task. To test how
robust our models are to additional objects in the input that bear no relevance to the task, we generate
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MPGNN RDS Deep Set

100 0.50 ± 0.005 0.50 ± 0.004 0.50 ± 0.005
1000 0.50 ± 0.004 0.50 ± 0.003 0.50 ± 0.005
10k 0.87 ± 0.016 0.82 ± 0.098 0.52 ± 0.01
100k 0.89 ± 0.03 0.80 ± 0.133 0.51 ± 0.014

Table B.3: Mean accuracies for training on reduced numbers of examples on Discrimi-
nation. The last row represents the full training set.

additional train and test sets for nobj ∈ [3..8]. We use numbers of distractors nd ∈ [0..3] for both
Identification and Discrimination. The results are reported in Table B.4.

Table B.4: Test accuracies on the distractor datasets.

Model Identificatiom Discrimination

MPGNN 0.87 ± 0.043 0.76 ± 0.019
RDS 0.78 ± 0.102 0.59 ± 0.069
Deep Set 0.67 ± 0.073 0.51 ± 0.01

We see the model performance consistently drop for MPGNN and RDS, with a decrease in
test accuracy of around 10% on both tasks. The distractors seem to have no effect on Deep Set
performance, suggesting that Deep Sets do not rely on a precise representation of object configuration.
Dealing effectively with distractor objects could be done by adding an attention mechanism to the
GNNs, a topic we leave for further work.



Appendix C

Appendix for experiments on grounding
spatio-temporal language

C.1 Temporal Playground Specifications

C.1.1 Environment

Temporal Playground is a procedurally generated environment consisting of 3 objects and an
agent’s body. There are 32 types of objects, listed in Fig. C.1 along with 5 object categories. Each
object has a continuous 2D position, a size, a continuous color code specified by a 3D vector in RGB
space, a type specified by a one-hot vector, and a boolean unit specifying whether it is grasped. Note
that categories are not encoded in the objects’ features. The agent’s body has its 2D position in the
environment and its gripper state (grasping or non-grasping) as features. The size of the body feature
vector is 3 while the object feature vector has a size of 39. This environment is a spatio-temporal
extension of the one used in this work (Colas et al., 2020a).

All positions are constrained within [−1, 1]2. The initial position of the agent is (0, 0) while
the initial object positions are randomized so that they are not in contact (d(obj1, obj2) > 0.3).
Object sizes are sampled uniformly in [0.2, 0.3], the size of the agent is 0.05. Objects can be grasped
when the agent has nothing in hand, when it is close enough to the object center (d(agent, obj) <
(size(agent)+ size(obj))/2) and the gripper is closed (1, −1 when open). When a supply is on an
animal or water is on a plant (contact define as distance between object being equal to the mean size
of the two objects d = (size(obj1)+ size(obj2))/2), the object will grow over time with a constant
growth rate until it reaches the maximum size allowed for objects or until contact is lost.
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Category

Object
Type

furnitureanimal plant

living thing

supply

dog
cat
chameleon
human
fly

cactus
carnivorous
flower
tree
bush

grass
algae
tea
rose
bonsai

parrot
mouse
lion
pig
cow

cupboard
sink
window
sofa
carpet

door
chair
desk
lamp
table

water
food

Can move independently, 
can be grown with food 

or water

Can be grown with water

Figure C.1: Representation of possible objects types and categories. Information
about the possible interactions between objects are also given.

C.1.2 Language

Grammar. The synthetic language we use can be decomposed into two components: the instanta-
neous grammar and the temporal logic. Both are specified through the BNF given in Figure C.2.

Instantaneous grammar:

<S>             ::= <pred> <thing_A>
<pred>          ::= grow | grasp | shake
<thing_A>       ::= <thing_B> | <attr> <thing_B> | thing <localizer> | 
                    thing <localizer_all>
<localizer>     ::= left of <thing_B> | right of <thing_B> |
                    bottom of <thing_B> | top of <thing_B>
<localizer_all> ::= left most | right most | bottom most | top most
<thing_B>       ::= dog | cat | … | thing
<attr>          ::= blue | green | red

Temporal aspect:

<S>             ::= was <pred> <thing_A>
<thing_A>       ::= thing was <localizer> | thing was <localizer_all>

Figure C.2: BNF of the grammar used in Temporal Playground. The instantaneous
grammar allows generating true sentences about predicates, spatial relations (one-
to-one and one to all). These sentences are then processed by the temporal logic to
produce the linguistic descriptions of our observations; this step is illustrated in the
Temporal Aspect rules. See the main text for information on how these sentences are
generated.

Concept Definition. We split the set of all possible descriptions output by our grammar into four
conceptual categories according to the rules given in Table C.1.
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Concept BNF Size

1. Basic
<S> ::= <pred> <thing_A>

152<pred> ::= grasp

<thing_A> ::= <thing_B> | <attr> <thing_B

2. Spatial
<S> ::= <pred> <thing_A>

156<pred> ::= grasp

<thing_A> ::= <thing <localizer> | thing <localizer_all>

3. Temporal

<S> ::= <pred_A> <thing_A> | was <pred_B> <thing_A>

648
<pred_A> ::= grow | shake

<pred_B> ::= grasp | grow | shake

<thing_A> ::= <thing_B> | <attr> <thing_B>

4. Spatio-
Temporal

<S> ::= <pred_A> <thing_A> | was <pred_B> <thing_A>

1716

<pred_C> <thing_C>
<pred_A> ::= grow | shake

<pred_B> ::= grasp | grow | shake

<pred_C> ::= grasp

<thing_A> ::= thing <localizer> | thing <localizer_all> |

thing was <localizer> |

thing was <localizer_all> |

<thing_C> ::= thing was <localizer> |

thing was <localizer_all>

Table C.1: Concept categories with their associated BNF. <thing_B>, <attr>,
<localizer> and <localizer_all> are given in Fig. C.2

C.2 Supplementary Methods

C.2.1 Data Generation

Scripted bot.To generate the traces matching the descriptions of our grammar we define a set of
scenarii that correspond to sequences of actions required to fulfill the predicates of our grammar,
namely grasp, grow and shake. Those scenarii are then conditioned on a boolean that modulates them
to obtain a mix of predicates in the present and the past tenses. For instance, if a grasp scenario is
sampled, there will be a 50% chance that the scenario will end with the object being grasped, leading
to a present-tense description; and a 50% chance that the agent releases the object, yielding a past
tense description.

Description generation from behavioral traces of the agent.For each time step, the instantaneous
grammar generates the set of all true instantaneous sentences using a set of filtering operations similar
to the one used in CLEVR (Johnson et al., 2016), without the past predicates and past spatial relations.
Then the temporal logic component uses these linguistic traces in the following way: if a given
sentence for a predicate is true in a past time step and false in the present time step, the prefix token

’was’ is prepended to the sentence; similarly, if a given spatial relation is observed in a previous time
step and unobserved in the present, the prefix token ’was’ is prepended to the spatial relation.
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C.2.2 Input Encoding

We present the input processing in Fig. C.3. At each time step t, the body feature vector bt and
the object features vector oi,t, i = 1, 2, 3 are encoded using two single-layer neural networks whose
output are of size h. Similarly, each of the words of the sentence describing the trace (represented
as one-hot vectors) is encoded and projected in the dimension of size h. We concatenate to the
vector obtained a modality token m that defines if the output belongs to the scene (1, 0) or to the
description (0, 1). We then feed the resulting vectors to a positional encoding that modulates the
vectors according to the time step in the trace for bt and oi,t, i = 1, 2, 3 and according to the position
of the word in the description for wl.

We call the encoded body features b̂t and it corresponds to Ŝ0,t of the input tensor of our model
(see Fig. 3.4 in the Main document). Similarly, ôi,t, i = 1, 2, 3 are the encoded object features
corresponding to Ŝi,t, i = 1, 2, 3. Finally ŵl are the encoded words and the components of tensor Ŵ .

We call h the hidden size of our models and recall that ∣b̂t∣ = ∣ôi,t∣ = ∣ŵl∣ = h + 2. This
parameter is varied during the hyper-parameter search.

Object
Encoder

Language
Encoder

Body 
Encoder

.........

...

bt

bt

oi,t

oi,t

wl

Positional
Encoding

Positional
Encoding

Positional
Encoding

wl
m

m

m

Figure C.3: Input encoding. Body, words and objects are all projected in the same
dimension.

C.2.3 Details on LSTM models

To provide baseline models on our tasks we consider two LSTM variants. They are interesting
baselines because they do not perform any relational computation except for relations between inputs
at successive time steps. We consider the inputs as they were defined in Section 3.3.2 of the main
paper. We consider two LSTM variants:

1. LSTM-FLAT: This variant has two internal LSTM: one that processes the language and one that
processes the scenes as concatenations of all the body and object features. This produces two
vectors that are concatenated into one, which is then run through an MLP and a final softmax
to produce the final output.

2. LSTM-FACTORED: This variant independently processes the different body and object traces,
which have previously been projected to the same dimension using a separate linear projection
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for the object and for the body. The language is processed by a separate LSTM. These body,
object and language vectors are finally concatenated and fed to a final MLP and a softmax to
produce the output.

C.2.4 Details on Training Schedule

Implementation Details. The architectures are trained via backpropagation using the Adam
Optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2017). The data is fed to the model in batches of 512 examples for 150
000 steps. We use a modular buffer to sample an important variety of different descriptions in each
batch and to impose a ratio of positive samples of 0.1 for each description in each batch.

Model implementations.We used the standard implementations of TransformerEncoderLayer and
TransformerEncoder from pytorch version 1.7.1, as well as the default LSTM implementation. For
initialization, we also use pytorch defaults.

Hyper-parameter search. To pick the best set of parameters for each of our eight models, we train
them on 18 conditions and select the best models. Note that each condition is run for 3 seeds and best
models are selected according to their averaged F1 score on randomly held-out descriptions (15% of
the sentences in each category given in Table C.1).

Best models. Best models obtained thanks to the parameter search are given in Table C.2.

Model Learning rate Model hyperparams
hidden size layer count head count param count

UT 1e-4 256 4 8 1.3M
UT-WA 1e-5 512 4 8 14.0M

TFT 1e-4 256 4 4 3.5M
TFT-WA 1e-5 512 4 8 20.3M

SFT 1e-4 256 4 4 3.5M
SFT-WA 1e-4 256 2 8 2.7M

LSTM-FLAT 1e-4 512 4 N/A 15.6M
LSTM-FACTORED 1e-4 512 4 N/A 17.6M

Table C.2: Hyperparameters. (for all models)

Robustness to hyperparametersFor some models, we have observed a lack of robustness to
hyperparameters during our search. This translated to models learning to predict all observation-
sentence tuples as false since the dataset is imbalanced (the proportion of true samples is 0.1). This
behavior was systematically observed with a series of models whose hyperparameters are listed in
Table C.3. This happens with the biggest models with high learning rates, especially with the -WA

variants.
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Model Learning rate Model hyperparams
hidden size layer count head count

UT-WA 1e-4 512 4 4

UT-WA 1e-4 512 4 8

SFT 1e-4 512 4 4

SFT-WA 1e-4 512 4 8

SFT-WA 1e-4 512 2 4

SFT-WA 1e-4 512 4 4

TFT 1e-4 512 4 4

TFT-WA 1e-4 512 4 8

TFT-WA 1e-4 512 2 4

TFT-WA 1e-4 512 4 4

Table C.3: Unstable models. Models and hyperparameters collapsing into uniform
false prediction.

C.3 Supplementary Discussion: Formal descriptions of spatio-temporal
meaning

The study of spatial and temporal aspects of language has a long history in Artificial Intelligence
and linguistics, where researchers have tried to define formally the semantics of such uses of language.
For instance, work in temporal logic (Allen, 1984) has tried to create rigorous definitions of various
temporal aspects of action reflected in the English language, such as logical operations on time
intervals (an action fulfilling itself simultaneously with another, before, or after), non-action events
(standing still for one hour), and event causality. These formal approaches have been complemented
by work in pragmatics trying to define language user’s semantics as relates to spatial and temporal
aspects of language. For instance, Tenbrink (2008) examines the possible analogies to be made
between relationships between objects in the spatial domain and relationships between events in a
temporal domain, and concludes empirically that these aspects of language are not isomorphic and
have their own specific rules. Within the same perspective, a formal ontology of space is developed in
(Bateman et al., 2010), whose complete system can be used to achieve contextualized interpretations
of language users’ spatial language. Spatial relations in everyday language use are also specified by
the perspective used by the speaker; a formal account of this system is given in (Tenbrink, 2011),
where the transferability of these representations to temporal relations between events is also studied.
These lines of work are of great relevance to our approach, especially the ones involving spatial
relationships. We circumvent the problem of reference frames by placing ourselves in an absolute
reference system where the x-y directions unambiguously define the concepts of left, right, top,
bottom; nevertheless these studies would be very useful in a context where the speaker would also
be embodied and speak from a different perspective. As for the temporal aspect, these lines of work
focus on temporal relations between separate events, which is not the object of our study here; we are
concerned about single actions (as opposed to several events) unfolding, in the past or present, over
several time steps.
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C.4 Supplementary Results

C.4.1 Generalization to new observations from known sentences

Figure C.4: Generalization to new traces of observations. F1 scores of all models
on the train sentences with new observations. UT and TFT outperform other models on
all four categories of meanings.
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Appendix for ACES

D.1 Prompts

Here are the various prompts we use for ACES and all baselines.

D.1.1 Skills description.

Skills description used to label problem. see prompt D.1.2

Skills description

0 - Sorting and Searching: Sorting refers to arranging a collection of elements in a
specific order, typically in ascending or descending order. Searching involves finding the
location or presence of a particular element in a collection.
1 - Counting and Combinatorics: Understanding principles of counting and combinato-
rial analysis, including permutations, combinations, and other counting techniques. These
skills are essential for solving problems that involve counting the number of possibilities
or arrangements.
2 - Trees and Graphs: Analyzing and solving problems related to tree and graph
structures involving nodes connected by edges. This includes tasks such as traversal,
finding shortest paths, detecting cycles, and determining connectivity between nodes.
3 - Mathematical Foundations: Strong understanding of mathematical concepts such
as summations, probability, arithmetics, and matrices.
4 - Bit Manipulation: Performing operations at the bit level to solve problems.
5 - String Manipulation: Operations and algorithms specifically designed for working
with strings. This includes tasks like concatenation, searching, replacing, and parsing
strings.
6 - Geometry and Grid Problems: Understanding geometric concepts and algorithms
for problem-solving, including grid-related problems. This involves tasks such as grid
traversal, finding distances, detecting patterns, and solving geometric problems on grids.
mybox 7 - Recursion and Dynamic Programming: Utilizing recursive techniques and
dynamic programming approaches to solve problems by breaking them down into smaller
subproblems and building solutions incrementally.
8 - Stacks and Queues: Data structures used to store and retrieve elements in a specific
order. Stacks follow Last-In-First-Out, while queues follow First-In-First-Out. They are
used for managing function calls, recursion, and implementing search algorithms.
9 - Optimization Algorithms: These algorithms aim to find the best possible solution
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for a given problem by minimizing or maximizing an objective function. They involve
searching for optimal values within a given solution space, considering various constraints
and parameters. For example, brute-force search (checks all possible solutions to a
problem without using heuristics) and greedy search (locally optimal choices at each step
to find the best solution) are examples of optimization algorithms in this category.

D.1.2 Prompt for the puzzle labeler.

This prompt is used for ACES and all variants involving semantic representations.

Puzzle labelling

User: I will give you a Python programming puzzle f (and its solution g) and a list
of programming skills. Your role is to say which programming skills are required to
understand and solve the problem.
skills:

[Skills description]

The puzzle is:

[Insert Puzzle to label here]

After completing your reasoning (you can start by explaining the problem
and the solution in a few sentences). Ensure you remove every listed skills that
are unnecessary for understanding or solving the given problem. It is necessary to
summarize your answer by writing every index of categories explicitly used in the
problem or solution in a Python list, following the format provided below. Please
ensure the correct usage of the following text where <Python list> is a list with
numbers from 0 to 9: "Therefore, the list of indices for the problem is: <Python list>"

ChatGPT:

Example of puzzle labelling

Puzzle to label:
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def f(s: str) -> bool:\\
"""Find a string with 1000 'o's but no two adjacent 'o'

s."""\\
return s.count('o') == 1000 and s.count('oo') == 0\\

def g():\\
return ('h' + 'o') * 1000\\

assert f(g())\\

ChatGPT: To solve the problem, we need to understand the logic of the ‘f‘ function
and how it checks for the presence of 1000 ’o’s and no adjacent ’o’s. We also need to
understand the implementation of the ‘g‘ function, which generates the string with
1000 ’o’s.

Based on this understanding, the necessary programming skills are:
- 1: Counting and combinatorics (to understand the counting of ’o’s and ’oo’s in the
string)
- 5: String Manipulation (to understand the string concatenation and searching)

Therefore, the list of indices for the problem is: [1, 5]

D.1.3 Prompt for the puzzle generator of ACES.

This prompt is used for ACES and all autotelic variants.

ACES

User:
I will give you 3 (Puzzle 0 to Puzzle 2) Python Programming Puzzle (P3). A P3
consists of a problem f and its corresponding solution g. The puzzle is solved if f(g())
== True. Your role is to generate new puzzles according to the instructions given.
In addition each of those puzzles are associated with a list of skills. Here is a detailed
description of those skills:

[Skills description]

Your role is to generate 3 new puzzles (Puzzle 3 to Puzzle 5) that require those skills:
[Insert list skills to target].
Note that the first argument of f is the output g(). Make sure to define and set values
for all arguments of the function ’f’ (excluding the first argument, as it is the solution
that needs to be found and given by g). Both functions, ’f’ and ’g’ should have
matching argument signatures: def f(arg0, arg1=value1, arg2=value2, ...) and def
g(arg1=value1, arg2=value2, ...). Please provide all values (value1, value2, ... ) for
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all arguments. For example f(solution,arg1=1, arg2=2, ...) and g(arg1=1, arg2=2, ...).
And you should not use f inside g.
Additionally, make sure to import any necessary libraries to ensure your code runs
smoothly. Please ensure the mutated puzzles fall into all those skills: [Insert list
skills to target].
—-
Puzzle 0, required skills [Insert list of skills associated with Puzzle 0]:
[Insert Puzzle 0]
—
Puzzle 1, required skills [Insert list of skills associated with Puzzle 1] :
[Insert Puzzle 1]
—
Puzzle 2, required skills [Insert list of skills associated with Puzzle 2]:
[Insert Puzzle 2]
—

Could you please write 3 new interesting correct Python Programming Puz-
zles (from Puzzle 3 to Puzzle 5)? Please, ensure the new puzzles must necessitate
the utilization of the following skills (required skills [Insert list skills to target]):
[index skill 1 to target - Name of the skill 1 targeted
[index skill 2 to target - Name of the skill 2 targeted]
.
.
.

ChatGPT:

D.1.4 Prompt for the puzzle generator of Static gen.

Static gen

User: I will give you 3 (Puzzle 0 to Puzzle 2) Python Programming Puzzle (P3). A P3
consists of a problem f and its corresponding solution g. The puzzle is solved if f(g())
== True. Your role is to write 3 new puzzles (Puzzle 3 to Puzzle 5). Note that the first
argument of f is the output g(). Make sure to define and set values for all arguments
of the function ’f’ (excluding the first argument, as it is the solution that needs to be
found and given by g).
Both functions, ’f’ and ’g’ should have matching argument signatures: def f(arg0,
arg1=value1, arg2=value2, ...) and def g(arg1=value1, arg2=value2, ...). Please pro-
vide all values (value1, value2, ... ) for all arguments. For example f(solution,arg1=1,
arg2=2, ...) and g(arg1=1, arg2=2, ...). And you should not use f inside g.
Additionally, make sure to import any necessary libraries to ensure your code runs
smoothly.
—-
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Puzzle 0:

[Insert Puzzle]
—
Puzzle 1:

[Insert Puzzle]
—
Puzzle 2:

[Insert Puzzle]
—
ChatGPT:

D.1.5 Prompt for the puzzle generator of ELM and ELM semantic.

This prompt is used for non-autotelic baselines.

ELM and ELM semantic

User: I will give you 3 (Puzzle 0 to Puzzle 2) Python Programming Puzzle (P3). A P3
consists of a problem f and its corresponding solution g. The puzzle is solved if f(g())
== True. Your role is to write 3 new puzzles (Puzzle 3 to Puzzle 5). Note that the first
argument of f is the output g(). Make sure to define and set values for all arguments
of the function ’f’ (excluding the first argument, as it is the solution that needs to be
found and given by g).
Both functions, ’f’ and ’g’ should have matching argument signatures: def f(arg0,
arg1=value1, arg2=value2, ...) and def g(arg1=value1, arg2=value2, ...). Please pro-
vide all values (value1, value2, ... ) for all arguments. For example f(solution,arg1=1,
arg2=2, ...) and g(arg1=1, arg2=2, ...). And you should not use f inside g.
Additionally, make sure to import any necessary libraries to ensure your code runs
smoothly.
—-
Puzzle 0:

[Insert Puzzle]
—
Puzzle 1:

[Insert Puzzle]
—
Here is the puzzle to mutate:
Puzzle 2:

[Insert Puzzle to mutate]
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—
Could you please mutate the Puzzle 2 into 3 new correct Python Programming
Puzzles (from Puzzle 3 to Puzzle 5)? Please, ensure the mutated puzzles are
meaningfully different from the existing puzzles.

ChatGPT:

Example Generation

Puzzle to mutate:

from typing import*
def f(n: int, lst=['apple', 'banana', 'orange', 'grape'])

-> bool:
"""Check if the given element n is a prefix of any

element in the list lst"""
for word in lst:

if word.startswith(n):
return True

return False

def g(lst=['apple', 'banana', 'orange', 'grape']):
return lst[1]

assert f(g())

ChatGPT:

from typing import*
import math
def f(n: int, lst=[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]) -> bool:

"""Check if the given list contains any perfect square
number and if it is divisible by n."""

for num in lst:
if math.isqrt(num)**2 == num:

return n % num == 0
return False

def g(lst=[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]):
for num in lst:

if math.isqrt(num)**2 == num:
return num

return None
assert f(g())
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D.2 Sampling examples for confusion matrix computation

We sample 60 puzzles from one of our ACES experiments that we manually label with the
sat of skills. To make sure all skills are represented in the sampled puzzles while ensuring we
stay close enough to the distribution of puzzles encountered in training, we sample half 1 of these
puzzles uniformly over all generated puzzles in the seed, and we sample half 2 according to the
following principle: each time we sample a new puzzle we sample among the list of puzzles involving
the currently least represented skill. While examining the dataset (see Figure D.1) we noticed a
certain number of outlier puzzles which had been labeled with all the skills, and which would be
overrepresented in the dataset because they contain all (and thus rare) skills. When inspecting these
puzzles we did not find them to be a true combination of all skills. Thus when sampling half 2 (but
not half 1) of the manually labeled puzzles we have excluded the anomalous puzzles labeled with all
labels.
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Figure D.1: Distributions of number of skills labeled by ChatGPT for (a) ACES, (b)
ACES-random, (c) ELM-Semantic, (d) ELM, (e) static gen. A noteworthy effect of
the goal-targeting in ACES and ACES-random is the low number of puzzle with no
skill labels compared to the other methods. Goal-targetting seems to have an effect of
how much generated puzzles fit to the predefined ontology.

D.3 Examples of generated puzzles

In this section we present a few puzzles and solution generated by our different methods and
examine them qualitatively. In example D.3, the generated puzzles combines a string manipulation
problem, a grid problem and a recursion problem, through the search for a path in a grid filled with
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characters of a given input string. The example also illustrates the drift in task semantics mentioned
in the main text: in this example the function g only gives the argument of the puzzle, which is both
defined and solved in f. We additionally confirm our intuition of the drift in meaning of the puzzles
through histograms of the proportion between puzzle and solution complexity, in Figure D.2. The
intuition is that methods that generate puzzles with very short (and thus very simple) solutions have
shifted from implementing algorithms in puzzles rather than in solutions. There is a clear difference
between the train set from the P3 dataset and the data generation methods, with Static-Gen suffering
less. This might have an influence on downstream performance.
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Figure D.2: Relative complexity of the generated solutions. We report the number of
characters (top) and the size of nodes in the parsed abstract syntax tree (bottom) for
the four algorithms and P3’s train set (rightmost column). We can see a loss of relative
complexity in all methods, less severe in Static-Gen.
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Combination of String and Grid (ACES)

Mixture of a grid problem and of a character problem. Comments generated by the
LLM inside the code, as well as the docstring, have been edited to shorten the figure.

from typing import*
from typing import List

def f(grid: List[List[int]], s: str) -> bool:
def dfs(i: int, j: int, k: int) -> bool:

if k == len(s):
return True

if grid[i][j] == s[k]:
visited[i][j] = True

for di, dj in [(1, 0), (-1, 0), (0, 1), (0, -1)
]:
ni, nj = i + di, j + dj
if 0 <= ni < len(grid) and 0 <= nj < len(

grid[0]) and not visited[ni][nj]:
if dfs(ni, nj, k + 1):

return True

visited[i][j] = False

return False

for i in range(len(grid)):
for j in range(len(grid[0])):

visited = [[False] * len(grid[0]) for _ in
range(len(grid))]

if dfs(i, j, 0):
return True

return False

def g():
grid = [

['a', 'b', 'c', 'e'],
['s', 'f', 'c', 's'],
['a', 'd', 'e', 'e']

]
return (grid, "abcced")

Example generation for ACES

Label: [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
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from typing import*
from typing import List

def f(nums: List[int]) -> List[int]:
"""Given a list of integers, sort the list in non-

decreasing order using the bubble sort algorithm.
Return the sorted list.
"""
def bubble_sort(nums):

n = len(nums)
for i in range(n):

for j in range(0, n - i - 1):
if nums[j] > nums[j + 1]:

nums[j], nums[j + 1] = nums[j + 1],
nums[j]

return nums

return bubble_sort(nums)

def g():
nums = [9, 5, 2, 8, 1]
return nums

Labels: [1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0]

from typing import*

def f(s: str, n: int) -> bool:
"""Check if the given string is a palindrome and if the

given number is divisible by 3 and 5."""
is_palindrome = s == s[::-1]

is_divisible_by_three_and_five = n % 3 == 0 and n % 5
== 0

return is_palindrome and is_divisible_by_three_and_five

def g():
s = "deed"
n = 30
return s, n
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Example generation for ELM-Semantic

Label: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

from typing import*

def f(numbers: List[int], target_sum=100) -> bool:
"""Check if there are three numbers in the list that

add up to the target sum."""
for i in range(len(numbers)):

for j in range(i+1, len(numbers)):
for k in range(j+1, len(numbers)):

if numbers[i] + numbers[j] + numbers[k] ==
target_sum:
return True

return False

def g(target_sum=100):
return [10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90]

Labels: [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0]

from typing import*

def f(words: List[str], prefix='in') -> bool:
"""Check if any word from the list starts with the

given prefix"""
return any((w.startswith(prefix)) for w in words)

def g(prefix='in'):
return ['input', 'information', 'innovation', 'great']
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Example generations for ELM

Labels: [1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0]

from typing import*
from typing import List

def f(names: List[str], name_length: int) -> bool:
"""Check if there exists a name in the given list that

has the specified length"""
for name in names:

if len(name) == name_length:
return True

return False

def g(names=['John', 'Alice', 'Bob', 'Eve'], name_length=5)
:
return names, name_length

Labels: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

from typing import*

def f(arr: List[int], k=10) -> bool:
"""Find if there exists a pair of integers in the array

whose sum is equal to k"""
for i in range(len(arr)):

for j in range(i+1, len(arr)):
if arr[i] + arr[j] == k:

return True
return False

def g(k=10):
return [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
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Example generations for Static-Gen

Labels: [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

from typing import*

def f(n: int, m=5) -> bool:
"""Check if n is divisible by any prime number less

than m"""
primes = [2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37,

41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67, 71, 73, 79, 83, 89, 97]
return any(n % prime == 0 for prime in primes if prime

< m)

def g(m=5):
return 100

Label: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

from typing import*

def f(x: int, lst1=[7, 5, 3, 1], lst2=[1, 3, 5, 7]) -> bool
:
"""Check if two lists are equal when reversed"""
return lst1[::-1] == lst2

def g(lst1=[7, 5, 3, 1], lst2=[1, 3, 5, 7]):
return lst1[::-1]

D.4 Additional results

Additionally, we can visualize language diversity by projecting the semantic embeddings into
2D space via dimensionality reduction techniques like UMAP. We expect to measure diversity in a
set of puzzles by looking at the coverage of the map. As the diversity increases, they should achieve
both a wider spread of embeddings and potentially clearer cluster separation compared to baselines,
showcasing greater linguistic diversity. of puzzles’ embedding projected in 2d plane with UMAP.

figures/code_autotelic/plot_niches_explained.pdf

Figure D.3: Explanation of the representation used in the Figure D.4
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Figure D.4: Niche discovered over time 2d representation of cells filled in the skill
space. More detail on the representation is given in the Figure D.3
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Figure D.5: UMAP projection of the Code5P-110M embeddings of discovered puzzles
for one seed of each algorithm.
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Figure D.6: UMAP projection of the WizardCoder-1B embeddings of discovered
puzzles for one seed of each algorithm.
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Figure D.7: UMAP projection of the WizardCoder-3B embeddings of discovered
puzzles for one seed of each algorithm.
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Figure D.8: UMAP projection of the WizardCoder-3B embeddings of discovered
puzzles for one seed of each algorithm.
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2.11 Self-evaluated performance. (a): Average success rates across seeds for each algorithm
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and Discrimination. In Identification, the model is tasked with predicting whether a
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3.2 Magnitude of the difference in predicted score for the positive and negative classes for a
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3.4 Visual summary of the architectures used. We show the details of UT, SFT and TFT
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